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Abstract.

This thesis explores the attempt to construct a national supply o f standard laboratoryanimals in Britain between 1919 and 1976. The demand for a national supply o f standard
laboratory-animals is located in the formation during the interwar period o f the discipline
o f biological standardization. In contrast to other disciplines within the sciences
biological standardization placed great emphasis upon the routine replication of
experimental results. In consequence the field o f biological standardization problematized
the laboratory-animal and sought its standardization in order to construct it as a reliable
diagnostic tool. In 1947 the Medical Research Council responded to pressure from an
unprecedented coalition o f scientific societies and established the Laboratory Animals
Bureau tasked with regulating the British laboratory-animal production toward producing
standard laboratory-animals. The work o f the Laboratory Animal Bureau is analysed but
the main focus o f the thesis is upon the relationship between the practices of
standardization and the promotion o f the welfare o f laboratory-animals. Particularly after
the close o f the Second World War the project to standardize laboratory-animals became
increasingly associated with the promotion o f their welfare. The relationship between the
two was made explicit through the work o f the Universities Federation for Animal
Welfare in collaboration with the Laboratory Animals Bureau. In order to understand the
relationship between standardization and welfare Michel Foucault’s concept of biopower
is employed. It is subsequently argued that the analytics of biopower need not be
restricted to human life but equally encompasses non-human life. Through the
Foucaultian perspective o f biopower it is argued that standardization and welfare are two
poles o f the same biopolitical process.
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Introduction: Reliable Anim als, Responsible Scientists - Constructing
the Standard Laboratory Animal in Britain C .1919-1976.

Scientists Find a Cure For Empathy (Sue Coe 1997)

The use o f animals for experimental purposes has long been one of the most
contentious practices o f the biomedical sciences.1 Opposition to animal experimentation
in the form o f antivivisection, and more recently animal rights, has a long and continuous
history. This history has become increasingly relevant in recent times as the opposition
itself has become increasingly vocal.2 This thesis does not directly address the history of
opposition to animal experimentation, although in its latter part it does address a hitherto
little examined transformation in the movement that occurred in the 1960s. Rather, this
thesis will focus upon the biomedical sciences themselves in an attempt to locate the role
that moral feeling and concern for animal welfare plays within rather than without the
laboratory. Our question revolves about the exact relationship between the practice of
animal experimentation and an empathetic or moral consideration for the animals
subjected to experiment. Is there a moral obligation felt amongst researchers toward their
animals? If so, how is this obligation made manifest within scientific practice, if indeed it
is at all? A special issue o f Quantitative Sociology has noted that these questions have not
been adequately studied; the question of “the relationship between the welfare o f research
animals and the pursuit of scientific knowledge” remains largely unexplored.3 When
Society and Animals published its extensive research agenda for the emerging discipline
o f animal studies it identified a similar question:
how do people maintain ethical boundaries distinguishing their treatment of
companion animals from their treatment of other animals (eg. how are lab
experimenters who do pain research on dogs able to dissociate their work from their
pet dog at home)4
That biomedical researchers can make such a distinction in practice is difficult to dispute,
examples can often be found in the archive (and in life) where researchers are found to be
1 For a detailed survey o f contemporary public opinion on this subject see Anon Animals in Medicine and
Science: General Public Research Conducted for the Medical Research Council (London: MRC, 1999).
2 See Richard D. French Antivivisection and Medical Science in Victorian Society (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1975); N. A. Rupke Vivisection in Historical Perspective (London: Routledge, 1990); C.
Lansbury, The Old Brown Dog (Madison: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1985).Hilda Kean Animal
Rights: Political and Social Change in Britain Since 1800 (London: Reaktion Books, 1998). For a feminist
reading o f antivivisectionism
2 For a historical analysis o f British relationships with animals see Keith Thomas Man and the Natural
World - Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984) and Harriet Ritvo
The Animal Estate - The English and other animals in Victorian England. (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1987).
3 Anon "Introduction: Special Issue on animals in Social Relations" Quantitative Sociology 17 1994
pp.117-8. p. 117.
4 Paul F Cunningham "Topics Awaiting Study: In vestigate Questions On Animal Issues’* Society and
Animals 3 1995 pp. 89-106. p. 99.
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self-confessed animal-lovers. A particularly striking example is that of the physiologist D
H Smyth.5 Throughout his career Smyth was a practicing animal experimenter. As
Professor o f Physiology at Sheffield University he supported numerous applications for
licences under the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) and was an active member of the
Research Defence Society. Yet, at the same time, he regularly described himself as an
“animal lover” and in his private life was a renowned breeder o f the Keeshonden (Dutch
Barge) dog freely admitting to being “unashamedly sentimental” about his pets.6
Furthermore, it would appear that Smyth was able to maintain these two approaches to
animals as distinct without contradiction, as his comments to the Departmental
Committee on Experimental Animals o f 1965 reveal:
As a physiologist who is carrying out experiments on animals I am glad that my
work has the approval of the Home Office... On the other hand, as an animal lover I
am glad to know that the Home Office regulations exist.7
Smyth appears to be aware o f a degree o f disparity in these views - a degree that
necessitated attributing each view to a different aspect o f his character - yet this
awareness did not appear to take the form o f conflict. A similar disparity was identified
by the novelist and animal protectionist Brigid Brophy in 1971. Speaking at a symposium
on the subject o f animal experimentation at which biomedical scientists debated on open
terms with nascent animal rights minded thinkers Brophy stated:
If a researcher who was experimenting on a chimpanzee were asked, by a child...to
explain the purpose, he would very likely say he was doing it in the rational
expectation of discovering something relevant to the relief of illness in humans... if
the child said Fine, he was going straight home to acquire a chimpanzee and start
imitating the researcher, the researcher would have, in fairness to the child, to warn
him that it would be unlawful for the child, or indeed the child’s parents to do any
such thing. Then the researcher would have to explain that the citizens give him, the
researcher, exemption from the ordinary laws. And if the child asks why the citizens
exempt him, the researcher would have to say it is because the citizens are so
impressed by his claim that he has a rational expectation of discovering something
toward the alleviation of human suffering8

5 For autobiographical information see D H Smyth Alternatives to Animal Experiments (London: Solar
Press/Research D efence Society, 1979) p p .209-211.
6 Ibid. p. 210.
7 PRO HO 269/5 “N ote by Professor D H Smyth, Department o f Physiology, University o f Sheffield”
Undated c. 1964.
8 Brigid Brophy “The ethical argument against the use o f animals in biomedical research” in W Lane-Petter
The Rational Use o f Living Systems in Biomedical Research: UFAW Symposium 7~-8~ October 1971
(London: UFAW, 1972) pp. 51-57. p. 51.
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The fact that the animal experimentation required exemption from the normal law
through the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) implied that there was something
contradictory between the biomedical sciences’ claim to be serving society and their
actual practices that appeared to break society’s conventions.9 More recently, this very
antinomy has been allegorically represented as the ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ characteristic o f the
biomedical sciences.10
The illustration that serves as a frontispiece to this work raises the same question
by depicting a graphic and obviously biomedical scene and titling it Scientists Find a
Cure fo r Empathy. The artist responsible, Sue Coe, is well known for shaping her art
about social issues and in particular the subject o f animal rights. Consequently, this work
when located within her overall oeuvre could be read as a determined critique o f animal
experimentation. However, the painting is equally interesting in its detail and in particular
its depiction o f the relationship between animal and human. The work is dominated by
the striking image o f a primate who is being drained of a substance via a tube whilst
simultaneously injected with a similar substance through a hypodermic needle. The
substance appears to be blood, yet contained within it are apparent miniature figures of
monkeys and humans. The image seems to reference a perversely literal yet reversed
image o f Rimbaud’s prophecy that “the man o f the future will be filled with animals”.11
Closer examination o f the figure reveals that the left hand is absent, presumably removed,
and the right is more reminiscent o f that o f a human than a monkey. Furthermore, despite
the distinct animal face the figure is dressed much like a human might be from the waist
up, the white coat clearly referencing the scientist. Whether this figure is a human filled
with animals or an animal filled with humans remains a matter of conjecture, as such the

9 In a legal sense the antinomy produced by the biomedical sciences purpose (being the protection and
improvement o f society) and the means by which this purpose is accomplished (being experimentation
upon animals contravening the same society’s moral prohibition on the infliction o f suffering) is resolved
by placing the experimenter outside the law. Though it will not be taken up in this thesis this might be seen
to be an example o f the establishment o f a “state o f exception” as explicated in Giorgio Agamben Homo
Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life Trans. David Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1998)
10 Andrew N Rowan “Scientists and Animal Research: Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?” Social Research 62 1995
pp.787-800.
11 Arthur Rimbaud quoted in Paul Rabinow “Artificiality and Enlightenment: From Sociobiology to
B iosociality” in Paul Rabinow Essays on the Anthropology o f Reason (Princeton: Princeton University
Press. 1996) p p .91-111. p.92.
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figure might best be represented as a liminal figure, an indistinct being that is neither
animal nor human but existing within a space between the two.
The ambiguity this work invokes between animal and human refers to a long
standing criticism o f animal experimentation made by animal protectionists and
particularly antivivisectionists. This being the argument that the deliberate infliction of
suffering upon laboratory animals is fundamentally dehumanising to both the
practitioners as individuals and the society that condones it. Indeed, one might surmise
that the cure for empathy implied in the work’s title is non-other than the process of
dehumanisation assumed to emerge from animal experimental practice. Yet such a claim
is unsatisfactory, for it rests purely upon anecdotal and politically motivated assumptions.
More crucially, as the example o f Smyth shows, biomedical researchers can empathise
with animals and there seems no reason not to suppose that they do not empathise with
laboratory animals. Thus the question implied by Coe remains: how do scientists balance
experimental practice with empathy for animals?
The construction o f a question can never be neutral and the above question makes
no claim to be. This thesis seeks to understand the place o f ethical or moral concern for
animals within animal experimental practice itself. The formulation o f this question
clearly presupposes that such moral consideration has a place within scientific practice
that should be taken seriously. There is no necessity to offer apology for this
presupposition. Conventional interpretations o f biomedical references to moral concern
portray them to be nothing more than hollow counters to antivivisectionist critique - an
attempt to seize the moral high ground from detractors. In contrast, this thesis seeks to
understand how moral concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals might play a central
and productive role within biomedical practice (as opposed to biomedical public
rhetoric). Put another way, this thesis attempts to take seriously the proposition that moral
concern is a productive element within the laboratory as well as a rhetorical tool outside
o f it. Reference to moral concern for the welfare of laboratory animals will therefore be
assumed to be more than a rhetorical technique designed to counter the criticism of
animal proponents. In point o f fact it will be argued that moral consideration for
laboratory animals plays an important if unacknowledged role in the production of
biomedical knowledge.
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The focus upon laboratory animals as a means to understand the material practice
o f the biomedical sciences has o f late been the vogue within the eclectic field of science
studies.12 These studies presuppose that the laboratory animal is not a naturally occurring
entity but construct: material, social or both. Robert E Kohler’s groundbreaking analysis
o f Morgan’s drosophilists is a pertinent example of a study that assumes the laboratory
animal to be a material construct o f the laboratory.13 Kohler was among the first to focus
upon the construction o f experimental organisms in order to investigate the material
practices that produce biomedical knowledge. His analysis of the role o f Drosophila or
the common fruit fly revealed its constitutive role in the production o f biomedicine.14
Kohler demonstrated that once a particular organism was established in a particular role
future research came to take its use as a given. Consequently the organisms used within
its work shaped a field o f study’s development. In this way specific experimental
organisms became ‘entrenched resources’ located at specific research sites and remained
so across generations o f investigators. Extensive professional networks formed around
these organisms such as Thomas Hunt Morgan’s ‘Drosophilists’ - a group of geneticists
united by their use o f the Drosophila fruit fly - which were the focus o f Kohler’s study.
Subsequent studies o f laboratory animals have reinforced Kohler’s claim demonstrating
repeatedly that laboratory organisms were constitutive of both the research agenda and
the knowledge claims o f biomedical science.15 As a result the analysis o f laboratory
organisms became focussed upon their role in constituting research agendas and shaping
the production o f biomedical knowledge.

12 See for example A . E. Clarke & J. H. Fujimura The Right tools for the Job: At Work in the Twentieth
Century Life Sciences (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992); Bonnie Clause “The Wistar Rat as a
Right Choice: Establishing Mammalian Standards and the Ideal o f a Standardized Mammal” Journal o f the
History o f B iology 1993 26 pp.329-349; R E Kohler Lords o f the Flv: Drosophila Genetics and the
Experimental Life (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1994); D P Todes “Pavlov’s Physiological
Factory” Isis 88 (1997) pp. 205-246; C. A. Logan “‘[A]re Norway R ats...Things?’ Diversity versus
Generality in the U se o f Albino rats in Experiments on Development and Sexuality” Journal o f the History
o f B iology 2001 34 pp.287-314; C. A. Logan “Before There Were Standards: The Role o f Test Animals in
the Production o f Empirical Generality in Physiology” Journal o f the History o f Biology 2002 35 pp. 329363; Angela N H Creager The Life o f a Virus: Tobacco M osaic Virus as an Experimental Model. 19301965 (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 2002); Karen Rader Making Mice: Standardizing Animals for
American Biomedical Research 1900-1955 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).
13 See R E Kohler Lords o f the Flv: Drosophila Genetics and the Experimental Life (Chicago: University o f
Chicago Press, 1994)
14 Kohler Lords pp.6-8.
15 See for example Creager Life o f a Virus and Karen Rader Making M ice.
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This is not to say that reference to moral obligation was entirely absent from the
study o f laboratory organisms. On the contrary, Kohler represented the social
organization o f a laboratory as determined by a “moral economy”. Kohler’s analysis of
the organism as a technology revealed Drosophila had shaped the development o f a moral
economy within Morgan’s laboratory principally through their prodigious productivity.
The breeding cycle o f fruit flies was such that they produced far more mutant strains that
a single scientist could ever hope to analyse in a lifetime o f research. Consequently,
researchers developed a co-operative community in which it became commonplace to
share information, observations, and the flies themselves. The ability o f the fruit fly to
prodigiously reproduce thereby shaped the social dynamics that governed the emerging
drosophila community. In order to understand the mechanisms that governed the social
organization of the laboratory Kohler turned to E P Thomson’s concept of ‘moral
economy’. 16 Thompson’s moral economy referred to the customs, traditions and rules
that consumers relied upon to regulate the market for common foodstuffs especially in
times o f dearth. This was the safeguard that prevented those in power from withholding
essential necessities o f life from others for the sake o f profit.17 Kohler extended this
concept to explain the unspoken rules that govern the social relations o f the laboratory.
The laboratory’s moral economy defined the mutual expectations and obligations of the
various participants (including scientists, their assistants, and students) in the production
o f knowledge. For Kohler, the moral economy balanced the social power relations within
the biomedical sciences generally and the laboratory specifically. In the biomedical
sciences the motivation was less monetary gain than access to the tools and equipment
that made research possible. One had an unspoken obligation to allow ones colleagues’
access to certain equipment and certain knowledge: this included allowing them access to
certain laboratory organisms. Kohler argued that the organisms themselves contribute to
the shape o f the moral economy and the moral obligations researchers had to one another
(in the case o f the fruit fly its breeding-cycle ensured it would be freely shared). In
Kohler’s schema the moral economy governed access to laboratory organisms and in this

16 Kohler Lords pp. 11-13. R E Kohler “Moral Economy, Material Culture, and Community in Drosophila
Genetics’' in Mario Biagioli The Science Studies Reader (London: Routledge, 1999) pp. 243-257.
17 See also E P Thompson “The Moral Economy o f the English Crowd in the Eighteenth Century” Past and
Present 50 1971 pp. 76-136.
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sense governs the moral obligation o f one researcher to another. However, what remains
entirely absent from Kohler’s account is mention of any moral obligation to the
laboratory organisms themselves. Moral obligation between researcher and laboratory
animal is absent from Kohler’s study as he deliberately chose to abstain from examining
social, cultural or political influences upon the construction of laboratory animals due to
epistemological reservations regarding social reductionism
Admittedly, it would be somewhat difficult for the average person to feel moral
obligation toward a fly. However, even when similar studies have addressed mammalian
laboratory animals the idea o f a moral obligation toward the welfare o f the laboratory
animal has remained absent from the analysis. For example, the question o f moral
concern for the animal remains entirely absent from liana Lowy and Jean-Paul
Gaudilliere’s analysis o f the development o f standardized laboratory mice for the
purposes o f cancer research.18 Nor is it a focus o f concern in Karen Rader’s detailed
study o f the construction on standard laboratory mice.19 Having said this it should be
acknowledged that these studies o f laboratory animals have focussed upon the American
example and very little work has been done on laboratory animal use in Britain.20
Perhaps it for this reason that the role o f a moral concern for the welfare o f animals
within the laboratory has failed to be acknowledged. It could be that such a concern
emerged in Britain due to the peculiarly British sentimental relationship with animals.21
The necessary research to produce a comparative history o f this relationship in other
countries is beyond the bounds o f this thesis. However, the close relationship between

18 In fact Lowy and Gaudilliere explicitly reject the notion o f moral economy entirely. See liana Lowy and
Jean-Paul Gaudilliere “D isciplining Cancer: M ice and the Practice o f Genetic Purity” in Jean-Paul
Gaudilliere and liana Lowy The Invisible Industrialist: Manufacturers and the Production o f Scientific
Knowledge (London: Macmillan, 1998) pp. 209-249. esp. p.211.
19 Rader Making M ice
20 This is not to say that historians have ignored the controversy over laboratory animal use so visible in
British society. Several studies have investigated the so-called “vivisection” controversy but none have
attempted to examine the role o f animal welfare sentiment in biomedical practice. Rather such work
approaches the debate through a concentration upon the controversy between ‘science’ and ‘society’. Such
an approach has obscured the role o f moral concern within scientific practice itself by encouraging
biomedical articulations o f moral concern to be viewed only as a defensive reaction to critics with little
grounding in actual practice. In summation these works concentrate too much upon public controversy and
not enough upon the role o f the animal in biomedical practice.
21 For a historical analysis o f British relationships with animals see Keith Thomas Man and the Natural
World - Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984) and Harriet Ritvo
The Animal Estate - The English and other animals in Victorian England. (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1987).
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British science and that o f the rest o f the world emergent in the period under study is
suggestive that the subject o f this thesis was more than a British phenomenon. It is clear
that the institutions and ideas that are examined in this thesis emerged first in Britain
before quickly spreading to other countries and so if the emergence of moral concern
within the laboratory animal was originally a British phenomena it did not remain so for
long.22
Be this as it may, in contrast to historical studies of laboratory animal use more
sociologically orientated studies have sought to understand how biomedical scientists
balance the practice o f animal experimentation with moral feeling. Mary T Philips has
sought an explanation in the idea that the contemporary laboratory animal is a socially
constructed category distinct from other animals and therefore exempt from conventional
moral obligations.23 Philips argues that the social construct ‘laboratory animal’ is
sustained through a variety o f practices including the deprivation o f proper names. Philips
holds that such practices allow the researcher to perceive laboratory animals as
ontologically distinct from other categories o f animal, such as the pets with which they
might have emotional relationships in their private lives. It is because o f such ontological
distinction that researchers can, without moral repercussion, do to laboratory animals
what they could not do to their pets. Michael E Lynch has made a similar argument
claiming that the laboratory animals’ purpose and meaning comes only through its use in

22 For example follow ing the formation o f the MRC’s Laboratory Animal’s Bureau similar bodies were
established in other countries including: the U SA (Institute o f Animal Resources established 1952), Japan
(Japan Experimental Animals Research Association established 1952), France (Centre de Selection des
Animaux de Laboratoire established 1953), Holland (Centraal Proefdieren Bedrijf TNO established 1955),
Federal Republic o f Germany (Zentralinstitut fiir Versuchstierzucht established 1957), Belgium (Comite
National Provisoire sur les Animaux de Laboratoire established 1958), India (Laboaratory Animal
Information Service established 1958), Australia (Laboratory Animal Centre established 1959, and Italy
(Centro di Informaziomi sulla Produzione degli Animali di laboratorio established 1959). All these bodies
mirrored closely the purpose and activities o f the British Bureau. Furthermore, the director o f the British
Bureau (William Lane-Petter) instigated the establishment o f the International Committee on Laboratory
Animals (ICLA) in 1956. This organisation undertook on a international scale what the British Bureau and
its equivalents were doing on a national scale. See W. Lane-Petter “The International Committee on
Laboratory Animals” Nature 179 2nd February 1957 pp. 240-1 and W. Lane-Petter “The International
Committee on Laboratory Anim als” Nature 185 20th February 1960 pp.508-9. Similarly, the British animal
welfare organisation UFAW instigated similar bodies in America (Animal Care Panel, established 1950)
and Japan (Animal W elfare Society o f Otani University, Kyoto, Japan established 1935).
23 M T Philips “Proper N am es and the Social Construction o f Biography: The Negative Case o f Laboratory
Animals" Quantitative Sociology 17 1994 pp. 119-141.
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the laboratory.24 Whilst such an argument adequately explains how a research scientist
might compartmentalise his treatment o f laboratory animals from that o f other animals it
implicitly endorses the view o f Coe that within the laboratory there is no role for moral
feeling. This is reinforced by the social constructionist tendency to suggest that the
individual laboratory animal possesses little or no meaning within scientific discourse.
Lynch particularly argued that in terms o f constructing scientific knowledge the
individual laboratory animal is nothing but a potential fragment o f information, its
meaning can only be located in its potential to be a “bearer o f generalized knowledge”.25
The same assumption underpins Philips’ understanding of the practice o f denying
laboratory animals proper names. The practice o f denying the laboratory animal proper
names and thus individuality reinforces the ontological distinctness o f the laboratory
animal. Consequently the laboratory animal is made almost the direct opposite o f the pet,
which more than any other animal has been attributed individual biographic narrative and
in consequence proper names.26 Philips concludes that without biography there is
assumed to be no requirement for moral consideration:
one of deepest sources of conflict between animal protectionists and animal
researchers is that they have such different conceptions of the meaning of these
creatures. Most of us live in urban areas where we have little direct contact with live
animals except as pets, whom we cannot but endow with narrative meaning. When
this model is transferred to the laboratory, the pain and suffering and deaths of so
many animals can be seen as nothing but tragic. For most of the scientists.. .however,
there was no question of tragedy. Tragedy belongs to the realm of narrative. It is not
admitted into the scientific enterprise. This...is the essence of the categorical
distinction between the nameable and the unnameable27
Thus in social constructivism the conflict between biomedical researchers and animal
protectionists becomes an irresolvable debate between two incommensurable views that
turns on the perceived ontological status o f the laboratory animal. In consequence the
ambivalent persona o f the biomedical researcher vaporises just as Hyde himself was wont
to do leaving behind only Jekyll. Such an implication makes little sense of why the
biomedical sciences should claim (if only rhetorically) to maintain a moral concern for
laboratory animals. Furthermore, it fails to account for why Smyth as an “animal lover”
24 M ichael E Lynch “Sacrifice and Transformation o f the Animal Body into a Scientific Object: Laboratory
Culture and Ritual Practice in the N eurosciences” Social Studies o f Science 18 1988 pp. 265-289.
25 Lynch p. 269.
26 For a study o f these aspects o f the pet animal see J Serpell In the Company o f animals: A Study o f
Human-Animal Relationships (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
27 Philips “Proper names” p. 139.
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would be grateful for the regulation o f experimental practice through the Cruelty to
Animals Act (1876).
A further problem with the social constructionist argument is that it fails to fully
engage with the extent o f its own research. For example, Philips notes that whilst being
consciously deprived o f proper names and thereby deindividualised laboratory animals
were, in certain instances, attributed proper names and thereby individualised. To explain
this antinomy she appeals unconvincingly to Wittgenstein in order to devalue these
instances and label them “intermediate cases” in which individuality was “partially
accomplished”.28 No explanation is given as to why researchers would wish to construct
partial identities in apparent contradiction to their intense effort to deindividualise their
animals. Nor does Philips address the potential moral consequences o f such re
individualization. For example, would a partially individualised laboratory animal not
claim a partial moral consideration as to its welfare? Similarly, Lynch’s work notes that
the laboratory animal is constructed from what he terms the “naturalistic animal” which
informs the way the laboratory animal is conceived.29 Therefore a relationship is
proposed yet left unexplained between the laboratory animal and naturalistic animal that
makes any ontological distinction between the two problematic. We might ask therefore
if this socially constructed ontological distinction breaks down how would the laboratory
animal’s exemption from moral concern remain intact? This question remains unexplored
by social constructionists despite their own work demonstrating the necessity of its
asking.
However, the social constructionist approach to this question is interesting in its
identification o f the ambivalent aspect o f the practice of biomedical experimentation in
terms o f its oscillation between deindividualising and individualising the laboratory
animal. Lynch and Philips agree that the routine denial of proper names derives from the
fact scientific practice is largely unconcerned with the laboratory animal as an individual.
This is because science lays claim to universal validity and therefore seeks to produce
knowledge that transcends the individual circumstance from which it came. In this sense
the deindividualising naming practices Philips identified can be understood to be part of a

28 Philips "Proper names” p. 139.
29 Lynch "Sacrifice” pp.280-281.
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wider project to standardize laboratory animals. The construction of standard laboratory
animals is a process that is essential to the practice of biomedical science and one that is
by its nature is essentially deindividualising. However, Philips also identified a counter
tendency to individualise laboratory animals that would appear to contradict the work of
standardization. The exact role o f this counter tendency remains unexplained and its
existence in any case appears contradictory to the general scientific disposition toward
standardization.

It

promotes

questions

such

as

how

can

biomedical

practice

simultaneously deindividualise and individualise the laboratory animal? This thesis seeks
the answer to this question is in the relationship between the standardization o f laboratory
animals and the promotion o f their welfare.
It is proposed that there is a relationship between the scientific necessity to
standardize laboratory animals and a moral concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals
and that this relationship is itself related to the biomedical tendency to simultaneously
deindividualise and individualise the laboratory animal. The origin for this supposition is
a letter written by the physiologist V H Mottram to the Secretary o f the Medical Research
Council, Walter Fletcher, in 1926.30 Mottram wrote in an attempt to convince Fletcher
that the MRC should establish a “breeding station” for the supply o f standard laboratory
animals to British laboratories. He introduced himself as “a research worker and lover of
animals” and went on to stress the importance o f regulating the supply o f laboratory
animals in terms o f assuring reliable scientific research and maintaining a proper concern
for the welfare o f laboratory animals. Crucially, at no point did Mottram indicate that
either goal was more important than the other and nor did he make any reference to social
or political concerns such as antivivisectionism. Rather, he pragmatically explained the
benefits o f such a breeding station, which would:
free one from the necessity of dealing with ignorant, unscrupulous dealers who
genuinely have no love for animals and think only of profits...it would avoid the
dangers of buying animals that have ‘escaped’ from research laboratories having
already been used for scientific purposes...it would largely avoid the purchase of
animals infected with disease or parasites, as is often the case at present...There
would be the very great advantage of being able to buy animals of known pedigree,
age, sex, etc, in fact standard animals.31

30 PRO F D 1/1372 Letter Mottram to Fletcher 24th November 1926.
31 PRO FD 1/1 372 Letter Mottram to Fletcher 24th November 1926.
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Mottram viewed the construction o f standard laboratory animals and the promotion of the
welfare o f laboratory animals as an interrelated cause. Such an association is difficult to
explain in terms o f a social constructivist understanding o f laboratory animal as an
ontologically distinct entity. However, it does offer a position from which to explore the
tendency o f biomedical practice to simultaneously deindividualise and individualise the
laboratory animal. If standardization and welfare were intimately liked to the same
material practices then the aforementioned tendency to simultaneous deindividualise and
individualise might well be related to the interplay o f standardization and welfare. It is
this supposition that forms the heart o f this thesis - what is the relationship between the
standardization o f laboratory animals and a moral concern for their welfare? How is this
related to the deindividualisation and individualization o f the laboratory animal? Through
exploring these issues it is hoped that we might better come to understand the role of
moral concern for animal welfare within biomedical practice.
Given the social constructionist emphasis upon standardization as a form of
deindividualization one might assume that there is little room within standardization for a
concern for laboratory animal welfare. The fact that historical studies o f the construction
o f standard laboratory animals owe so much to social constructionist theory might
explain why they fail to seriously engage with the question of welfare. However, as the
example o f Mottram suggests standardization in some way actually worked to encourage
such a line o f thought.
This might appear at first surprising given conventionally standardization has
been represented as a negative process. The demand for standard laboratory animals
emerged as part o f a general trend toward standardization throughout inter-war AngloAmerican society in the interwar period. Consequently, as ever more areas o f life were
touched by modem industrialization the desirability of standardization was vigorously
debated in terms o f industry, politics and biology.32 One arena of debate regarded the
appropriateness o f asserting control over biological life, and whether or not it was
achievable in a manner that would further the greater good. This recognition of
biopolitics in all but name troubled many intellectual figures especially those directly

32 Robert Graves and Alan Hodge The Long Weekend: A Social History o f Britain 1918-1939 (London:
Foursquare, 1961) p.291-2.
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involved with the biological sciences. In 1926 Julian Huxley was moved to warn that the
twentieth century would see man seize control o f the organic just as in the nineteenth he
had mastered the inorganic. Huxley feared humanity’s subsequent control over the basis
o f its own being may not be accompanied by the wisdom to use the power wisely.33 It
was assumed that mastery over the organic would take a similar industrial form to that
taken by man’s mastery over the inorganic, consequently standardization was expected to
be an important component o f the process. Indeed, Bertrand Russell’s condemnatory
retort to J B S Haldane’s Daedalus chose not to discredit biological science directly but
rather attacked industrialization.34 In a later work Russell ominously predicted that the
industrialisation o f life would mean man would:
tend more and more to view himself also as a manufactured product, and to
minimize the share of natural growth in the production of human beings. He will
come to value only what is deliberately caused by human agency, not what results
from nature’s unaided handiwork.35
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World exemplifies such trepidation o f a future conjunction
o f industrial management and standardization with biological life.36
However, standardization was not always viewed with trepidation nor was it
always viewed a human as opposed to natural process. For example, Albert W. Whitney
saw the application o f standardization to biological life in an optimistic light. Whitney
argued standardization was intrinsic to human society, if albeit largely as an unconscious
evolutionary process and a product o f natural selection. In equating standardization to
natural selection Whitney recast standardization as less a threat to society than the basis
o f society itself. The application o f standardization within society was merely the
manifestation o f man taking control o f the evolutionary process and thus his very being.37
Whitney’s argument reverberates with J B S Haldane’s prediction that in the future man
would literally take control o f his own evolution and shape his being along scientific-

33 Julian Huxley “The Control o f the Life C ycle” in Essays in Popular Science (London: Chatto & Windus,
1926) pp.75-105. p .103.
34 Bertrand Russell Icarus or the Future o f Science (London: Keegan Paul, 1924). cf. J B S Haldane
Daedalus or Science and the Future (London: Keegan Paul, 1923).
35 Betrand Russell The Scientific Outlook (London: Unwin, 1931) p.169.
36 Aldous Huxley Brave N ew World. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974 [1932]) See also D C T CoxMaksimov “Standardising Britain in the 1920s and 1930s: Huxley’s Brave New World in Historical
Context” Common K nowledge (forthcoming).
37 Albert W Whitney The Place o f Standardization in Modern Life (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1924) pp.2-3.
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Marxist ideals in the same way that he currently shaped animals to satisfy his
•

requirements.

38

A somewhat more ambivalent position between optimism and pessimism

can be found in the work o f the novelist and philosopher Olaf Stapleton who highlighted
both the potential and the danger o f such power.39 This debate, of which this is a mere
snapshot, demonstrates that the growing dominance of a biopolitical logic was noted by
contemporaries o f the period. They identified standardization as a major, if not the main,
mode power confirming Michel Foucault’s suspicion that “a normalizing society is the
historical outcome o f a technology o f power centred

upon

life”.40 Arguably

standardization is therefore conceivable as a Foucaultian technology o f biopower.
Moreover, approaching standardization as a technology of biopower is suggestive of an
explanation as to how it might be so closely interlinked with the promotion o f welfare.
Foucault did not provide a comprehensive account of his concept of the
development o f biopower and the emergence of biopolitics yet these ideas appeared
frequently in his later work.41 They were essential to Foucault’s understanding of
modernity which he saw as characterised by the state deferring from its traditional
political role in order to assert “control over the biological”.42 In the late eighteenth
century through the ninetieth biological life began to be included within the mechanisms
and calculations o f state power and in consequence politics became biopolitics as it
assigned itself the “task o f administering life”.43 The emergence o f biopolitics marked a
fundamental transformation in politics wherein governance became “organized around
the management o f life rather than the menace of death”.44 To understand what Foucault
meant by a transition from the menace of death to the management of life one must
38 J B S Haldane “The Argument from Design (1944)”in J B S Haldane Science and Life: Essays o f a
Rationalist (London: Rationalist Press, 1968) pp.43-48.
39 O laf Stapledon Last and First Men (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1930), O laf Stapledon Star Maker
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1937) and O laf Stapledon Sirius (Harmondsworth: Penguinl944). See also
Robert Crossley O laf Stapledon: Speaking for the Future (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1994).
40 Michel Foucault Will to K nowledge pp.144.
41 The importance o f these concepts is revealed in Foucault’s reply to the question as to whether he should
be writing a genealogy o f biopower. He replied: “I have no time for that now, but it could be done. In fact, I
have to do it". See Michel Foucault "On the Genealogy o f Ethics: An Overview o f Work in Progress” in
Michel Foucault Ethics
Essential Works o f Michel Foucault 1954-1984 Paul
Rabinow ed.
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2000) pp.253-280. p. 256.
42 Michel Foucault Society Must Be Defended: Lectures atthe College De France 1975-76 Trans. David
Macey (London: Penguin. 2003) p. 240.
43 Michel Foucault The Will to Knowledge: The History o f Sexuality Volume One (Harmondsworth:
Penguin. 1998) p. 139.
44 Foucault The Will to Knowledge p. 147.
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consider the classical theory o f sovereign power. Foucault noted that the right of
sovereign power to seize life survived the sovereign monarch (to which it was initially
bound) to become incorporated (if only at times of exceptional circumstance) into
modem state but in a radically transformed way. In classical politics sovereign power was
bound to the monarch and justified at the last by the menace of death.45 However, in the
modem state the classical sovereign power to “take life or let live” was subsumed
(though not replaced) by a new power to “foster life or disallow it to the point of
death”.46 Though sovereign power had always been intimately linked with power over
life only when it became expressed as a desire to administer and manage the life of the
subject did it assume the modem form o f biopower. For Foucault this was the very
definition of modernity:
W hat m ig h t be c a lle d a s o c ie ty ’s “th resh old o f m odernity” has been reached w h en
the life o f th e sp e c ie s is w a g e r e d o n its o w n p o litical strategies. For M illen n ia , man
rem ained w h at h e w a s for A risto tle: a liv in g anim al w ith the additional cap acity for a
p olitica l ex iste n c e ; m o d e m m an is an anim al w h o se p olitics p laces h is e x iste n c e as a
liv in g b ein g in q u e stio n 47

Thus in contrast to classical sovereign power that legitimated itself through the threat of
death modern biopower legitimated itself on the grounds it fostered life.
This thesis adopts the concept o f biopower because Foucault describes it as being
the conjunction of two distinct forms of power, which he termed disciplinary and
regulatory. Biopower was therefore a singular entity that was nonetheless bi-polar.
Foucault described disciplinary power as “the procedures of power that characterized the
disciplines: an anatomo-politics o f the human body”. Disciplinary technologies
exclusively focused upon the individual human:
b ody as a m ach in e: its d isc ip lin in g , th e op tim isation o f its capabilities, the extortion
o f its fo rces, th e p arallel in crea se o f its d o cility , its integration into sy stem s o f
effic ie n t and e c o n o m ic c o n tr o ls.48

Disciplinary power formed the first pole of biopower and was extensively explored in
Foucault’s earlier work.49 The second pole of evolved slightly later and involved the
establishment o f regulatory controls to produce a “biopolitics o f the population”:

45 F o u c a u lt
46 F o u c a u lt
47 F o u c a u lt
48 F o u c a u lt
49 See for

T h e W ill
T h e W ill
T h e W ill
T h e W ill
e x am p le

to K n o w le d g e p. 136. S ee a lso F o u c a u lt Society p. 240-241.
to K n o w le d g e p. 138.
to K n o w le d g e p. 143.
to K n o w le d g e p. 139.
M ichel F o u c a u lt D isc ip lin e and P unish: the Birth o f the P rison (H arm o n d sw o rth :

P en g u in . 1986).
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S o after a first seizu re o f p o w e r o v er th e body in an in d ivid u alizin g m o d e, w e h ave a
seco n d se iz u r e o f p o w e r that is not in d iv id u a lizin g but, if y o u like, m a ssify in g , that is
directed not at m a n -a s-b o d y but m a n -a s-sp e c ie s...w h a t I w o u ld call a b io p o litics o f
the hum an r a c e 50

Thus biopower emerged from new technologies concerned with the regulation of
population that combined with existing disciplinary power orientated toward the
individual. This combination produced the two poles about which the sovereign power
over life and death were deployed and with which biopolitics was concerned and through
which biopower operated. Biopower worked by simultaneously acting to discipline the
individual body and regulate the population to which that body belongs.
It is this bipolar nature o f biopower that makes Foucault’s work relevant to this
study. The fact that biopower operated to regulate life and did so through simultaneously
individualizing and massifying suggests parallels with the biomedical practices that
simultaneously individualised and deindividualised the laboratory animal. Biopower
might therefore be used as a lens by which the techniques developed to construct standard
laboratory animals may be analysed. However, such a step takes the analytic o f biopower
into a new area of usage. Hitherto biopower has generally been applied to continue the
Foucaultian project to “create a history o f the different modes by which, in our culture,
human beings are made subjects” .51 Such work in remaining loyal to Foucault’s original
project inadvertently limits the application of biopower to the human. Yet, it would seem
that biopower might equally well serve to understand the animal. Moreover, such an
application need not necessarily be unrelated to the Foucaultian interest in the
construction o f the human subject.
Indeed, if one considers the contemporary place of the animal in society it would
appear that in comparison to the human the animal is far greater enmeshed within
technologies o f biopower. In terms o f the biopolitical management of life the animal (and
non-human life generally) is rigorously managed according to calculative logic toward
instrumental ends. Decisions are made daily as to that nonhuman life that must be
fostered and that which must be disallowed to the point of death. Populations of the
50 F o u c a u lt S ociety pp. 2 4 2 -2 4 3 .
51 M ichel F o u c a u lt “ A fte rw o rd : T h e S u b je c t and P o w er" in H ubert L D refus and P aul R a b in o w M ichel
F o u c a u lt: B ey o n d S tru c tu ra lism and H e rm en e u tic s (H em el H em pstead: H a rv este r W h ea tsh e a f, 1982)
p p .2 0 8 -2 2 6 . p. 208. S ee for e x am p le Paul R ab in o w and N ik o las R ose "T h o u g h ts o n the C o n c ep t o f
B io p o w e r T o d a y " at h ttp ://\\\\w .m o ls c i.o iu 'T ile s /R o s c R a b in o w B ionow cr T o d a\ .p d f (d o w n lo a d ed and
a rch iv ed 14th D e c e m b e r 2 0 0 4 )
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former are rigorously surveyed and carefully managed, for example as protected species
within conservation areas. At the same time the latter are ruthlessly and calculatedly
exterminated as illustrated by the British reaction to the early twenty-first century
outbreak of foot and mouth disease.52 Furthermore, a consideration of the nonhuman
reveals biopower at its most explicit, an example being the global meat industry. In the
mechanised factory farm meat is mass-produced the management of life through
biopolitical control is displayed in its fullest realization. Calculations are made as to the
efficient reproduction o f life, as to the ideal length of life, as to the economic cost of life,
as to the regulation o f life at its every moment and finally as to the manner to which life
will come to an end. The modem factory farm is an example of a location wherein the
pure biopolitical management o f life takes place.53 Within locations such as the factory
farm biopolitical control is revealed in a totalised form orientated toward the promotion
of the maximum productivity and the highest economy in terms of the production and
utility o f life. O f course, it was Foucault who demonstrated that the apparatus of power
utilised for material production were analogous to those utilized for the production of
knowledge.54 A fact that led him to rhetorically ask “Is it surprising that prisons resemble
factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?”.55 His point was that
it was the same structures o f disciplinary-normalizing biopower that regulated these
institutions - and it might be added the biomedical laboratory. Thus, it is contended that
related technologies o f biopower can be seen to have regulated individuals and
populations whether these were poultry destined to become food or laboratory mice
destined for toxicity tests. Their construction and management rely upon technologies of
biopower that act both upon the individual and the population to ensure the efficient
survival of life and the timely arrival o f death.

52 S ee A big ail W o o d s A M a n u fa c tu re d P la g u e: T h e H istory o f F oot and M outh D isease in B ritain (L ondon:
E arth sc an , 2004).
53 T h e a d v en t o f th e m o d e m fa cto ry farm o c c u rs c o n tem p o rary to the events o f th is th esis and d ese rv e s an
a n aly sis o f its o w n . A sta rtin g p o in t c o u ld b e m ad e w ith an analy sis o f F W R ogers B ram b ell, R ep o rt o f the
T ech n ical C o m m itte e to E n q u ire into th e W elfare o f A n im als kept under Intensive L iv esto ck H usbandry
S y ste m s C m nd. 2 8 3 6 (L o n d o n : FIM SO . 1965) and R uth H arrison A nim al M ach in es (L o n d o n : V incent
S tuart. 1964).
34 F o u c a u lt D isc ip lin e p .219.
35 F o u c a u lt D isc ip lin e p .228
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Within the laboratory the life o f the laboratory animal in the period under study
became increasingly subject to the rational management of its life orientated toward
standardization. This thesis examines a number of technologies and institutions that were
developed to achieve this feat. Within this study we take seriously Foucault’s observation
that biopower was concerned with “distributing the living in the domain of value and
utility” and also predisposed toward

fostering normative ways o f thinking..56

Technologies o f Biopower worked to economically organize life -“to quality, measure,
appraise, and hierarchize” - about the norm.57 Foucault explicitly stated that a
“normalizing society is the historical outcome of a technology o f power centred upon
life”.58 It is here that we begin to see parallels emerging between the apparatus of
biopower and the project o f standardizing laboratory animals. Furthermore, in
legitimating itself upon the claim to foster life biopower provides a plausible means to
understand the relationship between standardization and welfare. Biopower worked
through disciplinary-normalizing technologies (that were equivalent to standardization)
toward the end o f fostering and sustaining life. Thus, with the concept o f biopower
Foucault provided a potential explanatory framework by which to understand the
relationship between standardisation o f laboratory animals and the promotion of their
welfare. If the project to standardize laboratory animals were understood to be an
example o f the deployment of technologies of biopower then we would expect it to be
intimately related to the promotion o f welfare.
To begin, the first chapter locates the historical origins of the demand for standard
laboratory animals in Britain. In contrast to existent studies that locate the origin of
standard laboratory animals within genetic and cancer research this study locates their
origin within the field o f biological standardization. Biological standardization itself is
shown to be a field that emerges from a biopolitical context driven equally by the
demands o f the biomedical sciences as much as the state’s desire to protect and foster the
its population. To this end a brief outline of the history of biological standardization in
Britain is provided in light o f its institutionalisation within the Medical Research
Council’s (MRC) National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR) and its simultaneous
56 F o u c a u lt T h e W ill to K n o w le d g e p. 144.
57 Ibid.
58 | k ; j
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embodiment in law within the Therapeutics Act (1925). Subsequently, the role of the
laboratory animal within biological standardization is examined in light of the difficulties
experienced in developing reliable bioassay techniques. Several approaches are shown to
have been adopted in an attempt develop reliable means to standardize biological
substances. However, none were found to be completely satisfactory and ultimately the
laboratory animal came to be viewed as the source of the problem. Consequently the
NIMR established a laboratory animal farm to enable it to produce standardized and
therefore reliable animals. Over time this produced a hierarchy within biomedical
research based upon those that could afford to breed their own reliable animals and those
that could not. This threatened to undermine the scientific claim to universal validity and
in the 1940’s resulted in an unprecedented campaign by numerous scientific societies to
compel the MRC to establish a national supply of standardized laboratory animals.
In light o f the scale o f unity within the biomedical sciences the MRC acquiesced
and agreed to incorporate the establishment of a national supply of standard laboratory
animals within its post-war reconstruction plans. In 1947 the MRC established the
Laboratory Animals Bureau (LAB) to this end. The second chapter examines the work of
the Bureau in establishing itself as a regulatory body and eventual producer o f standard
laboratory animals between 1947 and 1969. The activity of the Bureau is analysed
through reference to Foucault’s concept o f disciplinary-normalizing biopower. Particular
focus is given to the Bureau’s use o f hygiene viewed as a technology of biopower. It is
argued that the LAB utilized its scientific credibility to establish itself at the centre of
British laboratory animal supply and instigate apparatus of biopower though which it
could regulate laboratory animal production about standard techniques.
Having established the background to the standardization of laboratory animals
and illustrated how it can be understood as the deployment of technologies o f biopower
the third chapter builds upon this argument to address the close relationship between
standardization and welfare that is became increasingly explicit in the immediate post
war period. The approach to laboratory animals promoted by the animal welfare
organization the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW) forms the focus of
this chapter. UFAW’s amalgamation of the instrumental necessity of scientific practice
with the promotion o f the welfare of laboratory animals is explored in view of its
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introduction of a moral economy into the laboratory that demanded the recognition o f a
moral obligation between experimenter and laboratory animal. UFAW’s work is
understood as making explicit the already implicit tendency of biopower to promote
welfare. This is illustrated through the work o f the pharmacologist and ethologist M R A
Chance. In the 1950s Chance developed an approach to animals he called bionomics
which sought to develop the most productive and efficient utilization of a given animal
for a given task. The development o f techniques to maximise the productivity of life is
clearly a biopolitical endeavour and Chance’s work is understood as such. However,
failing to find financial backing for the development of bionomics Chance turned to
UFAW who funded the exact same project but under the title of humane experimental
technique orientated toward the promotion o f the welfare o f laboratory animals. In this
way the relationship between standardization and welfare is seen to be a product o f the
logic o f biopower.
The closing chapter examines the utility of UFAW’s concept of humane
experimental technique outside the laboratory. It is argued that in the 1950’s the
biomedical sciences were particularly sensitive to outside criticism in fear that it may
produce a movement to establish measures aimed at regulating the sciences. Partly, this
sensitivity is related to the fear that the biomedical sciences might be associated in the
public mind with the atrocities committed in the name o f scientific research within Nazi
Germany. The UFAW amalgamation o f scientific practice and moral consideration
served as an implicit counter to such a connection - put crudely the Nazi practices could
not represent biomedical practices as the latter relied upon moral consideration for its
success. In the 1960’s UFAW synthesised its work under the three principles o f refining
the use of laboratory animals, reducing the use o f laboratory animals and replacing the
use o f laboratory animals. The final principle forms the focus of this chapter in relation to
its uptake by the antivivisectionist movement. Long a vociferous opponent of the spread
of the values of the biomedical sciences within society antivivisectionism in the 1960’s
abandoned this position in response to the idea of developing technologies to replace the
use of laboratory animals. In this way UFAW’s philosophy of humane experimental
technique diffused antivivisectionist criticism of the biomedical sciences destabilising the
antivivisectionist movement in the process by leading it to adopt biopolitical values in an
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attempt to resist biopower. Finally, it is suggested that given the findings of this thesis
with regard to the relationship between standardization and welfare the assumed
distinctions between the biomedical sciences and the modem animal rights movement
that emerged in the 1970s deserves reconsideration in view of their potential biopolitical
affinities.
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Chapter One: Wanted! Standard Guinea Pigs - The Historical
Origins of Standard Laboratory Animals in Britain.
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On the 2nd May 1942 an annotation appeared in the British Medical Journal
entitled “Wanted - Standard Guinea-Pigs”.59 The annotation concerned the failure o f a
series of parallel experiments upon a batch of diphtheria antitoxin undertaken in
laboratories located in London, Frankfort and Copenhagen prior to the outbreak of war.
These experiments had failed to produce corresponding results and despite numerous
attempts at replication it proved impossible to reconcile the findings o f each laboratory.
Percival Hartley, o f the National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR), had brought this
problem to the attention o f a meeting of the Pathological Society of Great Britain and
Ireland earlier that year.60 In his effort to explain the cause of the failure in experimental
reliability Hartley had concluded the problem lay with laboratory animals. In undertaking
the British experiments Hartley had used specialist guinea-pigs bred by the Medical
Research Council (MRC) under controlled conditions designed to produce reliable
laboratory animals.61 In contrast, the guinea-pigs used in the Frankfurt and Copenhagen
experiments enjoyed no such pedigree having been acquired from unregulated sources.
Perhaps reflecting the spirit o f the time, Hartley’s conclusion suggested that the reason
for the failure of the project was that British laboratory animals were o f superior quality
and thus more reliable than their European counterparts. Consequently, the lesson to be
drawn from the paper was that biomedical researchers must ensure they properly source
their laboratory animals, as they possessed the potential to undermine the objectivity of
any biomedical project to which they were involved. In Britain Hartley could point
toward the forward thinking o f the MRC in this regard who had realised the importance
o f assuring a reliable supply o f laboratory animals in order to guarantee the dependability
of scientific research. From Hartley’s point of view this was a simple paper alerting its
audience to the dangers o f using animals of unknown pedigree for biomedical work. In

59 A n n o ta tio n “ W a n te d - S ta n d ard G u in e a - P ig s ” British Medical Journal 1 (M ay 2 nd 1942 ) p.558.
60 For Hartle y see H. H. D ale “ Percival Hartley 1881 - 1957” Biographical m em o irs o f F e llow s o f the
R oval Society 3 ( 1 9 5 7 ) pp.81-10 0.
61 F o r the history o f the M R C see A L andsb orou gh T h o m so n H a l f a Century o f Medical R e search 2
Volumes (L o ndo n: H M S O , 1 973,1975) and Joan A ustoker and L in da B ryder Historical Perspectives on the
Role o f the M R C (O xfo rd: O x f o rd University Press, 1999). For the history o f the N I M R see Joan A u s to k e r
a nd L in d a B ry d e r " T h e N a tio na l Institute o f Medical Research and Related Activities o f the M R C ” in
A u s to k e r and B r y d e r H istorical Perspectives pp .35-58 and Landsborough T h o m s o n H a l f a C entu ry 1
p p . 108-132.
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the event it proved anything but simple and the ramifications of its message went on to
change the shape o f post-war biomedical science.
In taking the MRC example as exemplary of the British experience generally
Hartley had overplayed the availability of reliable, or indeed any, laboratory animals in
Britain. Perhaps because he worked within the NIMR, which produced its own laboratory
animals, he was unaware that at the time of his paper the supply of animals for
biomedical purposes was in crisis. Whilst British animal experimentation was regulated
by the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) there was no legal provision regulating the means
by which animals for experimental use were to be obtained. Consequently, animals were
obtained from any available commercial source. During the interwar years this ad-hoc
system became increasingly unstable as laboratories required ever more numbers of
animals and demand began to outweigh supply. With the outbreak of war in 1939 the
problem worsened as the already deficient animal supply threatened to vanish
completely. The small animal breeding industry in Britain was largely entertainment
based and therefore wound up its business as the nation focused its energies on the wareffort. In giving his paper to the audience he chose, at the time he chose, on this particular
subject Hartley unwittingly fuelled a growing sense of dissatisfaction with regard to the
laboratory animal supply. His narrative in itself appeared to contain little that could be
deemed controversial either in its approach or conclusion. Nonetheless, it proved
inflammatory and the audience immediately broke into a vigorous and prolonged
discussion on the subject o f the inadequacy of laboratory animal provision in Britain.
Laboratory animals users had for a number of months been seeking the MRC’s
intervention to safeguard the supply o f laboratory animals to ensure British biomedicine
would not grind to a halt. Many of these were pathologists who represented the largest
single group o f laboratory animal users in the country and the majority worked on tight
budgets in small laboratories. The MRC persistently refused to involve itself with the safe
guarding of the supply o f laboratory animals instead insisting laboratories should follow
its own example and breed their own animals. However, unlike the NIMR the majority of
laboratories could not afford to breed their own animals even if they had the expertise to
do so, which overwhelmingly they did not. Instead they acquired their animals from adhoc sources as necessity demanded. These suppliers were often small breeders or dealers
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whose primary business was breeding for show or supplying the growing pet trade. As a
consequence a most difficult part o f the routine work of pathologists was acquiring a
supply of laboratory animals that was both affordable and flexible enough to cope with
their unpredictable demands. The question of the quality of an animal could never be of
importance as long as one was struggling to maintain a supply of sufficient quantity.
In this context Hartley, a senior member of the MRC, claimed biomedical work
was unreliable if undertaken on conventional animals of unknown pedigree. Such a claim
caused exasperation in those who knew that the MRC had refused to provide animals for
general use and had thereby created a two-tier hierarchy in British biomedicine. The
numerically smaller upper tier consisted of large laboratories such as the NIMR and some
pharmaceutical firms who could afford to breed their own animals. The lower tier
consisted of the vast majority of smaller laboratories dependent upon commercial sources
for their animals. Such a situation was already intolerable, yet now members of the lower
tier were being told that the labour they endured in acquiring increasingly scarce numbers
o f animals was pointless as the animals they procured were unsuitable for biomedical
research. Consequently, the subsequent discussion held in response to Hartley’s paper led
to the Pathological Society o f Great Britain and Ireland passing the resolution that:
this S o c ie ty urges th e M ed ica l R esearch C ou n cil and the A gricultural R esearch
C ou n cil to tak e up th e q u estio n o f large sca le breeding o f stock s o f healthy
experim en tal a n im a ls as a m atter o f national im portance and u rg en cy .62

This was promptly communicated in a letter to Edward Mellanby (Secretary o f the MRC)
that argued that unless national standards of laboratory animal production were
established and the supply guaranteed the ability of British researchers to produce reliable
work was under threat.63 Nevertheless, the MRC did not as accept that it was its
responsibility to supply others with laboratory animals despite the fact it had evidently
played a part in creating the very problem it was now being asked to help resolve. It was
the MRC who had identified and catalysed differentiation in the quality of laboratory
animals used in Britain by choosing to breed its own animals. Moreover it was, if
unintentionally, one o f its own senior figures that had identified variation in the quality of
laboratory animals as a danger to the reliability of experimental work. The consequences

62 P R O F D 1/6244 "L e tte r J. H. D ip ple to Sir E. M ellanby dated 1st April 1942".
63 Ibid.
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of his paper proved a major embarrassment to Hartley but more importantly led to
significant changes in British laboratory animal production, eventually leading to the
establishment o f a national supply o f standardized laboratory animals. The purpose of this
chapter is to examine the historical background to these events.
This chapter locates the origins for the demand of standard laboratory animals in
Britain within the interwar discipline o f biological standardization. The majority of
existent studies have confined themselves to the American context and generalize their
findings worldwide. In contrast this thesis will focus upon the British constructions of
standard laboratory animals. A significant difference identified in this thesis between the
American and British development o f standard animals is found in their origin. In general
American studies have tended to locate the origins o f the demand for standard laboratory
animals within the discipline o f genetic or cancer research whereas in Britain the demand
for standard laboratory animals emerged from a much less research-orientated field. In
Britain it was the discipline o f biological standardization that emerged during the
interwar period that instigated the demand for a standard laboratory animal. Biological
standardization was a routine science, which made use of the laboratory animal in
repetitive and basic diagnostic practices. In this way it differed from research orientated
science, as its laboratory animals were not objects of study in themselves as in
physiology, nor were they part o f an experimental system serving as a model for a
specific disease. Rather, in biological standardization the laboratory animal served as a
diagnostic technology intended to measure the activity of biological substances. Thus the
laboratory animal measured hormone activity just as a thermometer measured heat: not to
understand the object but merely to measure it. The recognition of biological
standardization as little more than a service science developing reliable means to measure
objects such as hormones, vitamins and other biological or therapeutic substances is
critical. This is not to denigrate the importance of the discipline, biological
standardization was important in that without it biomedical research as well as the
production and dispensing o f therapeutics would be impossible. If one could not measure
a substance such as insulin accurately it could not be investigated, nor reliably produced
nor safely prescribed. However, the fact biological standardization was interested in
developing techniques to measure substances made its demands for standard laboratory
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animals unique in that they were demands for a literal standard. Thus biological
standardization made an authentic claim to necessitating a truly standard laboratory
animal in the industrial mass-producible sense of the term. The rest of this chapter will
examine the growth o f the discipline o f biological standardization and its central role in
instigating the need for a British standard laboratory animal.

Part I; Disciplining the Biological -The Origins of Biological Standardization.
Biological standardization emerged as a recognisable discipline in the interwar
years period becoming a genuine success-story for those organizations that championed
its cause.64 It played an important role in enabling the embryonic MRC to establish an
authoritative position in relation to existent medical and political institutions in British
society and helped secure it credibility on the world stage.65 Biological standardization
was also one o f the most explicitly international scientific disciplines and in this regard
was one o f the more lasting legacies o f the League of Nations.66 The necessity of
biological standardization originally emerged in response to the development of
diphtheria antitoxin in 1891 by von Behring and Kitasato. The ability of medical
researchers to use and validate the curative effect of antitoxins was severely hampered by
their inability to accurately measure their antigenic strength. In 1896 the Prussian
government responded to this problem by directing Paul Ehrlich to develop a reliable
method for the accurate measurement o f the potency of samples of antitoxin. Within a
biopolitical frame this response is evidently understandable as the new science of
antitoxins promised to increase the health and strength of the population. However, it
also posed a threat to the same for antitoxins given at too low a strength failed to save

64 Biological S ta n d a rd iz a tio n a w aits th o r o u g h historical analysis but see Jonathan L iebenau M edical
S cience an d M e d ica l Ind ustry ( L o n d o n : M a c m illa n Press 1987) pp.6-8, 94; and 100-106, T h eo d o re M
P o rter T ru st in N u m b e r s (P rin c eto n : P rin c eto n U n iversity Press, 1995) pp.29-32; a nd D. B a n g h am A
H istory o f B iolo gical S ta n d a r d iz a tio n - T h e c h aracterization and m ea su re m e n t o f c o m p le x m olecules
i m porta n t in clinical a n d r e se a r c h m ed ic in e . C o n tribu tions fr om the U K 1900-1995. W hat, w hy , h ow ,
w h e r e an d by w h o m . A Pe rso na l A c c o u n t (Bristol: Society for Endocrin olog y, 1999). For a cc ou nts o f
bio m e d icin e in the in te r-w a r p e rio d see C h ri s t o p h e r L aw re n c e and G e o rg e W eisz (eds.) G re ate r than the
Parts: H o lism in B i o m e d i c i n e 1 9 2 0 - 1950 (O xford : O xford University Press 1998) and C hristo pher
L a w re n c e and A n n a -K . M a y e r (eds.) R e g e n e r a tin g England: Science. M ed icin e and C ulture in Inter-W ar
Britain (A m ste rd a m : R o d o p i, 200 0).
65 See L a n d s b o r o u g h T h o m s o n H a l f a C e n tu ry 2 p p .24 4-2 54, A u s to k e r and Bryder “Natio nal Institute o f
M edical R e se a rc h " p p . 53-56.
66 N M G o o d m a n Intern atio nal H e alth O r g a n iz a tio n s (L o ndo n: Churchill Livingstone. 1971). Flsp. C h a pte r
5 and N. H o w a rd - J o n e s International Public Health B e tw ee n the T w o World W ars - T he Organizational
Proble m s ( G e n e v a W H O 1978).
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lives that may otherwise have been saved, and at too high a strength or if contaminated
they could kill. Thus the emergence o f new biomedical practices based upon using
biological substances used as therapeutics had to be carefully regulated in order to
maximise its utility and minimise its threat to the population.
In 1897 Ehrlich announced his innovatory technique for measuring and regulating
the new biological substances. He based his method upon the comparison of the activity
o f an unknown substance to that o f an established standard.67 Ehrlich produced a stable
preparation o f diphtheria antitoxin from which he defined a standard unit as the active
strength contained within a given weight o f the preparation. Henceforth the strength of
any diphtheria antitoxin could be calculated through comparing its activity per given
weight to the standard preparation producing its strength in standard units. This method
quickly became the recognised international means o f standardizing diphtheria antitoxin
and instantly placed Ehrlich’s laboratory at the centre o f diphtheria antitoxin production.
In order to measure the strength o f a sample o f antitoxin one was forced to go to Ehrlich
and obtain the recognised standard. Without this ones work would be incommunicable to
other laboratories, or in terms o f the pharmaceutics incommunicable to the clinician.
The coming together o f the Prussian state, biomedical science and the nascent
pharmaceutical industry is indicative o f a situation in which the legitimacy of each is
mutually reinforced by the biopolitical desire to protect health and foster life. The state
finds its right to wield disciplinary power legitimised in the act of doing so to protect the
health o f the population. Biomedical science found itself in a privileged position as it
alone held the expertise to ensure the state’s requirement to protect and promote the
health o f the population could be met. In a sense it could be argued that the state divulged
its power to to the biomedical sciences, which were consequently tasked with controlling
and regulating the production o f therapeutics to protect the population. As a result the
pharmaceutical industry had its products endorsed by the state as not only safe but
beneficial to the health o f the population. Thus biological standardization could be
viewed as an area in which the state, biomedicine and industry were united through a
mutually beneficial biopolitical agenda.

67 Sec 1; I lim m elvveit T h e C o l l e c t e d P a p e r s o f Paul E hrlich Volume 2 (Lon don : P e rga m on Press. 1957)
C h a p te r 15.
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The situation in Britain at the same point in time could not have been more
different. Britain remained suspicious of the new German ‘quack cures’ retaining the
view of diphtheria being a disease bound up with modem civilization.68 The first
commercially produced British diphtheria antitoxin was that of Burroughs Wellcome and
Co. in 1894. It proved remarkably difficult to establish it as a reliable treatment. The
Lancet regularly reported that in Germany “very satisfactory results” were being obtained
yet in Britain the new substance was frequently under attack and considered “still on
trial”. In consequence some suggested the British antitoxin was inferior to the German
original.69 The Lancet investigated the allegation finding substantial evidence suggesting
that the British product was indeed inferior thus explaining why British practitioners so
frequently cast doubt upon its use.70 In comparison to the German product the British
was shown to be notably less pure. Furthermore, samples from British manufacturers
were found to vary widely in strength utterly undermining the accuracy o f any
therapeutic dose given to the patient by a practitioner.
The main difference between German and British production of antitoxin lay in
the fact the Prussian government had recognised the importance o f establishing the
adequate control and measurement o f biological therapeutics. In Germany Ehrlich had
been provided with a small research establishment in Steglitz, near Berlin from which
national standards for pharmaceuticals were established and enforced. The Lancet
investigation declared the current situation in Britain was intolerable and emphasised the
need to establish the state regulation of pharmaceutical.71 However, in Britain the
Government was slow to move, caught in the quandary between their traditional laissezfaire attitude and the growing necessity of centralised state control.72 Furthermore,
pharmaceutical companies were hampered from independently establishing standards as
they largely lacked suitable research facilities. In any case, even those that didn’t were
prevented from engaging in standardization work by the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876)

68 See A n o n " D ip h th e r ia P re v a le n c e " L an cet (ii) 1892 p i 180; An on " D ip h th e r ia " L an c et (i) 1893 p.332;
A n on "D ip h th e r ia " L an cet (ii) 1893 p. 1267; and A n o n "D ip h th eria " Lancet (ii) 1894 p.694
60 See L anc et (ii) 1894 pp. 152. 230. 791, 1106. 1127 and 1310.
70 Special C o m m iss io n "R e p o r t o f the Special C o m m iss io n on the Relative Stre ngths o f D ip h th eria
A ntitoxic S e r u m s" L an c et (ii) July 18,h 1896 pp. 182-195.
71 Kditorial L ancet (ii) 1896 p. 196.
7_ See C h risto p h er H am lin "State M edicine in G reat Britain" in Dorothy Porter (ed.) T he History o f Public
I lealth and the M o de rn State ( A m ste rd am : R odopi BV. 1994) pp. 132-164.
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that forbade unlicensed experimentation upon animals - a situation made worse by the
lack of a precedent for a commercial firm obtaining such a license.73 Government
dithering over whether antitoxin production and standardization fell under the Act,
opposition from established institutions to the registration of commercial premises for
medical research, and the refusal by the Home Office to establish any form of state
regulation of therapeutics on grounds o f cost, all inhibited British pharmaceutical
production. The British laissez-faire attitude to the pharmaceutical industry therefore
hindered innovation and damaged the reliability of products.74 Thus, in the opening
decade of the twentieth century whilst in Germany government hygiene laboratories,
pharmaceutical firms, and university laboratories were collaborating and developing
reliable and innovative products in Britain the opposite was the case.75
By 1913 when the British Medical Research Committee (MRC) was established
one of its primary concerns was that British research and pharmaceutical production was
lagging behind the German example largely due to a lack of common standards.76 The
MRC thought a new institution was required which could combine the scientific
expertise necessary to develop reliable techniques to measure biological therapeutics
with the authority to enforce their adoption. The embryonic MRC did not possess either
the means or the authority to undertake such a task and could not do so in any case
without state cooperation. It was only with the outbreak o f the First World War that that
resistance to state intervention was overcome. The resultant disruption of international
trade demonstrated the extent to which Britain had come to depend upon foreign, notably
German, pharmaceutical products. Basic materials for the purpose of bacteriological
diagnosis of disease, such as haemolytic sera, and new drugs such as Ehrlich’s anti

73 See E M T ansey “ W e llc o m e P hysiological R e se arc h L a b o r a to ry " and E M Tansey & R. C.E. M illiga n
“ T he Early history o f the W e llc o m e R e se arc h L abo ratories. 1 894 -191 4” in J. L iebenau et. al. Pill Peddlers:
E ssays on the History' o f the Ph a rm ac eutica l Industry ( W isco nsin : A m e ric an Institute o f the H istory o f
Pha rm ac y. 1990) pp.91-51.
74 L iebenau suggests lack o f British interest in reg ulating th erapeutics w as a result o f the traditional attitude
o f "n o n -in terv e n tio n " in c o m m e rc ial issues. See Jo na than L iebenau " T h e M R C and the Ph arm aceutical
Industry: the model o f Insulin" in A u s to k e r and B rv d e r Historical Perspectives pp. 163-180. p p . 163-4.
75 For the c o m p a rative stagnancy o f British p ha rm a ce utic al industry at this tim e see J L iebenau "Industrial
R & D in Pharm aceutical Firms in the early T w e n tieth C e n tu ry " B usiness History 24 1984 p p .329-346.
76 PR O I 1)2/6 "R e p o rt o f the M edical R e search C o uncil 1919-20"
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syphilitic Salvarsan became unavailable.77 The British government's Board of Trade
responded by revoking German patents and instructing the MRC to distribute the right to
produce German products to British manufacturers. The exceptional circumstance caused
by the suspension of conventional law provided the MRC with the opportunity to
establish an unofficial system of therapeutic regulation. Taking advantage o f their new
position the MRC wrote into each contract it issued the requirement that the
manufacturer submit their products to the MRC for regulation.78 Thus traditional laissezfaire politics were overcome in the war-time state allowing the MRC to establish the
national regulation and standardization o f therapeutics on behalf of the state. Though
these events all occurred within an unprecedented state of exception they nonetheless
survived beyond the closure of war constituting an entirely new relationship between
state and medicine in Britain consolidating the biopolitical principle that the state was
responsible for the protection and promotion of the health of the British population. The
relationship between the military, medicine and modernity has not gone unnoticed within
the history of medicine.79 However, there has been little attempt at a unified and
sustained analysis of the obvious yet complex relationship between the three.80 It is here
that the concept o f biopolitics may serve as an illuminating approach to analysing the
relationship of modernity to both the military and medicine. Foucault frequently turned to
a military example to illustrate the logic of power in modernity.81 The relationship
between war and medicine could therefore be seen as one that mediates and reflects their
shared biopolitical nature. Perhaps efforts to understand the “militarization” or
“bureaucratisation” of medicine come into their full sense only when the relation

77 For Salvarsan see Pauline M H M a z u m d a r “ 'I n the Silence o f the L ab o ra to ry ': T h e L e a g u e o f N a tio n s
Sta nd ardize s Syphilis T e s ts " Social History o f M e d ic in e 16 2003 pp.437-4 59.
78 See Jo na th an L iebenau " T h e T w e ntieth Century' British pharm aceu tical Industry in International
C o n te x t" L iebenau Pill Peddlers pp. 123-133. p. 125-7. For the A m e ric an perspective see L ie b en a u M edical
Science pp. 109-24.
70 See R o g e r Cootcr. Mark Harrison and Steve Sturdy War. M edicine, and M od e rnity (Stoud: Sutton.
1998).
80 T h o u g h sec R oge r C o o tc r " M e d i c i n e 's M ilitarization " Siacrist C ircle N e w s le tte r. N o .20 (S p rin g 20 05)
pp.| forth co m in g |
81 Sec Foucault Will to K n o w le d g e p. 136-9.
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between the military, bureaucracy, scientific management (and thus industry) and
medicine are approached from a biopolitical perspective.82
Be this a sit may, as hostilities closed the normal conventions o f international
patent law resumed and threatened to undermine the provisional wartime arrangement
that had allowed the MRC to regulate pharmaceutics. The MRC was anxious to retain this
power and extend it to encompass all pharmaceutical products. Without such regulation
the MRC claimed the population o f Britain would be at risk from harmful or useless
therapeutics. Worse, Britain risked becoming a dumping ground for products that failed
to meet the minimum standards o f countries that had regulatory mechanism in place.83
Furthermore, there was otherwise little impetus develop standard techniques to measure
biological substances and the lack o f these techniques was hindering the progress of
biomedical research. Walter Fletcher, the MRC Secretary from 1914-1933, made the
biopolitical nature of this argument clear by relating state regulation of therapeutics to the
protection of the nation’s future population:
P itu itin .. .is g iv e n very c o m m o n ly and in crea sin g ly during c h ild b ir th .... It m ay help
to avoid the use o f fo rcep s and so d im in ish the rises in puerperal fe v e r .. .T he M R C
recently published a report s h o w in g ...s a m p le s o f pituitin su p p lied by a num ber o f
quite reputable firm s varied e n o rm o u sly in standard strength, so that a D o cto r g iv in g
a standard d ose m ight, i f by ad verten ce or n e c e ssity he used a sam p le from another
m aker, g iv e the sam e d o se on another o c c a sio n , and find it 80 tim es the p reviou s
strength. T he result m igh t be a ruptured w o m b , a dead baby, and a dead m o th e r ...to
a llo w this to g o on is sh eer m urder.84

There are

few

more important characteristics

of a

population than rates

of

reproduction.

Particularly at this time in Britain reproduction rates were under intense scrutiny due to
fears regarding potential class differentials in birth rate.85 In 1920 the Minister o f Health
Christopher Addison appointed a Departmental Committee, which reported in favour of

82 cf. R og e r Cooter. See Steve Sturdy and R o g e r C o o te r "S cienc e . Scientific M a n a g e m e n t, and the
T r ansform a tion o f M e dicin e in Britain c. 1 8 7 0 -1 9 5 0 " History o f S c ien c e 36 1998 pp.421-466 .
83 C M P B radstreet "Fifty Y ears o f ' O x f o r d ' S ta n d a r d s " L ancet (i) 1965 1264-5. and P R O F D 1/996
" M e m o r a n d u m Subm itted to Mr. A s q u it h 's R e co n stru c tio n C o m m itte e upon a N ation al Laboratory for
Biological S tan dardization" pp. 1-2. T he O x f o r d laboratory w a s originally u nder the general direc to rship o f
Prof. G. D reyer and Dr. A. D. Gardner.
84 P R O FD 1/999 Letter Fletcher to G ra h a m M a y 6 th 1925. For the M R C re search on the standard ization o f
pituitin see J. II. Burn & H. Dale Repo rts on Biolo gical S ta nd ards 1 : Pituitary L xtracts ( L o n d o n H M S O
1922).
85 See for e xam ple Greta Jon e s Social H y g ie n e in T w e n tieth Centu ry Britain ( B uc k ing ha m : C r o o m I fill Ltd.
1986) e sp .p p.25-41.
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implementing legislation to establish the state regulation of pharmaceutics that led to the
passing of the Therapeutics Substances Act (1925).86
The new need to regulate pharmaceutics required the creation of new institutions
through which to exercise this control. The MRC was the ideal candidate to assume this
role:
the e x iste n c e o f a C entral Laboratory, under G overn m en t control, w h ich can be
charged w ith the im portant d u ties o f preparing and m ain tain in g the standard
p rep aration s.. .o f co n d u ctin g research, w ith a v ie w to the im p rovem en t o f e x istin g
m eth od s o f standardization, and to the d isco v ery o f su itab le m eth od s in c a se s w h ere
such are not y et availab le; o f carrying out the testin g and assay o f each batch o f any
product ...a n d o f m ak in g con trol tests on sa m p les o f products for the routine testin g
o f w h ich the m anufacturers are m ade resp on sib le. W e think that the M ed ica l
R esearch C o u n cil, w h o have already undertaken w ork o f this kind on b e h a lf o f the
G overn m en t under the sp ecia l c o n d itio n s o f war, sh ou ld be resp o n sib le for this
central laboratory.87

Consequently the newly established NIMR was given the role o f the ‘Central
Laboratory’. Subsequently biological standardization and regulation became an important
and prestigious area o f work undertaken by the NIMR helping to establish it as a
obligatory passage point in Britain and internationally.88 Furthermore, the passing of the
Therapeutics Act (1925) invigorated the drive toward the consolidation o f biological
standardization as a significant discipline within biomedicine. The techniques necessary
to standardize biological substances in many cases did not pre-exist the legal necessity for
their use. Thus the Therapeutics Act catalysed the need for techniques of biological
standardization through giving legal impetus to their development.
Consequently the constitution of the discipline of biological standardization
during the interwar period could be viewed as fundamentally biopolitical in origin.
Biological standardization combined the traditional disciplinary power o f the state with
the expertise of biomedicine producing a new form of Foucaultian power-knowledge.
Unquestionably, this conjunction brought about new technologies of biopower intended

86 P R O F D 1 /9 9 6 "R e p o rt o f the D ep artm enta l C o m m itte e a p pointe d to advise upon the legislative an d
a dm in istrative m ea su re s to be taken for the effective control o f the quality and authenticity o f such
therapeutic su b s ta n c es offere d for sale to the public as can n o t be tested a dequately by direct c hem ica l
m e a n s " C m d 1156 1921. For c o n te m p o ra ry c onte xt see A. J. C lark " C o m m e r c ia l Influences in
th era p eu tics " L an cet (ii) 1923 pp 1067-69. A n o n "T h e T h era peutic S ub stan ces Bill" L anc et (i) 1924 p p .810811 and A n o n "T h e Control o f Vaccines: an appeal to P a rlia m en t" L ancet (i) 1925 p p . 1036-7.
87 P R O FD 1/996 p. 10.
88 G o o d m a n International Health O raani/.atio ns and A u s to k e r and B ryd e r "N atio nal Institute o f M edical
R e se arc h" p p .53-56.
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to regulate both biomedical research and the pharmaceutical industry. However, it also
contributed to the growing transition o f politics into biopolitics within Britain. The
Therapeutics Act (1925) can be viewed as an embodiment of the state's requirement to
foster the health of the population upon which its legitimacy to deploy power was
increasingly founded upon within a biopolitical society. Furthermore, it represented an
early example of the state’s divulgence of its traditional right to deploy power to from
itself to biomedicine.
However, there were also practical implications drawn from the Therapeutics Act
(1925) and its catalysing of the development of reliable techniques o f biological
standardization. The adoption of biological standardization as a prioritised interest o f the
MRC was to shape the development o f the institution firmly about the laboratory animal.
New techniques of biological standardization were consistently required because new
biological substances such as hormones, vitamins were being discovered and could not be
chemically measured. Consequently the only way to measure them was to observe their
effect upon a biological organism. This made the majority of techniques o f biological
standardization dependent upon laboratory animals. Thus biological standardization
required large numbers o f laboratory animals on a regular basis. Moreover, as it used
them as measuring tools it required them to be uniform in their physiological reactions..
Biological standardization was generally a routine task that established the strength o f a
given substance prior to its use in either pure research or therapeutic production. As
routine tasks biological standardization techniques were undertaken in laboratories
throughout the country and the products of these laboratories, whether knowledge based
or material, were dependent upon the reliability of the original standardization. As a
result unlike other experimental practice biological standardization was fundamentally
based about replication. A technique to measure a hormone had to be replicated every
time that hormone was used and if the technique was flawed the failure in replication
would eventually come to light when the experimental results did not correlate.89 Thus
biological standardization required the supply of large numbers of standard laboratory
animals. Moreover, in integrating replicability as a matter of routine it simultaneously

A c co rd in g to Collins replication is rarely a ppealed to in general. See Harry M Collins C h a n g in g Order:
Replication and Induction in Seienti lie Practice (Chicago: University o f C h ica go Press. 1992).
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revealed the animals currently used by British biomedicine were hopelessly unreliable.
The result of the growth of biological standardization was therefore to destabilise the
laboratory animal and as a result focus attention on the improvement and standardization
o f the quality and quantity of laboratory animals available in Britain.

Part II: Biological Standardization and the Unreliable Laboratory animal.
Henry Hallett Dale more than most was responsible for the recognition of the
importance of biological standardization both in Britain and abroad during the interwar
period.90 As unofficial director of the NIMR he insisted the MRC take a leading role in
the development of biological standards. He served on the commission that produced the
Therapeutics Act (1925) and thus ensured the MRC obtained the power to regulate
pharmaceutics after the closure o f the First World War. He was decisive in ensuring the
League of Nations established a Permanent Commission on Biological Standardization in
1924, and was personally responsible for assuring the USA (who was not a member o f
the League) participated guaranteeing biological standardization as a genuinely
international endeavour.91 Dale was well versed in biological standardization having
worked with Paul Ehrlich in Frankfurt in 1904 and subsequently joining the Wellcome
Physiological

Laboratory

where

he

gained

much

practical

experience

o f the

pharmaceutical industry.92 Dale’s vision to develop biological standardization as an
international collaborative discipline based upon uniform methods o f practice was
extremely optimistic.
During the interwar period biological standardization existed largely in a state of
chaos as new biological substances were discovered faster than the fledging institutions
established to develop and maintain standards could cope. As a result different
laboratories developed differing methods for standardizing the same substance creating a
multiplicity of techniques and considerable debate as to the merits and flaws o f each.

90 For Dale see FI. H. D ale “ A u to b io g rap h ica l S k e t c h ” P erspectives in Biology and M e d ic in e 1958 1
pp. 125-37 a nd W S F eldb erg " H e n ry Hallett Dale 1 87 5-19 68” B iographical M e m o irs o f F e llow s o f the
Royal Society Lon don 1970 16 p p .77-174.
91 See L eagu e o f N a tio n s Health O rg a n iza tio n R e p ort on the T ech nical C o n fe ren c e for c o n sid era tio n o f
P e rta in M e th o d s o f Biological stand ardizatio n. E din b u rg h July 19- -21- 1923 (G eneva: L ea g u e o f N ations.
1924).
92 See II. 11. Dale A d v e n tu re s in Physio logy w ith E xcu rsion s into A u to p h a rm a c o lo g v (L o n d o n : W e llc o m e
Trust. 1965). See also L.M. T an sey " W h a t 's in a n a m e ? Henry Dale and A dre n aline 1906" M edical History
1995 39 pp.459-76.
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Even the basic principles of standardization remained undecided as two broad methods
vied for supremacy. The first established measured standards in 'animal units’
quantifying the potency o f a substance directly upon an animal's physiological reaction.
This approach was initially very popular particularly in America. The first method to
standardize insulin, known as the rabbit unit, took this form and the standard unit was
defined as the amount required to produce convulsions in a rabbit.93 The definition of
standard units in terms of a biological properties assumed that biological properties, and
therefore the laboratory animal that exhibited them, were basically uniform. Though
attempts were made to increasingly refine the definition of the laboratory animal by
specifying characteristics such as weight or age it remained difficult to prove animal unit
based techniques were reliable. Whilst it could not be denied that animals did vary the
question was did such variation exist to such an extent as to make this approach to
standardization unreliable?
Throughout the 1920's the NIMR consistently argued that the answer was yes and
the methodology underlying animal units did not sufficiently take into account the
problem of animal variation. Throughout the interwar period Dale worked closely on this
problem with Percival Hartley and J H Bum (both of whom he had tempted away from
the Wellcome Physiological Laboratory to join the Department of Biological Standards at
the NIMR) Together they championed techniques of standardization based upon
Ehrlich’s comparative method. This approach reduced the problem o f animal variation
considerably as the unit o f measurement was the amount of activity within a fixed weight
of an arbitrary yet stable standard. There were several benefits to this approach, not least
the flexibility engendered. Specific practices of measurement could be continuously
refined as the standard unit remained independent of the actual techniques of bioassay or
animal used. Thus different techniques of assay could be practiced in different
laboratories according to ease and custom and the ratio of strength of the unknown
substance to the standard would be found to be the same providing the techniques
themselves were reliable. The difficulty in this approach was the necessity of establishing
a robust sample of a substance to serve as the standard given it had to be proven to

J. H. Burn. I). J. I-inney & F. G. G o o d w in Biolo gical Stan dardization 2lld edition (O xford: O xfo rd
University Press. 1950). p.2 and pp. 194-2 14.
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remain stable over time. Proving the stability of a standard was the nub of the matter and
the difficulty in doing so undermined confidence in this approach. Many doubted that
stable forms of biological substances could ever be reliably established and overcoming
such doubts was largely a social process.94 As a result there remained strong support for
animal based units despite the evident and growing reports of their unreliability.
The situation was made more complex by the fact that even when agreement was
reached on establishing a stable standard over a animal unit it often remained difficult to
obtain reliable results form subsequent bioassays. For example, in 1932 a digitalis
standard for the British Pharmacopoeia was produced and carefully compared with the
international digitalis standard in separate laboratories using different techniques. One set
o f researchers used a cat-based technique and found the British standard contained 1.16
times as much activity per gram as the international standard. Another set o f workers
using a frog-based technique found the British standard to contain 1.4 times as much
activity.95 Conflicting reports such as these were common and provoked Burn to
denounce the whole discipline in 1930 as utterly disorderly:
B io lo g ica l assa y , as carried out by the m ajority o f w orkers in the w orld, still rem ains
a subject for am u sem en t or despair, rather than for satisfaction or se lf-r e sp e c t.96

At the NIMR these problems were attributed to the fact researchers refused to accept the
magnitude of the problem o f animal variability. Bum admitted himself he was initially
guilty of such oversight:
In 1922 [I] w a s e n g a g in g in estim a tin g the p oten cy o f d igitalis by the H atcher cat
m ethod, and results w ere ob tain ed in o n e sam p le o f le a f w h ich varied in d ifferen t
cats; thus the lethal d o se calcu lated in m g. per kg. Cat w as 75 in o n e cat, 92 in
another, and 126 in a third. T he co n c lu sio n w a s drawn that the m ethod had no value,
sin ce the figures varied so m uch; there w a s a refusal to reco g n ise the fact o f
variation .97

The problem lay in the fact that biological standardization differed to other forms of
laboratory animal based research. Whereas in physiology the laboratory animal itself was
the object of study, or in pathological research the animal served as a model o f disease, in
biological standardization the laboratory animal served as a transparent diagnostic tool of

44 A vivid illustration o f the difficulties D ale on b e h a l f o f the N I M R encou ntere d in e stab lishin g a stable
sa m ple o f insulin as the international standard to s u p e rse d e rabbit units is recounted in B a n g h a m History o f
Biological Sta ndardiza tion p p .28-9.
^ Burn. Finney and G o o d w in Biolo gical Sta n dard iza tio n p .5.
4<’ J. H. Burn " T h e Krrors o f Biolo gical A s s a y " Phy siological Rev iew 10 (1930) pp. 146-69. p. 146.
47 Burn. Finney and G o o d w in Biolo gical S ta ndardiza tion p .8.
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measurement. Furthermore, any deficiencies of techniques of standardization were
immediately apparent due to the disciplines reliance upon routine replication. This was
especially

so

using

Ehrlich’s comparative

technique

as

two

experiments

ran

simultaneously one with the known strength standard and one with the unknown strength
sample. The results of both were compared and thus the strength of the latter could be
calculated in relation to the former. This technique was intended to allow different
laboratories to work with directly comparable substances, and also to allow different
pharmaceutical manufacturers to assure their products retained the same standard of
strength. Whereas in general replicability served as the rarely invoked guarantor of
scientific knowledge in biological standardization it was routine practice.98 Thus reliable
replicability of results was given an unprecedented premium within biological
standardization and it was equally found to be consistently unattainable. The goal of
experimental replicability was being undermined for a number o f reasons, all related to
animal variability, some down to previously ignored questionable practices. Many
researchers applied ‘interpretive flexibility’ to their results in order to produce
experimental closure. These practices have been shown to be productive ‘industrial
secrets’ in physiological research and a crucial means to conciliate experimental results.
In contrast, the use o f ‘interpretive flexibility’ in biological standardization served only to
undermine the very goal o f the discipline.99 The practice was common enough for Bum
to explicitly condemn it:
the m istake w h ich is c o m m o n ly m a d e ...is that the w orker d elib erately e x c lu d e s
unusual results. I f...th e m in im al lethal d o se o f a sam p le o f d ig ita lis is d eterm in ed on
fiv e cats, it often happens that four o f the figu res lie c lo s e together, w h ile the fifth
d iffers con sid erab ly. T he w orker is tem p ted to n e g le ct the discrepant result and to
take the m ean o f the four results w h ich a g r e e .. .the m ean o f fiv e results, o f w h ich on e
d iffers from the other four, is lik ely to be nearer to the true valu e than the m ean o f
the four sim ilar results alon e. T hat this v ie w is correct w ill be g en erally adm itted;
n everth eless in practice it is often disregarded by th ose w h o are fu lly aw are o f it:
results thereby b eco m e less accurate. T o prefer four results to fiv e is m erely to
gu ess.

100

Clearly no system of measurement could be reliable if it was based on subjective
guesswork. However, whilst experimental practices such as this were held partially
responsible for the unreliability of biological standardization ultimately it was the
1)8 See Collins C h a n g in g O r d e r .
1)11 See l odes " P a v l o v ’s Physiological F a c tory ”
10(1 Burn. F'inney and G o o d w in Biological Sta n dard iza tio n pp.21-3.
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laboratory animal in terms of its variability that became the focus o f blame.
Consequently, the production of standard laboratory animals increasingly became
identified as the solution to the deficiencies and failures of biological standardization.
The pharmacologist J W Trevan devoted much of his time to demonstrating that
the laboratory animal was the fundamental problem within biological standardization.
Trevan, like Dale, Hartley, and Bum was also a ‘graduate' of the Wellcome Physiological
Laboratory but unlike the latter he remained there throughout his working-life.101 In 1927
he succinctly described the test o f a successful biological standardization technique as
“the degree o f uniformity obtained when the same preparation is examined by different
workers.” 102 The problem was that all too frequently biological standardization's
techniques failed this test. Trevan was amongst the first to identity animal variation as the
cause of these difficulties, describing animal variation as the “bugbear” o f biological
standardization.103 Trevan’s approach to animal variation was distinct in that he largely
sought to live with and circumvent it rather than eradicate it. At the time the majority of
comparative standardization techniques depended upon calculating the minimum dose of
a substance that instigated a given physiological effect. However, this often proved more
difficult than one might imagine and it was common to get contradictory results. For
example, whilst working on oestrus producing hormone Bum found that a dose o f 5.0
mgm. to 7.5 mgm. produced oestrus in one set of rats whilst higher doses of lOmgm and
of 20 mgm. did not in a second set. How could one determine the minimal oestrusproducing dose from results such as these? Trevan demonstrated it was the wrong
approach to seek the minimal dose to produce a physiological effect. Instead he suggested
that the problem of animal variation was so wide as to negate the practicality o f seeking
minimal doses and so it was necessary to seek a percentage of animals affected by a
substance.
Trevan based his work about statistical analysis and in doing so considered
laboratory animals as populations. This approach demonstrated that individual abnormal
characteristics in any given animal were in fact quite normal. Trevan found animal

101 For T reva n see G A H Buttle "Dr. J W T rev a n F R S " N atu re 178 1956 pp. 1027-1028.
1112 J. T rev an " T h e FTrors o f T o x i e i t v " Proc e ed ings o f the Royal Soeietv B. 1927 101 pp.483 -51 4.
p. 154.
I0! Burn "FTrors" pp. 148-9.
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variation was far greater than previously imagined demonstrating that whilst some
animals required twice as much o f a substance for it to have a given effect yet others
required a dose of up to seven or ten times greater. The gap which separated the greatest
dose that failed to effect any animal and the dose just enough to effect every animal was
much greater than commonly assumed. This made absurd any attempt to discover a
minimal dose to produce any physiological reaction up to and including death. Trevan
explained away previously abnormal results as perfectly normal once the true scale of
animal variation was understood. Using innovatory statistical analysis he also proved that
animal variation followed a universal range. In a given population a minority were highly
susceptible to a substance, a similar minority highly resistant and the majority fell
somewhere in-between. Henceforth animal variance was normalised by Trevan deploying
the statistical concept of ‘normal distribution’ illustrated by a bell shaped curve (see
figure one). Thus Trevan had identified and demonstrated the “the beautiful regularity
underlying this phenomenon of animal variation”. 104
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Figure One: A Normal Distribution Curve.—
The normal distribution curve was not a new discovery but rather a concept taken
from statistical theory.106 Trevan was amongst the first to rigorously apply statistics to

104 B u m . l innev and G o o d w in Biological S ta nd ardiza tion p. 14.
105 T aken from C W K m m en s Princip les o f Biolo gical Assay (L ond on: C h a p m a n and 1lall. 1948) p.9.
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understand the problem of laboratory animal variance.107 Statistical theory was an
obvious technology to appropriate as it had been specifically developed to investigate
variation in order to act upon it. The development of statistical analysis was essential to
the emergence o f technologies o f biopower in that it provided the means to transform the
social body into a quantifiable and manipulatable entity.108 Statistics helped to being into
being the living populations that biopower acted upon. Statistics imported into the
operations of power the biological ideas o f normal and abnormal which in turn almost
seamlessly legitimated intervention to maintain the norm and curtail that abnormal (the
latter o f which is easily transformed into pathological). This form of power Foucault
labelled “discipline-normalization”.109
Through the interwar period bioassayists placed a much greater focus upon
statistical analysis but the new techniques were difficult in that they required
mathematical expertise. Time and again biologists were chastised for being loath to fully
embrace statistical knowledge and biological standardization continued to be a
problematic field.110 In any case, statistical refinement only helped to minimise the
problem o f laboratory animal variance. Trevan’s investigations had uncovered a number
of areas of animal variation that could not be overcome by statistical analysis. He
reported instances where identical procedures provided differing results when conducted
upon different days of the week. In a series of experiments over a number of years he
found several variations in results that appeared to correlate to seasonal change. In two
succeeding summers he found a particular procedure gave results that corresponded yet
differed identically to the same procedure when conducted in winter.111 It was apparent
animals did not only vary widely amongst themselves but individual reactions could
change daily, species reactions as a whole seasonally and intra-species variation further
problematized the issue. These findings suggested that biological standardization was
106 For the history o f statistics see H a ck in g T a m i n g . G e rd G igerenzer. Z en o Sw ijtink, T h e o d o r e Porter.
L o rraine Daston. John Beatty and L o ren z K ru g e r T h e E m pire o f C hance: H o w probability c h a n g e d s c ien c e
a nd e very da y life ( C a m b rid g e : C a m b r id g e University Press. 1989) and for m edical statistics see E ileen
M a g n e llo and A n n e Hardy T h e R oad to M edical Statistics (A m ste rdam : R odopi. 2002)
l0' See also R A Fisher The Design o f E x p erim en ts (O xford: O xfo rd University Press. 1935).
108 M ichel F oucault Society M u st Be D efend ed: L ectures at the C olle ge De France 1975-76 Frans. M a c e y .
David (L on don : Peng uin. 2003 ). p.243-44.
Ill<) M ichael F oucault A b n o r m a l (N e w York: Picador. 2003) p.52
110 C W E m m e n s Princip les o f Biological Assay (L ond on: C h a p m a n and Hall. 1948) p p . 1-3.
111 T reva n "E rr o r s o f T o x ic i ty ” p. 498 -49 9.
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likely to remain an inexact science in the immediate future. Nonetheless, the problem
with biological standardization had been identified as animal variation:
m ost seriou s d ifficu lty in B io lo g ic a l A ssa y is that due to variability o f the liv in g
reagent and so m e o f the m o st serio u s errors h ave arisen from a failure to appreciate
its true d im e n sio n s .112

If statistical analysis could not alone overcome the problem of animal variation then other
solutions had to be found. Having identified variance as problematic it became desirable
to ensure that one's laboratory animals were as physiologically uniform as possible.
Ironically, attempts to standardize biological substances therefore led to the necessity to
first standardise the laboratory animal. If a standard laboratory animal could be
constructed there appeared no good reason why the techniques of biological
standardization could not then be made to be as reliable as physical measurement.

Part III: The NIMR Animal Pharm - First Steps Toward Standard Laboratory
Animals.
The MRC, largely due to Dale’s own foresight, had immediately realised a regular
supply of laboratory animals would be essential if the NIMR was to fulfil its role as the
centre of biological standardization in Britain. In the 1920’s there was no official means
o f obtaining animals for biomedical experiment and most laboratories acquired animals
commercially on an ad-hoc basis for routine experimental work. However, this process
was fraught with difficulty as it was almost impossible to control the quality o f the
animals one acquired. Furthermore, and especially so with larger animals, one had to be
ever careful not to draw the attention o f the antivivisectionist movement who were very
vocal in their opposition to laboratories experimenting on potential pets such as dogs and
cats. The MRC had already been attacked by an organised campaign to prevent the
foundation of the NIMR and so were sensitive to this problem.113 Clearly supplying the
NIMR with the required laboratory animals and maintaining this supply at reliable levels
of quality and quantity was a difficult issue. Dale reasoned there was a single solution;
the MRC should produce its own laboratory animals on mass:
T he provision o f a large su p p ly o f healthy an im als for use in exp erim en ts in the
N ational Institute w ou ld in any ca se have n eeded attention, but its urgency is
112 M. 11. Dale " I n tr o d u c tio n " in J. H. B u m Biolo uical S tandardization (Oxford: O x fo rd University Press.
1928) p.v-vii.p.x.
111 K. M. T ansey "P rote ction ag ain st dog d is te m p e r and D og s Protection Bills: the M edical R esearch
council and A n tiv iv ise c tio n ists" M edical History 1994 38 pp. 1-26.
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increased by the d e c isio n to undertake there the d u ties o f settin g up and m ain tain in g
b io lo g ic a l sta n d a rd s...E x p e rie n c e has sh o w n that, under present c o n d itio n s, the
su p p ly o f anim als a v a ila b le from o u tsid e so u rces is inadequate, the price exorbitant,
and the quality bad. R esearch w ork has b een serio u sly co m p ro m ised by the poor
co n d itio n s o f the an im a ls and the p rev a len ce o f naturally acquired in fectio n s am on g
th e m .114

The NIMR was not initially large enough to accommodate a large-scale breeding
establishment and so Dale advocated the MRC purchase a local farm for the purpose."5
Typically farsighted he argued this was not only necessary to secure a reliable supply of
animals for the NIMR but could also enable the MRC to supply reliable laboratory
animals to other institutions. After all, it was little use if the NIMR had reliable animals
in order to develop standards and techniques o f standardization if other laboratories did
not have access to the same reliable animals with which to implement the directives of
the NIMR. What was required was a nationally available supply o f standardized
laboratory animals:
it sh ou ld be the aim o f the w o rk there not m erely to m eet the n eed s o f the w ork at th e
institute, but in so m e d eg ree o f all w ork prom oted by the C ou n cil w h ich d ep en d s for
its su c c e ss on u n iform ity and freed om from d isea se o f experim ental an im als. W e
sh ou ld aim to p rod u cin g a standard strain o f g u in ea -p ig , from w h ich b reed in g sto ck
co u ld be su p p lied to in stitu tion s en g a g e d in w ork in v o lv in g b io lo g ic a l assa y w ith the
help o f this an im al. A n effo rt sh o u ld b e m ade to produce strains o f hutch-rabbits free
from c o c o id io sis, and o f g u in e a -p ig s free from G artner’s b acillu s and p seu d otu b erlic
- in fectio n s w h ich co m p r o m ise so m any ex p erim en ts m ade on an im als ob tain ed
through d ealers. I f th is c o u ld be e ff e c te d ...th e annual sa v in g in the co st o f an im als
and fo o d to the institute a lo n e sh ou ld m eet a large part o f the co st o f running the
farm and interest on the capital n eed ed to buy and eq u ip it, and at the sa m e tim e an
im portant se r v ic e w o u ld be p erform ed for m ed ical research throughout the
co u n try .116

Dale's proposals were accepted and the MRC laboratory animal farm was soon supplying
the NIMR with reliable, healthy, laboratory animals on a mass-produced scale. By 1938
the Farm Laboratories supplied 1406 rabbits, 5089 guinea pigs, 9215 rats, 37,960 mice as
well as a number o f ferrets and poultry. In order to produce this quantity of animals it

114 P R O FD 1/202 " M e m o r a n d u m by Or. Dale on Pro p o s ed An im al Farm at the Frith grang e. Mill H ill" 15th
N o v e m b e r 1920 p.2
115 Additionally, due to antivivisection agitation "local sentim ent, organised in a d v a n c e o f our arrival, has
m ad e the k e eping o f a d o g on the prem ises, even for a day or two. alm ost im possible". Ibid. p.2.
" b Ibid. p.5.
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maintained a substantial additional breeding stock which had to be routinely replaced.117
The unpredictable fluctuation in the demand for specific experimental animals and the
need to supply animals o f certain weights, colour or sex required the maintenance of a
large quantity o f excess stock much of which was eventually destroyed unused as
laboratory animals had short life spans. Breeding laboratory animals on this scale proved
a complex project with great scope for the wastage of animals whose cost o f production
and rearing was not insignificant. For this reason Dale’s original scheme was only
partially successful. Whilst the MRC was willing to invest in breeding its own animals as
it proved economical to do so on this scale it refused to allow the farm to supply animals
to other laboratories. To do so would have meant the MRC subsidising British
biomedicine and the Council resolutely refused to set any precedent that may commit it to
such a duty. Instead the MRC encouraged British laboratories to breed their own
laboratory animals rather than obtain them commercially. Each time the MRC was asked
to supply laboratory animals the reply remained the same:
W e m ust particularly stress h o w im portant it is that large users sh ou ld breed their
o w n an im als as far as p o ssib le. T h is is w hat w e do o u rselv es, and from th e p oin t o f
v ie w o f qu ality and freed om o f in fectio n it is m uch m ore satisfactory than rely in g on
d e a le r s .118

However, whilst the MRC was capable and willing to invest in such a project most
smaller laboratories and industrial users were unable or unwilling to do so. These
institutions continued to acquire their animals from commercial animal breeders and
dealers. Such animals were o f dubious quality usually consisting of those that were
otherwise unsaleable but which laboratories took nonetheless as supplies were scarce.
These were the same animals Dale had dismissed as useless for the purposes o f reliable
biomedical research. The result o f the MRC policy was therefore the opening of an
increasing gulf between a small number o f large laboratories (such as the MRC and
pharmaceutical laboratories such as Glaxo) who could afford to breed their own
laboratory animals and a much larger number of small laboratories who were dependent
upon the commercial acquisition of animals from any source they could find.

117 P R O 1 1)1/6243 " N o te s on the b re ed in g o f small a nim a ls at the Farm Lab oratories o f the Natio nal
Institute for M edical R esearch. Mill Hill. L o n don . R K. G lo v e r D e c e m b e r 20th 1940" p . l .
Mx P R O 11)1/ 6245 L etter A. L an d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n to G. G o rd o n O a k es 7th M arch 1941.
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As laboratory animal use grew through the interwar period this two-tier system of
laboratory animal supply was increasingly destined to create problems.. The growth in
routine experiments that used

large quantities of animals such as biological

standardization techniques spurred the continual year on year increase in the number of
laboratory animals required through the interwar period. As the majority of small
laboratory animals were acquired from breeders who bred for other purposes, principally
for show, who found disposing o f their runts and wasters to laboratories a convenient and
profitable exercise there was little provision for the ever-expanding demand for
laboratory animals in place. Moreover, breeders were not motivated to provide
laboratories with quality animals and nor were they particularly moved to increase their
breeding activities as for many it was no more than a hobby. As the balance o f demand
continued to outweigh supply laboratories were forced to take any animals offered and
what was on offer was frequently low quality, often-diseased animals. This worsened the
already present gulf between laboratories using purpose bred animals and those forced to
use any animal they could acquire.

In principle this threatened the reliable

communication o f results between laboratories with access to animals o f known quality
and those without. It was to avoid just this problem that Dale initially sought the MRC
Farm Laboratories to be a national supply centre
Tension over the supply o f laboratory animals between researchers in these small
laboratories and the MRC was aggravated further with the outbreak of the Second World
War. Small animal breeders began to divert their efforts toward the war-effort, many
being called to active service. Consequently the already insufficient supply of animals
threatened to diminish yet further despite demand increasing. In the early 1940’s panic
began to sweep through the British biomedical community as rumours began to spread
that soon there might be no source for animals whatsoever. This was largely a result of
enterprising, if unpatriotic, small animal breeders who having been called up to serve
their country attempted to escape their fate by claiming their present job was crucial to
the war-effort. Almost overnight breeders who bred for show and disposed o f their waste
to laboratories re-identified themselves as breeders of laboratory animals and initiated a
campaign to have their 'profession' made a reserved occupation. Laboratories began to
receive letters recounting how breeders would no longer be able to supply animals unless
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they could successfully avoid the draft. Many were asked to write on behalf of the
breeders, such as Dr. Sladden o f the Beck Laboratory, General Hospital Swansea who
received the following request:
W ou ld y o u kindly w rite a letter to the M in istry o f H ealth stating the ex a ct nature o f
the w ork the an im als are u sed for, and h o w vital th ey are for your w ork. Stress the
m atter all y o u can, as I h a v e n o b o d y to replace m e, as th ey are tak in g m y tw o
forem en, also the packer in a fe w w e e k s tim e, but I have to g o before th e m .119

As time moved on such letters became yet more aggressive, many threatened to wipe out
their entire stocks and close down permanently:
I f m y ex em p tio n can n ot be o b ta in ed , I shall have left instructions, that as so o n as the
Forem an r e c e iv e s h is c a llin g up papers, he is to c o m m en ce to have k illed o f f the
entire stock w h ich am ou n ts to 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 m ic e and rats the result o f 17 years hard
w o r k .120

As these letters proliferated the MRC was increasingly inundated with demands that it
intervene to protect the countries supply of laboratory animals.121 For example the
aforementioned Sladden wrote to W. W. C. Topley (Professor of Bacteriology at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) for advice on the matter:
D o u b tless y o u k n o w o f this esta b lish m en t w h ich en ab les laboratories all o v e r the
country to perform the Z o n d ek A sc h h e im tests w ith a high d egree o f accu racy and
c o n v e n ie n c e , and I am w ritin g to ask w h eth er y o u think the M RC c o u ld in terven e in
this c a se on the grou n d s that T u c k ’s se r v ic es are at least eq u ivalen t in sc o p e and
im portance w ith th o se o f a sk ille d laboratory a ssista n t... the esta b lish m en t is run w ith
the greatest e ffic ie n c y and sk ill.

12°

Both the MRC and the Ministry o f Health refused to support any request to make
laboratory animal breeding a reserved occupation. In their opinion it was perfectly
possible to train women or men not liable for military service to undertake the work. As a
consequence it was suspected that the breeders were exaggerating the case to enable them
to malinger, which in fact does seem to have been the case. The MRC willingly supported
requests for leaves of postponement in order to find and train suitable replacements.

119 P R O F D 1 /6 2 4 5 Letter A. J. T u c k to Dr. Sla d den 2 9th N o v e m b e r 1940.
120 P R O F D 1 /6 2 4 5 L etter A. J. T u ck to P ro fe ss o r D ru m m o n d . U nd a ted c. N o v e m b e r 1940.
121 See for e x a m p le P R O F D 1 / 6245 Letter Dr. F. B. Sm ith to A. L an d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n 6th N o v e m b e r
1940, Letter to Dr. F. B. S m ith 16th N o v e m b e r 1940. L etter Dr. F. B. Sm ith to A. L an d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n
22 nd N o v e m b e r 1940. Letter G e o r g e E. B r o w n to H. W. L ing 3 0 th D e c e m b e r 1940, L etter J. H. B urn to E.
M e lla nby 3rd January 1941. L etter 11. A. M itchell to A. L a n d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n 2 nd April 1941 an d L etter
A. L a n d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n to PL A. M itchell 7th April 1941.
122 P R O F D 1 /62 45 Letter Dr. Slad den to P ro fe ss o r T o ple y 2 nd D e c e m b e r 1940. T opley had jo in e d the M R C
from the ou tb rea k o f the Se c o nd W orld W a r to serve as c h ie f advisor in path ology For biographical details
o f Topley see II R D e an & G. S. W ilson " W illia m W h ite m a n C arlton T o p le y ” Journal o f Patho log y and
B acteriolo gy. 1944 pp.451 -6 9. T he " Z o n d e k A s c h h e i m " test used infantile m ice for the dete ction o f
p re gn anc y , sec J. II. G a d d u m P h a rm a c o lo g y . (L o n d o n O x fo rd University Press 1944) p.83.
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However, the majority of breeders failed to use these periods for this purpose due to their
being “unjustifiably optimistic about their chances of further exemption”.123 However, a
reservation regarding malingering breeders was only one reason why the MRC refused to
intervene in this area. The MRC also viewed these events as a means to encourage
laboratories to follow their own example and breed their own animals. However, it was
not just small laboratories that were suffering many large laboratories were equally facing
difficulties. By the 1940’s many o f the larger animal users had to some extent begun to
breed their own animals. The most self-sufficient organization after the NIMR was
Burroughs Wellcome who produced all their own rats, 500 guinea pigs a month and a
number o f rabbits. They had initiated breeding their own mice but did not expect to have
a reliable stock for a year or more and were reliant on independent breeders to supply the
2500 mice required per week. They too implored the MRC to take action to safeguard the
national supply of laboratory animals, reminding them o f the (bio)political importance of
the standardization work:
L argely due to w artim e c o n d itio n s w e are ex p erien c in g at present co n sid era b le
d ifficu lty in ob ta in in g the su p p lies o f m ic e w e require, particularly for the testin g o f
insulin. Our requirem ents are in the n eig h b o u rh o o d o f 6 0 0 0 per w e e k but su p p lies
barely e x c e e d 3 0 0 0 per w e e k ...y o u w ill agree that H. M . G overn m en t w o u ld take a
seriou s v ie w o f an acu te p o sitio n in resp ect to th ese m ed ical su p p lies arising out o f a
shortage o f m ic e for testin g p u r p o se s.124

For several other animals, such as ferrets and pigeons, Wellcome Burroughs was entirely
dependent on outside sources.125
If a laboratory chose to breed its own animals it necessitated a large outlay of
funds with no guarantee o f any success for a number of years. Apart from the animals
themselves and their nutritional requirements, equipment had to be purchased for their
care and management and animals housing had to be built and equipped. A further
complication was acquiring the expertise to breed animals successfully and in sufficient
quantities. Little was known regarding the intense breeding of small animals and the
establishment of a project of this nature was undertaken very much on a trial and error
basis. Outbreaks of disease within an animal colony could devastate an entire stock
leaving a laboratory back at stage one but much the poorer. Disease was one of the major
123 P R O F D 1 / 6 2 4 5 L etter A. L an d s b o r o u g h T h o m s o n to G. G o rd o n O a k es 7,h M arch 1941.
124 P R O FI) 1/ 6245 L etter G. G o r d o n O a k e s to Or. F. J. C. 1lerrald 6 th M arch 1941.
125 P R O F D 1/6243 " S u m m e r y o f Replies from P ro d u c e rs o f T h era peutic S ubstances R e garding the Supply
o f A n im als for Biolo gical T e s tin g " date d 7th February 1941. p.2-3.
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problems in breeding ones own animals especially in the early stages. Whilst in the
crossover period the chances o f disease occurring were exceptionally high as laboratories
relied on outside animals whilst concurrently establishing their own breeding
programmes. The constant arrival o f animals from outside, mostly of dubious quality and
background, provided ample opportunity for diseases to enter the animal house which
then set back the in-house breeding project necessitating further reliance on outside
sources which again threatened any renewed in-house breeding project. The risk was
simply beyond the ability o f the majority o f smaller laboratories to maintain.
Consequently the smaller laboratories, such as the Ministry of Health’s public health
laboratories, were entirely dependent on outside sources for their animals. Having been
advised by Landsborough Thomson that obtaining animals from outside sources “is
nearly always unsatisfactory” and that “it is better to breed one’s own standard stock
under proper hygienic conditions” Dr. F. B. Smith replied in no uncertain terms that he
could “see no prospects o f getting the lay management o f this institution to accept the
capital outlay on hutchments and the extra employment o f labour to supply me with 45000 cavies per annum”.126 Smith’s reply was generally representative of the majority
who found themselves in his position.
Thus the already difficult task o f acquiring laboratory animals was made almost
impossible as the war-effort removed many usual sources. Furthermore the MRC had
adopted an unfeasible and immensely irritating position by insisting all laboratories
should breed their own animals. It was in this context that Hartley gave his paper on the
unsuitability of conventional animals for biomedical research. His conclusion, that only
purpose bred laboratory animals could provide reliable experimental results, fitted within
MRC policy but was far outside o f the economic reality of small laboratories.
Pathologists formed the largest group of dissatisfied animal users who had in recent years
written to the MRC on the subject. When the MRC received the resolution of the
Pathological Society provoked by Hartley’s paper the latter was quickly made aware of
his error receiving a weighty file of agitated correspondence on the subject of laboratory
animals:
l2<' P R O f-'Dl/ 6245 Letter Dr. L. B. S m ith to A. L a n d s b o ro u g h T h o m s o n 6th N o v e m b e r 1940. L etter to Dr.
L. B. Sm ith 16th N o v e m b e r 1940 a nd Letter Dr. L. B. Sm ith to A. L andsb o ro u g h T h o m s o n 22 n d N o v e m b e r
1940.
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U ntil I saw you r file 1 had b een rather u n easy b eca u se I felt that all this recent bother
arose from a q uite in n ocen t and u n p ro v o ca tiv e paper I g a v e at C a m b r id g e ...th is may
not h ave b een the case.

1^7

Hartley had inadvertently ignited an already smouldering discontent with the state of
laboratory animal supply in Britain. Dale came to his defence writing to Edward
Mellanby that it was the practices o f the NIMR and the MRC that had contributed to the
current laboratory animal supply problem:
It is the e x p erie n c e and p o lic y o f this Institute, o v er m any years, w h ich has brought
the n eed for action to n o tice and sh o w n p a th o lo g ists h ow m uch o f their w ork is futile
or ev en m islea d in g as a result, for lack o f a p ro v isio n that has been co m m o n p la ce
w ith u s .128

On the 14th April 1942 the MRC met with representatives of the Agricultural Research
Council to discuss the resolution o f the Pathological Society that the two Councils “take
up the question of large scale breeding o f stock o f healthy experimental animals, as a
matter o f national importance and urgency”.129 Both Councils agreed that it was not
desirable for either one of them to undertake the responsibility o f large scale breeding in
order to create a national supply of animals. However, they consented to supply initial
breeding stocks o f animals to “regional centres” that were to be funded by local
laboratories.130 These regional centres were envisioned as breeding and distribution
points that would supply good quality experimental animals. The knowledge and
experience built up over the years at the MRC’s Farm laboratories was to be put at the
disposal o f these centres to aid their initial establishment. It was suggested these centres
should only supply animals to laboratories on the condition that all but the smallest
laboratories breed their own animals as far as possible and that laboratories so supplied
should not obtain animals from any other source. Both Councils refused to play any part
in the setting up or development of the proposed centres insisting instead all laboratories
within a particular region act in combination to jointly organize and finance the breeding
of animals for their own purposes. This proposal was little more than a reiteration o f the
MRC ‘breed your own' policy the only addition being that if this was economically

127 P R O F D 1/6244 Fetter P Hartley to A. L an d s b o r o u g h T h o m s o n 2 8th S e p te m b e r 1942.
128 P R O F D 1 / 62 4 4 L etter Henry Dale to E d w a rd Mellanby 14th S e p tem b e r 1942.
129 P R O FD 1/6244 "L etter.I. H. D ipp le to Sir E. M ellanby dated 1st April 1942".
1,0 P R O F D I / 6 2 4 4 " N o te o f a m ee tin g b e tw ee n representatives o f the Agricultural Research Council and
M edical R e search C ouncil at the L o ndo n School o f Hy g ien e " dated 20th April 1942. Present at this m ee tin g
were Sir E d w a rd M e lla nb y. Sir Henry Dale. P.Harley . R. 12 C l o v e r and F. J. C. Herrald (M R C ) as well as
W .W .C . Topley and 12 II. 12 H avelock (A R C ).
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impossible you should club together to establish a shared breeding farm. This suggestion
was communicated to the Pathological Society on the 27th May 1942 and the matter was
left in the words of Dale “up in the air”.131 However, by the time the MRC had replied to
the Pathological Society the matter had grown beyond all proportion. On the 2nd May
1942 the British Medical Journal had ran the “Wanted - Standard Guinea Pigs”
annotation calling for the establishment o f a national supply of standardized laboratory
animals. This was part of a concerted and co-ordinated campaign to force the MRC into
taking action, and it was one destined to succeed.

Conclusion.
It is significant that in Britain the cancer research laboratories, having the greatest
demand for special strains o f laboratory animals, all had programmes to breed their own
animals by 1945.132 Though they participated in attempts to shape the post-war
establishment o f a national supply o f laboratory animals to suite their own ends they were
not responsible for the establishment o f a national supply of standard laboratory animals
in Britain. Henry Ford stated that:
The necessary precedent condition of mass production is a capacity, latent or
developed, of mass consumption, the ability to absorb large production. The two go
together, and in the latter may be traced the reasons for the former.133
In Britain it was the discipline of biological standardization, catalysed by both its
biomedical and biopolitical importance, which provided the capacity for massconsumption that necessitated the bringing into being of a mass-produced national supply
of laboratory animals. Indeed the principles of mass-production resonate with the
characteristic mechanisms o f biopower both centring about regulating norms to maximise
efficacy. As Henry Ford describes:
mass production is used to describe the modem method by which great quantities of
a standardized commodity are manufactured...Mass production is not merely
quantity production...nor is it simple machine production...Mass production is the
focusing upon a manufacturing project of the principles of power, accuracy,
economy, system, continuity, speed and repetition...The normal result is a
131 PR O 6 2 4 4 L etter E. M ellan b y to J. H. D ible 2 7 ,h M ay 1942 and L etter H. D ale to E. M ellanby 14th
S e p tem b e r 1942.
132 Ibid. p. 10. H isto rian s have y e t to e x a m in e the w o rk o f B ritish scien tists in d e v elo p in g inbred a n im a ls in
any detail, tho u g h see P .P a lla d in o "O n W ritin g th e H isto r(ies) o f m o d em M e d icin e" R e th in k in g H istory
1999 3 p p .271 -2 8 8 for the w ork o f G e o rg in a B o n se r w h o u tilized inbred m ice for c an c e r research at the
U niversity o f L eeds.
133 H enry l ord "M ass P ro d u c tio n " E n c y c lo p a e d ia B rita n n ica (E n cy c lo p a e d ia B ritan n ica Inc C h ica g o 1948)
Vol 15. p p .38-41. p .38
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productive organization that delivers in continuous quantities a useful commodity of
standard material, workmanship and design at minimum cost.134
As we shall see in the next chapter in post-war Britain the MRC eventually capitulated to
demand and accepted the task of bringing into being the necessary regulative organisation
to bring about the establishment o f a national mass-produced supply of standard
laboratory animals. In 1947 it established the Laboratory Animal Bureau (LAB) to
coordinate the supply o f laboratory animals on a national scale. Nonetheless, at least
initially, the LAB was only envisioned as a regulatory and administrative body and not in
itself intended to produce or supply laboratory animals. Rather it was to be a ‘“‘clearing
house” o f information” and this administrative function was reflected in it being named a
Bureau.135 Nonetheless the LAB soon established itself at the centre of laboratory animal
production and supply in Britain. Through the 1950s it implemented several strategies
that provided it with the degree o f authority necessary to regulate and control laboratory
animal supply. These strategies can be viewed as new technologies of biopower deployed
upon non-human life and form the subject o f the subsequent chapter.

14 Ibid.
P R O 11)1/ 382 "C o n fe re n c e on the S upply o f L x p erim en tal A nim als S P A /M 1/2'". p .3.
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Chapter Two: Disciplining Bodies - The Laboratory Animals
Bureau and the Construction of a National Supply of Standard
Laboratory Animals.
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In May 1942 the Association o f Scientific Workers (AScW) formed a Medical
Sciences Committee in order to extend its influence within the biomedical sciences.136
The AScW was a quasi-trade union that existed to defend the status of its scientific
members and raise the profile o f science within society. In 1942 the AScW was
experiencing a high point o f optimism. Under the direction o f a group of politicised
Cambridge academics the AScW had been reinvigorated by opening up its membership
to industrially based laboratory staff and scientific researchers. Consequently the AScW
had moved from the brink o f bankruptcy to an organisation with growing influence.137 Its
origins lay in the general interwar faith in sciences capacity to find solutions to social
problems through rational planning.138 In the early 1940s as ‘rational’ planning was
transformed in name (though not in form) to post-war ‘reconstruction’ the AScW like
many others sought to ensure science remained at the forefront of these schemes.139 This
required that scientists organise themselves politically. An important area o f post-war
reconstruction was that o f health provision and if the AScW was to influence this they
required a much stronger presence than they currently held within the medical sciences.
The AScW therefore sought to offer itself as a forum to coordinate the efforts o f medical
scientists to ensure their work was efficiently deployed to aid public need.140 In doing so
it also hoped to entice medical workers to join its ranks contributing to its phenomenal
expansion in membership through the 1940s. Consequently in 1942 the AScW was
seeking areas in which it could help co-ordinate the interests of medical scientists. One
area in particular attracted attention - the problem of standardizing laboratory-animals.
Laboratory-animal supply was an ideal problem for the AScW as it directly
affected the majority o f medical scientific workers regardless of whether they worked in
academic or industrial arenas. It was an area where certain workers suffered what the
British Medical Journal chose to call the “grave disadvantage” o f depending upon
136 A n o n . " A sso c ia tio n o f S c ien tific W o rk e rs" N a tu re . Jan u ary 3 0 th 1943 151 p p .145-46.
137 F o r th e A S c W 's re la tio n s h ip w ith th e sc ie n tific left see G ary W erskey T h e V isib le C o lle g e . (L o n d o n :
F A B , 1988 [1 9 7 8 ]) e s p .p p .3 9 -4 1 .2 3 5 -2 3 9 an d 262 -2 6 8 . For th e early history o f th e A S cW se e K ay
M a c L e o d P o litic s. P ro fe ssio n a lism a n d th e O rg a n isa tio n o f S cientists : the A sso c ia tio n o f S c ien tific
W o rk ers 1 9 1 7 -4 2 . (P h .D .. S u sse x . 1975). T h e arch iv al reco rd s o f the A S cW are held at th e M odern
R e co rd s C e n tre . U niversity o f W arw ic k (M S S .7 9 /A S W ).
138 S ee W illiam M cC iucken S cien tists. S o ciety and the S tate: t he Social R elatio n s o f S c ien c e M o v e m en t
1931-1947 (C o lu m b u s: O h io S tate U niversity P ress. 1984).
139 See for e x am p le A sso c ia tio n o f S c ie n tific W o rk ers S cien ce and the N ation. (L o n d o n P en g u in 1947).
140 A n o n . "A sso c ia tio n o f S c ien tific W o rk e rs" p. 145.
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unreliable resources purely due to financial stringencies.141 Moreover, the fact that the
MRC was not hindered by the problem and yet refused to intervene to help those that
were allowed the AScW to portray itself as a necessary organisation. Finally, the issue
had a predefined solution in the desire that the state through the MRC or an equivalent
body intervene to establish a:
national experimental animal farm supplying stocks of not only healthy but of well
ascertained characters in relation to the purposes for which they are to be used ...it
should be neither difficult to establish nor unprofitable to maintain.142
By initiating a campaign on this issue the AScW hoped to attract the goodwill o f medical
science workers by portraying the problem as indicative of the existence o f inequality
within the sciences that threatened the reliability o f British biomedical production and
research.
Consequently a sub-committee o f the AScW’s Medical Sciences Committee was
established under the direction o f the biochemist A L Bacharach to investigate and
initiate action to resolve the problem of laboratory-animal supply. Bacharach was a
chemist by training who spent his early career working for the Wellcome Research
Laboratory before moving to the Glaxo laboratory o f Joseph Needham and Company in
1920 where he spent the rest o f his career.143 At Glaxo Bacharach devoted himself to
biochemical research focussing particularly upon the development of reliable techniques
of biological standardization. He was particularly known for his work on the
standardization o f vitamins, which produced a life-long interest in the subject of nutrition
leading to his central role in the foundation o f the Nutrition Society.144 It was his early
experience as a chemist that inspired Bacharach’s dissatisfaction with laboratory-animals:
To a chemist an indispensable prerequisite for good analytical results is a supply of
pure and constant analytical reagents: he may be forgiven for clinging to a belief that
what applies to sulphuric acid and sodium hydroxide and potassium permanganate
for chemical analysis also applies to guinea pigs and rats and mice for biological
assay. The properties of these animals analogous to the purity and uniformity of

141 A n o n "W a n te d - S ta n d ard G uinea-P igs*'
142 Ibid.
143 S ee H arry Je p h c o tt "A . L. B a c h a ra c h " C hem istry and Industry' O c to b er 1st 1966 pp. 1651-1653. For
G lax o see R P T D e v e n p o rt-H in e s & Ju d y S linn G laxo: A H istory to 1962. (C a m b rid g e: C am b rid g e
Univ ersity Press. 1992) and K Jo n e s T h e B u sin e ss o f M edicin e: T he extraordinary history o f G la x o , a babv
food p ro d u c er, w hich b e ca m e o n e o f th e w o rld s m o st su ccessfu l p h a rm a ce u tic al c o m p a n ies (L ondon:
P rofile. 2001).
144 See A L B ach arach S c ien c e and N u tritio n (L o n d o n : W atts & C o.. 1938). A I. B a ch a rac h and T R endle
The N a tio n 's Food: A Survey o f S c ien tific D ata (L o n d o n : Society o f C hem istry and In d u stry . 1946)
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analytical chemicals are presumably optimal health, involving freedom from
infection, and as high a degree of genetic homogeneity as can be achieved.145
The problem, coarsely put, was that the average laboratory-animal was expected to play
the same role in biological assay as the chemical reagent did in chemical assay yet unlike
the chemical reagent the laboratory-animal was far from reliable. The involvement of the
AScW marked the beginning o f a concerted effort, national in scope, to address the
problem of laboratory-animal supply.
Under Bacharach’s direction the committee drew up a memorandum outlining the
AScW’s intention to campaign for the organisation of a national supply o f laboratoryanimals as part o f the general post-war reconstruction effort. Significantly, the proposal
rejected the MRC policy of laboratories breeding their own animals as economically
wasteful. It instead envisioned a state run federal organization of breeding establishments
under the control o f a central co-ordinating body that would ensure the nationwide
uniformity o f laboratory-animals.146 By associating itself with such a widely experienced
problem the AScW sought to minimise the possibility that its entrance into the medical
sciences might be viewed with suspicion by established scientific societies in Britain. As
it were, only the Royal College o f Physicians, Royal College of Surgeons and the Royal
Society o f Edinburgh were initially suspicious appealing to the MRC for its opinion of
the AScW. 147 Although the MRC recommended having nothing to do with the AScW
only the Royal Society o f Edinburgh refused to participate in the subsequent
campaign.148 By the time Dale wrote urgently to Mellanby warning of the AScW’s
“semi-political agitation” it was too late. Dale had hoped to “forestall the Association of

145 A. L B a ch a rac h “ S o m e a sp e c ts o f an im al p ro d u c tio n for routine b iological a ssa y ’* in L ab o ra to ry A n im al
B ureau L aboratory A n im a ls B u reau C o lle c te d P ap ers V o lu m e 3 T he B reed in g o f L ab o ra to ry A n im als
(L o n d o n :H M S O ,1 9 5 5 )p p .6 -2 7 . p.6. See also A L B a ch a rac h “ B iological A ssay and C h e m ic al A n a ly sis”
A n a ly st 70 1945 p p .3 9 4 -4 0 3 .
146 P R O F D 1 / 62 4 4 “T h e n e ed for a n atio n al policy on for th e supply o f a n im a ls” .
147 See P R O F D 1 / 6 2 4 4 “ L ist o f S o c ieties and o th e r learn ed b o d ies to w hich the m em o ra n d u m has been
se n t” .
148 L a n d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n d ism isse d th e role A S cW statin g "it seem s unlikely th at it re p re se n ts any ex p ert
o p in io n th at c an n o t be m o re a p p ro p riately e x p re sse d th ro u g h the scientific so c ie tie s” se e P R O FD1 /6 2 4 4
L etter A. L an d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n to A lan M o n c rie ff 11th D ec 1942. T o the R oyal C o lle g e o f S u rg eo n s
(E d in b u rg h ) he re p ea te d "I m ay say fran k ly , h o w ev er, that the A sso ciatio n has re ce n tly put forw ard
p ro p o sa ls on tw o o r th ree su b je cts o f a m ed ical n a tu re w hich have not seem ed to the C o u n c il to be very
w ell c o n ce iv e d . T h ere are. no d o u b t, m atters w h ic h an asso c iatio n o f this k ind co u ld usefully tak e up. but
th ere are o th ers on w hich it is th o u g h t th at the view s o f w orkers in m edical sc ie n c e co u ld m ore
app ro p riately be put forw ard th ro u g h the m o re sp e c ia liz ed so cieties and p rofessional b o d ie s" F D 1 / 4279
L etter A. L an d sb o ro u g h Thom son to Roy al C o lle g e o f S u rg e o n s 2 9 th January 1943.
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Scientific Workers by appointing a small working committee to go into the matter in
greater detail” and in this way “stop the agitation at the source, by bringing the potential
critics face to face with the practical problem.” 149 However, by this point the AScW
committee had received its mandate having received the support of twenty-one
biomedical societies and solicited interviews with the MRC, Agricultural Research
Council (ARC) and the Ministry o f Supply to discuss the problem.
In March 1943 an informal meeting was held between representatives o f these
bodies and the AScW .150 The Councils acknowledged the importance of the problem and
welcomed constructive dialog on the subject. However, neither Council nor the Ministry
o f Supply (which restricted its interests to the needs of manufacturers engaged in
producing essential medical substances) wished to commit itself to taking responsibility
for laboratory-animals. The MRC reiterated its position that “large users should always
breed their own animal...and even small users should be encouraged to breed some of
their own animals wherever this is practicable”.151 The two Councils did accept that this
view had impracticalities but claimed that no radical innovations could be brought about
during the war, as shortage o f labour and materials would make it impossible to initiate a
scheme o f the scope that the AScW proposed. In any case, the Councils argued the
immediate pressure of war work prevented them from taking up the matter. The AScW
therefore suggested it could look into the problem in greater detail with a view to the
establishment o f a reliable national supply o f laboratory-animals in post-war Britain.
Perhaps hoping the AScW lacked the conviction or ability the Councils agreed the AScW
should elaborate their memorandum into a concrete scheme to be reconsidered at a later
date. However, if they had hoped the AScW agitation would disperse itself through the
war then the Councils had again seriously misjudged the scale of feeling regarding the
problem o f laboratory-animal supply.

149 P R O F D 1 / 62 4 4 L etter H enry D a le to E d w a rd M e lla n b y 14th S e p tem b e r 1942.
150 P R O F D 1 / 6 2 4 4 "T h e Supply o f E x p erim en tal A n im a ls - N o te s on a c o n fere n ce held at th e L ondon
S chool o f H y g ie n e at 2 .3 0 p m on F riday, th e 2 6 th M arch . 1943" d ated 8th A pril 1943. P resen t w ere Sir
E d w ard M e lla n b y . Dr. C. R. H a rrin g to n . D r. A. L a n d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n . Dr. A. N. D rury and M r. R. E.
G lo v e r (M R C ). D r. W . C. C. T opley. Dr. W . S. G o rd o n (A R C ). M r. H. W ilkinson (M inistry o f S upply).
P ro fe sso r J. II. D ib b le (P a th o lo g ic a l S o c iety ). Dr. D. M cC lean to g eth e r w ith Dr. P.A . G orer. Dr. C. L.
O akley and Dr. A. W. S ta b le lo rth .
151 Ibid P R O FD 1 /6 2 4 4 " The Supply o f E x p erim en tal A n im a ls"
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Consequently the AScW organised the Conference on the Supply o f Experimental
Animals (CSEA) whose inaugural meeting was held on the 21st June 1943.152 The CSEA
was a body of parties interested in the supply of laboratory-animals financed by a range
o f scientific societies who agreed to support the conference and appointed representatives
to participate. These were:
• The Anatomical Society
• The Association o f Clinical Pathologists
• The Association o f Scientific Workers
• The Biochemical Society
• The Genetical Society
• The Medical Research Society
• The National Veterinary Medical Association
• The Nutrition Society
• The Pathological Society
• The Pharmacological Society
• The Physiological Society
• The Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons
• The Royal Faculty o f Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow
• The Royal Society o f Medicine
• The Royal Society o f Tropical Medicine
• The Society for Animal Production
• The Society for Experimental Biology
• The Society for General Microbiology
In addition the Royal College o f Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons agreed to
participate in the conference, sending representatives and contributing financially but
requesting they not be listed as '‘supporting societies”.153 The first meeting of the CSEA

152 T he re co rd s o f th e C S E A w e re e n tru ste d to its c h airm a n J B eattie w ho in turn e n tru ste d them to the
R oyal C o lle g e o f S u rg e o n s. A t p re se n t th eir w h e re a b o u ts are u n k now n as the archival re co rd s o f th e R oyal
C o lle g e o f S u rg e o n s are in th e p ro c e ss o f b e in g e atalo g u e d . There are no relev an t reco rd s in the arch iv e o f
the A S cW .
1:0 PR O E D I/ 382 "C o n fe re n c e on the S upply o f E x p erim en tal A n im als SE A /M 1/2".
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elected a working committee to assess the scale of the problem and posit plausible
solutions.134
The first task the CSEA committee embarked upon was to quantify the problem.
This was undertaken by organising a census o f laboratory-animal use in Britain. This was
the first time such a systematic survey of this type had been attempted, thus an immediate
logistical problem was that o f locating laboratory-animal users and breeders. This proved
to be a simpler task than it might have been due to the cooperation of a number of state
bodies that collected pertinent information. Under the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) the
Home Office maintained records o f every premises licensed to conduct animal
experimentation. The CSEA committee used this information to construct a nationwide
list of laboratory-animal users. Locating breeders o f laboratory-animals would have been
far more difficult had it not been for the exceptional circumstances o f the war. Under
rationing regulations the Ministry o f Agriculture kept detailed lists of persons claiming
animal feed including those drawing rations for the purpose of breeding laboratoryanimals. This information correlated with the Home Office records allowed the CSEA to
construct a national population o f laboratory-animals. The next stage was to gather
information as to the characteristics o f this population through conducting a nationwide
census. The committee despatched questionnaires to all users and suppliers of laboratoryanimals and thereby brought into being a quantified national laboratory-animal
population. It sought information from breeders as regards the numbers and types of
animals bred for scientific purposes and the number of actively breeding females of each
species maintained on 31st December 1943. It also requested information on whether
animals had been acquired from other sources to be sold for scientific purposes and if so
from where. Finally, details o f the extent o f inbreeding, if at all practiced, was requested
together

with

details

on

the

exact

nature

of selective

breeding

employed.

Correspondingly, laboratories were asked to provide details regarding the number of
animals of different species used for experimental purposes in 1943, their source, the
number actually used and the number destroyed or sold on to other users. They were also

154 This c o n sisted of: J. B eattie (C h a irm a n ). A . L. B a ch a rae h (H on. Secretary). K. M ather. D. M cC iean. H.
J. Parish. A. W. S ta b le fo rth . and J. Y u le B o g u e (la te r w ith d rew to be replaced by Dr. J. R. M . Innes)
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asked to provide details as to any specialist requirements they had, and any difficulties
they experienced with regard to laboratory-animal supply.
The census revealed the production and supply o f laboratory-animals in Britain to
be in disarray. In the opinion o f the CSEA the whole system, or lack there-of, required
urgent regulation along rational scientific lines. Their estimations o f the abilities of the
breeders was damning, summed up in the conclusion:
a number of them cannot spell their own names in block letters...we suspect that
their notions of animal husbandry may be as primitive as we have sometimes found
their grammar.155
On one level this view was derived from a form of snobbery that rejected the knowledge
and practices o f the uneducated lower classes. All too often the knowledge and practices
of breeders were directly opposed to the assumptions of biomedical science. The census
revealed that there was a great deal o f transportation of animal stock between breeders
which was viewed as unproductive by the CSEA given it fostered the spread of infection
and disease. Breeders on the other hand saw it as a necessary practice in order to maintain
healthy strong animals and were proud o f the regular introduction o f “outside blood” to
their stocks. The chasm between scientific and breeder’s views is explicit when it came to
the question o f inbreeding. Whereas the CSEA and especially Bacharach saw this as an
essential technique to maintain animal uniformity breeders expressed their disapproval
often boasting o f the extensive steps undertaken to ensure such a distasteful activity was
avoided.156 Any attempt to construct a national supply of standard laboratory-animals
would be pointless until basic standards of animal production were developed and
enforced, and it seemed only a state backed institution would have the power to bring the
current chaotic and ad-hoc system o f supply under rationalised regulation. Given the
expected “substantial increase in the demand for animals in the immediate post-war
years” the situation would only become more urgent. The CSEA therefore concluded the
MRC in conjunction with the ARC and Ministry of Supply should establish a Central
Bureau under the supervision o f a scientific Advisory Committee to oversee the
rationalization of laboratory-animal production. The Central Bureau would act as a
“clearing house” o f information on the supply and use of laboratory-animals. This
conclusion was communicated to the MRC, ARC and Ministry of Supply in a substantial
155 P R O I D 1/ 382 " C o n fe re n c e on th e S upply o f e x p e rim e n ta l A n im als S P A /M 1 /2 " p. 10.
156 Ibid.
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twenty-eight page report backed by all twenty participating learned societies of the
CSEA.157
On the 9th July 1946 representatives o f the CSEA met with the MRC, ARC and
Ministry o f Supply to discuss the proposals.158 The latter had already decided that the
problem now required attention and the MRC possessed the dominant interest.
Consequently the MRC took responsibility for the implementation of the CSEA
proposals establishing an Advisory Committee on Laboratory Animals (ACLA) that in
turn established and oversaw the new MRC institution to regulate laboratory-animal
supply.159 The Committee was given no specific terms of reference other than to consider
any matters pertaining to the supply or demand of “experimental animals”.160 On the
instigation o f Bacharach the first task o f the committee was to alter its remit from
“experimental” to “laboratory” animals:
The more I think of the phrase ‘experimental animals’, the less I like it. Apart from
anything else, it is not logically correct, because the animals are not strictly speaking
experimental...is not the phrase ‘laboratory animals’ more accurate than the
suggested one?161
Bacharach was well known for his perfectionism when it came to matters o f the English
language - at Glaxo no scientific paper could be despatched for publication until he had
personally edited it.162 Nonetheless, this alteration indicates more than an interest in
correct nomenclature. Whereas experimental animal named the animal instrumentally the
term laboratory-animal invoked instead its environment. As such this animal was
157 S ee P R O F D 1 / 382 “ C o n fe re n c e on th e S u p p ly o f E x p erim en tal A n im als S E A /M 1/2” .
158 PR O F D 1 / 6 2 4 4 “ S u p p ly o f E x p e rim e n ta l A n im a ls M R C 4 6 /2 0 2 ” . A t th is m ee tin g th e M R C w e re
re p re se n ted by D r. A . L a n d sb o ro u g h T h o m s o n (C h a ir), D r. C. R. F larington, Dr. A. S. P ark es, an d M r. J. D.
W h ittak er. T he A R C by D r. W . S. G o rd o n a n d th e M in istry o f Supply by M r. A. E. C h ild s, D r. D . W .
H e n d erso n and B rig a d ie r R. M . A . W e lc h m a n . T h e C o n fe re n c e on the Supply o f E x p erim en tal A n im als
w as re p re se n ted by M r. A . L. B a c h a ra c h , P ro fe ss o r J. B e attie , P ro fe sso r S am son W right, P ro fe sso r F. R.
W inton, D r. H. J. P arish , D r. A . W . S ta b le fo rth an d D r. J. R. M . Innes.
159 PR O F D 1 / 383 c o n ta in s th e m in u te s o f th is c o m m itte e w h ic h c o n sisted o f Dr. A. S. P ark es (C h a irm an ),
M r. A . L. B a ch a rac h (re p re se n tin g th e C S E A ), M r. W . P .B lo u n t, M r. A. E. C hilds, Dr. W . S. G o rd o n , Dr.
K. M ath er (w h o had serv ed on th e C S E A w o rk in g c o m m itte e), D r. A . A. M iles, B rig a d ie r R. M . A.
W elch m a n , P ro fe sso r F. R. W in to n , P ro fe ss o r S a m so n W rig h t and M r. R. E. G lover.
160 P R O FD 1 /3 83 “ M in u tes o f th e F irst M e e tin g o f th e A d v iso ry C o m m itte e on L aboratory A n im a ls” p .l.
161 P R O F D 1 / 383 "L e tte r A . L. B a ch a ra c h to A. S. P a rk e s 8th A pril 1947”
162 H. Je p h c o tt "A . 1.. B a c h a ra c h " C h e m istry a n d Industry O c to b er 1st 1966 p p .1651-1653. p. 1652. F or
e x am p les o f this a sp e ct o f B a ch a rac h see th e fo llo w in g letters: on “ D ata" N a tu re N o v e m b er 19th 164 1949
p .890. on "p ro p o s e " and “ su g g e st" C h e m istry an d Ind u stry O c to b er 13th 1962 p. 1792, and on the p h ra ses
"w o rk on th is su b je ct is c o n tin u in g ” an d " fu rth e r d e ta ils o f this w ork will be p u b lish ed e lse w h e re "
C h em istry and Industry July 6th 1963 p .l 113. B a ch a rac h w as not ab o v e w riting to the e d ito rs o f the O x fo rd
E nglish D ictionary if he th o u g h t them in e rro r, see C h em istry and Industry S e p tem b e r 1st 1962 p p .15681569.
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ontologically different to other animals; it was not a wild animal, nor a domestic animal,
which could all be used experimentally if one desired. Rather, it was a laboratory animal
- a new construction that lived in, and for, the laboratory. In 1947 when the proposed
Central Bureau was established it was therefore named the Laboratory Animals Bureau
(LAB).
Initially the LAB was established under the directorship of R. E. Glover who had
previously worked in the NIMR farm laboratories.163 The work of the LAB had barely
begun when Glover left to become the Professor of Veterinary Pathology at the
University o f Liverpool. William Lane-Petter was appointed in his place and between
1949 and 1965 was responsible for the development and work o f the LAB. Lane-Petter
began his career in private practice before joining the Royal Army Medical Corps in 1938
being honourably discharged in 1946. Subsequently he chose not to return to private
practice and instead became an inspector for the Home Office under the Cruelty to
Animals Act (1876) before becoming director o f the LAB.164 The industriousness of
Lane-Petter did much to establish the role and reputation of the LAB not only within
Britain but also worldwide.165 As the director of the LAB over sixteen years Lane-Petter
became a recognised authority on the management and welfare of laboratory-animals. He
gained honorary membership to a number of scientific societies as well as the award of
the John Boyd Medal by the Research Defence Society.166 In this chapter we address the
development o f the LAB under the directorship of Lane-Petter focussing upon the
construction of a national supply o f standard laboratory-animals. The post-war
construction of a national supply o f laboratory-animals in Britain shall be read in this
chapter as an example o f the application o f technologies o f biopower to non-human life.

163 E. G. W h ite “ D r. R. E. G lo v e r" T h e U n iv ersity o f L iv e rp o o l R e co rd e r 70 Jan 1976 p. 15.
164 A n o n . "O b itu ary W illiam L a n e -P e tte r M ay 9th 1912 - Jan u ary 8th 1988’* IL A R N e w s 30 1988. L aneP e tte r se rv ed as d ire c to r o f L A B until 1965 lea v in g to w o rk for the C arw orth E u ro p e o rg a n iz a tio n b a se d at
H u n tin g d o n . H is c a re e r e n d ed as D ire c to r o f th e C e n tra l A nim al se rv ice at C a m b rid g e U n iv e rsity , a
p o sitio n h eld from 1972-1977.
165 L a n e -P e tte r p lay ed a piv o tal role in th e e sta b lish m e n t in 1956 o f the In tern a tio n a l C o m m itte e on
L aboratory A n im a ls (IC L A ). T h is o rg a n isa tio n w as e stab lish e d to do on an in tern atio n al sc a le w h a t the
L A B w as d o in g on a national scale. S ee W . L a n e -P e tte r "T h e International C o m m itte e on L ab o rato ry
A n im a ls" N a tu re 179 2nd F ebruary 1957 p p .240-1 and W. L an e -P e tte r "T h e In tern atio n al C o m m itte e on
L ab o ra to ry A n im a ls" N a tu re 185 20th F e b ru a ry 1960 p p .508-9. The a ctiv ities o f th e IC L A are re p o rte d in
its b ian n u al p u b lic a tio n IC L A B u lletin first p u b lish e d S e p tem b e r 1957.
166 L a n e -P e tte r serv ed as H onorary S ecretary to the R esearch D efence Society from 1953-1962. S ee C M A C
SA /R D S .
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The particular focus will be upon hygiene, identified by Foucault as an important strategy
of biopower:
the combination of medicine and hygiene is...an element of considerable importance
because of the link it establishes between scientific knowledge of both biological and
organic processes (or in other words, the population and the body), and
because...medicine becomes a political intervention technique with specific powereffects. Medicine is a power-knowledge that can be applied to both the body and the
population, both the organism and biological processes, and it will therefore have
both disciplinary effects and regulatory effects167
Hygiene operated to medicalize populations enabling biopower to enter into and regulate
ever more intimate areas o f life. Hygiene brought into question the relationship between
individuals as a population and between the population and its environment legitimising
intervention into these relationships in order to maximise and protect life. Thus Foucault
saw the nineteenth century development o f sanitary science and public health as
instigating a new process where the old, the abnormal, the child, were all woven into
particular locations within society where they were fostered or neutralised depending on
their biopolitical importance. In consequence the spaces that life inhabited became
increasingly enclosed and determined by biopolitical interventions and not just in the case
of those determined to be a threat to the population.
Our analysis o f the work o f the LAB will focus upon its deployment of hygiene in
order to regulate British laboratory-animal supply. The LAB brought into being a national
population o f laboratory-animals by establishing a national annual census of laboratoryanimal use. It then deployed a number o f technologies to establish its own authority and
regulate the national laboratory-animal supply. It will also be demonstrated that biopower
operated upon both human and non-human life in much the same manner and toward the
same end- the maximization o f docility and utility in the cause o f fostering o f life.
However, technologies o f biopower when applied to non-human life were extended
beyond that which was commonly possible when applied to human life.

Part I: Constructing Technologies of Biopower - The LAB Accreditation Scheme.
The first strategy of the LAB was to establish an annual national census of
laboratory-animals in order to collate as much information as possible with regard to their

167lo u c a u ll Society p .252.
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production and usage.168 The earlier census undertaken by the CSEA demonstrated the
lack o f symmetry between demand for and supply of laboratory-animals in Britain. The
LAB census was designed to build upon this information by assessing the exact
magnitude o f the problem with specific reference toward the future planning o f a
regulated system o f production and supply. The returns from laboratories detailed the
breeders they used, the quality o f the animals supplied, their perceived deficiencies in the
present system and their prediction o f the number and type of animals they would require
in the future. The breeder’s returns detailed the laboratories they supplied, the animals
they were capable o f breeding and the annual quantity of animals they could produce as
well as any difficulties they may experience in their work. The census provided the LAB
with an unprecedented volume o f information regarding national laboratory-animal use
allowing it to begin to develop the means to regulate their production and supply.
The annual census demonstrated the implausibility of present MRC policy as
existent in-house breeding projects were shown to be unreliable and utterly inadequate to
meet the national dem and.169 Furthermore, the majority of laboratories continued to
report in-house breeding programmes proved uneconomic.170 Consequently commercial
breeders despite their deficiencies were shown to be a necessary part o f the national
supply o f laboratory-animals. However, it was clear that commercial breeders had to be
centrally regulated to assure they supplied animals of sufficient quality for laboratory use.
The current ad-hoc system of commercial laboratory-animal production and supply had to
be brought under some form o f control.
Initially the MRC resisted being drawn into the regulation of laboratory-animal
production insisting the LAB serve only a mediating not a regulatory role.171 It instead
suggested commercial breeders were encouraged to form their own trade association and
in effect regulate themselves. Though within the logic of general MRC policy the
suggestion breeders could regulate themselves was implausible if one was acquainted
with the practical nature o f the trade. It was not until 1949 when Lane-Petter succeeded
168 W . L a n e -P e tte r. A . P a m e la B a rb e r & H ilary J. K ing "S u rv ey o f L ab o rato ry A n im als in G re at Britain*'
B ritish V e terin ary Jo u rn a l 3 1955 p p .2 8 2 -9 9 .
I6Q P R O F D 1 / 378 " N o te on th e w o rk o f the B u re a u " U n d ated c.1 9 4 9 p.3.
170 J. S tu art P a tte rso n " T h e P ro v isio n o f A n im als for R e se a rc h " in L aboratory A nim al B ureau Laboratory
Animals Bureau C ollected Papers Volume 1 Symposium (L o n d o n :H M S 0 .1 9 5 3 )p p .55-66. p 57.
171 PR O 11)1/ 383 " " M in u te s o f the Third M e e tin g o f the A d visory C o m m ittee on L ab o rato ry A n im a ls"
p.3.
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Glover and inaugurated a far more autocratic style of leadership that the objections were
overcome and the LAB began to be transformed from a mediating to a regulatory body.
Upon being appointed Lane-Petter immediately set out to ensure commercial
breeding “submit to some sort o f discipline”.172 He lambasted the previous reluctance to
allow the LAB to serve as a regulatory body arguing that commercial breeders knew
nothing o f the needs o f biomedicine and were therefore incapable of satisfactorily
regulating themselves. Furthermore, the commercial trade in laboratory-animals was
dominated by a number o f large animal “dealers” who resisted any attempt by breeders to
form a trade association. The dealers were themselves a main source of dissatisfaction
with the current system. The dealers acted as middlemen whose business consisted of
buying animals at low prices that breeders themselves lacked the national contacts to sell
and subsequently selling them on to laboratories at inflated prices. The current
unregulated situation allowed dealers to flourish. Breeders were desperate too sell their
animals before they became too old to be o f use and laboratories were desperate to
purchase due to the perceived shortages in animals. In blocking communication between
breeder and laboratory the dealer became a parasitic middleman making a substantial
profit as a result. Unlike breeders and laboratories the dealer had no care for the quality of
the animals he supplied as he worked at a speed that ensured diseased animals were a
problem o f the laboratories. In the view o f the LAB the practice of dealers in buying
animals from various sources and storing them briefly together before shipping them to
customers encouraged the transfer and spread of infection. If a national supply of
laboratory-animals was to be regulated then the dealers had to be eradicated.
Under Lane-Petter the LAB used the census information to circumvent the animal
dealers by placing local breeders directly in touch with local laboratories and encouraging
laboratories to buy direct. The analysis o f the returns revealed that demand for
laboratory-animals of various species was far from consistent and both breeders and
laboratories found it difficult to coordinate their needs. Laboratories rarely planned ahead
and generally acquired laboratory-animals on an ad-hoc basis. As a result breeders often
found themselves with a large number o f animals, which nobody wanted, or a large order
172 P R O FD 1/383 " A d v iso ry C o m m itte e on th e S u p p ly o f L aboratory A nim als M in u tes o f 5th M e e tin g "
2 3 rd N o v e m b e r 1949. p.4.
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for animals but none to supply. It was this situation that further contributed to the
difficulties laboratories had in acquiring animals and which had allowed the dealers to
establish themselves. The LAB established a system by which any breeders that found
themselves with excess stock could contact the LAB, as could any laboratory requiring
animals that its usual supplier could not provide. The LAB at no cost to either party
placed one in touch with the other creating a single national market. In 1952 this became
a regular service as the LAB began bi-monthly publication of a catalogue listing surplus
laboratory-animal stock. The publication, entitled Parade State, was distributed free of
charge to all British laboratories. The title was chosen deliberately to evoke an
association between the laboratory-animal and the military. The ‘parade state’ evolved
from the nineteenth-century practice o f providing weekly reports to the Secretary of State
detailing the precise number and strength o f the nation’s military forces.173 Its antecedent
was identified by Foucault as one o f the earliest examples of the manifestation of
disciplinary power. Modern disciplinary power inverts this relationship in being exercised
through its invisibility whilst continually making visible the subject. It is in being
constantly seen that the subject is both objectified and disciplined. The parade
exemplifies such disciplinary power through rendering its subjects as objects made
legible, docile and compulsorily visible.174
In transferring the parade state from the military to the nation’s laboratoryanimals Lane-Petter intended to make reference to their importance in safeguarding the
national health. However, this reference equally betrayed the mode of power adopted to
construct and control the nation’s laboratory-animal supply. The military parade state
embodied the practice o f the continuous surveillance of the nation’s military strength
operating at the micro-level o f the rank and file. It made the military visible in a way that
equally necessitated and made possible its regulation. This was achieved through the
development of a ‘power of writing’: consisting of record keeping, bureaucratic
administration and the like.175 It was equally a form of technology that emerged from the
‘panoptic' society and operated in the same manner: dividing space up yet keeping it
open, ensuring continuous surveillance both global and individualising while at the same
m S ec 01 :D " S ta te , n".
174 F o u c a u lt D isc ip lin e p p . 187-188.
175 Ibid. p. 1 89-191.
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time separating the individuals under observation and encouraging regimes of
normalization.176 The annual census and the parade state system can thus be viewed as
examples of disciplinary power focussed upon life, in other words a form of biopower,
being applied to the non-human. Through them a population of laboratory-animals was
brought into being constructing the individual laboratory-animal as an object subject to
the normalization technologies o f new forms o f power- knowledge. Thus emerged the
conditions of possibility that allowed the LAB to develop technologies orientated toward
the control and manipulation o f the laboratory-animals utilizing technologies of
disciplinary-normalization.177
Through the LAB Accreditation Scheme Lane-Petter offered breeders the
opportunity to voluntarily join a scheme that would provide them with regular custom in
return for their submission to certain minimal regulations. The LAB assured accredited
breeders a better price for their animals by placing accredited breeders directly in touch
with laboratories and encouraging the latter to only buy from LAB endorsed breeders.
The Accreditation Scheme operated at the very minimum of economic and political cost
requiring no legal remit and invoking no significant resistance. The scheme could be
viewed as a biopolitical project in so far as it was focused toward intervention,
transformation and maximising the productivity o f life. In volunteering to join the scheme
breeders willingly subjected themselves to the discipline of the LAB, an act that
simultaneously established the LAB’s authority to regulate and situated it at the centre of
the laboratory-animal use in Britain. This proved to be the platform from which LanePetter transformed the LAB from the regulation of information to the direct regulation of
the production o f laboratory-animals.
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As we have seen the Parade State enabled the LAB to exclude dealers by placing
breeders and laboratories in direct communication.179 However, Lane-Petter astutely
recognised that as the dealers had made substantial profits as middlemen the LAB by
offering a similar service gratis would be able to gain concessions from all parties. Lane176 F or P a n o p tic ism see F o u c a u lt D isc ip lin e pp. 195-228 and F oucault "T ru th and Juridical F o rm s” in
F o u cau lt P o w er pp. 1-89, esp. p p .58-9.
177 c /f F o u c a u lt A b n o rm a l 4 8 -5 2 .
178 PR O M A F 189 676 “ L A B o u tlin e o f a sc h e m e lo r the acc red itatio n o f com m ercial b re ed e rs o f g u in ea
pigs, rab b its and m ice d e stin e d for lab o rato ry u se " p. 1.
179 PR O 1/378 "L a b o ra to ry A n im als B u reau N e w s le tte r" 1950 p.2.
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Petter sought to formalize the LAB’s influence established through the Parade State by
creating a voluntary Accreditation Scheme that endorsed breeders who followed LAB
minimal standards o f practice. The scheme promised guaranteed custom to the breeder,
and to the laboratory provided reliable laboratory-animals. Market forces were enough to
assure the success o f the scheme as breeders who could claim accreditation by the LAB
(and thus the MRC) found they could sell their animals at a slightly higher price to a
directly accessible customer base. At the same time non-accredited breeders found it
difficult to compete as the LAB encouraged laboratories to only purchase animals from
accredited breeders. Membership o f the scheme required the breeder to comply with five
regulations:
1.) The breeder should be breeding not less than 400 guinea-pigs, 200 rabbits or 5000
mice yearly.
2.) The stock should be raised predominantly, if not exclusively, for laboratory use.
3.) The stud must be entirely self-contained. The breeder had to agree that if he sought
to bring in stock from outside his colony he must consult the LAB beforehand.
4.) Only animals bred personally could be supplied to a laboratory it was strictly
prohibited to sell any animals brought in from other sources.
5.) The housing, caging, feeding, general management and hygiene of animals had to
meet a standard set by the LAB and thought to be compatible with the production
of quality laboratory animals.180
Though straightforward the regulations allowed the LAB substantial control over the
techniques by which laboratory-animals were bred and sold by accredited breeders. The
first regulation immediately increased the production of laboratory-animals whilst the
second shifted breeder’s focus from laboratory-animal breeding as a sideline to a fulltime
occupation. Regulations three and four assured no transportation of laboratory-animals
would occur without the LAB’s assent and in this way the Bureau could control the
movements o f animals, minimize the transference of diseases and should problems
emerge be able to trace animals back to their source. Finally, the fifth regulation provided
the LAB with the power to dictate the exact techniques of breeding laboratory-animals,
including minimum levels of housing, nutrition and hygiene orientated toward
normalizing production and the laboratory-animal itself about a national standard.
If interested breeders assented to the regulations a person appointed by the LAB
then inspected their premises. This inspection was carried out personally by Lane-Petter

180 W. L a n e -P e tte r " T h e A c cre d ita tio n S c h e m e Lor L ab o rato ry A n im als" M onthly B ulletin o f the M inistry
O f H eath and th e P u b lic H ealth Serv ice. 12 Jan u a ry 1953 p p .165-175. p . 166.
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or by an ‘expert’ appointed on his behalf, usually a local member of the Public Health
Service or a Veterinary Investigation Officer drawn form the Ministry o f Agriculture and
Fisheries. The inspection was detailed, but the initial demands made upon the breeder
were not excessive. Largely this was because the LAB did not know under what
circumstances animals were being bred let alone what the best circumstances for breeding
animals might be. If the breeding quarters appeared to be sturdy, hygienic, and secure and
the animals themselves well fed and free from disease the breeder was generally
accredited. To complete the inspection a selection o f animals was taken from the breeder
and autopsied to assert that the stock was free from disease. If the animals were healthy
the breeder was accredited for a sixth-month period, after which a further inspection was
carried out which, if it proved acceptable, would lead to a second period of accreditation
o f up to 12 months reassessed annually.
The Accreditation scheme became the primary technique by which Lane-Petter
hoped to raise the quality o f commercially bred laboratory-animals.181 A significant
aspect of the scheme employed spatial techniques of power to allow the LAB to
continuously survey and regulate the movement of laboratory-animals in Britain. The
design o f the scheme was to prevent diseased animals from being supplied to
laboratories. Lane-Petter successfully co-opted the help o f the Public Health Laboratory
Service (PHLS) to act as a national network to assess and control outbreaks of disease.182
Breeders agreed to report any suspected illness in their stocks and despatch suspect
animals to a locally designated PHLS laboratory. The PHLS investigation was
immediately reported to the LAB and if disease was detected the breeder was instructed
to cease trading and had their Accreditation suspended.183 The LAB then informed any
laboratories or breeders who may have acquired animals from this source of the danger
thereby containing the spread o f the disease. Next the LAB arranged a local
m Ibid. p. 166.
182 T h e q u id pro quo lay in th e fact th e P H L S w a s o n e o f th e largest users o f laboratory an im a ls for
d iag n o stic tests an d w e re p ro m ise d as a re su lt o f th e ir h elp a h ig h er quality laboratory an im al. H ow ever,
each local P H L S lab o ra to ry h ad to a g ree in d ep e n d en tly to jo in the schem e. M ost w ere m o re th an w illin g
re co g n isin g the potential b e n e fits to th e ir o w n w o rk , an d som e had already u n d erto o k such a serv ice
th em se lv es in an a tte m p t to p re v e n t d ise a se e n te rin g th eir laboratory. See PR O F D 1/379 L etter J. S teven
F oulds to W . L a n e -P e tte r 3 1 s' July 1952. A m in o rity , usually citin g overw o rk , refused to help, see PR O
FD 1/378 L etter D r. L. R. Jo n e s to W . L a n e -P e tte r 2 2 nd Ja n u a ry 1952.
181 PR O FD 1/378 " M e m o ra n d u m on c o o p e ra tio n b e tw ee n the P ublic H ealth L aboratory S erv ice and the
L aboratory A n im als B u reau in th e d ia g n o sis o f d ise a se a m o n g b reed ers stocks o f an im a ls” u ndated c. 1952.
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representative drawn from the PHLS or a MAFF Veterinary Investigation Officer to
investigate the original breeders stock and initiate a programme to eradicate the disease.
This was worked out on an individual basis usually consisting o f a partial or total
slaughter o f the stock. Lane-Petter often stressed the earlier disease was detected the less
likely the need for total slaughter which encouraged breeders to quickly report disease.184
In order to further assure rapid reporting o f disease the LAB offered an incentive
in the form o f an insurance scheme to protect the breeder from financial loss. The
insurance offered financial compensation should animals suffer “deaths from authorized
slaughter; deaths from accident; and deaths from disease; provided that such deaths have
been notified and submitted for laboratory examination”.185 Whilst insurance at face
value offered an enticement to comply with the LAB’s desire that disease be reported
rapidly it also provided the means to compel such acquiescence. The LAB maintained
records allowing all animals to be traced back to their breeders thus providing a
mechanism to identity the source o f diseased animals whether or not the breeder
concerned had been reported it. The subsequent investigation would lead to the
suspension o f the culprit’s accreditation and the slaughter of his animals. Importantly,
any insurance compensation would be voided if the breeders did not report the disease
themselves. In this way it became in the interest of the breeder to cooperate efficiently
with the dictates o f the LAB and they were encouraged to survey and regulate themselves
for their own protection.
The accreditation scheme confined the threat of disease to the breeder reinforcing
the likelihood o f the breeder obeying any technique the LAB suggested would improve
hygiene and prevent disease. Previously disease was largely the problem of laboratories
and it was they who suffered the consequences o f its effect. The LAB scheme transferred
the problem o f disease from the laboratories to the breeders for whom it meant at best a
temporary stop to trading and at worse the slaughter of the entire stock whose
replacement would take a number o f years to rebuild. By refocusing the consequences of
disease from the laboratory to the breeder the LAB assured breeders would optimise their

184 T otal sla u g h te r w as o nly n e ce ssa ry a b o u t 2 5 % o f th e tim e. See PR O FD 1/379 "L e tte r W . L an e -P e tte r to
G. S. W ilso n " 2 4 ,h July 1952.
185 P R O FD 1/379 “ A liv e sto c k in su ra n ce for b re ed in g o f g u in ea pigs accredited by the L aboratory A n im als
B ureau (M e d ic a l R e se arc h C o u n c il)" July 1952.
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practices to produce the healthy animals necessary for biomedical use and begin to
regulate themselves according to LAB principles. At the end of its first year 46 guineapig breeders, 23 breeders o f mice and 6 o f rabbits had been accredited. By 1952 the
scheme had enlarged to a membership o f 88 guinea-pigs breeders, 20 of mice and 9 of
rabbits. Together with the Parade State it provided a robust means by which the LAB
could regulate the commercial supply o f laboratory-animals.186
The Accreditation Scheme was predicated upon the principle that an unregulated
commercial market in laboratory-animals was incapable of providing reliable laboratoryanimals for biomedical use. The reality o f this claim is impossible to assess as the
Scheme did as much to create and sustain this assumption as it did to regulate the
production and supply o f laboratory-animals. By far the greatest effect o f the Scheme was
that it established the LAB as an obligatory passage point at the centre of the laboratoryanimal production and supply. It equally embodied the LAB’s claim to specialist and
authoritative knowledge on the production and husbandry of laboratory-animals, a new
form o f specified power-knowledge deployed upon animals. Through the accreditation
scheme the LAB established authority on matters related to laboratory-animals and
brought into being the raw mechanisms for applying this power toward disciplining the
laboratory-animal direct.
It is telling that it was the attitude o f the breeder that appeared the crucial factor in
successful accreditation. If the breeder was enthusiastic about accepting LAB discipline
and willing to focus primarily upon laboratory-animal breeding then accreditation more
often than not was obtained. However, should the breeder display other interests, or insist
upon his or her own expertise in breeding the outcome of inspection would be less
favourable.187 Lane-Petter often claimed that the “better breeders” had “welcomed the
discipline which this scheme has imposed upon them”.188 The definition of better seems
to derive more from their willingness to subscribe to LAB discipline than to any personal
expertise in techniques o f breeding. The disciplinary apparatus of the accreditation
186 L an e -P e tte r “T h e A c c re d ita tio n S c h e m e " p. 169.
187 See P R O M A F 189 6 7 6 “ N o te s on In sp e c tio n o f B reed in g E stab lish m en ts W ith A V iew To
A c cre d ita tio n - M r. E. C h ilto n " w h e re th e in sp e c to r c o n c lu d e s. “ M r. C hilton evidently does not u n d erstan d
the p u rp o se o f th e A c cre d ita tio n S c h e m e fully. Fie te lls m e that he has been a b reed er o f sh o w g u in ea pigs
for som e y e ars and w ish e s to e x p lo re th e p o ssib ilitie s o f the laboratory m ark et” . C hilto n w as not
reco m m e n d for a cc red itatio n .
188 PR O 1/378 "L a b o ra to ry A n im als B u reau N e w s le tte r" 1950 p .2.
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scheme was constructed without the existence of any substantial body o f knowledge on
laboratory-animals. In order to maintain the authority and remit of the LAB Lane-Petter
had to agree publicly with his Dutch counterpart that the ignorance of animal breeders:
In one respect...is favourable: these workers have no ‘belief in other ways of doing
things and maintaining animals189
However, Lane-Petter had very little knowledge o f animal breeding and equally little was
known by biomedicine generally. The appearance that breeders held no beliefs in their
practice was derived from the fact their practices were based upon a tacit knowledge
inaccessible to biomedicine. To an extent it could be argued that the standardization of
laboratory-animals might represent the assertion of technocratic expertise over existent
animal breeding techniques based upon tacit knowledge. Nonetheless, in private LanePetter was forced to accept laboratories would remain dependent upon breeder knowledge
unless a new sub-discipline o f laboratory-animal studies was created specifically
orientated toward the breeding and husbandry o f laboratory animals enabling “breeding
to become more o f a science and less o f an art”.190 In order for the LAB to be able to
productively use the disciplinary apparatus it had constructed it therefore had to bring
into being the knowledge that underpinned its claim to authority. Writing to the
undersecretary o f the MRC Landsborough Thomson Lane-Petter noted he would “not like
this Bureau to become little more than a post office, for that would put a fatal limit on its
usefulness” .191 In actuality it would have undermined its usefulness entirely. The LAB
had to become a pioneering centre o f research developing a new discipline o f laboratoryanimal science if it was to effectively regulate the production of laboratory-animals.192 In
order to encourage the MRC that this was necessary Lane-Petter emphasised the
centrality o f the laboratory-animal to the health and security of the nation. He
increasingly began to invoke the importance o f the laboratory-animal in terms of the
health o f the nation adopting a noticeable biopolitical argument in the process.
In general the areas of biomedicine that the accreditation scheme benefited were
those involved with the routine work that consumed the majority o f annually used
184 W. K. H irsc h feld "L a rg e S c a le P roduction*' in L iv in g A nim al M aterial for B io lo g ical R esearch : 1CLA
S y m p o siu m (L o n d o n 1CLA 1958) p p .9 3 -6 p .94.
190 W L a n e -P e tte r " The S upply o f L ab o ra to ry A nim als'* L aboratory A nim al B ureau Laboratory Animals
Bureau C ollected Papers Volume I Symposium (L o n d o n :! IM S O . 1953) p p .7-23. p. 182.
141 PR O F D 1/380 W L etter L a n e -P e tte r to A L a n d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n dated 7th N o v e m b er 1950. p .2
192 PR O FD 1/8684 "In fo rm a l C o n fe re n c e on the H u sb an d ry o f A n im als" U ndated c. 1955. p p .4-6.
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laboratory-animals; such as the diagnostic work o f public health and hospital laboratories
or the standardization work o f pharmaceutical companies.193 This fact allowed LanePetter to emphasise the importance o f the laboratory-animal to the nation’s health.
Without the laboratory-animal the entire medical system that safeguarded the health of
the nation, from pregnancy testing to the development of new therapeutics, would be
unworkable. The vital importance o f the laboratory-animal could not be overstressed, a
point Lane-Petter insisted upon in a paper that placed the laboratory-animal at the centre
of all human endeavours:
the health, wealth, and happiness of man... look not least to medical science for their
realization; and that, this being so, it must be fed with the very stuff of medical
research, good laboratory animals194
For Lane-Petter the nation was dependent on the health of its population and this was
secured through biomedicine.195 The laboratory-animal mediated all biomedical practices
from the identification o f disease, its diagnosis, the production o f a cure to the
manufacture and regulation o f the therapeutic treatment. Thus, from pure research to
routine practice biomedicine depended upon laboratory-animals. Consequently LanePetter argued:
The cost of laboratory animals, the cost of medical research, and the cost of
maintaining the health of the population are in steeply ascending order of magnitude.
Wise policy begins at the beginning, which is also the cheapest end of the scale.196
Here Lane-Petter developed a strong argument that located the laboratory-animal at the
heart o f social well being. It followed that the most efficient means to safeguard the
nation was to provide it with reliable laboratory-animals. Just as the constant
management of a military force was necessary to safeguard the geographical borders of
the nation the biomedical safeguard o f the nation required the provision of a reliable
supply of laboratory-animals. The Parade State and the Accreditation Scheme were the
first steps in establishing such a national supply o f laboratory-animals. In the original
proposal for the scheme Lane-Petter explicitly utilized this form of justification:

193 PR O M A F 189 676 “ L ab o ra to ry A n im a ls B u re au - O u tlin e o f a schem e for th e acc red itatio n o f
co m m e rc ial b re e d e rs o f g u in e a p ig s, ra b b its a n d m ic e d e stin e d for laboratory u se” January 1950 p .l.
194 W . L a n e -P e tte r " T h e p lace o f L ab o ra to ry A n im a ls in th e S c ien tific L ife o f a C o u n try ” Im pact o f Science
on Society 9 1959 p p .178-196. p . 180.
105 T h is a rg u m e n t su p p o rts th e re ce n t cla im by h isto ria n s th at in "m any w ays the history o f m ed ic in e in the
tw en tieth century is the history o f th e tw e n tie th c e n tu ry " . See C o o ter and P ickstone (E ds.) M ed icin e in the
T w e n tieth C entury (A m ste rd a m : H a rw o o d A c a d e m ic P u b lish e rs. 2 000) p.xiii.
I% L a n e -P e tte r " The p lace o f L a b o ra to ry A n im a ls " p. 195.
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Some reputable establishments engaged in the preparation of therapeutic
substances...have found it impossible to carry out long term observations during
certain seasons of the year, owing to animal mortality.197
This observation echoes Trevan’s contention that through the laboratory-animal ‘nature’
could invade the laboratory and challenge the very basis o f scientific claims to
objectivity. If nature was allowed to determine the progress of biomedical research
certain therapeutics might become seasonally available and biomedical progress would
become inefficient through having to work in seasonal windows. This was not merely a
biomedical problem, but a direct threat to the national health demanding a centralised
response. The threat was located at the level of the laboratory-animal and the solution
was to be found in its standardization:
The variable quality of the animals available from commercial sources is due to the
absence of accepted standards as to the breeds to be supplied, the diet on which the
should have been kept and their freedom from infection and infestation.198
Undisciplined variance o f biological life was identified as problematic and a danger to the
national health. The solution was found in establishing techniques to regulate laboratoryanimals along normative lines. Here again we see clear parallels between strategies of
biopower and the project of standardizing laboratory animals that suggests the latter
might be seen as a consequence o f a biopolitical society.
Through the Accreditation Scheme the right to decide what is and what is not a
healthy laboratory-animal lay with the LAB. The scheme engendered the conditions of
possibility that allowed the LAB to begin to regulate the biological form of laboratoryanimals. The next stage was to develop specific technologies to be deployed at the level
o f biology orientated toward the disciplining o f animal along normative lines to construct
standardized laboratory-animals. Lane-Petter identified two broad approaches to the
problem both of which adapted existent technologies of biopower toward the construction
o f standard laboratory-animals. One concerned the genetic standardization of laboratoryanimals that for reasons o f space cannot be fully explored here. The other deployed
hygiene and derived from a long history o f public health initiatives that assumed infection
diminished efficacy within a given population. It is this latter aspect of the LAB’s work
that we will address in the remainder o f this chapter.

197 P R O M A F 189 676 "L a b o ra to ry A n im als B ureau - O u tlin e o f a sch em e for the a cc re d ita tio n o f
c o m m e rc ial b re ed e rs o f g u in e a pigs, ra b b its and m ice d e stin e d for laboratory u se ” January 1950 p .l.
198 Ibid.
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Part II: Hygiene as Biopower - Constructing the Pathogenicallv Standard
Laboratory-Animal.
Lane-Petter had always sought to expand the LAB that it might become less a
“post office” and more a research institute for laboratory-animal science.199 Through the
1950s Lane-Petter met with considerable success in convincing the MRC that the LAB
should undertake limited research, though not without a struggle. The MRC proved
resistant to any expansion in the remit o f the LAB insisting the LAB serve only a
regulatory role primarily orientated toward encouraging in-house breeding programmes
through the provision o f expertise. However, the LAB census demonstrated that
commercial breeders were for the foreseeable future a necessity. A number of large
laboratories had established in-house breeding facilities using the LAB as a source of
guidance but this only proved economic if large quantities of animals were regularly
required.200 Moreover, despite the LAB co-ordinating and disseminating information on
methodology o f animal breeding each o f these individual breeding programmes was
inevitably unique and primarily concerned with its own interests rather than the national
(or international) needs o f laboratory-animal use.201 In Lane-Petter’s view MRC policy
was ill judged as in-house breeding might well produce more reliable animals for the
laboratory concerned but it equally encouraged the production of divergent rather than
standardized laboratory-animals despite the best efforts of the LAB to standardize the
methodology o f breeding. This would produce a plethora o f in-house standard laboratoryanimals rather than a national standard necessary to allow reliable communication of
experimental knowledge. Consequently Lane-Petter believed the LAB itself must become
a breeder and supplier o f laboratory-animals.202 The future of the LAB lay in it evolving
from a “Bureau” to a “Laboratory-Animals Institute” tasked with regulating laboratoryanimal supply, pursuing research and the development and provision of standardized
laboratory-animals.203 Writing to the MRC in 1955 Lane-Petter argued the:

199 P R O FD 1/380 W L etter L a n e -P e tte r to A L a n d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n dated 7th N o v e m b er 1950
200 Eg: M ic ro b io lo g ica l R e se arc h E sta b lish m e n t. P orton; Im perial C hem ical (P h a rm ac eu tica l) L td..
M an ch ester: A nim al V irus D ise a se s R e se arc h In stitu te . Pirbright: A gricultural R esearch C ouncil Field
S tation. C o m p to n : W ellco m e R e se arc h L a b o ra to rie s at B e ck en h am and Frant; and G lax o lab o rato ries
201 Ibid. p.3..
202 Ibid. p .2.
203 PR O FD1 / 8684 "In fo rm al C o n fe re n c e on the H u sb an d ry o f A n im als" U ndated c. 1955. p .4.
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Laboratory Animals Bureau was set up to survey the existing resources and to co
ordinate them in such a way as to make them yield their full potential... It is...quite
clear that existing resources are inadequate for the future, and further development is
now essential.i 204
Beyond the regulating function o f the Bureau this “further development” consisted o f the
proactive co-ordination o f laboratory-animal supply on a “national scale” towards the
goal o f “essential standardization and reliability”.205 This required a new institute
“physically separated from any other institute” both for practical reasons o f hygiene and
the symbolic function o f showing its independence, as “its aim should be to serve all
laboratories in the country”.206 It was essential that this institute be capable of massproducing standard laboratory-animals for national supply as there was no other body in
Britain capable, or prepared, to undertake the task.207 The new institute would build upon
the existent work o f the LAB in terms o f regulating the existing resources o f laboratoryanimal supply through conducting original research into genetic, infection and nutritional
aspects o f laboratory-animal production.
Though Lane-Petter first formulated the idea of a Laboratory Animal Institute in
1955 he did not approach the MRC with his scheme for a further two years.208 In the
intervening period the LAB subtly established a precedent for the conducting original
research and for producing its own laboratory-animals (nominally to support LAB
research). The reason for this delay was most likely Lane-Petter’s awareness that the
MRC would refuse to fund any such expansion in the LAB’s work. This had become
clear from his proposal the LAB investigate the problem of latent-infection in laboratoryanimals. The Accreditation Scheme had provided a mechanism to detect, isolate and
eliminate outbreaks o f disease but it provided no means to measure the problem of latentinfection through which disease could silently spread.209 Latent-infection was a more
serious threat to the reliability o f biomedical research than disease. Whereas disease

204 Ibid.
205 Ibid.
206 Ibid. p .4-5.
207 Ibid. p .3-4.
208 P R O FD I / 8 6 8 4 "S u p p le m e n ta ry M e m o ra n d u m on the Future o f P ro v isio n o f L ab o rato ry A n im a ls’'
Ju n e 1957.
20q In g u in e a -p ig s an d ra b b its the sc h e m e h ad p ro v e d su ccessfu l in lim iting o u tb rea k s o f dise ase b u t in m ice
it w a s less su c c e ssfu l. L a n e -P e tte r su sp e c te d th e cause to be w id e sp rea d la te n t-in fec tio n s ex istin g
un d e te cte d w ith in c o m m e rc ia lly p ro d u c ed sto c k s o f m ice. P R O FD 1/ 8680 "P ro p o se d In v estig atio n o f the
Q u ality o f M ic e " U n d a ted c. 1950.
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might compromise experimental research or wipe out entire stocks of animals its
existence was relatively simple to identify even to somebody unfamiliar with animals.
Conversely, latent-infection was almost impossible to recognise without specifically
looking for it - a process that usually required killing the animal and examining its tissue
and organs for abnormalities indicative o f infection. The best possible outcome in cases
o f latent-infection was that when laboratory-animals were placed under stress, such as
through transportation or experimental practice, the infection would reveal itself by
instigating disease. If this did not occur latent-infection would, without anybody’s
knowledge, compromise the results o f biomedical experiment. For example in
toxicological investigations latent-infection may cause lesions subsequently found in the
animal body and erroneously ascribed to the substance under study.210 Latent-infection
added an unknown variable to the experimental-system that caused differing and
misleading responses in the laboratory-animal. Furthermore, in the animal house latentinfection could spread to other animals that could not tolerate it and thereby cause
outbreaks of disease. Such outbreaks compromised the logic of the Accreditation
Scheme, as the diseased animals were not unhealthy, rather it was their prior freedom
from infection that made them susceptible.
In 1950 Lane-Petter responded to these issues by proposing the LAB investigate
the problem o f latent-infection with a view to developing techniques to control and
eradicate it. The MRC accepted Lane-Petter’s proposal had “obvious practical
importance” but were loath to supply funding to support it as it was thought there were
more deserving causes.211 This response irritated Lane-Petter who believed all
biomedical work depended at some stage upon the reliability of laboratory-animals and
therefore nothing could be more important than the work of the LAB.212 He saw resorts to
financial stringency as a means to obfuscate the fact that the MRC did not endorse the

210 A s su ch e v en ts g e n era lly g o u n d e te c te d it is d iffic u lt o find ex am p les. H ow ever, p erce p tiv e re sea rc h ers
o c ca sio n ally n o ted u n u su a l b e h a v io u r in th e ir a n im a ls th at su b seq u e n t investigation re v ea le d to be du e to
late n t-in fec tio n . S ee for e x a m p le J. L. M e ln ic k “ P o lio m y e litis and P o lio m y le litis-lik e V iruses in M an and
A n im a ls" A n n u a l R e v ie w o f M ic ro b io lo g y 5 1951 p .309.
211 PR O I D 1/380 "L e tte r G . S. W ilso n to F H K G re e n ’' D ated 11th N o v e m b er 1950. PR O F D 1 /3 8 0 “ L etter
G. S. W ilson to F H K G re e n ” D a ted 2 2 nd Jan u ary 1951 and "L e tte r F H K G reen to W. L a n e -P e tte r” D ated
30th Ja n u a ry 1951. O n the M R C " p e rio d o f g re a t financial strin g en c y " du rin g the early 19 5 0 ’s see PR O
FD 1/380 "F H K G re en to W L a n e -P e tte r" d a te d 3 0 th January 1951
212 S ee PR O I-1)1/380 " L e tte r from L a n e -P e tte r to F H K G re e n " D ated 3 l sl January 1951.
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necessity of the LAB undertaking original research.213 Nonetheless, unless techniques to
control latent-infection could be developed and deployed the Accreditation Scheme was
o f little use as a disciplinary apparatus. The LAB had to develop techniques to deploy and
so Lane-Petter could not allow the MRC to prevent the LAB from undertaking this work.
In order to outflank MRC resistance he turned to outside sources of funding. Lane-Petter
had previously received a number o f letters asking the LAB to investigate the problem of
infection.214 In response he wrote back targeting those who had most suffered enquiring
if they would be willing to financially support a LAB research project. The detrimental
effects o f latent-infection were well understood within cost-conscious pharmaceutical
companies who proved far more willing to support Lane-Petter than the MRC.215 For
similar reasons the Ministry o f Supply’s Microbiological Research Facility at Porton
granted Lane-Petter laboratory space gratis.216 The MRC was manoeuvred into approving
the LAB investigation with the caveat they themselves undertook no responsibilities. On
the 23rd March 1954 A A Tuffery was appointed to undertake an investigation of
laboratory animals disease intended to develop techniques of identifying, controlling and
eliminating latent-infection.217
The deployment o f hygiene as a strategy of biopower has a long history bound up
with the nineteenth-century development o f sanitary science and public health. The desire
to control infection in human populations had produced technologies of surveillance and
the policing of spatial boundaries designed to monitor and prevent human bodies from

213 In p riv a te th e M R C a d m itte d its m o tiv a tio n to b e th at “ it w as n o t th e C o u n c il’s p olicy to m ak e the
B u re au a re sea rc h u n it’'. S ee P R O F D 1 /3 8 3 “ In te rv ie w w ith D r. A S P a rk e s” 11th O c to b e r 1950. See also
P R O FD 1/380 “ F ile N o. 7 1 0 /a /l F H K G re e n ” d a te d 2 9 ,h N o v e m b e r 1950.
214 P R O F D 1 / 86 8 0 “ L e tte r W . L a n e -P e tte r to A . L an d sb o ro u g h T h o m so n 16th Ja n u a ry 1953” . T h o se
c o n c e rn e d w e re B o o ts, B u rro u g h s W e llc o m e , B ritish D ru g h o u se s, M ay & B aker, H e rts P h a rm ac eu tica ls
an d IC I.
215 T h e o rg a n iz a tio n s fu n d in g th e p ro je c t w ere: B ritish Insulin M a n u fac tu rers, D istille rs C o m p an y
(B io c h e m ic a ls) L td., C ro o k e s L a b o ra to rie s, P a rk e s D av is & C o . L td., O rg a n o n L ab o ra to rie s L td., G laxo
L a b o ra to rie s L td., R o c h e P ro d u c ts L td., S m ith a n d N e w b y R e se arc h L td., and M ay an d B a k er L td. T h e
jo in tly fu n d e d th e L A B 's w o rk in th is field fo r 6 y e a rs until 1960 w hen the M R C e v en tu ally ag reed to tak e
o v e r th e fu n d in g o f th e p ro jec t.
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w as m ad e on a im p licit q u id pro quo b a sis as th e lab o rato ry at P orton badly su ffe red from recu rren t
o u tb re a k s o f T y z z e r 's d ise a se s in its m ice.
217 F o r e x a m p le s o f c o m p a ra b le w o rk se e L T W e b ste r "T h e ep id e m io lo g y o f rab b it re sp irato ry infection I”
Jo u rn al o f E x p erim en tal M e d icin e 39 1924 p .8 3 7 -8 4 2 ; F F en n er "M o u se Pox (in fec tio u s e ctro m e lia o f
m ice): A re v ie w '' Jo u rn a l o f Im m u n o lo g y 63 1949 p .3 4 1 ; and M G reen w o o d . A B Hill W W C T opley and
J W ilson " e x p e rim e n ta l E p id e m io lo g y " S pecial R e p rin t S erv ice M edical R esearch C o u n cil 209 1936.
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contaminating one another - a role most obviously played within and by the hospital.
Though the application o f such epidemiological approaches to laboratory-animals was
new the strategies themselves were not and had played an important part in the formation
of biopolitics:
the combination of medicine and hygiene is...an element of considerable importance
because of the link it establishes between scientific knowledge of both biological and
organic processes (or in other words, the population and the body), and
because...medicine becomes a political intervention technique with specific powereffects. Medicine is a power-knowledge that can be applied to both the body and the
population, both the organism and biological processes, and it will therefore have
both disciplinary effects and regulatory effects.218
This was precisely how hygiene was to be deployed by the LAB to control and regulate
laboratory-animals. In seeking to investigate how infections entered animal colonies and
develop reliable means o f detecting, excluding and eliminating them Lane-Petter and
Tuffery could draw upon existent technologies o f hygiene designed to achieve just that in
human populations. Moreover, as they were to be deployed upon the non-human the
scope for their extension and application were less limited than their application to
humans might be. Thus when applied to animals hygiene, as a technology o f biopower,
became totalised - reducing the laboratory-animal entirely to a docile, efficient and
instrumental entity.
The first stage o f the project was a national census of infections found in
laboratory mice.219 Infection had to be eliminated as it endangered the health of
laboratory-animals and therefore their instrumental utility. It soon became apparent
infection was endemic within the British laboratory-animal population. More seriously,
the census demonstrated that researchers showed a spectrum of awareness of the state of
health o f their animals. The LAB reasoned that if two laboratories sourced their animals
from the same breeder and only one reported an infection it was likely the other was
ignorant o f the existence o f the infection rather than free of it - a fact that suggested the

218 F o u c a u lt S ociety p .252.
219 A A T uffery “T h e L ab o ra to ry m o u se in G re a t B ritain . II. In tercu rren t infection (in fan tile d ia rrh o e a ).”
V eterinary R e co rd 68 1956 p .4 3 3 -4 4 0 . A A T uffery "T h e L aboratory m ouse in G re at B ritain. III.
In terc u rren t infectio n (E c tro m e lia ).” V e te rin a ry R e co rd 68 1956 p.4 4 7 8 -4 8 1 , A A T uffery "T h e L aboratory
m o u se in G re at B ritain. IV. In te rc u rre n t in fec tio n (T y z z e r's D ise a se).” V eterinary R ecord 68 1956 p . 5 11 515. A A Tuffery " T h e L aboratory m o u se in G re at B ritain. V. Intercu rren t infection (S a lm o n e llis).”
V eterin ary R eco rd 68 1956 p .568-571 an d A A T u ffery "E p id em io lo g y and L aboratory M ice” in
L aboratory A nim al B u reau L aboratory A n im a ls B u reau C o lle c te d Papers V olum e 4
In fectio n s in L ab o ra to ry A n im a ls (L o n d o n :IIM S 0 .1 9 5 6 )p .7 -1 4 .
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work o f such a laboratory was compromised. Tuffery found that awareness of infection
only existed in laboratories whose research was related to the pathogenic cause of the
specific infection. Thus those laboratories unconcerned with viral research rarely noted
infections within their animals unless it was to develop into obvious disease. By obvious
is meant animals began to inexplicably die - without such an indication laboratories only
became aware o f infections amongst their laboratory-animals if they were specifically
asked to look for it.220
The second stage o f the project involved the experimental study o f the health of
two breeding colonies.221 The investigation was designed to show that at least some
latent-infections were actually only “inapparent” and with better methods of detection
could be made visible.222 If techniques were found to make latent-infection visible it
would be possible to understand how it spread, whether attendants, foodstuffs or water
carried infection.223 Once visible latent-infection was visible it would be equally liable to
control and efforts could be concentrated on developing means to eradicate it. Making
latent-infection visible required the identification of the specific infectious pathogen and
then the development o f techniques to detect and eventually eradicate it. Whilst possible
such techniques were found to be laborious, especially if it was desired to keep the
laboratory-animals alive. Total eradication o f a specific pathogen proved very difficult
and almost impossible to reliably assess.224 In most cases testing and eradication
programmes merely reduced overt instances o f disease while latent-infection remained
within the stock. One could place samples regularly under necropsy but one could never
be sure that the sample reliably reflected the animal colony as a whole - and the more
samples one took the more the regulatory work grew becoming less efficient. The

220 A A T u ffery " T h e L ab o ra to ry m o u se in G re a t B rita in . II. In terc u rren t infection (in fan tile d ia rrh o e a ).”
p .435.
221 A. A . T u ffe ry "T h e h ealth o f lab o ra to ry m ice: a c o m p a riso n o f general health in tw o b re ed in g units
w h e re d iffe re n t sy ste m s are e m p lo y e d ” Jo u rn a l o f H y g ie n e 57 1959p.386-402.
222 P R O F D 12/253 "P ro g re s s R e p o rt 19 5 3 -1 9 6 0 o f th e L ab o rato ry A nim al C e n tre ” d a te d 2 4 th F ebruary
1961
223 L A B N e w s le tte r 13 1957
224 S ee C A S la n etz " T h e co n tro l o f sa lm o n e lla in fec tio n s in c o lo n ies o f m ic e ” Jo u rn al o f B a cterio lo g y 56
1948 p p .7 7 1 -7 7 5 ; R J Flynn "C o n tro l o f e c to p a ra site s in m ic e ” P ro ceed in g s o f th e A n im al C are P anel 1955
6 p p .7 1-91; R T H a b erm a n & F P W illia m s "A n e v alu atio n o f the efficacy o f sty lo m y c in , p h e n o th ia zin e,
c ad m iu m , a n a th ra n ila te an d p ip e ra z in e c o m p o u n d s for the rem oval o f ox y u rid s in m ic e ” A m e ric an Journal
o f V eterinary R e se arc h 18 1957 p p .4 2 9 -4 3 1 : an d M M R abstein "T h e practical e stab lish m en t and
m a in te n a n c e o f sa lm o n e lla free m o u se c o lo n ie s" P ro c e ed in g s o f the A nim al C are Panel 7 1958 p.9-29.
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problem o f latent-infection was compounded by the fact laboratory-animal users did not
appear to rate it as a problem unless inexplicable animal deaths reached unignorable
levels. In general Tuffery found researchers were generally nonchalant regarding the
problem o f latent-infection in terms o f its implications for experimental reliability.
Techniques of detection and eradication were clearly a highly inefficient means to
control latent-infection. These approaches relied upon researchers screening their animals
for an ever-growing number o f pathogens; a task that if done properly would mean the
demands o f such preliminary work would prevent any real research being undertaken.
Even with the cooperation o f laboratory-animal users such a regulatory system would be
unwieldy and over costly. It was for this reason the Accreditation Scheme did not extend
to the analysis o f viral infection in laboratory animals as:
viral problems...are almost always confined to mice, and it is thought that such ad
hoc examinations are not likely to reveal information commensurate with the amount
of trouble that would be entailed.225
Consequently, toward the end o f the 1950s Lane-Petter began to consider a new approach
to the control o f infection based upon a preventative rather than curative strategy.
If a laboratory-animal was free o f infection relatively simple measures could be
enforced to maintain it as such based upon isolating it from all sources o f contamination.
Technologies preventing infection appeared to be more efficient than those of detection
and eradication as they were simpler to develop, simpler to enforce and therefore simpler
to deploy.226 If it were possible to breed a laboratory-animal free of all infection then
providing that animal never came into contact with infection it would remain so. One
consequence of this shift in focus was to transpose the problem of infection from the
laboratory to the breeder. Thus the solution to latent-infection became a two-fold
problem: first, how to breed infection-free laboratory-animals, and second the
construction o f an environment that would reliably maintain them as such.
In the late 1940’s through 1950s a small biomedical sub-discipline called
gnotobiotics emerged concerned with investigating biological organisms in and of their

223 PRO F D 1/378 "Memorandum on cooperation between the Public Health Laboratory Service and the
Laboratory Animals Bureau in the diagnosis o f disease among breeders stocks o f animals" undated c. 1952.
P-2
226 PRO FD12/253 "Progress Report 1953-1960 o f the Laboratory Animal Centre" dated 24' February
1961 p.5.
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‘normal’ state.227 This field sought to understand the normal biological state of an
organism by isolating it from all other microorganisms. Gnobiotic studies developed
techniques to breed animals with a known microbiological flora and entirely free of
infection - so-called ‘germ free’ animals.228 By utilizing the latest sterilization and barrier
control technology sterile environments were constructed that were thought to contain
zero microbiological life. Animals were then transported via hysterectomy from their
mother to the new environments without removing them from the uterus thereby
maintaining the foetal placenta and its unique ability to protect the foetus from
contamination. Within the sterile environment the animal was ‘born’ and reared isolated
from pathogenic contamination producing an entirely germ free ‘normal’ animal.229 This
combination o f biological and technological expertise made possible animals entirely free
of pathogens that could be maintained as such or infected with specific pathogens as
required. Gnotobiotic technology made possible the production o f truly standard
laboratory-animals with known pathogenic history. In 1960 the American geneticist
Elizabeth Russell recognised the potential o f these new animals for the standardization of
laboratory-animals noting:
it may well be that in the future genetic control and pathogen-free maintenance
should in some cases be combined in the same animal colonies, if either discipline is
to have its full usefulness.230
In Britain Lane-Petter had reached the same conclusion and was determined to bring
gnotobiotic technology together with genetic standardization to produce a truly standard
laboratory-animal. This new standard became known as the “Specific Pathogen Free” or
“SPF” laboratory-animal.231
By 1957 the LAB maintained a number of genetically standard strains of
laboratory-animal bred ostensibly for its own research purposes. In 1955 the LAB held a
symposium on laboratory-animal breeding from which emerged a need for the

227 See P C Trexler "Gnotobiotics in Science and M edicine” 81 Veterinary Record 1967 p.474-478 and P C
Trexler "Rationale for the Development o f Gnotobiotics” Laboratory Animals 12 1978 pp.257-262.
228 See J A Reyniers, P C Trexler & R F Ervin "Rearing germfree albino rats” Lobund Report 1 1946 pp. 184 and P C Trexler "Germ-Free Isolators” Scientific American 211 1964 p.78.
229 J A Reyniers "The control o f contamination in the colonies o f laboratory animals by the use o f germfree techniques" Proceedings o f the Animal Care Panel 7 1957 p.9-29.
230 E S Russell “New trends in the use o f genetically controlled laboratory animals in biomedical research”
Proceedings o f the Animal Care Panel 10 1960 pp. 167-176.
231 However, numerous other terms were coined to describe them including ’clean animals', ‘disease free',
■pathogen free', ’caesarean started' and ’caesarean derived'.
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comparative empirical analysis o f the reliability of inbred, hybrid and conventionally
bred laboratory-animals for biomedical research.232 It took little effort to transform this
need into a mandate for the LAB to undertake such an investigation. Since 1950 LanePetter had been engaged in an attempt to convince the MRC that the role of the LAB
should be expanded to include original research and as well as the breeding and supply of
laboratory-animals themselves. This, the MRC had always resisted, insisting:
that the Bureau is acting as a centre for the dissemination of information and will not
handle any animals; it merely endeavours to place the users in touch with a suitable
source of supply.233
However, Lane-Petter was equally insistent that he would not be the director o f a “post
office” charged with delivering information. Garnering the support o f the ACLA and
other prominent biomedical persons he wrote to the MRC in 1950 to argue that the LAB
must expand its remit if a reliable supply o f laboratory-animals was to be constructed.234
The MRC at first resisted this demand, despite Lane-Petter having the support of the
ACLA, just as they had initially objected to his desire to investigate latent-infection.
However, the growing uncertainty that emerged in the 1950s regarding the reliability of
inbred laboratory-animals together with the strong support of a number of prominent
biomedical scientists appear to have convinced the MRC to allow the LAB to embark on
a research project.235 Nonetheless, the project was restricted to a comparative assessment
of the reliability of inbred, hybrid and conventional laboratory-animals and was not
intended to move the LAB in the direction o f becoming a supply centre for laboratoryanimals.236 Lane-Petter overcame MRC resistance to the LAB supplying animals largely
through neglecting to keep them fully informed o f his activities. In the event when he
eventually requested the LAB be expanded to a supply centre it was already fulfilling this
role in practice.
In October 1956 Miss J. L. Bloom was appointed to the staff to work with LanePetter on the new project. Though it was ostensibly a project of empirical research LanePetter manipulated the investigation in order to transform the LAB from a bureau of
information to a centre o f supply o f standard of laboratory-animals. The LAB had
232 This subject will be addressed in Chapter Three.
233 PRO FD1 / 383 “Letter R. K. Glover to A. Landsborough Thomson" Dated 27th October 1947.
234 PRO LD1 / 380 W Letter Lane-Petter to A Landsborough Thomson dated 7th November 1950. pp. 1-2.
235 PRO FD1 / 8681 "Letter Dr. B S Lush to W Lane-Petter" dated 23rd April 1954.
236 PRO FD1 / 8681 "Letter A. Landsborough Thomson to W Lane-Petter " dated 23rd March 1954.
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originally begun breeding its own laboratory-animals as part of Lane-Petter’s attempt to
construct reliable means o f intensive breeding. One could not experimentally develop a
means to breed animals without in practice actually producing animals. With the
appointment of Bloom this work was expanded into the breeding o f inbred strains of
inbred laboratory-animals. As the LAB did not in itself conduct any biomedical
experimentation Lane-Petter decided the best means to assess the reliability o f each type
o f laboratory-animal was to supply them to outside laboratories in order to “obtain
information about whether the mice were superior, inferior or no different in comparison
to non inbred animals”.237 For this purpose Bloom and Lane-Petter developed a system of
breeding at the LAB purposely designed about the concept of mass-producing the
animals for supply to other laboratories.238 Initially Bloom developed 11 inbred lines of
mice that became the “primary colony”. The purpose of the primary colony was to
produce breeding pairs that could then be moved to “production units” from which point
they were used to produce offspring for experimental purposes. Crucially, it was o f little
importance where the production unit was geographically located providing the breeding
pair could be transported to it. Thus this system was ideally suited to the mass-production
and supply o f laboratory-animals.
Once a breeding pair was separated from the expert surveillance and regulation of
the primary colony there was no guarantee it would not divert, through mutation or
incompetent breeding, from the genetic standard of the strain. This phenomenon was
known as “sub-line differentiation”. The LAB scheme prevented sub-line differentiation
by limiting the life span o f the production unit. Providing that the production unit stock
were not bred beyond three generations, and that mating was practiced only within the
same generation, it was felt that sub-line differentiation was unlike to occur. For practical
purposes production units generally did not have to breed beyond the third generation in
any case as in three generations a single pair of mice could generate hundreds of
thousands o f offspring. Thus by limiting laboratories to only breeding three generations
form the original LAB stock this system assured that mass-produced genetically standard

237 PRO FD1 / 8681 "Memorandum on Experimental Breeding Unit" Undated c. 1956 p. 1.
238 W. Lane-Petter & J.L. Bloom "Control o f Genetic Variation" in Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory’
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animals could be provided for use to any laboratory that required them at a minimal cost in terms o f both finance and effort. Restricting the use of the supplied animals to a three
generation limit also ensured the bureaucratic demands of the breeding methodology
within the production unit were minimal. All that was required was adherence to a simple
four colour “traffic-light” coded system. The original breeding pair received by a
laboratory from the LAB primary colony were kept in white labelled cages. Their
progeny was placed in green cages, green caged progeny were placed in yellow cages and
similarly yellow caged progeny were placed in red cages. The mice in red cages, being
the third generation, were never used for breeding, but mice from any cage could be used
for experimental purposes. Each generation could be random mated within itself without
the need for specific selection methods. This simple breeding system ensured that even
the most ineffectual laboratories could maintain a stock of standard inbred animals
without mishap.
By the end o f 1956 the LAB had 7 strains of inbred laboratory-animal colonies
established prepared for “comparison o f their usefulness, particularly in different types of
bioassay”.239 Within a year the strains were sufficiently established and the LAB invited
research workers and laboratories interested in participating in a comparative assessment
of the animals to contact the LAB.240 In this way the LAB began supplying laboratoryanimals to outside laboratories. It did so on the pretence that it was carrying out its
research into the reliability o f inbred lines in the most efficient manner. If proved a
mutually beneficent arrangement as laboratories received animals of known background
on the understanding they would compare the usefulness of the LAB animals to that of
the animals they conventionally used. The LAB had the permission of the MRC to
undertake this research, and was to all intents and purposes doing so in the most
economical way it could - by enrolling others to carry out the work. Yet, effectively the
LAB had become a supplier o f laboratory animals, just as Bacharach, the CSEA and

239 These were LAB Grey, B A LB/c, A, AKR, D BA /1, C57BR/cd and CE. All but the LAB grey were
inbred and strictly brother x sister mated. See Lab Newsletter 12 July 1956. The Experimental Breeding
Unit also fulfilled the role o f -‘gene conservatory” through housing two strains o f guinea pig developed by
Dr. J A Young o f the Department o f Animal Pathology. Cambridge. The guinea pigs were o f note because
o f their striking difference in susceptibility to infection with the tubercle bacillus: the minimum survival
period o f the "IT" (resistant) strain was 169 days whilst the maximum survival period o f the "K”
(susceptible) strain was 110 days.
240 LAB Newsletter 13 1957
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Lane-Petter had always desired it to be - even if the quid pro quo was information rather
than finance.
The LAB breeding scheme would allow all British laboratories access to standard
laboratory-animals whilst preventing separate divergent lines o f the same strains
becoming established throughout the country. All laboratories obtaining their inbred
stock from the LAB could be assured they were using animals with standard genetic
constitution allowing valid comparisons to be made between results obtained in different
laboratories. In 1957 Lane-Petter could report that the strains maintained by the LAB
were “breeding satisfactorily” and the “farming out technique for producing large
numbers o f inbred mice in the user laboratory is progressing satisfactorily and expanding
rapidly”.241 The following year the scheme was still “progressing favourably” and four
additional strains o f mice were being maintained.242 Thus the LAB was acting as if it was
a supply centre for laboratory animals - but under the pretence of an exercise in research.
In the event the comparative assessment o f laboratory-animals proved inconclusive, as no
one type o f animal appeared universally more reliable than any other. In effect the LAB
discovered that the various different types o f laboratory-animal were suitable for various
particular forms o f experiment. Thus the choice o f experimental animal became an
increasingly important area o f experimental design.243 In consequence the laboratoryanimal was increasingly viewed as a tool and the researchers choice o f animal became
analogous to choosing the “best tool for their job”.244 In effect the growth of this mode of
thought, which associated a particular animal with a particular role, produced a market in
laboratory-animals that became increasingly visible through the 1960s. It became less an
issue o f producing a standard laboratory-animal as producing a plethora o f standardized
animals for particular uses.
241 LAB Newsletter 14 July 1957.
242 LAB Newsletter 15 January' 1958. The news strains were C57BL, CBA,C3H and A2g.
243 See Laboratory Animal Centre Laboratory Animals Centre Collected Papers Volume 12
The Choice o f Experimental Animal (London:HM SO,1963).
244 This contrasts with early twentieth century conceptions o f the laboratory-animal, see O. E. Dror ‘‘The
Affect o f Experiment: the turn to Emotions in Anglo-American Physiology, 1900-1940” Isis 90 (1999)
pp.205-237. For examples o f depictions o f the animal as a tool see D. G. Harvey "The Laboratory Animal
as a Tool in T oxicology” Laboratory Practice 1 August 1952 pp. 197-201 and W. Lane-Petter Animals for
Research: Principle o f Breeding and Management (London Academic Press 1963). The quote is taken from
the latter, p.262. For historical and sociological analysis o f the laboratory animal as a tool see A. E. Clarke
& J. H Fujimura. The Right tools for the Job: At work in the twentieth century life sciences (Princeton:
Princeton University Press. 1992).
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In November 1958 Dr. A. M. Brown joined the LAB to work on the specific
responses o f LAB maintained animal strains.245 Brown took up the investigation of
whether inbred animals maintained by the LAB were more uniform in their responses to
various pharmacological procedures than either hybrid crosses or conventional outbred
animals. She studied the effect o f histamene in sensitised mice; the sensitivity to insulin
and the sleeping time sunder Nembutal anaesthesia.246 Brown also ensured the genetic
standard o f LAB inbred animals, a task she achieved by testing each generation o f inbred
strain for histocompatibility by means o f iso-skin grafts.247 In the course o f her work
Brown established detailed records o f the characteristics of each LAB strain that served
as a guide for prospective users detailing the specific responses o f the inbred line to
experimental procedures. From the records it was envisioned the LAB could one day
provide a laboratory with a standard animal for the specific experimental practice the
laboratory sought to conduct.248 Some important characteristics found in specific inbred
lines include the spontaneous production o f mammary, lung and liver tumours, a high
incidence o f leukaemia, susceptibility to andiogenic seizures (useful for testing
tranquilliser drugs) and manifestations o f auto immune disease such as haemolytic
anaemia. As each strain was increasingly used its unique characteristics became better
known and as a result it was further refined as a standard tool.249 These animals were
officially maintained for the LAB’s own research but as that research partly involved the
development o f intensive breeding systems the LAB was in a position from which it
could easily become a centre for the supply o f laboratory-animals. In effect Lane-Petter
had developed ‘experimental’ intensive breeding systems that differed from actual

245 Bloom left the LAB to pursue a genetics course at Edinburgh University, see Laboratory Animals Centre
Newsletter January 1959.
246 A M Brown “The pattern, sensitivity and precision o f the response to insulin in random bred, inbred and
hybrid strains o f m ice’' Journal o f Pharmacy and Pharmacology 13 1961 pp.670 - 678 and A M Brown
“Sleeping time responses o f m ice - random bred, inbred and fl hybrids - to pentobarbitone sodium” Journal
o f Pharmacy and Pharmacology 13 pp.679-687.
247 PRO FD12 / 253 "Progress Report 1953-1960 o f the Laboratory Animal Centre” dated 24th February
1961 p.5
248 These records detailed such factors as origin, genetic composition, health status, and known specific
responses. See LAC N ewsletter 20 July 1960.
249 M. Dinsley “The Case for the Healthy Inbred M ouse” in Laboratory Animal Centre Laboratory Animals
Centre Collected Papers Volum e 12 The Choice o f Experimental Animal (London:H M S0.1963) pp.47-55.
p.48.
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systems for mass-producing laboratory-animals only in the fact that the product was
considered to be experimental.
In this way Lane-Petter transformed the LAB into a potential laboratory-animal
supply centre by developing the necessary technologies for the latter under the pretence
o f experimental research. However, the MRC remained loath to allow the LAB to be such
a production centre. Lane-Petter overcame this resistance via the argument that
laboratory-animals were increasingly highly technical and one required expert knowledge
to breed them. Appealing to the LAB’s research on infection Lane-Petter suggested the
future standard laboratory-animal would have to be standardized as to its pathogenic
history. Producing such a laboratory-animal would require the development of new
techniques requiring ever-increasing biomedical expertise together with knowledge of
laboratory-animals. Only an institution such as the LAB could reliable construct such
animals. Commercial breeders lacked the ability and in-house laboratory breeding
programmes were not considered to be areas o f research in themselves but rather existent
to produce the materials to enable research. Thus Lane-Petter argued that it would be to
the benefit o f British biomedicine generally if a central institute were established
entrusted with the production o f specialised laboratory-animals that were genetically and
pathogenically standard.250 An expanded LAB was the ideal candidate to take on this
role.
In 1958 space became available for the physical expansion o f the LAB due to
closure o f the MRC Serum Research Laboratory at Carshalton.251 Lane-Petter sensed the
opportunity and directly submitted a proposal to the MRC Secretary Harold Himsworth
requesting the LAB be moved to the premises at Carshalton and expand its functions.252
Lane-Petter submission outlined an ambitious multi-stage plan o f expansion that was
soon approved. The reason for this success is unclear, though in the recent years the
membership o f the MRC committee and staff had altered. In 1957 Landsborough
Thomson, who since 1917 had served as Second Officer to the Secretary o f the MRC, had

250 PRO FD1 / 8684 "Informal Conference on the Husbandry o f Animals7' Undated c.1955. pp.4-6.
251 A. Landsborough Thomson H alf A Century o f Medical Research Volume One (London HMSO 1973)
p .139.
252 PRO FD1 / 8684 "MRC Laboratories Carshalton - Accommodation for the Laboratory Animals Bureau"
1958. For Himsworth see "Sir Harold Percival Himsworth KCB 19th May 1905-1st November 1993"
Biographical Memoirs o f Fellow s o f the Royal Society 41 1995 pp.200-218.
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retired being replaced by R H L Cohen. Cohen being a veterinarian may have been more
inclined than Landsborough Thomson toward expanding the LAB (or in the least less
disinclined). In any case from 1958 the LAB began a phase of considerable expansion.
Indeed, from this point the LAB was less a Bureau than a centre o f research and
production and was consequently renamed the Laboratory Animal Centre (LAC).253 The
first phase o f expansion consisted in the physical transfer o f the LAB and its existent
animal colonies from its small premises at Hampstead to the larger building at
Carshalton. This was to be followed by a second phase requiring the relocation of Tuffery
and his work on infection to Carshalton and the simultaneous expansion o f the LAB
breeding programme to an initial 20 strains o f mice, four o f rats and two o f guinea pigs.
This phase was to take no longer than a year to complete and would result in the LAB
being fully established in Carshalton in the form of a much-expanded institution.
Once established at Carshalton Lane-Petter began to contemplate the merging of
the work on genetic standardization with the recent investigation into latent-infection.
Part o f the old stables at Carshalton were redeveloped into a “New Selection Centre”
consisting o f nine breeding rooms, a larger room for experimental sub cultivation and
another room for experimental work on husbandry (see figure one). The New Selection
Centre was to be a breeding centre unlike any previously seen in character or scale. The
concept was to create and maintain a genetically controlled stock o f animals with known
pathogenic history. This would enable the new LAC to produce a truly unique animal one that was both genetically uniform and free o f infection - a true standard laboratoryanimal. To achieve this feat on a mass-producible scale the New Selection Centre had to
be designed down to the smallest detail in order to allow the micro-management o f life.
Perhaps not since the Panopticon had the regulation o f life been pursued with such rigour.
The intention to construct genetically and pathogenically standard animals was in
effect bringing into existence a completely new form of life. Little was known about
these new animals, the LAC was effectively embarking upon the production o f a standard
that was entirely experimental. As such the production process was as much about

253 A third phase was proposed but left open to the Council to approve envisioning a further expansion o f
breeding facilities to provide for the production o f rabbits and cats. Phase two o f the transition was
completed in August 1959. See Laboratory Animal Centre Newsletter January 1959.
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discovering the difference between SPF and conventional laboratory-animals as it was
about assuring their reliable production.254 Nonetheless, Lane-Petter was convinced:
Animals produced by Caesarean section and bred with precautions against harmful
contamination are in fact the healthy animals we have been looking for for years; in a
short time the questionable term ‘SPF’ etc will be forgotten, because all laboratory
rats, mice and probably every other species will be of this standard of health.255
Moreover, it was necessary that SPF technology be combined with genetical control of
laboratory animals for the latter to be productive and cater for the demands o f future
biomedical science:
in future years, not only more but above all better laboratory animals will be needed.
Priority has been given to regulating the environment of animal colonies, with special
emphasis on hygiene; only when this regulation has reached a high level of efficiency
is the selection of special strains likely to be of importance outside cancer research and
one or two other fields.256
It was the emphasis on the control o f hygiene that characterised the New Selection
Centre. It was a unique building designed to allow every environmental variable to be
controlled according to stringent hygienic regulation. Once built it was immediately
fumigated in order to eliminate any pathogens that may have established themselves
within the building during its construction. The central design o f the building was to
assure it was airtight thereby allowing complete control o f airflow. All incoming air
passed through a complex ventilation system that filtered out any airborne pathogens and
I

the building’s air-pressure was maintained slightly above the average ensuring accidental
air movement was outward rather than inward. All objects entering or leaving the
building were also subject to stringent conditions. Equipment, including animal food and
bedding, entered the building only after it had been thoroughly decontaminated through a
two-way autoclave (an apparatus that super-heated steam for sterilization), ethylene oxide
fumigation chamber or through a dunk tank filled with a chemical disinfectant. Human
entrance to the building was possible only through special changing areas where staff or
visitors were required to strip and shower before entering, where upon they clothed
themselves in pre-decontaminated work-wear. The only personal items that were allowed

254 PRO FD 12/253 "Progress Report 1953-1960 o f the Laboratory Animal Centre’' dated 24th February
1961 p.6. Simultaneously further stables were converted to expand the breeding o f guinea pigs and rabbits
but not under the same conditions o f rigorous isolation.
255 W Lane-Petter "Discussion" Laboratory Animal Centre Laboratory Animals Centre Collected Papers
Volume 12 The Choice o f Experimental Animal (London:HM SO,1963)pp.54-55. p.55.
256 PRO FD 12/253 "Progress Report 1953-1960 o f the Laboratory Animal Centre" dated 24th February
1961 p.6-7.
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to enter the building were spectacles, locker keys and plain rings - and only then after
they had been washed

Figure One - N ew Selection Centre Floor Plan—

Furthermore, staff in the New Selection Centre were not allowed to mix with other
employees and were encouraged to stay out of the proximity of non-SPF animals. Even
within the building movement was restricted between the eleven breeding rooms. Passage
between them by person or equipment was discouraged and only permissible after
stringent decontamination routines. The SPF project depended upon the exclusion of
pathogens from the building - should the stringent precautions against accidental
contamination fail the whole process would have to be begun again from scratch with
new animal stocks.
With the New Selection Centre we see again the predominance of strategies of
power based about the careful segmentation of space and continual surveillance of all
movement. Perhaps because the New Selection Centre like the panopticon is a building
this is easier to discern. Like Bentham's panopticon the New Selection Centre operated
by continual surveillance. The building was fitted with numerous windows in order that

257 Reproduced from M Dinsley “The case for the healthy inbred mouse” in Laboratory Animal Centre
Collected Papers Volume 12 The Choice o f the Experimental Animal (London: MRC, 1963) pp.47-55,
p.51.
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the activities within could be observed at any time from people without. This was
intended to minimise the necessity o f visitors entering the building. As a unique venture
Lane-Petter expected numerous visitors interested in observing the techniques of
producing SPF animals. There were also routine visits to be accounted for such as those
from representatives o f the MRC and inspectors under the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876).
By making the New Selection Centre’s interior visible form the exterior Lane-Petter
hoped to keep the majority o f these visitors outside and thereby minimise the risk of
accidental contamination o f the building. However, such visibility equally created the
panoptic condition whereby animal technicians working within the building were
constantly under the impression they might be under observation. Their permanent
visibility engendered the internalisation o f power so that they themselves became the
bearers. This is the quintessential example o f disciplinary power: that it was visible and
unverifiable thereby making it unnecessary to exercise power as those caught within it
behaved as though it was excised continuously even if it was only exercised
intermittently.258 This was a highly efficient means o f discipline as those caught within
the network o f power sustain its disciplinary action. The Accreditation Scheme worked in
the same manner encouraging breeders to be ever vigilant o f disease in their stocks as
they knew if disease was detected by their customers it could be traced back to them.
They felt themselves to be, and behaved as though, they were under continual
surveillance when in fact they were not. Foucault noted the panoptic mode o f power
exists within “distributions o f bodies, surfaces, lights, gazes, in an arrangement whose
internal mechanisms produce the relation in which individuals are caught up”.259 It was
not therefore enforced from above, it would be wrong to see the LAB/C as implementing
a repressive power. Rather, the LAB/C was just as much caught within the disciplinary
mechanisms as the animal breeders, just as Lane-Petter was as much caught within the
mechanisms governing the New Selection Centre, as were the animal technicians that
worked within it.260
Within the New Selection Centre technologies o f biopower were extended to a
point o f totalization to manage and control the biological at unprecedented levels of
258 c /f Foucault Discipline p.201-2.
25q Ibid. p.202.
260 c /f Ibid. p.204.
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detail. In the human biopolitical strategies o f hygiene are deployed in a much more
limited way so as to control human behaviour. For example David Armstrong has shown
in the early twentieth century the school became “a laboratory in which the body of the
child could be subjected to analysis, experimentation and transformation”.261 The
biopolitics o f hygiene entered the schools through the School Medical Inspector who
applied the principles o f hygiene both to the physical space of the school and increasingly
to the individual child. The inspectors dictated which diseases were ‘excludable’ through
hygienic measures, these became increasingly important as it was recognised that the
individual child harbouring infection threatened to spread disease to other healthy
children. Strategies were established to identify and exclude infectious children. As a
result hygiene became increasingly personalised and internalised as children were taught
to recognise the inter-personal space between them and others as a threat that required
careful attention if health was to be maintained. These strategies o f hygiene dispersed
further into the social and later crystallised into what became known as social
medicine.262 In the New Selection Centre this same logic extended itself as it placed the
importance o f the population’s health above that of the individual. To maintain the agreed
state o f normalcy (being the complete absence of specified pathogens) it was necessary to
literally internalise visibility in that it was required to see within the animals. Regular
necropsies were conducted seeking any sign that the animal population had been
inadvertently contaminated. At regular intervals the entire population o f laboratoryanimals would be replaced to ensure it remained pathogenically standard.
To construct the initial stock o f SPF laboratory-animals Lane-Petter acquired a
number of entirely “germ-free” animals from the Lobund Institute, based at the
University o f Notre Dame USA, who had pioneered gnobiotic technology.263 These
animals were free o f all pathogens making them very susceptible to infection if removed
from the sterile conditions where they were bred. However, if they were carefully
infected with specific pathogens before being removed from their sterile environment
they could survive in specifically defined environments. Thus, through this procedure
261 David Armstrong A N ew History o f Identity (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2002) p.48.
262 Ibid. pp.48-55.
263 Germ-Free animals were pioneered by J A Reyniers at the Lobund Institute through the 1950s. See M.
Lev "Germ-free Anim als” in W Lane-Petter (ed.) Animals for Research Principles o f Breeding and
M anagement (London Academic Press 1963) pp 139-176.
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germ-free animals could be transferred to specially prepared housing in the LAC that was
free o f specified pathogens. In this way a colony was established in the new building that
whilst not germ-free was Specific Pathogen Free.264 These initial animals were necessary
for the process o f “upgrading” existent LAC stock to SPF status. Any animal transferred
into the SPF building had to be free o f pathogens and the only way to ensure this was to
remove them from the parent before they became contaminated through birth. Thus the
intact uterus o f a pregnant female at full-term was surgically removed and transferred into
the SPF building where the progeny were removed from the uterus and weaned by the
American “foster parents” . Each strain of LAC genetically standardized animals was
introduced into the new building in this way to create the new standard SPF laboratoryanimal.265
The transfer o f LAC strains to the SPF building was the main project o f the LAC
through the first half o f the 1960s. This proved a laborious process as many difficulties
arose such as the necessity o f synchronising the gestation periods o f the various strains of
laboratory-animals. Complications were also encountered in finding a satisfactory
method o f decontaminating animal food as initial ethylene oxide treatment had rendered
it toxic.266 Eventually the LAC became able to produce its own germ-free animals which
allowed each SPF strain to be regularly re-founded through the same procedure assuring
the continued integrity o f the pathogenic standard. It took a number o f years to build up
the new SPF colonies to a level from which they could be used to supply other
laboratories.
From the start the intention was that the LAC’s SPF animals would be massproduced and supplied to laboratories throughout Britain. Lane-Petter had already
developed an efficient means to intensively breed and supply laboratory-animals as part
o f an earlier project to design a reliable means of producing laboratory-animals. His
design was intended to secure the technical aspects o f the production o f animals would
remain with the specialist breeder whilst the mass-production could be achieved by less

264 M. Dinsley “The Case for the Healthy Inbred Mouse" in Laboratory Animal Centre Laboratory Animals
Centre Collected Papers Volume 12 The Choice o f Experimental Animal (London:HM SQ.1963)pp.47-55.
p.51.
265 Ibid. p.53.
266 PRO FD 9/387 “Laboratory Animal Advisory' Committee Minutes o f the First M eeting’" dated 1st April
1964. p. 1-2.
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skilled workers. In this he equally ensured specialist laboratory-animals could be made
commercially available to researchers whilst maintaining the specialist-breeders’ role in
producing, maintaining and regulating the animals about a standard. Thus the LAC only
supplied breeding pairs on the proviso that they could be bred only by means o f a strictly
limited sub-cultivation. Laboratories were constrained to breeding to a maximum o f three
generations from the original LAC breeding-pair. Nominally this was a precaution
against random mutation, genetic drift or accidental pathogenic contamination causing a
sub-line to diverge undetected from the standard. However, it also guaranteed the LAC
would remain an obligatory passage point as this built in redundancy assured users must
return to the LAC to restock. The benefit to the customer was that the system required
users to invest in only the minimum o f SPF technology in order to maintain and breed the
animals over a short period. There was no need for users to follow complicated breeding
protocols either as the conventional ‘traffic-light’ system o f sub-cultivation developed by
the LAC would suffice.
By 1964 the SPF strains were well established and being supplied to laboratories
throughout Britain. The following year an MRC assessment noted that figures for sales of
LAC animals were “quite impressive” and likely to be increased in future years
demonstrating “that the LAC is fulfilling a necessary function”.267 The latter half of the
1960s saw the LAC embark upon continued expansion of its breeding projects but it did
so without Lane-Petter who resigned as director in 1965.268 It is unclear why Lane-Petter
resigned as the LAC was finally poised to become the research and production centre he
had always argued it should be. It is possible that he recognised that the LAC’s future lay
in the expansion and consolidation o f the work it was presently undertaking and therefore
he felt it was possible to leave this in the hands o f others whilst he pursued new
challenges. However, it is also feasible that Lane-Petter had lost patience with the MRC
tendency to initially refuse to support his proposals. He felt the Council failed to support
his work and that the MRC did not realise the primary importance o f laboratory-animals.
The research project on infection considered earlier is a typical example o f the MRC’s

267 PRO FD 12/255 "File N o. E 70/90 E 230 76" dated 4th May 1965.
268 Lane-Petter resigned to take up the directorship o f Carworth Europe based at Huntingdon remaining
there until 1972 when he returned to Cambridge to direct the University's Central Animal Service until his
retirement in 1977.
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slow response, only after six years o f independent funding did the MRC finally see the
worth o f the project and agree to support it.
In 1964 Lane-Petter recommended to the Council the LAC establish a small
germ-free unit in order to properly maintain its standard SPF animals without reliance on
American germ-free animals. Gnobiotic research in Britain was in a “backward state” and
he felt the LAC should take action to meet the “urgent need for the development of the
subject” . The MRC “felt unable to recommend the proposal” much to Lane-Petter’s
annoyance who made a point o f recording his dissent from this decision.269 Shortly after
Lane-Petter resigned and was replaced by the veterinarian J Bleby, and the following year
the MRC decided LAC should, after all, develop a germ-free unit. This antagonism
appears to have been mutual; after Lane-Petter’s departure the MRC established an
informal internal enquiry to assess the work of the LAC on the grounds it had “up till
now been very difficult to see through Dr. Lane-Petter’s talk what the LAC was really
doing”. Nonetheless, the investigation concluded the LAC was fulfilling a very positive
and necessary supportive role in the development o f British biomedical research.270
By 1965 the LAC was a fully functional centre for research into and the supply of
standard laboratory-animals. From 1965-1968 the LAC expanded and consolidated its
position as both a supplier o f standard laboratory animals and a research institution in the
sub-discipline o f laboratory-animal science. This period witnessed a rise in demand for
standard animals that the LAC comfortably met.271 In total LAC sales of SPF animals
increased by 76% in the period 1966-1968.272 Similarly, LAC witnessed an increase in its
staff from 40 in 1965 to 82 by 1968. Some o f these were technicians employed to work in
the expanding animal colonies whilst others were research scientists working on projects
in genetics, pathology, bacteriology, parasitology, nutrition and gnotobiology.273 In 1968
LAC issued 25,451 animals and bred specialised animals o f numerous species, including

269 PRO FD 9 / 387 “Laboratory Animal Advisory Committee Minutes o f the First Meeting” dated 1st April
1964. p.2.
270 PRO FD 12 / 255 "File N o. E 70/90 E 230 76" dated 4th May 1965 p.5.
271 FD 12/259 "Laboratory Animals Centre Progress Report 1965-1968 MRC Laboratories” dated 22nd
April 1969. F2g. In 1966 LAC supplied 1114 Conventional Mice and 6218 SPF mice, by 1968 Lac was
supplying only 298 Conventional M ice and 9780 SPF mice. See p.8.
272.Ibid. p.8.
273 Ibid. p.20.
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cats and rabbits o f which it was the exclusive breeder within the UK.274 The future for
LAC was the mass-production and development o f new reliable standard animals. Much
hope was placed upon the field o f gnobiotics:
Once the new germfree laboratory has been constructed, the gnotobiotic programme
will be able to develop beyond its present basis...Particular attention will be given to
promoting the germfree animal as a valuable research tool...It is likely, therefore,
that in the future considerable expansion will take place in the gnotobiotic field.275
By 1969 over 90% o f all commercially purchased animals were from LAC accredited
breeders.276 Although demand for laboratory-animals had grown enormously since the
scheme was established the total number o f accredited breeders declined as the demand
for better quality and standardized animals increased. In the early 1950’s many breeders
were part time, or bred as a hobby, but as laboratory-animal breeding became
increasingly specialised these breeders were forced out of the market. The increasing
tendency toward specialist laboratory-animal use can be seen through a comparison of the
number o f accredited breeders for the years 1965 and 1968. In 1965 there were 13
Accredited Breeders o f ‘conventional’ mice and not a single commercial breeder of SPF
Mice bar the LAC. By 1968 there were only 9 Accredited Breeders o f ‘conventional’
mice, and 2 who supplied SPF Mice. The increasing demand for specialist animals
concentrated the commercial laboratory animal business into a number of large breeders
who were capable o f meeting the ever-more stringent demands o f laboratory-animal
users. The total number o f animals supplied by commercial breeders grew with demand
and the animals supplied became increasingly specialised. This resulted in the total
number o f breeders declining whilst those remaining becoming larger and more
sophisticated enterprises.277

274 In 1968 LAC supplied the follow ing animals: SPF Mice (9780), SPF Rats (4152), SPF Guinea Pigs
(414), SPF Rabbits (33), SPF Cats (197), Conventional M ice (298), conventional guinea-pigs (11),
conventional Steppe Lem m ings (71), Conventional Chinese Hamsters (21), Conventional Syrian Hampsters
(21). Conventonal M eriiones (91), Conventional Rats (10129). Ibid. p.8. The figure for conventional rats is
not entirely accurate as 1968 w itnessed an outbreak o f disease this year in its Rat Colony therefore this
figure is somewhat lower than normal.
27 Ibid. p.21.
276 The Accreditation Schem e had expanded by 1969 to include seven species: mice, hamsters, rats, guinea
pigs, rabbits, cats and dogs.
*77 From 1965-1968 Accredited Breeders reduced from 88 to 72 in total. In November 1966 the Laboratory
Animal Breeders A ssociation was founded. This trade association marked the increased professionalization
o f the commercial industry and began promoting British animals internationally. It eventually took over
running o f Accreditation Schem e in 1982. See M W Smith “The Laboratory Animal Breeders Association
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On the 1st July 1969 LAC introduced a new classification system for standard
laboratory-animals produced in Britain.278 The new system was designed to remove any
ambiguity as to the characteristics o f laboratory-animals. Each of the species of animals
supplied by LAC or Accredited Breeders was subdivided into five categories depending
on their known microbiological flora.279 The new microbiological definitions for standard
laboratory animals were intended to simplify the task of selecting suitable animals for
experimental projects. Broadly it was thought Category One animals were suitable for
teaching purposes and Category Two for short-term experiments. Category Three and
Four were thought to be suitable for almost all disciplines and “likely to become the
standard laboratory grades” .280 Category Five animals were necessary for studies in
gnotobiology, immunology and gerontology. In 1971 the LAC published a manual
entitled Standardized Laboratory Animals “to provide background information on the
origin and characteristics o f the species and strains maintained at the Centre”.281 The
LAC had successfully established a commercial market o f laboratory-animals where
user-customers could pick or choose a standard laboratory-animal suitable for their
purpose as simply as they might choose any other piece of technology from an industry
catalogue.
All commercially available LAC animals were defined under the five-category
system. From the conventional laboratory-mouse to highly standardized SPF laboratorycat, all were listed with detailed information on origin, history and characteristics. For
example the standard animal BALB/c was described as an inbred albino mouse of
Category Four (the new designation o f SPF). It was first acquired by Halsey Bagg in
1913 and had been inbred by Dr. E. C. Macdowell since 1923, prior inbreeding remained
uncertain. McDowell passed the animal on to Dr. G. D. Snell in 1932 in its 26th
Accreditation Schem e (L A B A A S ) its history, current organisation and future trends” Animal Technology
43 1992 pp. 19-27.
278 FD 12 / 259 “Laboratory Anim als Centre Progress Report 1965-1968 MRC Laboratories” dated 22nd
April 1969. p .12.
279 G H Townsend “The grading o f Commercially bred Laboratory Animals” Veterinary Record 85 1968
pp.225-226. The remaining two Accredited Species (cats and dogs) were also divided into five categories
but were assessed slightly differently. Categories one to three were assed purely through clinical
examination due to the cost o f rearing these animals it was thought impractical to enforce necrosopies
except for categories four and live.
280 G H Townsend “The grading o f Commercially bred Laboratory Animals” Veterinary Record 85 1968
pp.225-226.
“8I R F Parrot & M F W Festing Standardized Laboratory Animals (Carshalton MRC LAC 1971) p.vi.
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generation. The LAC acquired BALB/c from Snell in 1955. In 1964 it was transferred to
the LAC’s SPF facility and in 1969 it was re-foundered as a Category Four animal during
its 33rd generation at the LAC. BALB/c had a low mammary tumour incidence, a 25%
chance o f developing Primary lung tumours and less than 12% susceptibility to
Leukaemia. It possessed a long breeding life and relatively high blood pressure, in older
animals heart lesions and arterio-sclerosis were common. BALB/c was also noted as
being “fairly docile”.282

Conclusion.
In 1950 the staff o f LAB consisted o f a director, one research assistant, three
clerical staff and two technicians and the LAB was intended to serve as a “clearing house
o f information on the supply and demand for experimental animals” its name
symbolizing its essential bureaucratic function.283. The LAB’s role was to channel
information regarding laboratory-animals to those that required it. To this end it
undertook an abstracting project intended to correlate and index all contemporary
knowledge o f laboratory-animals that was at the time scattered through the numerous
biomedical journals. At the same time the LAB functioned toward constructing a national
supply of laboratory-animals through placing breeders and laboratory-animal users
directly in touch with one another. Though this information was more practical than
anything else it was nonetheless an important process as the accumulation o f information
regarding laboratory-animal production (largely through the annual census) allowed the
LAB to consolidate the construction o f a national population o f laboratory-animals.
These projects all depended upon bureaucratic techniques for their success. The symbolic
renaming o f the Bureau in 1958 did not mark a change in the bureaucratic nature of the
organization’s excising o f power. On the contrary it retained this tendency toward
exercising power through bureaucratic administration and extended it to encompass
biological life.
By 1969 the director o f the LAC managed over 80 members of staff and was in
charge o f a large breeding and research institution supplying genetically and
pathogen ically

standardized

laboratory-animals

to

British

laboratories.

282 R F Parrot & M F W Festing Standardized Laboratory Animals (Carshalton MRC LAC 1971) p.20.
283 PRO FD1/ 382 "Conference on the Supply o f Experimental Animals SEA/M 1/2”. p. 14.
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The

transformation o f the LAB to the LAC marks the consolidation of the organisations
activity about the rational management o f the laboratory-animal at the level of biology.
The LAB Accreditation Scheme broadly made use o f techniques recognisably derived
from public health strategies developed to regulate human populations. However, the
New Selection Centre and the development o f SPF animals mark an unprecedented
extension o f the biopolitical technology o f hygiene. This was possible as within non
human life there exists a greater capacity for the intensification and extension of
biopower without risk o f its failure, intermittent or permanent. Within non-human life all
factors extrinsic to the maximization o f docility and utility can be eradicated with the
minimal o f resistance. Thus through the development of SPF technologies laboratoryanimals were made totally subject to the biopolitics o f hygiene. Their biological
constitution was regulated at the level o f microorganisms, and the individual existed only
so far as it represented the population. It was brought into being, through such procedures
as the necropsy, only to ensure ontologically it did not exist. In this way death was
regularly wielded toward the biopolitical end o f fostering life - to the extent entire stocks
o f laboratory-animals might be killed to preserve the population o f the particular strain to
which they belonged. Within the LAC SPF breeding establishments such a procedure was
routinely deployed, whole populations o f laboratory-animals were killed and re-founded
in order to diminish the likelihood o f the build up o f unwanted pathogens with the
animals.
Thus the technologies o f biopower applied to nonhuman life could be extended
beyond that which was possible in their application to human life. Yet, at the same time
their deployment upon laboratory-animals equally required that human life became
enmeshed within them. For example the animal technicians within the New Selection
Centre were subject to biopolitical discipline that controlled their behaviour at an
incredible level o f detail - both biologically and socially. The exploration of the extent to
which animal technicians became enmeshed within a disciplinary apparatus as a result of
the project to establish the national supply of laboratory-animals is an area that would
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require further research.284 Nonetheless, it is clear that strategies o f biopower can
transcend the distinction between human and animal life subjugating both, if admittedly
at different degrees o f intensity.

This chapter has focussed on the deployment of

technologies o f biopower to non-human life as a means to standardize and therefore
normalize and regulate that life. Nonetheless, it should not be taken from this that
biopower is necessarily a repressive, negative or limiting force. On the contrary, Foucault
was careful to stress that power was anything but repressive. In its application upon
human life biopower legitimated itself on the basis o f its desire to promote life and this is
also found to be the case in its application to non-human life. In the following chapter we
take up this latter aspect o f biopower to show that the project to standardize laboratory
animals was inseparable from, indeed integral to, a project to improve their welfare.

284 A starting point would be an analysis o f the establishment o f the Animal Technicians Association in
1949 - an event orchestrated by the LAB. See Len Bagnell “ATA / IAT - The First 50 Years’* Bulletin o f
the Institute o f Animal T echnology 35 1999 pp.43-65.
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Chapter Three: Managing Good (Con)science - Establishing a
Moral Economy within the Laboratory.
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The immediate post-war period witnessed the emergence o f a determined
tendency within biomedical discourse to emphasise the humane motivations legitimating
its existence. Increasingly moral considerations were portrayed as intrinsic to the material
practice o f the biomedical sciences. Nowhere was this so evident as in literature
regarding laboratory animals. A clear example is found in an article contributed by LanePetter to The Practitioner in

1963, entitled “Humane Vivisection” Lane-Petter

acknowledged:
It is...a fair question to ask whether the conditions in which animal experiments are
carried out are compatible with the greater humanity that motivates and inspires the
most humane of all professions, the practice of medicine.285
The answer of course was that vivisection was entirely compatible with the higher moral
purpose to which medicine aspired as vivisection could be nothing other than humane. To
some the notion o f “humane vivisection” might appear a perverse oxymoron, but to LanePetter it was common sense. Indeed, vivisection could not be anything but humane and
his subsequent argument consisted o f explaining that the experimental practices of the
biomedical sciences were necessarily and intrinsically humane:
In recent years scientists themselves have paid great attention to the improvement of
laboratory animal conditions, and have themselves emphasised that the best results
are more likely to come from docile dogs, contented cats and relaxed rodents.286
Here Lane-Petter deploys strategies such as the LAB Accreditation Scheme less as a
means to standardize laboratory animals and assure their reliability but instead as an
attempt to improve their welfare. The LAB strategies intended to discipline the laboratory
animal are now represented as orientated toward the improvement o f their welfare.
Moreover, this was not at the expense o f denying their purpose in constructing reliable
laboratory animals. On the contrary it was represented as complimentary, if not intrinsic,
to this aim. Put another way, the biomedical sciences’ need for reliable laboratory
animals necessitated a determined effort to maximise their welfare as it was ‘docile’,
‘content’ and ‘relaxed’ animals that were seen to be most reliable for experimental
purposes. In this way the standardization of laboratory animals becomes a project of
ethical significance creating an overt moral economy within the laboratory. The
immediate post-war period thereby witnessed the emergence of a ‘moral economy’ within
the biomedical sciences that unambiguously claimed to govern material practice ensuring
285 W Lane-Petter "Humane V ivisection” The Practitioner 190 1963 pp. 81-84. p. 81.
286 Lane-Petter "Humane Vivisection" p. 83-4.
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the latter augmented the welfare o f laboratory animals. Nonetheless, the logic o f the post
war moral economy was little different to that which preceded it in the fact it worked
toward the maximization o f utility.
Within the history, sociology and philosophy of science there is an existing if
somewhat disparate literature that to varying degrees has identified a moral economy in
the sciences. It is conventional to take as a reference point the work o f E P Thompson
who used the term to describe the customs, traditions and rules that consumers relied
upon to regulate the market for common foodstuffs. Especially in times o f dearth it was
the moral economy that prevented those ‘in power’ from withholding essential necessities
o f life from others for the sake o f profit.287 Several attempts have been made to apply
Thompson’s idea o f a moral economy to the practices o f the sciences.288 Synthesising the
work o f others Lorraine Daston has identified the moral economy o f the sciences as the
means by which scientific objectivity is defined.289 Daston explains that the moral
economy o f science exists as a “web o f affect-saturated values” that function in wellestablished relationship to one another in order to govern objectivity.290 Daston’s moral
economy is a balanced system o f emotional forces consisting o f dispersed equilibrium
points and constraints. These produce a malleable system of no necessity that,
nonetheless, operates under a certain logic determining the combinations of affect and
value that are, and are not, considered objective. The ‘moral’ refers to both the
psychological and the normative whilst ‘economy’ refers less to contemporary usages of
‘economy’ (in the sense o f money, markets, labour, material practices) and instead
resuscitates the older meaning o f the word to describe the system by which disparate
values and effects are governed to produce regularities that are explicable yet not always

287 The majority draw their reference from E P Thompson “The Moral Economy o f the English Crowd in
the Eighteenth Century” Past and Present 50 1971 pp. 76-136. See also E P Thompson “The Moral
Economy Revisited” in E P Thompson Customs in Common (N ew York, N ew Press: 1991) pp. 259-351.
288 See eg. Owen Hannaway “Laboratory Design and the Aim o f Science” Isis 77 1986 pp.585-610;
Theodore M Porter “Objectivity as Standardization: The Rhetoric o f Impersonality in Measurement,
Statistics and Cost-cutting" in Allan M egill (ed.) Rethinking Objectivity (Durham: Duke University Press,
1994) pp.197-237; Simon Shaffer "A manufactory o f Ohms: The Integrity o f Victorian Values” in Robert
Budd and Susan Cozzens (Bellingham Washington: SPIE Press, 1992) and Steven Shapin “The House o f
Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England” Isis 79 1988 pp.373-40.
289 Lorraine Daston "The Moral Economy o f Science” in Osiris 2~ Series 10 1995 pp.2-24. On objectivity
see also Lorraine Daston and Peter Gallison "The Image o f Objectivity” Representations 40 1992 pp.8I128.
21)0 Daston “The Moral Economy" p.4.
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predictable in their detail. It should not escape our attention than Daston’s framework of
the moral economy o f science echoes the form o f power relations Foucault attempted to
describe through his concept o f govemmentality. Both concern governing through
dispersed power within a system that is malleable yet regularised, that is undetermined
yet operates through a determined logic. Most important therefore is to recognise that
Daston’s moral economy ’cab be read as another example o f disciplinary-normative
power.
Robert Kohler has independently invoked the moral economy in order to locate
the agency o f material practices in the construction o f scientific knowledge within his
account o f T H M organ’s drosophilists.291 Kohler’s moral economy describes the
unspoken rules that govern the social relations o f the laboratory, such as that which
governs the mutual expectations and obligations o f the various participants (including
scientists, their assistants, and students) in the production o f knowledge. For Kohler the
laboratory’s moral economy regulates the social power relations of a laboratory in a
comparable way to Thompson’s moral economy except the biomedical sciences are
motivated not by monetary gain but by access to the tools and equipment that made
research possible. Thus there existed unspoken obligations to allow one’s colleagues
access to certain equipment and certain knowledge: this included allowing them access to
certain laboratory organisms. Kohler argued that the organisms themselves contribute to
the shape o f the moral economy and the moral obligations researcher’s had to one
another. Thus the prodigious breeding cycle o f fruit flies directly influenced the
development o f the drosophilist community in that they produced far more mutant strains
than a single scientist could ever hope to analyse alone. This allowed a moral economy to
develop that placed a premium upon collaboration in which in it became commonplace to
freely share information, observations, and the flies themselves. The fruit fly in being a
remarkably fast progenitor thereby significantly shaped the social dynamics that
governed the community o f drosophilists.
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Whilst Kohler comes closest to including the non-human within a moral economy
o f science he did not include non-human life in itself within his concept o f moral

291 Robert L Kohler Lords o f the Fly.
292 Kohler Lords pp.6-8.
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economy. Rather, Kohler restricts non-human life inclusion within the moral economy to
their agency in determining the moral rules that regulate the researchers behaviour toward
one another. Kohler does not address the possibility of a moral economy governing the
relationship between researcher and organism. Where the work o f science studies chooses
to focus upon the experimental organism the question of the moral relation between
researcher and organism

fails to

be investigated except through reference to

antivivisectionist critiques. Whilst this might be understandable (if indefensible) in terms
of fruit flies and lower organisms when it comes to studies focussing upon higher
organisms (particularly mammals) the silence on such questions becomes increasingly
obvious.293 In some cases the existence o f such a moral economy is explicitly denied. For
example, Gaudilliere and Lowy have rejected the existence o f a moral economy
governing relations between researcher and laboratory animal altogether arguing instead
that the economy o f the laboratory animal is “incontrovertibly political”.294 How one
distinguishes the moral from political is unclear though Gaudilliere and Lowy appear to
mean by political the fiscal rules which govern industry. It is argued that the laboratory
animal was primarily shaped not by objective science nor by social values but rather by
material industrial practices.295 Here, we do not disagree with Gaudilliere and accept that
industrial practice strongly influenced the construction o f standard laboratory animals.
However, it will be argued here that the construction o f standard laboratory animals was
also governed by a moral economy. Consequently, it will be demonstrated that the desire
to differentiate a moral from a political economies is misplaced. Given studies of the
sciences must take a critical stance in relation to that which they study such
differentiation must be resisted as it reiterates the basic claim o f science that an objective
method can be differentiated from affects and values. This ignores the normative modus
operandi o f the biomedical sciences, which integrate fact and value thereby asserting both
what is and what should be. It is the integration o f fact and value through normative
discourses that allows biopower to operate as an internalised rather than externally
enforced disciplinary-normalizing power. Moreover, biopolitics empowers itself through
293 cf. Creager The Life o f a Virus and Rader Making M ice.
294 liana Lowy and Jean-Paul Gaudilliere "Disciplining Cancer: M ice and the Practice o f Genetic Purity’' in
Jean-Paul Gaudilliere and liana Lowy The Invisible Industrialist: Manufacturers and the Production o f
Scientific Knowledge (London: Macmillan, 1998) pp. 209-249. p. 211.
295 cf. Gaudilliere "Circulating M ice” esp. p. 90-1.
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legitimating its activity as rooted in the objective biomedical sciences rather than
subjective politics or ideology.
Put another way, moral and political economy cannot be distinguished within a
biopolitical age, as they are both aspects o f the same governing logic. The political
necessity to foster life is legitimated by the moral demand to foster life just as the moral
demand to foster life is realised through the political necessity to foster life. The logic of
biopolitics demands the fostering o f life, and the means to achieve this is always
fundamentally economic both in the old sense o f establishing the governance o f disparate
aspects into a regulated system and the newer sense of fiscal notions of efficiency.
Biopolitics is therefore always engaged in the fostering of life by maximising biological
productivity- thereby producing a constant concern for ‘biological efficacy’, a defining
characteristic o f biopolitics is a tendency to create indistinction in terms o f the categories
o f political and moral economies in practice whilst simultaneously maintaining a
distinction within discourse.
An example can be found in a paper presented to the LAB symposium on
laboratory animal breeding in 1955 by the biologist Donald Michie.296 Michie presented
an empirical critique o f the inbred laboratory animal focussing upon its unreliability as a
standard laboratory model. Michie suggested that the problem derived from the inability
o f a homozygous genotype to adequately regulate the organism’s development. High
levels o f homozygosity were thought to prevent the genetic homeostatic mechanisms
from countering the effects o f environmental interference in the development process.
Thus homozygous animals were phenotypically highly variable despite common
assumptions and initial appearances. This led Michie to two main conclusions, the first
was that the use o f inbred homozygous laboratory animals might be ill advised. The
second, and the one that interests us here, was that the environment played an important
role in the uniform development o f organisms. Consequently, laboratory animal users
now had to move beyond simplistic approaches to environmental regulation. It was no
longer acceptable to adopt the “common sense” and now discredited approach that an
arbitrary but rigorously uniform environment was all that was required to produce and
2% D M ichie "Towards Uniformity in Experimental Animals" in Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory
Animals Bureau C ollected Papers Volume 3 The Breeding o f Laboratory Animals (London:
HM SO,1955)p. 37-48.
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maintain standard laboratory animals. Instead it was necessary to identify a right
environment to encourage uniformity in the laboratory animal. The consequence of
critiquing inbred laboratory animals was therefore a turn to a more complex consideration
o f the environment and its role in the production and maintenance of phenotypic and
behavioural uniformity. This conclusion raised further questions, not least that of the
methodology best adopted to identify the right types of environment. Having surveyed
the limited literature on the subject Michie identified the work o f the plant geneticist F W
Went as a plausible starting point.
Went had undertaken a comparative investigation o f the development o f tomatoes
and peas in ordinary greenhouses and within air-conditioned environmentally controlled
greenhouse. In both species o f plant Went found that the environmentally controlled
greenhouse produced more uniform growth rates than the ordinary greenhouse.297 Went
concluded that the major part o f phenotypic variation was located within “inconsistencies
and irregularities in the external environment” and not in the biology o f the organism
itself. Went also noted a direct correlation between the uniformity of his plants and
specific environments, this being that the “more optimal the growing conditions are, the
smaller is phenotypic variability”.298 The suggestion that the provision o f optimal
conditions for healthy growth would maximise the phenotypic uniformity of a population
is a further example o f the connection between health and norm that legitimates
biopolitical intervention. Drawing upon this work Michie suggested the same was true of
the laboratory animal:
whatever conditions, genetic and environmental, are best for the health of the
individual animals are also best for promoting the biological uniformity of the
colony.299
This meant that the means to construct a standard laboratory animal was to ensure it was
provided with the best conditions to promote its health. Given the increasingly evident
link between heterozygosity, uniformity and health Michie concluded the ideal standard
laboratory animal would be a heterozygous animal produced and maintained within an
environment that was optimised toward maximising health. Michie ended his paper by

297 F W Went "Gene Action in relation to Growth and Development I Phenotypic Variability’' Proceedings
o f the National Academy o f Sciences o f the United States o f America 39 1953 p. 839-848.
298 Ibid. p. 848.
299 Michie "Towards Uniformity" p. 47.
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asking rhetorically “Is uniformity promoted by good husbandry?”.300 His answer was in
the affirmative. In making this explicit link between health and uniformity the latter
became ‘naturalised’ but, more importantly, uniformity also became a morally positive
goal as it demanded the improvement o f the health and welfare o f animals. In this way
the standardization o f laboratory animals became a morally positive endeavour and the
distinction between standardization and promoting the welfare of laboratory animals
became blurred. Such indistinction was most acute in practice where, for example, the act
o f eradicating latent disease was simultaneously intended to standardize the laboratory
animal

and

promote

its

welfare.

Nonetheless,

within

biomedical

discourse

standardization (as a necessity) and the promotion o f laboratory animal welfare (as a
moral imperative) could be considered independent concerns albeit concerns that
demanded identical material practices.
This chapter further explores this relationship demonstrating how the discourse of
animal welfare became integrated within the material practices o f the biomedical
sciences. Our analysis will focus upon an animal welfare organisation named the
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW). In the immediate post-war period
UFAW experienced unprecedented success in influencing biomedical scientists to take
seriously the importance o f giving moral consideration to the welfare laboratory animals.
UFAW represented itself as a scientific society and counted many scientific members
amongst its ranks yet it was nonetheless an animal welfare society and thus a body that
existed outside the conventional scientific community. UFAW’s successful cultivation of
a dialogue with the biomedical sciences on the subject o f laboratory animal welfare is all
the more remarkable when the controversial nature o f animal experimentation is recalled.
However, it is important to recall from the outset that though UFAW could be considered
extraneous to the biomedical sciences it would be wrong to assume its work in promoting
the welfare o f laboratory animals was somehow imposed upon the biomedical sciences
from without. The example o f Michie and Went demonstrate that the biomedical sciences
had themselves internalised concepts o f welfare as it was contained implicitly in their
work. Arguably, the work o f UFAW became possible only because the moral concern for
welfare was already implicit to the discourse of the biomedical sciences and necessitated
300 Ibid. p.44.
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by their being strategies o f biopower. As Foucault noted in relation to the nineteenth century transformation o f punishment biopower operated in the name of ‘humane’
welfare:
If the law must now treat in a ‘humane’ way an individual who is ‘outside nature’
(whereas the old justice treated the ‘outlaw’ inhumanely), it is not on account of
some profound humanity that the criminal conceals within him, but because of the
necessary regulation of the effects of power. It is this ‘economic’ rationality that
must calculate the penalty...‘Humanity’ is the respectable name given to this
economy and to its meticulous calculations.301
Welfare’s appeal to sensibility and humane consideration masked the naked operative
logic o f biopower, which is essentially a reduction to calculability, to economics, to what
we have termed biological efficacy.
It is pertinent to note (though it deserves further investigation) that the biopolitical
concern with the maximization o f efficiency occurs in moral and ethical discourse as
utilitarianism. The affinity between forms o f biopower and utilitarian moral philosophy is
embodied in Jeremy Bentham. Bentham, as well as being responsible for the
development o f the Panopticon was also the modern founder o f utilitarian philosophy.302
Indeed, Bentham developed utilitarianism as a mode o f government that prioritised the
welfare o f the governed and thus contributed in this way to the emergence o f biopower as
the fostering o f life.303 Through Edwin Chadwick, a disciple o f Bentham, Benthamite
utilitarianism became the legitimating discourse of the expanding public health
movement (which was equally shaped by Bentham’s panoptic discipline-normalizing
mode o f power). An example o f a Benthamite combination of panopticism and
utiltararianism, or disciplinary-normalization biopower and humane-welfare, would be
Bentham’s ‘National Charity Company’ intended as a solution to the problem of the
destitute in society.304 This consisted o f ‘industry houses’ intended to provide for the
destitute whilst simultaneously harnessing their productivity for the nation’s good.
Industry houses were also to serve as a resource to collate demographic information and,
somewhat disturbingly, a resource for biomedical experimentation. Interestingly, within

301 Foucault Discipline pp. 92.
302 See John Troyer (ed.) The Classical Utilitarians: Bentham and Mill (Indianapolis: Hackett, 2003).
303 See Jeremy Bentham An Introduction to the Principles o f Morals and Legislation (Oxford: Oxford
University Press. 2005).
304 See C F Bahmuller The National Charity Company: Jeremy BenthanTs Silent Revolution (Berkeley:
University o f California Press. 1981).
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the industry houses biopolitical government was not confined to the human but extended
to animals. Just as the houses would provide medics with a space to investigate/normalise
the human they provided veterinarians analogous opportunities to investigate resident
domestic animals. For example, within the industry house death, whether the dead were
human or animal, would have resulted in autopsy and the identification o f a cause o f
death.305 Bentham’s industry house is an example o f the embodiment o f biopolitical logic
in that it combined the disciplinary-normalization mode o f power o f the panopticon with
the biopolitical focus upon welfare and the fostering o f life and subsumed both within the
logic o f biological efficacy.
The

remainder

o f this

chapter

will

explore

the

relationship

between

standardization and welfare in three parts. To begin we will examine the history of
UFAW situating it and its philosophy within a historical context. This will be followed
by a closer analysis o f UFAW’s activity particularly focussing upon its work in relation
to the welfare o f laboratory animals. Here we will demonstrate how UFAW took
advantage o f the growing instability o f the laboratory animal in order to amalgamate in
practice a concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals with a guarantee of experimental
reliability. In this way UFAW made explicit the existence of a moral economy within the
laboratory upon which the practice o f the biomedical sciences depended. Finally, we will
take a single example o f a project funded by UFAW in order to demonstrate that both the
desire to ensure experimental reliability and that to maximise the welfare of laboratory
animals operated according to the biopolitical agenda to maximise biological efficacy.

Part I; The Universities Federation for Animal Welfare - Interwar Origins and
Development 1926-1940.
The Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW) began its life as the
University o f London Animal Welfare Society (ULAWS) established by Charles Westley
Hume in 1926.306 Until his death in 1981 Hume maintained an active interest in UFAW
serving in a number of positions within the organisation. It would be difficult therefore to
overestimate Hume’s influence on the development of UFAW’s philosophy and
305 Janet Semple “Bentham's Utilitarianism and the Provision o f Medical Care” in Dorothy Porter and Roy
Porter D octor's Politics and Society (Amsterdam: Rodophi, 1993) pp.30-45, p. 41.
306 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports Eighth Annual Report 1st July 1933 - 30th September 1934. p.2
For Hume see Anon "Major C W Hume (1886-1981) - Obituary” UFAW Archive UFAW Report and
Accounts 1981-1982 p .1-5.
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activities, a fact recognised by the organization itself.307 It was Hume’s approach to the
problem o f animal welfare drawn from his belief in both Christian morality and scientific
progress that brought UFAW into being and determined its unique approach to promoting
animal welfare. Hume recognised that the work o f animal welfare proponents in the early
twentieth century was undermined by the fact that they all too often appealed to the
common man for support (the most notable example o f this was antivivisectionism).308
The animal welfare movement was dominated by emotionalism and sentimentality
resulting in the alienation o f the expert (scientific) knowledge capable o f genuinely
improving the welfare o f animals. Biological and medical scientists, veterinarians and the
like who could genuinely improve animal welfare were hampered from doing so for fear
o f being tarnished within their professions via an association with antivivisectionism. For
this reason Hume concluded a new type o f animal welfare society was required in which
men o f expertise could deploy their abilities for the greater good without feeling
threatened by rampant emotionalism. This was the impetus for the genesis o f UFAW
intended to be an elite organisation drawing its members from the intelligentsia. Its work
was to consist in focussing the attention o f specialists of all kinds upon the need to
consider and improve animal welfare. UFAW’s interaction with the general public would
be minimal, only through the education o f the educated and the educators did UFAW
hope to reach the mind o f the masses. In this way animal welfare could be improved
throughout society without stirring up the emotionalism that in Hume’s view prevented
real progress from being made. UFAW proclaimed itself a ‘scientific’ animal welfare
society offering a middle ground between science and antivivisection in which tangible
progress in animal welfare could be achieved.
In 1926 the controversy over vivisection had been raging for over fifty-years and
there was no indication that the debate was to resolve itself in the near future. The

307 See for example C W Hume Man and Beast (London:UFAW , 1982) p.5.
308 See E Westacott A Century o f V ivisection and Antivivisection (London:C W Daniel Company, 1949);R
D French Antivivisection and M edical Science in Victorian Society (Princeton:Princeton University Press,
1975); N A Rupke (ed.) V ivisection in Historical Perspective (London:Routledge, 1990); Carol Lansbury,
The Old brown D og (M adison:University o f W isconsin Press, 1985) and Hilda Kean Animal
Rights:Political and Social Change in Britain since 1800 (London:Reaktion Books, 1998); Deborah
Rudacille The Scalpel and the Butterfly:The War between Animal Research and Animal Protection (New
York:Farrar. Straus and Giroux. 2000) and Anita Guerrini Experimenting with Humans and Animals
(Baltimore:John Hopkins University Press, 2003).
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scientific and veterinary professions had largely disassociated themselves from animal
protection societies as the fervour and emotionalism of the latter led the former to
conclude an animal apologist was nothing more than a “crank”.309 A mutual
differentiation had emerged where scientists, particularly within the biological sciences,
saw animal protectionists as sentimental lunatics incapable of rational thought. Animal
protectionists on the other hand believed that one could not be an animal lover whilst
being a member o f a profession that supported vivisection. Consequently, the cause of
animal welfare had become so estranged from science that the values o f one were
incommunicable to the other. It was for this reason that Hume established ULAWS in
1926 as a self-styled “scientific” animal welfare society to provide a forum for scientists
who cared for the welfare o f animals to actively pursue their interest without the risk of
being associated with an anti-science movement. The capacity o f science to improve the
welfare o f animals could thereby be rationally and neutrally deployed to bring tangible
benefits to animals. As a result Hume hoped a space would open where a productive
concern for animal welfare could be expressed with “a maximum o f sympathy but a
minimum o f sentimentality” .310
The genealogy o f UFAW lies within a specific combination o f the nineteenthcentury social reform movement and the early twentieth century faith in science’s
capacity to improve the welfare o f society. Hume saw the nineteenth-century movement
for social reform as a singular programme that arose from the evangelical Wesleyan
revival o f the eighteenth century. The campaign for the abolition of slavery, the
protection o f children, and the prevention o f cruelty to animals were embodiments o f the
same spirit. Hume was fond o f asserting that the major figures o f this reform movement
participated in promoting both the welfare o f humanity and that o f animals. Thus William
Wilberforce, best known as a campaigner for the abolition of slavery, equally participated
in the work o f the Royal Society for the Prevention o f Cruelty to Animals as did John
Colam, founder o f the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.311 For

309 C W Hume “The Silver Jubilee o f U FA W ’' p.2.
310 Anon “Introduction" in C W Hume Man and Beast (LondonrUFAW 1982[ 1962] pp.7-9. p.8. Hume was
fond o f stressing U FA W 's philosophy as being based on a maximum o f sympathy and realism and a
minimum o f sentimentality. See C W Hume “The Principles o f Animal ProtectionisrmThe Philosophy o f
UFAW ” in Flume Man and Beast pp. 11-17.
311 C W Hume The Status o f Animals in the Christian Religion (London:UFA W 1957) p.33-34.
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Hume it was a “mistake to separate compassion for man from compassion to animals.312
Here we see a tendency to transcend the distinction between animal and human, which
perhaps is indicative o f a little recognised affinity between the logic o f the nascent
biomedical sciences and the nineteenth-century reform movements.313 Both emerged
from the diverse historical changes that constituted the biopolitical agenda to foster life
exemplified in the philosophical and practical ideas o f Bentham. Foucault represented
‘humane welfare’ as the respectable name given to the biopolitical calculations that
economically determine how best to foster life about the normal. In the previous chapter
we examined how technologies o f biopower were deployed upon laboratory animals to
this end. Here our concern lies with demonstrating that alongside these apparatus of
discipline-normalization existed a complimentary rhetoric representing standardization as
the promotion o f welfare.
Arguably, in associating UFAW with the legacy o f the nineteenth-century social
reform movement Hume was simultaneously associating it with the biopolitical agenda to
foster life that legitimated biomedicine. This fact helps explain the ease with which Hume
also associated UFAW with the progressive movement that saw science and rational
planning as the means to improve the welfare o f society. Hume’s faith in science as the
means to improve society predated the establishment o f ULAWS and is reflected in his
association with the British Science Guild (BSG).314 The BSG had been established in
1905 reaching the height o f its influence during the First World War successfully
instigating cooperation between science and the state.315 After the close of war and the
success of its original aim the BSG turned its attention to the promotion of the application
of science to public affairs. Whilst cooperation between science and state continued apace

312 C W Hume Expanding Mercy - An address delivered at the 106~ Annual Meeting o f the Scottish
Society for the Protection o f Anim als (London:UFAW , 1946) p. 1
313 However, the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben has drawn attention to biopower’s tendency to blur
the distinction between human and animal life. See Giorgio Agamben Homo Sacer:Sovereign Power and
Bare Life (Stanford:Stanford University Press, 1998) esp. pp. 104-111 and Giorgio Agamben The Open:
Man and Animal (Stanford:Stanford University Press, 2004).
314 Roy MacLeod "Science for Imperial efficiency and social changerreflections on the British Science
Guild. 1905-1936’" Public Understanding o f Science 1994 3 p.155-193. As Honorary Secretary o f the BSG
Hume coordinated the organizations campaign on patents that led to the passing o f the Patents Act (1932).
315 For example the influence o f the BSG can be found in the Government's 1916 establishment o f the
Department o f Scientific and Industrial Research. See MacLeod "Science for Imperial efficiency” p. 173
and Ian Varcoe "Scientists. Government and Organised Research in Great Britain, 1914-16:The early years
o f the DS1R"" Minerva 8 1970 p .192-216.
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the influence o f the BSG slowly declined through the 1920s resulting in its amalgamation
into the British Association for the Advancement o f Science in 1936.316 Nonetheless, the
BSG’s influence upon Hume and through him upon UFAW is unmistakable. The BSG’s
ideal o f being an entirely neutral body that transcended political or ideological interests is
identical to that o f UFAW, as was the intention to be a classless organization (in the sense
the middle-classes assumed they knew what was best for all). The BSG’s belief that
science, unlike democracy, transcended gullibility is also identifiable in UFAW’s
conviction that social problems were to be solved by intelligence not public debate. In
UFAW Hume had established an organisation intended to apply the BSG’s principles to
the singular problem o f animal welfare.
Hume was also motivated by a strongly held Christian conviction in seeking to
improve the welfare o f animals. Hume believed that a concern for the welfare o f animals
was a Christian duty, thus the protection o f animals was an example o f Christianity in
practice. His innovation in this regard was in drawing a direct association between the
practice o f Christian duty and the practice o f science. In his view both demanded a
practical concern for the welfare o f animals and both had been hindered in this regard by
‘Greek philosophical rationalism’.317 If Christianity, science, and animal welfare were to
prosper they had to be healed from the wounds inflicted upon them by deductive
rationalism. This was the subject o f Hume’s 1957 book The Status o f Animals in the
Christian Religion. By the term ‘rationalism’ Hume referred to the belief that the laws of
nature could be known a-priori by deductive reasoning alone as though they were a
mathematical theorem, an approach he associated with classical and in particular Platonic
thought.318 Here Hume argued that Christianity, science and animal welfare were linked
by “mental attitudes” that shared common features such as necessitating “honesty” and
“humility” and sharing a “relatively low value attached to money” whilst fostering a
“love o f nature”.319 For Hume, Christianity, science and animal welfare were companion

316 W. McGucken Scientists Society and the State: The Social Relations o f Science Movement in Great
Britain. 1931-1947 (Columbus:Ohio State University Press, 1984) pp. 13-23.
317 By 'science' Hume did not include either technology or popular science, as he understood these to be
concerned with results and conclusions or 'the dogma o f science’. The cultural value o f science was in its
practical methodology and it was here that science had its greatest affinity with Christianity. See C W
Hume The Status o f Anim als in the Christian Religion (London:UFAW, 1957) pp.8-9 and 17-19.
318 Hume. Ibid. p.8-9. 85-88.
3|l> Hume The Status o f Anim als p. 17-18.
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and interlinked areas o f human endeavour that worked together to bolster their mutual
advancement. However, this harmonious relationship had been disrupted by deductive
rationalism, which had caused the twentieth century’s failure to recognise their kinship.
Hume argued all knowledge depended upon observation and experience - nothing could
be known a-priori. Both Christianity and science depended upon empirical methodology
and as such rationalism was a caustic development that hindered their proper growth. An
illustration provided was speculation upon animal mind. Hume claimed this had
historically distracted from the establishment o f humane relationships between animals
and humanity. An obvious example was Cartesianism in that it placed the animal outside
the realm o f humane concern.320
Whilst this aspect o f Hume’s thought is interesting and indicative of a general
antipathy toward Platonic thought that can be found in proponents of science at this time,
it is not an area that will be followed up in this thesis.321 However, Hume’s desire to
promote the shared affinities o f science and Christianity provides a means to locate him
within the context o f the period. The first half o f the twentieth century witnessed a
movement to promote the application o f science to social problems. This idea of a
rationally planned society is conventionally associated with left leaning if not Marxist
scientists and thus with humanist, materialist and anti-religious ideals. For these the death
of God had left humanity with the task o f obtaining its own redemption an objective that
science alone could achieve.322 Consequently there emerged a number o f examples of
scientific-technological eschatology that promised the transcendence of death through the
application o f the biomedical sciences, as demonstrated in the writings o f scientists such
as J B S Haldane and J D Bernal and philosophical authors like Olaf Stapledon.323 These
works posited a secular route to redemption and a secular morality that stood opposed to
traditional Christianity and was rooted in utilitarian calculability. In The Status o f

320 See Descartes D iscourse on Method and the M editations (London: Penguin, 1968) pp.61-76.
321 For another exam ple o f a contemporary antipathy toward Platonism that takes an almost polemical form
see Anon Science in War (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1940) pp.l 14-116.
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Animals in the Christian Religion Hume offers an alternative to this movement through
the union o f practical science and practical Christianity.324 However, ultimately this
aspect o f Hume’s agenda had little impact upon the work of UFAW despite its personal
importance to Hume demonstrated in his most lengthy and detailed work being on the
subject. This aspect o f Hume’s thought stands apart from UFAW’s mainstream
publications intended for scientific readership. The latter never made reference to
Christianity and only deployed arguments based within utilitarian scientific discourse.
Within these works the relationship between Christianity, science and animal welfare was
absent leaving only the relationship between science and welfare. Thus UFAW’s
programme differed little in practice from the secular writings o f Bernal, Haldane and
Stapledon and thus promoted the duality o f science and welfare characteristic o f power
within a biopolitical society.
Consequently, despite Hume’s personal belief in Christian ethics he did not
restrict his ethical philosophy to a deontology. On the contrary, Hume identified
deontological forms o f ethics as no more than an “ethical analogue” o f deductive
rationalism.325 Moral principles could never be universalised as their consequent rigidity
would lead to the ridiculous. More seriously, rigid ethical beliefs were inevitably
dangerous and self-defeating. Amongst the examples Hume offered was the Jain
reverence for life preventing them from killing fleas and thus condemning animals to
suffer needlessly and the Hindu reverence for cows that prevented them from mercifully
ending the life o f a diseased cow.326 Hume also identified the antivivisectionist blanket
rejection o f experimentation upon animals as ironically maintaining the suffering of
animals by hindering the development o f veterinary therapeutics.327 In contrast, Hume

324 Hume was not alone in positing a close affinity between Christianity and science. In 1951 John Baillie
gave a provocative talk on this subject to a meeting o f the BAA S held at Edinburgh and published as John
Baillie Natural Science and the Spiritual Life (Oxford:Oxford University Press,1951). Similarly C A
Coulson FRS in his 1954 M cNair lecture argued that scientific research was a religious activity as it
contemplated the work o f God, see Charles Alfred Coulson Science and Christian B elief (Oxford:Oxford
University Press. 1955). For a historical analysis o f the relationship between science and Christianity see
John Hedley Brooke Science and Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) and John
Hedley Brooke and Geoffrey Cantor Reconstructing Nature:The Engagement o f Science and Religion
(Ox ford: Ox ford University Press.2000).
325 Hume The Status o f A nim als p.87.
326 Ibid. p.88.
327 Here Hume could refer to personal experience as UFAW had attempted to alert animal protectionists to
the possibility that the mechanism s o f electrocution o f dogs and cats they employed might not be painless.
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argued that ethical principles could only be worked out empirically by “scientific
observation and inductive inference”.328 Hume stressed an affinity between religion,
science and a moral concern for animals hitherto unrecognised. Yet, regardless of his
personal view, the result was to effectively scientify ethics in a way that was in practice
difficult to differentiate from secular writers. In so doing the moral concern for the
welfare o f animals became intimately complicit with the practical requirements and
assumptions o f the biomedical sciences. Moral sentiment though always important could
not be distinguished from practical need - as such moral sentiment alone became
somewhat meaningless.
Establishing ULAWS as a ‘scientific animal welfare society’ in 1926 proved more
difficult than Hume first assumed. Unfortunately ULAWS foundation coincided with the
eruption o f a vivisection controversy centred upon University College London regarding
the discovery o f a stolen dog in the College’s physiology laboratory.329 In the heat o f the
moment both antivivisectionists and scientists associated the fledging society with their
opposition. ULAWS became targeted by both parties, the former accusing it of
harbouring experimentalists amongst its ranks whilst the latter labelling it a home for
“crypto-antivivs”.330. Hume was immediately faced with the voracity o f antagonism
between the two sides and the consequent difficulty in establishing a middle ground
between animal protectionists and scientists because o f the problem of vivisection was
made vivid.
However, Hume was not deterred and developed a simple and novel solution to
the problem o f vivisection consisting in a refusal to acknowledge its existence. Hume
wrote into the constitution o f ULAWS that the society would categorically refuse to
participate or comment on the subject o f vivisection. It became a rigid rule of the society

Antivivisectionists blocked any suggestion o f experimentation to assess the painless claim and attacked
UFAW when it embarked on the work itself. In the event the techniques were found to inflict pain upon
animals and had to be modified. See C W Hume "Electrocution o f animals” UFAW Courier 11 1955 pp. 112.

328 Hume The Status o f Anim als p.87.
329 In November 1926 the disappearance o f several dogs led a determined owner to University College
London. Considerable controversy follow ed with questions in Parliament and the prosecution o f a man had
been employed by the school to supply dogs. See E. Dingwall Things N ew and Old (London:C W Daniel
Co. Ltd. 1938) pp.207-212. C opies o f the court records regarding the prosecution can be found in the
British Union for the Abolition o f V ivisection Archive. Hull University at DBV/7 'Legal Records'.
330 See A N Worden "Universities Federation for Animal Welfare” Nature 168 1951 p. 109-10.
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that vivisection remained outside the scope o f ULAWS interest and activity. For all
intents and purposes vivisection was an unmentionable issue and for the first 15 years of
ULAWS existence it might not have existed at all.331 Such a simple and improbable
solution nevertheless proved to be resoundingly successful in establishing the neutral
credentials o f ULAWS within the scientific community. The antivivisectionists were less
easily placated, suspecting any association with science as suspect. This was less an issue
for UFAW as the primary concern was establish a means by which scientific expertise
could contribute to the promotion o f animal welfare. This goal was pursued by a
widespread and coordinated campaign o f lectures and debates on a plethora o f animal
related topics held in every conceivable comer o f London’s vast educational and
academic establishment. These events did more than merely publicise the importance of
animal welfare but served as a means to recruit members of the scientific community both prominent and youthful - to the new society.
In this way ULAWS accumulated the patronage o f a number of well-known
figures such as Sir Frederick Hobday, Sir Peter Chalmers Mitchell FRS and Edward
Hindle FRS, all o f whom served as presidents o f the society. The veterinarian George
Wooldridge FRCVS and zoologist Julian Huxley FRS served as vice-presidents as did the
psychologist F C Bartlett FRS, A M Carr-Saunders the Director of the London School of
Economics, F A E Crew and numerous other figures from the academic world. Those
with expertise such as Hobday, Wooldridge, Huxley and Crew were pressed into
presenting lectures and chairing discussions all o f which contributed to the successful
expansion o f ULAWS and further confirmed its scientific credibility. ULAWS took care
to ensure students attended these events in order to recruit the future leaders o f science as
members. By 1929 members had swelled enough to allow a new branch of ULAWS to be
established at Wye Agricultural College, soon followed by branches at Royal Holloway
College, Westfield College. Early in the following year branches arose at Kings College
and Bedford College. Later branches emerged at the London School of Medicine,
Richmond College, and the Royal Veterinary College. In the 1930’s Hume brought the

331 For example, in 1933 ULA W S published a detailed historical overview o f legislation regarding the
protection o f animals by F E Hodgson. Upon reaching the Cruelty to Animals Act 1876 Hodgson felt
"bound to keep within the rules o f ULA W S and make very' little comment”. See F E Hodgson “Animals
and the High Court” Animal Yearbook 2 1933 p.l 1-19. p.14.
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philosophy o f ULAWS to other non-London universities in the hope o f establishing a
federation o f scientific animal welfare societies tied to the major branches of learning
throughout Britain. His first success was to establish a branch at University College
Exeter in 1934 followed by branches at Oxford and Cambridge.332 At Cambridge Hume
secured the support o f Professor T Dalling (Director o f the Institute o f Animal Pathology
and later Chief Veterinary Officer) and Frederick Bartlett (Director of the Cambridge
Psychological Laboratory). A visit by Hume to Oxford in 1939 assured that the older
university established its own branch under the presidency of Dr Hale Capenter Hope
(Professor o f Zoology).333 Forging links with the National Union o f Students enabled
branches o f UFAW to emerge at Reading, Durham, Liverpool, Glasgow and the Royal
(Dick) Veterinary College in Edinburgh over the following decade.334 In response to the
growing number o f sub-branches the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare
(UFAW) was established in 1936 o f which the original ULAWS society became a
constituent part. The work o f educating the educators o f tomorrow in the importance of
animal welfare would be continued at grass roots by the individual branches of UFAW.
Meanwhile, the organisation as a whole would be able to campaign on animal related
matters drawing upon the expertise its sub-branches could provide. Through the 1930s
UFAW engaged in several animal welfare related campaigns on a national level working
closely with parliament, the education system and the scientific community. Its
connections within the three spread as Hume and his associates used every opportunity to
enrol those it encountered to the work o f the Federation. Hume was especially conscious
to expand UFAW’s influence within parliament where he felt its scientific approach and
growing access to expert knowledge could most effectively be deployed. UFAW was a
constitutive member o f the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee established in 1939
to provide expert impartial advise to parliament.335 The previous year UFAW had

332 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 9 30th September 1935 p. 13.
333 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 14 30th September 1940 p.2.
334 Expansion overseas was limited. Cordial relations were established with animal protection societies
abroad but the only successful attempt to establish a society associated with a university was the formation
o f the Animal Welfare Society o f Otani University, Kyoto, Japan in 1935. See UFAW Archive Bound
Annual Reports 9 30th September 1935 p .l 14-15.
335 See "Scientists and Politicians as Partners:The British Parliamentary and Scientific Committee” Science
108 1948 pp.47-50 and Christopher Powell and Arthur Butler The British Parliamentary and Scientific
Committee The First Forty Years 1939-1979 (London:Croom Helm. 1980).
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established a Scientific Investigations Committee tasked with coordinating its work in
applying scientific method to promoting animal welfare.336 The Committee was made up
o f specialists from the biological and veterinarian professions and intended to be
UFAW’s principle decision-making body and the point at which science and animal
welfare met.337 The com mittee’s role was to identify areas o f animal welfare that were
problematic and then coordinate action to address them.
An early concern o f UFAW was nature conservation, this can be taken as an
example o f the Federation’s approach. The UFAW philosophy o f maximising sympathy
whilst minimising sentimentality led to the conclusion there was no logical connection
between the preservation o f species and the promotion o f animal welfare as a rare species
does not suffer any more than a common one.338 The only threat to animal welfare in the
loss o f a species was the threat to man’s appreciation o f nature that in turn underpinned
“a spirit o f friendship with the animal world”.339 UFAW’s approach to conservation was
to stress the issue was a matter o f economic regulation and careful management rather
than a sentimental or romantic desire to ‘preserve’ nature. In 1937 UFAW held a
conference on this matter at which Crew spoke outlining the necessity o f rationalising the
approach to conservation and destruction as the present approach lacked any reasoned
explanation for its actions. Crew espoused the need to expand ecological surveys in
Britain, to better support existing work such as that o f the Bureau of Animal Population
at Oxford, and to establish a national demographical body similar to the Biological

336 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 13 30th September 1939 p.2.
337 The original Com m ittee consisted of:H elene E Bargmann PhD BSc (Discovery Investigations), T
Dalling MA MRCVS (Professor o f Animal Pathology, Cambridge), E O Forsberg (Patent Office Library),
Paul Haas PhD. D Sc (Department o f Biochem istry, UCL), C W Hume (UFAW Secretary), H R Hewer
MSC ARCS DIC (A ssistant Professor o f Z oology and Comparative Anatomy, Imperial College London),
Isobel C Ledingham B Sc (Department o f Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, Imperial C ollege London),
D J Anderton Sharpe BS FRCS (Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital, London), W C Miller MRCVS
FRSE (Courtauld Professor o f Animal Husbandry, Royal Veterinary College, London), W R Wooldridge
PhD MSc MRCVS (Department o f Biochemistry, London School o f Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), A N
Worden BSc M RCVS (D ivision o f Nutrition, Lister Institute o f Preventative Medicine, London) and J G
Wright FRCVS (Professor o f Surgery, Royal Veterinary C ollege, London. The Committee was chaired by
H R Hewer. See Anon “Science and Animal W elfare - U FAW ’s Scientific Investigations Committee”
UFAW Quarterly Journal 1 1939 pp.20-22.
338 U FA W 's focus on the minimization o f suffering being the ultimate moral end is indicative o f its
utilitarian approach and its roots in the nineteenth-century reform movement. On the growing repulsion
from pain through the nineteenth-century see James Turner Reckoning with the Beast (Baltimore:John
Hopkins University Press. 1980)
339 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 11 30th September 1937 p.9.
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Survey o f the United States.340 In point o f fact UFAW was already funding a research
project by the Bureau o f Animal Population on the subject o f rabbit ecology.341 This was
in part related to a separate campaign that UFAW was engaged in to outlaw the use of the
gin-trap, which it viewed as inhumane due to its disproportionate infliction of pain upon
its victims. In 1935 UFAW instigated the Gin Traps (Prohibition) Bill that was narrowly
defeated in the Lords due to the fact that rabbits were perceived to be a valuable source of
food. In response UFAW began an ambitious and unprecedented campaign to change the
way rabbits were viewed from being a stock animal to vermin. UFAW financed the afore
mentioned ecological study o f British rabbits and instigated the appointment of the House
of Lords Select Committee on Agriculture (Damage by Rabbits) in 193 6.342 The intention
was to demonstrate rabbits did more damage to the agricultural economy through the
destruction o f crops than they contributed to it through their use as a source of food. The
enquiry produced evidence suggesting the rabbit population was o f a size to make it out
of balance with its environment and therefore a threat to the British agricultural economy.
In the 1940’s UFAW promoted this view through an educational campaign aimed at
farmers that successfully recast the rabbit as an enemy to British agriculture (a campaign
no doubt helped by the war-time context). By the close o f the Second World War farmers
were desperate to eradicate this ‘new’ threat to their productivity and UFAW turned its
attention to providing scientific and humane means to exterminate the rabbit on mass.
UFAW was responsible for importing from Australia the method o f using cyanide gas to
exterminate rabbits in their burrows as a humane alternative to trapping. This approach
proved popular and was soon commercially supported by companies such as ICI who
began marketing ‘Cymag’ specifically for the purpose.343 UFAW’s strategy of rabbit
extermination led it to consider the idea o f employing myxomatosis as a humane method
of dealing with the rabbit ‘problem’.344 Before a definitive policy could be decided upon

340 Ibid. p. 10.
341 For the Bureau o f Animal Population see Peter Crowcroft Elton's Ecologists: History o f the Bureau o f
Animal Population (Chicago:University o f Chicago Press, 1991).
342 The Select Committee on Agriculture (Dam age by Rabbits) was appointed by Lord Merthyr in 1936
with terms o f reference drafted by UFAW . See C W Hume “The Campaign Against the Gin Trap in
Britain” Animal Year Book 4 1937 p.95-101.
343 C W Hume "The Gin Trap:UFAW 's Long Battle” The UFAW Courier 15 1958 pp.9-20.
344 A N Worden "The control o f rabbit populations by means o f a filterable virus” Animal Yearbook 5 1938
p.75-80.
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the disease was released in Britain under mysterious circumstances leading to public
outcry as decomposing rabbit carcases littered the countryside o f Britain. Despite the
adverse publicity UFAW argued that the “reasonable view” was that death by
myxomatosis, as abhorrent as it looked, was less painful and therefore more humane than
death by trapping. The outcry was attributed to an emotional misunderstanding caused by
the fact that the average person had never seen a rabbit suffering in a gin trap. As a means
to alleviate public distress UFAW suggested increasing efforts to exterminate the healthy
rabbit population by means o f humane gassing before myxomatosis reached it.345 On the
1st August 1958 the Gin Trap became illegal in England and Wales, an achievement
UFAW remains proud of, yet by this time and largely through the work o f UFAW
trapping was already outmoded and replaced by scientific methods of economic killing.
UFAW’s approach to the inhumanity o f the gin-trap reveals the Federation’s
unique approach to animal welfare. Though the problem began with cruelty in the form of
the gin-trap it quickly became one o f rational management and biological efficacy, in this
case with reference to agricultural economy. For UFAW the matter was a problem of
economy, in crude terms how to maximise productivity whilst minimising any suffering
caused. It was acceptable to kill, even to kill on a mass-scale, providing that animals were
not made to unnecessarily suffer.346 UFAW’s assumption that improving animal welfare
amounted to the reduction o f animals’ suffering is reflected in its constitution which
stated the purpose o f the society was to “diminish...the sum total o f pain and fear
inflicted by man on animals”.347 Yet in practice the UFAW approach, perhaps
necessarily, balanced the reduction o f suffering with the maximisation of productivity.
Consequently the ethical philosophy o f UFAW was thoroughly utilitarian in character
and biopolitical in practice.
UFAW’s early interest in rabbits is also indicative of a transformation in the type
of animal considered o f societal and economic importance in twentieth-century Britain.
As the century progressed and traditionally important animals such as horses became
replaced by technology and expelled from urban areas small-animals began to usurp their
345 C W Hume “M yxom atosis" UFAW Courier 10 1954 p.2-3.
346 To this end UFAW produced guidelines on how to humanely kill a host o f animals including dogs, cats,
rabbits, guinea-pigs, lobsters, poultry mice and rats amongst others. See F Jean Vinter Kind Killing
(Tondon:UFAW . 1950).
347 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 8 1st July 1933 - 30th September 1934. p.2.
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place o f economic value to the state. The inter-war period also witnessed a dramatic
growth in the keeping o f small-animals as pets, and in consequence the veterinary
profession began to take an interest in their care. By mid-century the small animal found
itself in a position o f unprecedented economic importance not least, as we have seen, due
to its widespread adoption and increasing use as a laboratory animal. From the
perspective o f animals the twentieth-century could be viewed as the century o f the small
animal as they replaced larger animals as the economic ‘work horses’ of industrialized
nations.
In December 1939 a meeting o f the UFAW Scientific Investigations Committee
recognised this trend and the potential problems it raised in terms of small animal
welfare. The emerging importance o f small-animals in British society was brought to the
attention o f the Committee by its veterinarian members who reported the increasing
problems veterinarians faced in the form o f poorly cared for pets kept by an ill-educated
public. In day-to-day practice veterinarians witnessed problems of animal ill-health that
were solely a result o f mismanagement, such as diseases brought about by over or under
feeding, inappropriate feeding, pampering or neglect.348 In response UFAW produced
short guides to the keeping o f pets distributed directly to the public and engaged in an
attempt to educate the public through the education o f school children.349 The growing
importance o f small-animals also raised practical problems within the veterinary
profession. In urbanised areas particularly veterinarians found themselves struggling to
treat small-animals due to a dearth in knowledge about these species and a shortage of
techniques for treating small-animals, one o f the most pressing being suitable means of
anaesthesia and euthanasia. In December 1939 UFAW’s Scientific Committee discussed
this problem and recommended the development o f a humane and economic narcotic to
be used for small-animal euthanasia. This need was so urgent it chose to award a grant to
the pharmacologist J H Burn at Oxford University to investigate and develop a reliable
methodology o f anaesthetizing small-animals.350

3481bid. p .2 1.
34g See I Halden “Ugh! - Learning to live with animals” An address delivered at the Conference o f
Educational A ssociations 1946 published as a pamphlet by UFAW 31st December 1945 and J P Volrath
Animal is Schools - The UFAW Guide to their Management and Care (London UFAW 1955).
350 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 14 30th September 1940 p.2.
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By 1940 UFAW was increasingly working in cooperation with the biomedical
sciences, through the 1930’s funding ecological projects and by 1940 awarding grants for
biomedical research (albeit intended for the benefit o f animals themselves). UFAW had
developed a unique approach to animal welfare that at times drew the ire o f other animal
protectionist societies. However, such activities increasingly brought UFAW into an ever
more intimate relationship with the biomedical sciences which was the primary objective
o f the Federation. By 1940 it had established a strong relationship with the biomedical
sciences and developed a practically orientated scientific moral philosophy. Led by the
Scientific Investigations Committee UFAW was constantly seeking animal welfare
related areas in which it could intervene. In the 1940’s UFAW turned its attention to the
laboratory animal. Noting the growing instability within the British biomedical sciences
with regard to their use UFAW suspected the time was ripe for it to abandon its
noncommittal attitude toward vivisection and instead intervene to improve the welfare of
laboratory animals directly.

Part II: Conveying Welfare within the Laboratory - The UFAW Handbook on the
Husbandry and Management o f Laboratory Animals.
Since its establishment in 1926 UFAW had categorically refused to comment
upon let alone involve itself with the subject o f animal experimentation. This policy had
served it well allowing the Federation to establish itself as a credible scientific animal
welfare society with a considerable membership drawn from the biological, medical and
veterinary professions. Nonetheless, in 1943 Hume proposed that UFAW had reached the
point at which its credibility had been sufficiently established to allow it to discuss
animal experimentation without being associated with antivivisectionist anti-science. At
the time Hume was serving as the Chairman o f the Executive Committee o f the AScW
and was likely aware o f the ASc W campaign on the problem o f laboratory animal supply
and the previous year’s CSEA.351 Hume must have thought the instability within the
sciences offered an opportunity for an outside organisation (that nevertheless held a large
membership o f ‘insiders’) to intervene on the subject o f laboratory animals. After all, the
laboratory animal using community were appealing for outside help through attempting
to enrol the MRC, ARC and Ministry o f Supply. If UFAW approached the welfare of
151 Hume “The Gin Trap:UFAW 's Long Battle" p. 10.
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laboratory animals by addressing the increasingly recognised problem of laboratory
animal reliability and supply it might succeed in establishing explicit concern for animal
welfare within the laboratory.
In March 1943 UFAW 's Scientific Investigations Committee met to discuss the
possibility that UFAW could intervene on the subject o f animal experimentation without
endangering its credibility. It was felt the Federation could only approach the subject with
caution.352 It was decided that the subject could be approached surreptitiously through
UFAW's existent interest in promoting humane modes o f small animal anaesthesia. The
vast majority of laboratory animals were small-animals and the use o f anaesthesia was a
common experimental practice. As UFAW was interested in promoting humane methods
of small animal anaesthesia it seemed an obvious and non-threatening move for the
organization to extend this interest to the laboratory animals. Even so, rather than directly
entering the debate upon animal experimentation it was thought best UFAW should be
seen to have been invited to engage with the subject. Consequently a strategy was
adopted whereby a circular letter was sent to 200 laboratories and published in a number
o f journals offering a complimentary copy o f J G Wright’s recent book on veterinary
anaesthesia.353 In addition the letter enquired as to whether the reader felt there was any
demand for a general book on the care, management, anaesthetization and euthanasia of
laboratory animals. No doubt the members o f UFAW’s Scientific Investigations
Committee, some being laboratory animal users themselves, were well aware that the
provision o f a general book on the management o f laboratory animals was desperately
needed as the absence o f standard approaches to their use contributed to laboratory
animal unreliability. The response was positive, 143 copies of Wright’s text were
distributed and an enthusiastic reaction was received to the idea o f a general book on
laboratory animal management. In this way UFAW tested the water as to whether its
intervention would be welcome. The result was that the Federation’s was handed a
mandate from the laboratory animal using community to produce a book on the subject of

152 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports: 17 Annual Report September 30th 1943
153 J G Wright Veterinary' Anaesthesia (London:Bailliere. Tindall & Cox. 1941). Wright was a member o f
U FA W 's Scientific Investigations Committee and an expert on veterinary anaesthesia. Wright's book
became a classic passing through a number o f editions and translations retaining his name as a tribute to his
work long after he had ceased to contribute to it. The second edition (1947) included a new chapter
specifically on the subject o f laboratory animal anaesthesia.
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the management o f laboratory animals. Despite the fact that UFAW was a selfproclaimed scientific society whose membership was largely made up of scientists, the
fact that an animal welfare society was asked, if indirectly, to publish a book on the
proper means o f managing laboratory animals was an unprecedented event. Work began
on the project immediately and in subsequent years the welfare o f laboratory animals
became one o f the chief concerns o f UFAW.354
The project was undertaken by Alastair N Worden who had been a member of
UFAW since his student days studying veterinary science at the University o f London in
the mid-1930s.355 Worden had worked as a research student at the Lister Institute of
Preventative Medicine between 1938-1941 before being appointed to the Institute of
Animal Pathology, University of Cambridge. In 1945 Worden became the first Milford
Research Professor o f Animal Health at the University College o f Wales Aberystwyth, a
position he held until 1950 when he left academia to establish a commercial animaltesting institute named Huntingdon Research Centre (now Huntingdon Life Sciences).356
Throughout his career Worden worked closely with UFAW having special interest in the
scientific management o f wild animals (particularly rabbits) and served as one of
UFAW 's two representatives on the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee357
Throughout his career Worden engaged in animal experimentation. He was first
registered to do so in 1939 whilst at the Lister Institute from which point he held a
personal certificate to experiment until in 1945 it was extended as he assumed additional
overall

responsibility

for licensed

premises first at Aberystwyth and then at

354 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 18 Annual Report September 30th 1944. p .l.
355 Worden's lecture notes from this period still surv ive and are a valuable record o f veterinary education at
this time. See University C ollege o f North W ales Library William Collins Evans Archive NCUACS
16/1/90 E.103-E. 116.
356 At the time o f writing Huntingdon Life Sciences is the focus o f the British radical antivivisectionist
movement who believe its closure would drive animal experimentation out o f Britain. The fact that its
founder did much to improve the welfare o f laboratory animals, and certainly would have considered
him self as one who cared for animals, has somehow been lost as the institution he founded came under
attack from militant antiv ivisectionists.
357 Worden also served as Hon Secretary to the Institute for the Study Animal Behaviour, later Association
for the Study o f Animal Behaviour. He edited the organizations journal Animal Behaviour and was largely
responsible for the post-war revival and expansion o f the society . See J R Durant “The making o f
ethology:'The A ssociation for the Study o f Animal Behaviour, 1936-1986” Animal Behaviour 34 1986
p. 1601-1616.
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Huntingdon.358 As such he was well qualified to oversee UFAW’s project to produce a
general guide to the use o f laboratory animals and well placed to enrol others to the task.
Worden approached the problem o f laboratory animals from a perspective that
prioritised their environment. Worden believed that the main problems in assuring
laboratory animal reliability derived from inadequate husbandry. He proposed that
laboratory animal reliability could be assured through the adoption of uniform techniques
o f husbandry based upon good practices aimed to assure the well being o f the animal. In
this way Worden and UFAW began to elide the distinction between experimental and
moral concerns, if a reliable animal was a content animal then experimental practice
necessitated a concern for the welfare o f the laboratory animal. By this strategy UFAW
hoped to convey animal welfare into the laboratory without any reference to emotive
overtures.
Worden considered aspects o f husbandry such as breeding, nutrition, housing and
handling in order to develop techniques to humanely manage laboratory animals. Very
little was known regarding these aspects o f small animals and so Worden adapted
techniques employed in the management o f commercial livestock.359 As well as adopting
the techniques o f the commercial livestock industry he also adopted their general ethos
regarding the production o f animals. In short, this meant that laboratory animal
production was to be viewed as a matter o f economics o f which welfare considerations
were an integral part. Thus, in order to develop a rational means to produce and manage
laboratory animals one had to adapt the methods o f the livestock farmer in order to
maximise biological productive efficiency:
Whatever criteria a farmer may adopt, he is well advised to eliminate unproductive
stock... A cow that is...difficult to get to calf or has an abbreviated lactation curve, a
sow that produces only 3 or 4 offspring despite suitable environmental conditions, or
a male animal that has a low conception rate should be eliminated from the herd.360
Worden made veiled criticisms o f the use o f inbred laboratory animals through
associating them with the unprofitable hobby of breeding for show. His critique
concerned their uneconomic productivity in comparison to conventionally bred animals.
Proponents o f inbred laboratory animals such as Bacharach often disputed such
158 A N Worden " Testimony by Prof A N Worden” reprinted in Anon "Proposed American Legislation on
Laboratory animals" UFAW Courier 19 1963 pp.2-17. pp. 14-17.
w Ibid. p414.
360 Worden "Laboratory animal Husbandry" p .4 1 1.
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allegations, a fact demonstrating the overriding importance of biological efficiency in
these debates. For Worden the reliability o f the laboratory animal was proportionately
more determined by the environment than the genotype. Consequently, the logical (and
economic) approach to standardizing laboratory animals was to standardize husbandry.
Breeding remained crucial, but not in terms o f assuring genetic homozygosity. Just as the
successful management o f commercial livestock required selection “on the basis of
performance'’, adherence to “rigid routine", and the pursuit of “productive efficiency” by
the elimination o f “unthrifty” animals labelled by Worden “units o f a lower monetary
value" so too did the production o f laboratory animals.361 Worden emphasised that
breeding to maximize productive efficiency through the elimination o f uneconomic
animals had to be pursued in a “well-nigh ruthless” manner. This rigorous approach to the
management o f life echoes more sinister biopolitical projects yet for Worden there was
no contradiction between the principle o f biological efficacy and the promotion o f the
welfare o f laboratory animals. On the contrary, the rigid management o f animals geared
toward biological efficiency complemented and assured the welfare of laboratory
animals. Conversely, mistreating animals through neglecting their needs diminished their
efficiency:
Overcrowding, nutritional deficiency (both qualitative and quantitative), lack of
hygienic precautions, the buying-in of animals to a herd that has been self-contained
for some time, and breeding from stock with congenital defects have all contributed
to impaired fertility.362
Moreover, Worden argued that uniformity itself contributed to an animal’s welfare thus
the standardization o f laboratory animals promoted the welfare o f the animal:
Uniformity greatly eases the problems of management and feeding, and enables a
much more precise timetable or marketing or breeding to be followed. Animals that
are ill-sorted for size make bad companions, are difficult to ration, may achieve
sexual maturity at different times and, in the case of those to be slaughtered for food,
attain market weight in a staggered fashion...evenness in a batch of animals is highly
prized.363
In this way experimental practice and animal welfare became constituted within a
symbiotic relationship: animal reliability, standardization and welfare became mutually
interrelated causes.

1()1 Ibid. p p .411-412.
362 Ibid. p.412.
3<’3 Ibid. p.412.
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This logic was to underpin the UFAW approach to the welfare o f laboratory
animals embodied in The UFA W Handbook on The Care and Management o f Laboratory
animals first published in 1947 and still in print today several editions later.364 The
UFA W Handbook was the result o f the Federation’s attempt to produce a general guide to
the management o f laboratory animals. It was produced under the general guidance of the
UFAW Scientific Investigations Committee with Worden directly responsible for its
actual form. The general logic was made explicit from the start in a Foreword contributed
by Thomas Dalling (C hief Veterinary Officer and long-time member of UFAW) who
noted that in animal experiments:
Not only is the accuracy of our results at stake, but we are under an obligation to
show the utmost consideration for the animals themselves. It behoves us, therefore,
to see that they are produced and maintained under conditions that will conform to a
high standard of humaneness and will at the same time ensure that our conclusions
shall be thoroughly reliable.365
The amalgamation o f the reliable scientific practice and moral concern became the
hallmark o f UFAW philosophy and in time enabled the biomedical sciences to
consolidate their claim to the moral high ground in the face o f radical criticism. The form
o f the book itself was the result o f a collaborative effort o f some scope as Worden
enrolled numerous specialists to contribute chapters on the subject o f their expertise.
Flume contributed the first chapter on “Law and Practice: The Rights o f Laboratory
animals” as well as a detailed and critically applauded appendix on the use of statistical
method in experimental design. Worden provided an overview o f general aspects of
laboratory animal use whilst P A Buxton FRS and J R Busvine of the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine provided a chapter on animal parasites. The remaining
twenty chapters each concerned a detailed overview o f the use of a specific species of
laboratory animal written by an experienced researcher. In addition to the 26 authors of
contributory chapters over 90 more are noted in the preface as contributing to the
project.366 Such a project conducted during war-time was an impressive undertaking
achieved largely through circular letters. UFAW regularly despatched large numbers of

364 A N Worden The UFAW Handbook on the Care and Management o f Laboratory animals
(London:Balliererc. Tindall and Cox. 1947).
3(’5 I Dalling "Foreword" in Worden The UFAW Handbook p.v.
366 Many o f these were notable figures such as the physiologist E D Adrian, the geneticist J B S Flaldane
and the editor o f the Lancet H M Morland. See Worden UFAW Handbook pp.vii-ix.
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letters to practicing researchers detailing the work and soliciting their advice.367 This
approach ensured that UFAW was acting in direct collaboration with the laboratory
animal using community and lessoned the likelihood of its labour being viewed with
suspicion.368 In the event the strategy proved successful as the UFAW Handbook was
warmly welcomed. Partly this was because in soliciting the needs o f biomedical
researchers UFAW had genuinely produced a much-needed text. However, soliciting
advice from the intended audience equally prepared that audience for the work upon its
publication. The work o f producing the UFAW Handbook took place between 1943 and
1946 and after some delay due to printing problems the book was published on February
1st 1947 in an edition o f 2000 copies, half o f which sold within the first six-months
securing UFAW a healthy profit. Laudatory reviews appeared in the scientific journals
such as that in the pages o f the British Medical Journal where Bacharach praised the
work as “a very practical blend o f economics and humanitarianism” which was
“indispensable to all concerned in any way with the production and use o f animals in
laboratories”. Hume’s appendix on statistical analysis was singled out as “a masterpiece
o f expository condensation” .369 Reviews in other scientific journals concurred and many
thanked UFAW for overcoming antivivisectionist propaganda and recognising that
humanitarian feeling existed within the biomedical sciences. E C Morland, the former
editor o f the Lancet, congratulated UFAW for:
mediating with rare insight between the two irreconcilable combatants. It relieved
my mind of the misery of watching it go on, year in year out and, it seemed forever.
Accept the thanks of one who knows370
The general consensus viewed the UFA W Handbook as an essential addition to the shelf
o f any animal using laboratory. Consequently it was immediately successful in becoming
a standard reference work.371 As such the UFAW Handbook was a remarkable first in
367 For exam ple in January 1944 UFAW addressed a letter to each o f the 2100 persons registered under the
Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) informing them o f U FA W 's proposed handbook and seeking their support
and suggestions. The project was also widely publicised through journals such as Nature, the British
Medical Journal, the Lancet. Veterinary Record, and Science.
368 See A N Worden "Universities Federation for Animal Welfare - Silver Jubilee” Nature 168 1951
pp. 109-110. p.l 10.
6Q A L Bacharach "Laboratory animals - The UFAW H andbook on the Care and M anagement o f
L aboratory anim als" British M edical Journal ii p. 1949. p p .20-21.
370 Quoted in C W Hume " I he Silver Jubilee o f UFAW and ULAW S:A Retrospect” UFAW Courier 5 1951
pp.1-5. p.5.
See UFAW Archive "The UFAW Handbook on the Care and Management o f Laboratory animals Some Press C om m ents”.
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being the first major collaborative product between an animal welfare society and the
biomedical sciences on the subject o f laboratory animals as well as the first standard
reference tool for general techniques on the husbandry and management of laboratory
animals.
The UFAW Handbook's success lay in the fact that it was produced at the right
moment in time. The CSEA had identified widespread ignorance in the best techniques of
laboratory animal husbandry concluding that an important part o f the post-war
construction o f a national supply o f laboratory animals would be the provision o f uniform
training for animal attendants.372 This would entail a deliberate effort to raise their
perceived status to a level equal to other laboratory assistants as well as the development
o f an educative system to encourage the use o f good practice. In the immediate post-war
period the LAB engaged in a programme to engender within laboratory animal attendants
a sense o f professionalism through holding an annual congress at which they could
discuss their work.373 At the LAB congress of 1949 Lane-Petter proposed that animal
attendants should establish their own professional body providing members with support
and

education

whilst

developing

professional

qualifications.

The

idea

was

enthusiastically adopted and the following year the Animal Technicians Association
came into being.374 The ATA was an independent association but was closely connected
to the LAB through its organisational body: A S Parkes served as the first President (and
also Chaired the ACLA which oversaw the work o f the LAB), R E Glover (former
director o f the LAB) was appointed vice-president alongside Lane-Petter, and other
members o f the LAB present and future served within the ATA. The work of the ATA
began at once, the following year pilot courses had been established to provide
qualifications for the newly established role o f animal “technicians” and a professional
journal published under the title Animal Technicians Association Journal.

375

The

adoption o f the title ‘technician* in favour o f the established “attendant” was intended to
emphasise the technical and thus expert nature of the work and is indicative o f the

472 PRO F D 1/382 "Conference on the Supply o f Experimental Animals SEA/M 1/2" p 4.
m Records o f these conferences can be found in PRO FD1/2493 and PRO FD1/8679.
174 W Eane-Petter "Laboratory animals Bureau Congress" Nature 179 1957 pp.1061-62.
175 See Anon "Board o f Studies Report" Animal Technicians Association Journal 1 1951 pp.12-13. For a
brief history o f the ATA see Ten Bagnell "50 Years o f Animal Technology:ATA/IAT The First Fifty
Years" Bulletin o f the Institute o f Animal Technology 35 1999 pp.45-65.
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struggle animal attendants faced gaining professional recognition.376 Many established
laboratory technicians reacted unfavourably to these developments viewing the
professionalization o f laboratory animal attendants as a threat to their own status. The
professionalization o f animal attendants through the 1950s and 1960s was resisted in
many areas o f the biomedical sciences and the history o f this development is related to
the growth o f the veterinary profession and its attempts to garner a status in the
biomedical sciences equivalent to that o f the medical profession.377 Though a crucial
aspect o f the construction o f the post-war national laboratory animal supply in Britain a
detailed analysis o f the growth o f the animal technicians professional status would be
impossible to undertake in the confines o f this thesis. However, it would be worthwhile to
briefly consider these developments in terms of their relationship to the standardization of
laboratory animals.
The UFAW Handbook pre-empted the above developments in focussing upon
animal husbandry and constituting it as central to the standardization o f laboratory
animals. In providing a single standard resource from which to draw techniques of
husbandry the UFAW Handbook acted as a first step toward the standardization of
laboratory animal husbandry itself. It provided a ready accessible source o f standard
techniques which if adopted would standardize practices and gradually drive out localised
practices specific to individual laboratories. Consequently both the UFAW Handbook and
the professionalization o f animal attendants can be viewed as strategies to standardize the
laboratory animals. The means by which this was achieved was the standardization of the
relations between laboratory animal and attendant, between animal and human. The
regulatory technologies aimed at standardizing the behaviour o f the laboratory animal
376 It equally is indicativ e o f the grow ing conception o f the laboratory animal as a technology.
377 For the debate over animal technicians see Anon "Animal Technicians’' British Medical Journal (i) 1954
pp.808-809; A E Brown "Animal Technicians" British Medical Journal (i) 1954 pp 983-984; F Mather
"Animal Technicians" British M edical Journal (i) 1954 pp 984; A Norman "Animal Technicians” British
Medical Journal (i) 1954 pp 1207; James F Brailsford "Doctors and Technicians" British Medical Journal
(i) 1954 pp 1207; Ffrangcon Roberts "Doctors and Technicians" British Medical Journal (i) 1954 pp 12661267; ; W H Valentine "Doctors and Technicians" British Medical Journal (i) 1954 pp 1267; and W LanePetter "Animal Technicians" British Medical Journal (i) 1954 pp 1325. For the veterinary profession’s
attempts to gain recognition for itself through the laboratory animal see Anon "The Care o f Laboratory
animals" Veterinary Record 64 1952 pp. 157-8. Anon "Cruelty to Animals Act 1876" Veterinary Record 81
1969 p.383 and especially PRO FD9/938 and PRO HO 285/24. Broadly the LAB supported the
professionalization o f the role o f animal technicians whereas UFAW supported both the professionalization
o f animal technicians and the expansion o f the role o f veterinarian expertise in the filed o f laboratory
animal use.
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therefore equally standardized the behaviour o f animal technicians. Just as the emerging
technologies o f laboratory animal management sought to ensure a docile animal they
equally sought and presumed a docile human attendant who followed laid out instructions
without deviation from specified norms. In this way the UFAW Handbook and the
professionalization o f the animal attendant that followed embodied the broadening of the
project o f standardizing laboratory animals to include the standardization of human
behaviour at least in terms o f their relationship with laboratory animals. Furthermore, this
was not limited to physiological aspects o f animal-human interaction such as techniques
o f feeding or handling but also encompassed subjective elements such as emotional and
psychological relationships. As we shall see below, this led to the constitution of the
laboratory animal as an individual that in turn demanded a focus upon the social
relationship between attendant, researcher and animal. Thus in a concrete manner we can
see how biopolitical strategies aimed toward the standardization o f laboratory animals
deployed disciplinary-normalization technologies such as the UFAW Handbook which
entangled the human as much as the animal within their apparatus o f power. Moreover,
we can see how in a limited sense these strategies that at once created the human
individual equally constituted an animal individual. Again we see that biopower operated
upon biological life irrespective o f it being that o f human or animal, and that the insight
of Foucault with regard to the construction o f the human subject need not be left out of an
account o f the deployment o f technologies o f biopower upon animals.

378

As well as demonstrating the disciplinary-normalization operations of biopower
the UFAW Handbook equally embodies what might be termed its ‘moral mirror’ in the
form o f its thorough utilitarian approach to ethical aspects of animal experimentation.
Flume recognised that there was an apparent ethical dilemma in the use o f the use of
animals to reduce the sum amount o f suffering in the world and the infliction of suffering
upon these animals in the course o f achieving this otherwise moral end. However, the
contradiction was only partial and could be overcome by taking steps to eliminate or
reduce the amount o f suffering inflicted upon laboratory animals in the course o f their
use. Crucially, such steps were not seen to be in conflict with, nor were extraneous to,
578 See Michel Foucault "Afterword: The Subject and Power" in Hubert L Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow
Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics (Hemel Hempstead: Harvester WheatsheaF
1982) pp.208-226 and M ichel Foucault The Hermeneutics o f the Subject (N ew York:Palgrave. 2005).
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scientific practice. Rather they were a complementary and inseparable constituent part of
scientific practice.379
Reliable science could only be produced in partnership with morality - one could
say good scientific practice rested upon good moral practice producing a good
(con)science. Thus the moral message o f the UFA W Handbook was that a sum reduction
o f animal suffering would proportionately increase the reliability o f scientific practice.
This produced an imperative to incorporate within experimental design techniques to
ensure the minimisation o f the infliction o f suffering. Whilst the bulk o f the UFAW
Handbook concerned husbandry an appendix written by Hume addressed the subject of
experimental design through an elucidation o f the utility o f statistics in constructing
reliable and thus ethical experiments. The daringness o f Hume’s appendix should not be
underestimated; it was one thing for UFAW to provide biomedical researchers with a
reliable source o f knowledge on matters o f husbandry but quite another for it to lecture
them on the design o f experiments (especially given Hume himself was not a member of
the biomedical sciences).380 In the event many readers found Hume’s appendix to be a
reason in itself to acquire the handbook, no doubt due to the poverty o f knowledge
regarding statistics existent in the biomedical sciences at the time.381
The period c. 1930-1960 has been termed the “inference revolution” as statistical
techniques made increasing inroads into the methodology o f the biomedical sciences.382
However, in general statistical techniques were found to be difficult to grasp and
researchers were largely ignorant o f basic principles let alone its complexities both of
which were developing at speed. Interaction between statisticians and biomedical
scientists remained disorganised and debates raged about the proper application of
statistics to biomedical practice. Again, Hume and UFAW’s intervention was timely
providing researchers with a standard resource detailing simplified and instrumental
explanations o f statistical analysis. The importance o f statistical analysis for UFAW was
that it could be deployed in order to minimise the number of laboratory animals required
379 C W Hume “The Ethics o f Experimentation on Anim als” Nature 167 1951 p .2 13-5.
380 Hume worked in the patent o ffice and only scientific training was a BSc in physics.
381 C W Hume “Appendix:A conspectus o f the Elements o f Statistical Analysis” in UFAW Handbook
pp.283-352.On the dearth o f statistical know ledge in the biomedical sciences see Marks Progress o f
Experiment esp.pp. 136-163.
382 Ci Gigerenzer & I) J Murray Cognition as Intuitive Statistics (Hillsdale NJ:Lawrence Erlbaum, 1987)
p.22.
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for a given level o f accuracy. The general strategy o f researchers when faced with the
problem o f laboratory animal variation was to increase the number of laboratory animals
used in order to increase the accuracy o f the experimental results. In one of the early LAB
surveys o f laboratory animal use one respondent identified this as a major area of
inefficiency in the use o f laboratory animals:
The individual variation shown by all species...is the main disadvantage
encountered with experiments involving laboratory animals. The variation is
controlled by using large groups of animals.383
This made the standardization o f laboratory animals an act o f animal welfare as the more
uniform the laboratory animal the fewer animals had to be used to achieve a given level
of accuracy and thus arithmetically less suffering was produced. At the same time it made
for a fiscally efficient use o f laboratory animals as less were required to produce the same
quantity o f knowledge. Whilst standardizing laboratory animals was one route to
minimising the number o f laboratory animals and economising experimental practice the
use of statistical approaches in experimental design was a further means to achieve the
same end. However, the use o f statistics was not widely practised and many researchers
preferred to ignore it in favour o f random empirical approaches. In 1953 a reviewer in the
pages o f Nature critiqued just such an approach for having a “kind o f lunatic flavour
about if* due to an insistence upon the importance of a random approach over the
application o f statistical reason.384 Hume similarly argued that a randomised empirical
approach was economically wasteful in terms o f resources, time and effort invariably
proving unproductive. Furthermore, an experimental design involving laboratory animals
of this type was clearly immoral as it inflicted suffering upon animals without the
likelihood o f useful knowledge being produced. In order to differentiate between a
random empirical approach and a careful statistical approach Hume often employed the
analogy o f the difference between saturation and precision bombing techniques both in
terms o f productivity and moral consequence:

383 Quoted in W M S Russell & R L Burch The Principles o f Humane Experimental Technique
(London:UFAW . 1992 [1959]) p. 109.
384 The review was o f G P Youmans. L Doub & A S Youmans The Bacteriostatic Activity o f 3500 Organic
Compounds for M ycobacterium tuberculosis var. hominis (Washington DC:National R4esearch Council,
1953). It reported the screening o f 3500 organic compounds to assess their potential action against the
tubercle bacillus. The report had stressed the methodological importance o f screening only randomly
selected compounds. See V C Barry '‘Random C hoice in the Chemotherapy o f Tuberculosis" Nature 172
1953 pp.322-323.
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The precision bomber hits the mark with minimum civilian damage and waste of
ammunition, and a well-planned experiment uses the minimum number of laboratory
animals that will yield the required information with the appropriate degree of
precision385
Thus any experiment utilizing statistical techniques that derived the maximum of
information from the minimum number o f laboratory animals would minimize the
infliction o f suffering upon animals and be considered morally acceptable. In
consequence the apparent contradiction between the goal o f biomedical research and the
use o f laboratory animals was overcome.
Hume adapted the latest techniques o f statistical analysis to serve biomedical
research and promote animal welfare. An example would be that o f sequential analysis,
developed during the war by Abraham Wald, a Jewish Romanian refugee who had joined
the Statistical Research group at Columbia University.386 Wald offered the statistician a
third choice in addition to acceptance or rejection of experimental results he posited the
option o f choosing to make further observations.387 Sequential analysis avoided the need
to fix the experimental sample in advance and instead allowed it to emerge as the
experiment was conducted. Through avoiding predetermining the sample size it was no
longer necessary to over-compensate to safeguard against variance as the experiment
could be halted once the sufficient degree o f accuracy was achieved. In applying
sequential analysis to biomedical experiment Hume sought to avoid the possibility of
more laboratory animals being used than was strictly necessary to acquire a given level of
accuracy. In the process he transformed the statistical technique o f sequential analysis
into a humane method o f experimental research again demonstrating that experimental
reliability, economic efficiency and the moral concern for animal welfare were in practice
interrelated causes.388
A further point that Hume identified which was almost universally overlooked
concerned the standardization o f therapeutics for clinical use. As we saw in the first
chapter the use o f laboratory animals to standardize therapeutic substances such as insulin

385 C W Hume "The Strategy and Tactics o f Experimentation" Lancet November 23rd 1957 reprinted in
Hume Man and Beast p p .138-155. p .144.
386 Wald is best known for his developm ent o f statistical decision theory. See S J Heims Constructing a
Social Science for Postwar America:The Cybernetics Group 1946-1953 (Cambridge MA:MIT Press 1993)
p.99-100.
87 A Wald Sequential A nalysis (London:Chapman and Hall. 1947).
388 Hume "Appendix" pp.342-344.
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had become one o f the principal uses o f laboratory animals in Britain. In this regard the
unreliability o f laboratory animals threatened more than the production of reliable
scientific knowledge - it directly threatened human life. For this reason the accurate assay
o f the strengths o f therapeutics was crucial. It was common practice in order to ensure
accuracy that large amounts o f animals would be used to safeguard against unreliability
derived from animal variance. However, almost without exception in articles, discussions
and legislation relating to this issue it was forgotten that the human patient was equally
variable in biological response. Hume argued that it was pointless to establish a degree of
accuracy in measuring the strength o f a therapeutic that was subsequently rendered
meaningless by the variation in response when administered in the human patient.389 Thus
a key area o f experimental design must take into account the variation in response o f the
clinical patient as if that response was widely variable then ensuring an extreme accuracy
in dose (at the cost o f the use o f a greater number o f laboratory animals) was
economically pointless and morally reprehensible.390 This logic o f course highlights and
corrects a fundamental asymmetry in the pharmaceutical conception o f animal and
human. More than that it again demonstrates the instrumental equivalence of
experimental reliability, economic efficiency and a moral concern for the welfare of
animals. The logic o f this union was recognised by reviewers of the UFAW Handbook.
Bacharach, who later joined UFAW, noted that the UFAW philosophy amalgamated
economics and ethics demonstrating the fact that:
in the long run it pays to be kind to animals...you can...get with healthy contented
animals more information from the same number, or the same amount of information
from a smaller number, than you can from sick or miserable animals391
In this way an explicit moral concern for the laboratory animal emerged within the
laboratory constituting a moral economy that governed biomedical practice through
constituting scientific and moral necessities as one and the same. This resulted in the

389 Hume "Strategy and Tactics" pp.143-144.
390 If P is the prescribed clinical dose. D the optimum dose for a specific patient and G the actual dose given
to the patient. The error in the dose is therfore (D -G ). the error in the prescription in terms o f the deviation
o f the prescribed dose from the optimal dose is (D -P) and the error in bioassay is (P-G).
Thus: error in dose (D -G ) = error in p rescription (D -P) + error in bioassay (P-G).
Consequently if the clinical response varies greatly so that error in prescription (D-P) is large a minute
precision in the assay making the erro r in bioassav (P-G) small would be swamped by the variance o f the
patients response and thus be o f no real value.
91 Bacharach "Laboratory anim als” p.20.
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advent o f an increasing indistinction between scientific and moral concerns in practice
(though in rhetoric the same practice could be described as scientifically or morally
necessary depending upon need). However, the fact both the biomedical demand for
standardized laboratory animals and the moral requirement for the consideration of
laboratory animal welfare called for the same practices is demonstrative o f their mutual
biopolitical basis. Both demanded that the use o f laboratory animals be governed by a
moral economy that was ultimately determined by a calculative logic intended to
maximise biological efficacy. The remaining part o f this chapter focuses upon this
underlying logic o f biological efficacy in order to illustrate how thoroughly it permeated
the moral economy o f the laboratory. The unique work of the pharmacologist and
ethologist M R A Chance will form the basis o f thus analysis. In the 1950’s Chance came
worked with UFAW promoting the welfare o f laboratory animals but only after he had
failed to find support for his approach to laboratory animals elsewhere. Crucially,
Chance's approach was fundamentally and explicitly determined by the desire to
maximise biological efficacy and in this regard demonstrates the compatibility of
UFAW’s moral agenda with instrumental and economic necessity.

Part III: Between Bionomics and Welfare - M R A Chance and the Determination of
Biological Efficacy.
Michael Robin Alexander Chance trained as a zoologist at the University of
London graduating in 1937 and subsequently obtaining a temporary position under A S
Parkes at the NIMR working on the biological standardization o f hormones. The
following year he moved to the Biochemical Department at Glaxo Laboratories Ltd
where he remained until 1946 when he was appointed lecturer in Experimental
Pharmacology at Birmingham University.392 At Glaxo Chance collaborated with
Bacharach and continued to work on problems o f biological standardization. Chance’s
earliest published work dates from this period and focuses upon the problem of errant
experimental results caused by variation in laboratory animals. Chance’s early career

At Cilaxo Chance was the first person to be licensed to conduct “severe and novel" experiments on
animals in a commercial laboratory . See PRO HO 45/23629 “Advisory Committee on the Administration
o f the Cruelty to Anim als Act".
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laboratories reported different results from their investigations.397 In an attempt to
measure the toxicity o f an amphetamine sample Chance was faced with the problem of
irreconcilable experimental results attributed to animal variation. Rather than locating the
source o f animal variation in the animal itself Chance sought it in the space between
animals positing that animal social relations altered their physiology and consequently
their reactions to drugs. He therefore investigated whether the presence o f other mice
confined within a limited space might be a factor influencing the toxicity of drugs.398 The
results were dramatic. Chance found that increasing the number o f mice caged together
whilst maintaining a consistent spatial area per individual increased the toxicity of
amphetamine almost ten fold.399 This demonstrated that the social relations o f laboratory
animals directly effected their reaction to experimental procedures. The published paper
is noteworthy in that it is dominated by observations o f the alterations in the behaviour of
the mice under experiment. Chance’s work combined the interests o f the bioassayist with
the insight o f an ethologically minded zoologist producing an entirely distinct approach.
Further investigation demonstrated that the physical as well as social environment
directly affected an anim al's physiological stability.400 Aspects such as feeding and
hydration patterns, humidity and external temperature were all found to influence the
action o f particular drugs though the precise mechanism remained unclear. Some
investigation o f the effect o f the physical environment upon laboratory animals had been
undertaken prior to Chance's work but these had focussed upon its effects upon the
potency, rapidity o f onset, or duration o f activity o f drugs.401 Chance’s innovation was
his focus upon the variance o f variance. He established a link between the variation of
characteristics such as temperature and the increase and decrease in the general

397 See B Gunther "Toxicity o f Benzedrine Sulphate in the White M ouse and in the Frog (Calyptocephalus
G a v ir Journal o f Pharmacology 76 1942 pp.375-377.
398 M R A Chance "Aggregation as a factor influencing the toxicity o f sympathomimetic amines in mice'’
Journal o f Pharmacology 87 1946 p.214-219. Chance did not use Bacharach's inbred animals, instead he
used two sets o f conv entional m ice from "outside sources” and one set o f inbred mice (GFF) obtained from
the Agricultural Research Council Filed Station. Compton.
399 Ibid. p.215.
400 See M R A Chance "Aggregation as a Factor Influencing the Toxicity o f Sympathomimetic Amines in
M ice” Journal o f Pharmacology 87 1946 pp. 214-219 and M R A Chance "Factors Influencing the Toxicity
o f Sympathomimetic A m ines to Solitary M ice” Journal o f Pharmacology 89 1947 p.289-296.
401 Foe example K K Chen. R C Anderson, F A Steldt and C A Mills "Environmental Temperature and
Drug Action in M ice” Journal o f Pharmacy and Experimental Therapeutics 79 1943 pp. 127-32.
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physiological variability o f the laboratory animal.402 Chance was able to demonstrate that
the amount o f variation amongst a group o f animals itself varied in response to
environmental change.403 Consequently, knowledge o f the animals’ relationship to the
environment was crucial in order to standardize laboratory animals. Managing the
physical and social environment became an important means to limit animal variance and
thus standardise the laboratory animal. Ironically, Chance argued it was not a consistent
environment that necessarily maximised physiological uniformity but rather a specific
right environment.
Chance's approach to the study o f the laboratory animal in terms of its
environment drew upon the emerging field o f ethology.404 The ethological approach to
the study o f animal behaviour emerged in the 1930’s but only in the 1950’s did it begin to
overtly focus upon the role o f the environment.405 Early ethological thought, epitomised
in the work o f Konrad Lorenz, originally focussed upon the causation o f behaviour.406 It
was only in the post-war period, especially in Britain, that ethology began to explore
behaviour in terms o f the anim al’s relationship to the environment, an approach
pioneered by Nicolas Tinbergen and his school based at Oxford.407 In Britain through the

402 See M R A Chance -Environm ental Factors Effecting Gonadtrophin A ssay” Nature 177 1956 p.228-9.
403 See Chance “A ggregation” and Chance "Factors influencing the toxicity”. Chance felt this detail
remained unnoticed as "all awareness is a form o f attention and is thus restricted” therefore it was the job o f
science to be consistently looking for "what is being subconsciously ignored”. Consequently it was no
reflection on him or his fellow workers to find that they "wear blinkers half the time”. See M R A Chance
“The contribution o f env ironment to uniform ity” in Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory Animals Bureau
Collected Papers V olum e 6 Humane T echnique in the Laboratory (London: H M SO ,1957).59-73. p.61.
404 For the history o f ethology see W H Thorpe The Origins and Rise o f Ethology - The Science o f the
Natural Behav iour o f A nim als (London:H einem ann, 1979); John Durant "innate Characteristics in Animals
and Man:A Perspective on the Origins o f Ethology” in C Webster Biology. Medicine and Society
(Cambridge:Cambridge. University Press 1981 pp. 157-192; David Wilson Encouragement and Constraints
In the Developm ent o f Experimental Anim al Behav iour in Great Britain since the late Nineteenth Century
(University o f Leicester:Unpublished PhD T hesis, 1998); R W Burkhardt "‘Ethology, Natural History, the
Life Sciences, and the Problem o f Place” Journal o f the History o f Biology 32 1999 pp.489-508; and Peter.
H Klopfer Politics and People in Ethology (London:Associated University Presses 1999)
405 See R W Burkhardt "The D evelopm ent o f an Evolutionary Ethology” in D S Bendell Evolution from
M olecules to Men (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press. 1983) pp.429-444.
406 See for exam ple K Lorenz "Com panions as factors in the birds environment” in K Lorenz Studies in
Animal and Human Behaviour 1 (London Methuen & Co Ltd 1970) pp. 101-254.
407 See for exam ple E Cullen "‘Adaptations to cliff-nesting in the kittiwake” Ibis 99 1957 p.275-302; N
Tinbergen "Comparative studies o f behaviour o f gulls (Laridae):a progress report” Behaviour 15 1959 p .l70; and N Tinbergen "Adaptiv e Features o f the Black Headed Gull Larus ridibundus U' Proceedings o f the
XIV International Ornithological C ongress 1967 p.43-59. For the Oxford School o f Ethology see N
Tinbergen "The work o f the Animal Behav iour Research Group in the Department o f Zoology, University
o f Oxford” Animal Behav iour 11 1963 p.206-9.
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1950s ethology was a new and fast expanding field o f the study o f animal behaviour.408
Consequently, ethological knowledge was unfamiliar even to those who specialised in
animal behaviour and would have been all but unknown to the average biomedical
worker. Chance's work should therefore be viewed as a hitherto unacknowledged
example o f an early practical application o f ethology.
At Birmingham Chance continued his behavioural studies o f laboratory animals.
His ethological approach to laboratory animals was became based upon the economic
necessity o f maximising their utility through ensuring their standardization. By 1955
Chance was convinced he had uncovered a field o f such importance and breadth it
demanded dedicated study and recognition as a discipline in its own right. Laboratory
animal standardization became a single example o f a general necessity to develop
techniques to maximise the utility o f animals. Chanced proposed a new discipline
orientated about developing techniques to govern the use o f animals along economic
instrumental lines. This discipline was to be called ‘bionomics’:
Bionom ics is the study o f the animal’s econom y...It appears to have been used
mostly as a synonym for ecology, but as the word is little used I do not see why we
should not take it over to mean the study o f the most economical use o f animals.409

Chance proposed a “Bionomics Laboratory” be established within the department of
Pharmacology at Birmingham.410 The standardizing o f laboratory animals was to be the
first and model bionomic project. However, bionomics was viewed as a general discipline
whose methodology could be deployed to maximise the efficiency o f the use of animals
in any area o f human activity. Chance used the example o f standardizing laboratory
animals to explain both the necessity o f and the means by which bionomics would
operate. He referenced the recent problematization o f the laboratory animal that
challenged the validity o f traditional methods o f producing uniform animals through
inbreeding. Inbreeding was portrayed as an example par excellence o f an inefficient but
widespread practice that added urgency to the work o f bionomics.411 Chance argued
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408 See Thorpe Origins and R ise o f E thology.
4(WZuckerman Papers SZ /B U /9/5 Letter M R A Chance to S Zuckerman 13th June 1955.
410 Zuckerman Papers SZ /B U /9/5 M R A Chance "Bionomics Laboratory in the department o f
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411 Ibid. p . l /
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economic use. ~ Consequently bionomic studies would be characterised by their focus
upon environmental factors and orientation toward uncovering the “natural behaviour” of
animals.413 For example it was known mammals divided their living space into a number
of different regions and that this was a characteristic o f each species. Little was currently
known o f the natural behaviour o f laboratory animals in this regard but Chance argued
this knowledge was essential if a more cooperative and efficient laboratory animal was to
be produced. The underlying philosophy was that by providing the animal with what it
required would produce a normal, uniform and thus cooperative animal that in turn would
prove more economic to use. The bionomic analysis o f laboratory animals alone was a
vast project involving the understanding o f every aspect o f the behavioural requirements
of each species o f laboratory animal. In all Chance enumerated six areas for bionomic
study: physical environment, diet, living space, natural behaviour, social behaviour, and
change. These six areas overlapped and informed each other in complex and yet to be
understood ways, the exploration o f which was to be the work o f bionomics orientated
toward the instrumentally conceived biological efficiency.
In order to garner support for bionomics Chance approached Solly Zuckerman,
then Professor o f Anatomy and Head o f the Department o f Anatomy at Birmingham.414
Such a course o f action appeared logical as Zuckerman was recognised for his interest in
animal behaviour, a field in which he had first obtained his scientific credentials.415
However, Zuckerman quickly made clear he did not approve o f Chance or his work. He
initially claimed to be confused by Chance’s oscillation between viewing the laboratory
animal as an object and also as subject. Replying to Chance’s proposal he explained:
I have studied it closely, but am not at all clear about what you actually propose to
do. At one moment you appear to be concerned with the factors which modify
bioassay responses; and at the next you appear to be concerned with the study o f
animals ‘natural’ behaviour in various circumstances. Which is it to be? And why
‘bionom ics'?416

412 Ibid. p.2.
413 Ibid. p.3.
414 For Zuckerman see P L Krohn "Solly Zuckerman Baron Zuckerman, o f Burnham Thorpe, OM, KCB”
Biographic Memoirs o f F ellow s o f the Roval Society 41 1995 pp.577-598; J Peyton Solly Zuckerman:A
Scientist Out o f the Ordinary (London:John Murray . 2001); Solly Zuckerman From Apes to Warlords
(Glasgo\v:W illiam C ollins Sons & Co. 1978) and Solly Zuckerman M onkeys Men and M issiles
(G lasgow:W illiam C ollins S o n s& Co. 1988).
415 See S Zuckerman The Social Life o f M onkeys and A pes (London:Keegan Paul, 1932).
416 Zuckerman Papers S U /B U /9/5 Letter S Zuckerman to M R A Chance dated 7th June 1955.
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Zuckerman suspected Chance was unable to decide between investigating how particular
bioassay responses can be affected by changes in the environment or how an animal’s
overt behaviour changes with circumstances, a division which might be crudely put as
between the concerns o f a pharmacologist and those o f a animal behaviouralist.
Furthermore, he was sceptical about the need for a new field to explore the problem,
especially one going under the obscure title o f bionomics.417 In response Chance sought
to refine the meaning o f the term to refer to the investigation o f animal behaviour in
relation to environment for specified economic purposes - for the case in question this
was the use o f laboratory animals in biological assay. He explained that for reliable
bioassay standardized laboratory animals were required. To construct these it was
necessary to find out how environmental factors and genetic factors interact to produce
variability within a population, thus:
a study o f the natural behaviour o f the rat or mouse is a necessary subsidiary part
since only in this way can w e find out how different elements o f behaviour play their
part in the variability o f groups o f animals418

According to Chance contemporary animal behavioural studies did not address
instrumental ends therefore a '‘major effort in this direction” had to be made. This
explanation appears clear - yet Zuckerman had significant difficulties accepting it.
It is significant that when discussing laboratory animal behaviour Zuckerman
placed the word natural in the term natural behaviour in quotation marks whilst Chance
did not. This is indicative o f the way each conceived the ontology o f the laboratory
animal. If laboratory animals were technological objects to be used to achieve certain
ends then they were necessarily deprived o f any natural behaviour and therefore reference
it would be suspect. The laboratory animal as an object was distinct from what it may
have been in the wild, distinct in that it was no longer dignified with natural behaviour,
the idea o f which instantly became almost inconceivable necessitating natural’s transition
to “natural”. Arguably this is how Zuckerman understood Chance’s reference to natural
behaviour - as a reference to the mouse’s behaviour in nature before it became a
laboratory animal. Thus Zuckerman understood Chance to be proposing studies of wild
mice outside the laboratory to better understand the laboratory mouse. In this way natural

417 Zuckerman Papers SZ /B U /9/5 "Comments on Chance's Proposals" dated 19th May 1955.
418 Zuckerman Papers SZ /B U /9/5 Letter M R A Chance to S Zuckerman dated 13th June 1955.
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became “natural" as the laboratory animal as object was deprived o f an individual nature.
If this was the case it was a misreading o f Chance’s intentions and his conceptualisation
of laboratory animals. Chance understood the laboratory animal to be a distinct type of
animal whose nature was the laboratory. The bionomic study of laboratory animals would
focus upon their natural environment: the laboratory. Chance recognised the laboratory
animal to be a subject, with history, individuality and nature, all of which had to be
understood and managed if the animal was to be utilized in the most efficient manner. He
equally recognised it as an ontologically distinct category o f animal. Chance replied to
Zuckerman's doubts and attempted to articulate the importance o f a proper understanding
of the laboratory anim als' relation to its natural laboratory environment.419 Despite
Chance's further elucidation Zuckerman remained sceptical and refused to support
Chance stating:
We all know that an undefinable number o f factors govern the responses o f
laboratory animals, and for that reason we discipline ourselves by a variety o f
procedures which have been evolved mainly through bitter experience. I have no
doubt that the situation is far from ideal, but should not think that its existence makes
it ‘sufficiently clear' that what w e want is a comprehensive study o f environmental
factors...I should not support any attempt to stimulate studies on animal behaviour
on the score that doing so will improve bioassays.420

Zuckerman's position is confusing; his denial o f the importance o f the problem lacks
authenticity. In arguing for the superiority o f individual “bitter experience” over a
comprehensive study o f environmental factors he fails to concede the universality of
scientific method so important for the successful replication o f experimental results. It is
unlikely Zuckerman would have denied the necessity o f standard approaches to scientific
experiment without due cause though the nature o f his motivation remains beyond the
bounds o f this thesis. It is enough to know Zuckerman’s refusal to support the project
forced Chance to turn to other sources to fund his work, a search that eventually led him
to UFAW. Working with UFAW necessitated the abandonment o f the term bionomics
together with the explicit focus upon instrumentally. Instead, Chance’s investigation
became predicated upon the promotion o f laboratory animal welfare. Nonetheless, the
project and approach remained constant: the focus remained instrumental emphasising
the economic use o f laboratory animals fo r the purposes o f animal welfare.

410 SlJ/B l 1/9/5 “The Present Status o f environm ental Control in Bioassay” pp.2-4.
420 SU /B U /9/5 Letter S Zuckerman t o M R A Chance dated 20th June 1955.
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It is unclear how Chance and UFAW came into contact though the records of
UFAW imply it was UFAW who approached Chance at some point in 195 5.421 It is likely
Chance would have been acquainted with UFAW’s existence if only through the UFAW
Handbook. It is possible that Bacharach may have played some role in encouraging
UFAW to support his old colleague as Bacharach served on the UFAW Scientific
Advisory Committee form 1956 to 1962.422 Another possibility is that Worden enrolled
Chance having encountered C hance's work as editor o f the Association for the Study of
Animal Behaviour's journal Animal Behaviour,423 However it came to pass, in 1955 the
UFAW Scientific Investigations Committee awarded Chance a financial grant “in the
hope that his work will lead to a substantial lessening o f the number o f animals required
in certain bio-assays’'.424 U FA W 's collaboration with Chance was announced in the
pages o f the Lancet. The article noted it hoped to develop techniques to allow:
a reduction in the number o f animals needed for a given degree o f precision...by
detection o f specific factors which effect variance. On the last point, UFAW is
sponsoring a research directed again by Dr. Chance in Birmingham, (the last
mentioned research, incidentally, inaugurates a long-overdue study o f the
psychology o f laboratory anim als)425

Immediately certain readers were perturbed by the project. The psychologist R H J
Watson wrote a scathing letter accusing UFAW o f failing to acknowledge the
“considerable volume’' o f work by comparative psychologists who had specialized in the
investigation o f animal psychology.426 Hume’s reply explicated a critical difference
between the academic style o f investigation Watson imagined and the instrumental
project UFAW envisioned:

421 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 29 1955 pp.5.
422 It is likely Bacharach had been associated with UFAW from the 1940s or earlier through his and
Hume's mutual interest in laboratory animals and their involvement with the AScW . See UFAW Archive
Bound Annual Reports 29 1955-37 1963.
423 A benefit o f C hance's integrationalist approach was the opportunity to publish his work in twice once to
a pharmacological audience and once to an animal behavioural audience. Thus a year after it had been
published in Journal o f Pharmacology his investigation o f the effect o f amphetamine on mice appeared in
the maiden issue o f the journal Behaviour re-written for the animal behavioural audience but essentially the
same work. See M R A Chance “A peculiar form o f social behaviour induced in mice by amphetamine”
Behav iour 1 1948 p. 64-70. The publication dates may give an inaccurate impression that the articles were
written at different times. It appears likely they were actually written in relatively quick succession given
that the two articles in Journal o f Pharmacology were received on the 24th January 1946 and the 13th May
1946 and the article for Behaviour was received on 25 th June 1946.
424 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 29 1955 pp.5.
425 Anon "UFAW" Lancet (ii) 1958 p p .6 3 1-2. p.632.
426 R I I J Watson "Psychology o f Laboratory animals" Lancet (ii) 1958 p.747.
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What UFAW is inaugurating is a study for the benefit o f the animals
them selves... An exam ple w ill illustrate the point. In the course o f an assay on which
the weight o f the ovaries was the criterion. Chance found that when female rats were
solitary in their cages the results showed an enormous variance, whereas when each
rat had one fem ale cage-m ate a sensational reduction in variance was obtained.
Could all Munn’s army o f m azologists have predicted this curious psychosomatic
effect? It may well turn out to be only one o f a number o f hitherto unnoticed factors
affecting the mental comfort o f laboratory animals.427

This debate arose from an inter-disciplinary controversy o f which UFAW did not wish to
play a part. Watson was less interested in UFAW’s agenda than the ethological approach
of Chance. Whereas Watson, Munn and the school of animal psychology they
represented felt they produced authentic knowledge o f the behaviour of animals they had
of late encountered severe criticism due to their focus upon abstract theories of learning
and motivation.428 At least in part ethology claimed to counter these deficiencies by
approaching behaviour in its natural environment. The complication in this particular
case was that the natural environment o f a laboratory animal was the laboratory. It was
this fact that had confused Zuckerman, but others realised the point Hume had made and
supported the UFAW investigation. The Cambridge psychologist O L Zangwill wrote to
defend Chance arguing the knowledge that Watson invoked had:
taught us surprisingly little about rats. There is at present a real need for the close
ethological study o f the lower mammals, comparable to that which has already been
made with a variety o f birds. This might provide important information regarding the
social and territorial organisation o f rat colonies, both in the wild and in captivity,
which would have obvious application for the keeping o f laboratory animals.429

Zangwill had been appointed Professor o f Experimental Psychology at Cambridge in
1952 and appears to have had no association with UFAW. However, he possessed a
strong interest in animal behavioural research and sought co-operative approaches to its
study that integrated the techniques o f comparative psychology, ethology and other fields
such as cybernetics.430 As funding for such work was limited he would no doubt have
welcomed any new source o f support. The dispute in the pages o f the Lancet
demonstrates the novelty o f Chance’s approach and the resistance to it that existed in

427 C W Hume "Psychology o f Laboratory animals" Lancet (ii) 1958 p.802. Hume refers to N L Munn
Handbook o f Psychological Researches on the Rat (London.Harrap. 1950).
428 L.g. F A Beach "The Snark w as a Boojunv' American Psychologist 5 1950 pp.l 15-24.
424 0 L Zangw ill "Psychology o f Laboratory anim als” Lancet (ii) 1958 p.851.
440 In 1953 Zangwill. along with W H Thorpe initiated a specialist research group at Cambridge to
encourage comm unication between the diverse approaches to animal behaviour. The results o f this
collaborative group are reported in W H Thorpe and O L Zangwill Current Problems in Animal Behaviour
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press. 1961).
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some quarters though it should be made clear this resistance had more to do with
ethology than with the intervention o f UFAW and animal welfare discourse. Moreover, it
again demonstrates the instrumental nature o f Chance and UFAW’s approach.
The ethological analysis o f laboratory animal behaviour promised the possibility
that techniques o f handling, caging, feeding and general aspects of husbandry could all be
refined in order to better cater for the needs o f the laboratory animal. In this way the
laboratory animal would be encouraged to cooperate with experimental procedures
through rendering it content and thus compliant. Furthermore, ethology promised to be a
useful general tool in biomedical experimentation as a greater knowledge of laboratory
animal behaviour would allow the experimenter to recognise problems in his animals
earlier. All experimentation relied upon the observation o f the behaviour of laboratory
animals, though in most cases this was very crude usually focussing upon the onset of
convulsions or death. It was thought a researcher with a greater knowledge of animal
behaviour would be able to devise experiments that used less dramatic alterations in
behaviour as indicators o f an effect. As we have seen it was also hoped that ethological
knowledge would provide new techniques o f laboratory animal standardization thereby
reducing the number o f animals necessary for a given procedure. Through the latter
1950s Chance's unique behaviourist approach received increasing support from UFAW.
On August 20th 1956 E C Grant, a recent graduate o f St. Andrews University, was
appointed as a UFAW Junior Research Fellow to assist Chance’s work. Grant was tasked
with the investigation o f the behaviour o f the rat with reference to social hierarchies and
also the correlation between social behaviour and gland weight.431 This formed part of
Chance’s wider study o f the psychological needs o f laboratory animals. Grant’s work was
intended to reveal the preferences in terms o f cage design that laboratory rats preferred.
This would enable cages, hitherto designed only for the experimenters’ convenience, to
be re-designed in order to maximise their inhabitants’ happiness.432 The following year a
second UFAW Research Fellowship was awarded to J H Mackintosh, an ethologist who
earned his MSc under Chance studying the constitution o f stable social situations in
laboratory animal populations. By 1959 the level o f funding UFAW was providing

411 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 31 1956-7 p.5.
412 See F; C’ Ciranl and M R A Chanee "Rank Order in Caged Rats'"' Animal Behaviour 6 1958 pp. 183-194.
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Chance and his associates led to the establishment o f “The UFAW Environmental
Research Unit (Humane Laboratory Technique)” at the Medical School o f the University
o f Birmingham.433 This formed part o f a general project initiated by UFAW to develop
what it termed “humane experimental technique” a subject explored further in the next
chapter. The new Unit was directed by Chance and continued the investigation of
environmental factors that could be manipulated to control laboratory animals with the
ultimate end to maximise their instrumental biological efficacy in terms o f maximising
their productivity whilst minimising their suffering.
Chance's work with UFAW continued to be generously supported into the 1960s.
In 1963 UFAW provided new premises adjoined to Birmingham University’s Medical
School to house an expanded UFAW Environmental Research Unit (Humane Laboratory
Techniques). Through the Unit UFAW established a productive link between itself,
pharmacologists and the pharmacological industry. The Unit’s work was:
Calculated to bring home to them the fact that, unlike test tubes, laboratory animals
(including humble m ice) have minds and feelings as well as bodies. Too often...they
have been looked upon as merely things.434

The maintenance o f a dialogue with the pharmaceutical industry became important in the
1960s particularly as routine toxicity testing became the pre-eminent consumer of
laboratory animals.435 This was partly in response to rising public fear regarding the
implications o f the increasing use o f chemicals. Reports linking such practices with
pollution and cancer such as Carson’s Silent Spring together with the thalidomide
catastrophe intensified the desire for reliable testing o f the ever-increasing flow of new
chemical substances being developed and employed.436 Consequently Chance’s work on
the behavioural understanding o f laboratory animals garnered less support eventually
being subsumed by a need to address techniques o f toxicity testing. Ironically Chance had
begun this process him self in the 1950s through initiating the development o f a toxicity
test that utilized anaesthetised animals.

433 IJFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 33 1958-9 pp.7.
434 UFAW A rchive Bound Annual Reports 38 1963-4 pp.21.
435 Anon “Toxicity Testing" The UFAW Courier 22 1965 p p .1-2.
43(1 R Carson Silent Spring (L ondom llam ish Flamilton Ltd. 1963). For the implications o f thethalidomide
crisis see see Roek Brynncr and Trent Stephens Dark Remedy: The Impact o f Thalidomide and its Revival
as a Vital M edicine (Cambridge M ass:Perseus Books. 2001).
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In 1965 U FA W 's Scientific Advisory Committee sought to re-orientate the
support o f the Federation in the direction o f developing humane methods of toxicity
testing. This research focused upon methods o f reducing the number of animals used in
these procedures. On the 15th July 1965 UFAW 's directors agreed a three-year grant to be
awarded to Professor A C Frazer o f the department o f Medical Biochemistry and
Pharmacology at the University o f Birmingham to work on the problem o f humane
techniques o f toxicity testing. Financial constraints required the source o f this grant be
taken from Chance's Environmental Research Unit budget. It was proposed a new
UFAW unit headed by Frazer principally concerned with humane toxicity testing
techniques would subsume C hance's Unit acquiring its staff and premises. Soon after
Chance left Birmingham University in order to embark upon an ethological study of
human behaviour joining the Human Ethology Laboratory at the Uffculme Clinic in
Birmingham.437 Through Chance's work the impetus to construct standardized laboratory
animals and to promote a moral concern for the welfare o f animals were amalgamated in
practice producing a moral economy within the laboratory. Furthermore, as evident in
Chance's smooth transition from bionomics to animal welfare the underlying logic of this
moral economy was a thoroughly instrumental desire to maximise biological efficacy.
Nevertheless, C hance's prioritisation o f the environmental needs o f laboratory animals
had lasting impact becoming integrated within the biomedical sciences and recognisable
today as “environmental enrichment”.438 As a result recent studies continue to note the
role environment plays in determining the response o f laboratory animals.439

Conclusion.
Whilst the example o f Chance demonstrated the way biological efficacy mediated
the amalgamation o f the project to standardize laboratory animals and a moral concern
437 The findings o f Frazer's project were reported in a special UFAW Symposium on animal use in
toxicological studies. See W Lane-Petter The U se o f Anim als in Toxicoloeical Studies:UFAW Symposium
22°^ January 1969 (London:U FAW . 1969).
438 See AW1C R liSO UR C ES Environmental Enrichment Information Resources for Laboratory Animals
1965-1995 (W ashington: Animal W elfare Institute. 1996). See also Viktor Reinhardt Comfortable Quarters
for Laboratory Anim als 8^ Edition (W ashington: Animal Welfare Institute. 1997) in particular MR A
Chance and W M S Russell “The Benefits o f Giving Experimental Animals the Best Possible
FTivironment" pp. 12-14. See also previous editions.
43g E.g. Emma Hockly et. al. “Environmental Enrichment Slow s Disease Progression in R6/2 Fluntingdon's
Disease Mice" Annals o f N eurology 51 2002 pp. 235-242 and R Dukas Advisory Committee on the Supply
o f Experimental Animals A O M ooes “Environmental Enrichment Improves Mating Success in Fruit Flies"
Animal Behaviour 66 2003 pp. 747-749.
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for the welfare o f laboratory animals it is also indicative o f a general trend towards
recognising the laboratory animal mentality in terms o f both the individual and social
animal. Put another way, C hance’s approach in positing the existence of a laboratory
animal psychology constituted the laboratory animal as an individual in a different yet
equally important way to the demographic and bureaucratic records o f the LAB. In
recognising the innate needs o f laboratory animals and attributing to them a sense of self
Chance recognised that satisfying a laboratory animals desires would encourage them to
cooperate with the intentions o f an experimenter. In a sense Chance promoted subtle
technologies o f biopower that were less dominating and thus more likely to be
internalised by the laboratory animals. Arguably this could be read as the internalisation
o f power by which we mean the successful manipulation o f a body to behave in certain
ways voluntarily rather than through excessive coercion. Chance critiqued overly
technological conceptualisations that represented laboratory animals as little more than
mechanical tools. For example, Chance noted the general approach to the maintenance of
laboratory animal comfort rarely moved beyond assuring they continued to live. The idea
of a level o f comfort superseding mere life rarely occurred:
One gets
the
im pression...discussing these matters with biochemists,
pharmacologists, and other workers in the sciences ancillary to medicine that
humidity is important to control lest the animals tend to dry up, rather than that the
alterations in the physiology which may be made necessary by too humid or too arid
an atmosphere are them selves factors which will distort the animal’s response to
drugs or various experimental practices .440

In contrast Chance argued the maximisation o f comfort was crucial if laboratory animals
were to cooperate in the scientific endeavour by serving as the transparent tool they were
assumed to be. This argument complemented the UFAW emphasis upon the scientific
practices’ constitutive concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals. The need to
maximise comfort in order to assure reliable scientific practice legitimated UFAW’s work
in encouraging the biomedical sciences to prioritise animal welfare through unifying
reliability with practice:
it is too readily assumed that providing the rat with comfortable conditions might be
all that is required to achieve maximum uniformity o f response. This assumption
cannot be supported by our own work, which tends to show that specific conditions
are required to reduce variance o f a particular system; and 1 do not imply by this that
we have found uncomfortable conditions a necessary part o f conditions required by a

440 M R A Chance "The Contribution o f Knvironment to Uniformity" p. 59.
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reduced variance but merely that w e do not know how to treat a rat, for example, to
put him on his best behaviour for the test in hand.441

In this way the standardization o f laboratory animals and the advancement of animal
welfare became symbiotic in practice. Consequently through the 1950s the work of the
LAB and UFAW were closely related and the two organisations collaborated with each
other on numerous projects. In 1957 they jointly held a symposium on “humane
technique in the laboratory” which was subsequently published in the LAB collected
papers.44' Furthermore, Lane-Petter was invited to join Worden as a joint editor of the
greatly expanded second and third editions o f the UFAW Handbook,443 It was such
collaboration that allowed Lane-Petter to develop the concept o f “humane vivisection”
with which this chapter opened and to which we will return in the following chapter.
These developments were equally indicative o f a growing acknowledgement of
the importance o f the laboratory animal psyche. For example, the idea o f encouraging a
laboratory animal to be on “best behaviour” is indicative o f Chance’s general assumption
that biomedical experiment was a cooperative endeavour between researcher and animal
and not an act to be inflicted upon one by the other. Rather, a researcher had to earn the
cooperation o f the laboratory animal by providing for its comfort and establishing a
relationship o f trust between the two. Essential to this process was the researchers
willingness to work with, rather than against, the needs of the laboratory animal. A
striking illustration o f such willingness to compromise was given by Chance in a
discussion o f laboratory-rats:
Many previous studies on their behaviour...have been carried out during the
daytime, which is most convenient for ourselves but, as it happens, is in the middle
o f the ‘night' for the rat. M ost laboratory procedures, therefore, involve for a start,
kicking the rat out o f bed and then asking it to go through some fairly active
procedures.444

From the rats point o f view they spent their ‘day’ in full activity running two to three
miles even in cage conditions and then spent their ‘night’ being prodded and poked and
deprived o f sleep. Under such conditions it was hardly surprising laboratory animals

441 Chance "The contribution o f environm ent to uniformity" p.71.
442 Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory A nim als Bureau Collected Papers Volume 6 Humane Technique
in the Laboratory (L on d on :H M S 0.1957)
441 A N Worden and W Lane-Petter The UFAW Handbook on the Care and Management o f Laboratory
Animals (LondonTJFAW . 1957) and W Lane-Petter The IJFAW Handbook on the Care and Management
o f Laboratory Anim als ( London:UFA W. 1967).
444 Chance "The contribution o f environm ent to uniformity" p.70.
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often displayed uncooperative and irrational behaviour. Chance suggested researchers
should be:
Prepared...to find that a moderate degree o f alertness will be found a necessary
condition for bringing uniformity into the behaviour o f rats. Perhaps bioassay
procedure w ill benefit from an amount o f constraint sufficient to call the attention o f
the rat to the matter at hand. Misunderstandings between rats and experimenters
would then be much few er!445

Nor was Chance alone in highlighting these issues, for example Lane-Petter had also
encountered unexpected behaviour in his laboratory animals that led him to similar
conclusions. During his intensive breeding experiments Lane-Petter had maintained
detailed records o f animal growth which unexpectedly brought to light several
peculiarities in the social relations o f laboratory animals. His demographic records of
weight revealed that on weekends weight gain in his colony o f mice slowed down, halted
or in some instances reversed despite food consumption and other environmental factors
remaining constant. Lane-Petter was puzzled admitting that the social relationship
between human and animal was likely responsible for the phenomenon positing the
absence o f human activity at weekends increased the activity o f the mice.446 He
concluded such phenomena were examples o f a peculiar “personal element” that
characterised the use o f laboratory animals which though quite “imponderable”
nevertheless produced “marked physical effects on animals”.447 Clearly such phenomena
had direct implications for the standardization and reliability o f animals. At the same time
they demonstrate the emergence o f a notion o f cooperative endeavour between researcher
and laboratory animal in which both had to become increasingly aware o f their shared
physical, psychological and social relationship. Peter Medawar recognized the existence
of this relationship describing it as a “depth of obligation” whilst the physiologist E D
Adrian identified it as essential for the productivity of reliable scientific knowledge.448
Furthermore, as explained by Lane-Petter, the relationship was little different in kind to
the mutual obligation existent in the encounter between a clinician and patient:

445 Chance "The contribution o f environm ent to uniformity” p.71.
446 Ibid. p. 126.
447 Lane-Petter "Some Behavioural Problems" p. 124.
448. See P B Medawar "Foreword” in Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory Animals Bureau Collected
Papers Volum e 6 Humane Technique in the Laboratory (L ondon:H M S0.1957).pp. 5- 7. p.5 and E D
Adrian "Experiments in the N ervous System (Stephen Paget Memorial Lecture 22nd November 1950)’'
Conquest 39 1951 pp. 2-14
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Veterinarians and paediatricians, whose patients normally possess uncomplicated
mentalities, are familiar with their ability to tolerate without distress lesions and
manipulations that most human adults would find insupportable; but they also know
this tolerance can only be evoked if there is a satisfactory relationship between
patient and clinician. The same is true o f the experimental animal.449

The crucial factor in successful experimentation therefore became the relationship, the
space in-between, the experimenter and animal. Importantly, this observation reveals an
example of how technologies o f biopower work to ensnare all participants (if unequally)
within an apparatus o f power. The biomedical researcher, in endeavouring to encourage a
cooperative laboratory animal, inevitably had to make an effort to understand the animal
requirements and meet them. Thus the laboratory animal in this way could exercise an
albeit limited degree o f agency ‘from below’. In this sense a moral economy (albeit one
inseparable from instrumental needs) came to exist within the laboratory wherein a moral
concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals formed an integral part.

444 Lane-Petter "Humane V ivisection” p. 81.
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Chapter Four: Humane Technique Outside the Laboratory Alternatives to Antivivisection?
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In the previous chapter we saw how UFAW’s philosophy o f humane experimental
technique allowed a moral economy to be constructed within the laboratory wherein a
genuine if instrumental concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals existed. In this
chapter we expand the analysis o f humane experimental technique by examining the
function o f UFAW 's philosophy outside o f the laboratory. Clearly, the concept of
humane technique served a political as well as instrumental purpose in enabling the
biomedical sciences to lay claim to the moral high ground on the basis that their
motivations and practices were inherently and necessarily humane. For example, in 1957
Harold Himsworth, in his forward to the second edition o f the UFAW Handbook, could
write o f biomedical researchers:
Throughout their lives they have been brought up in the humanitarian traditions
which characterise their great professions. It would be as alien to their nature and as
repugnant to their principles to inflict cruelty as it would be to the family doctor to
whom each one o f us has, at som e period o f our life, given his complete trust.450

A few years earlier in 1954 Lane-Petter contributed an article to Nature on the subject of
‘science, animals and humanity’ in which he deployed the necessity of moral concern for
laboratory animals as a defence against antivivisectionist criticism.451 He outlined the
moral obligation o f biomedical research to pursue its goal using all legitimate methods
including experimentation upon animals. However, that duty was inevitably tempered by
the equally important obligation to consider the welfare o f these animals. Lane-Petter
stressed that this latter responsibility complemented rather than contradicted the former.
The main thrust o f his argument was intended to encourage biomedical researchers to
make a determined effort to overcome the “no-man’s-land o f misunderstanding”
separating science from animal welfare in order to embrace a “common ground of
humanity”.452 A peculiar feature o f Lane-Petter’s approach was a tendency to adopt an
explanatory style heavily influenced by references to psychological and emotional
interpretations o f human behaviour. He used such behavioural interpretations in order to
attack the credibility o f antivivisectionists who were depicted as suffering from a “morbid
preoccupation with brutality” .453 The argument taken as a whole attempts to discredit the
claims o f antivivisectionists by discrediting antivivisectionist psychology whilst
450 Himsworth “Foreword” p. vi.
451 W Lane-Petter “Science. Anim als and Humanity” Nature 174 pp. 532-34.
452 Ibid. p.534.
451 Ibid. p. 532.
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simultaneously seizing the moral high ground by depicting the biomedical sciences as
implicitly concerned with animal welfare.
This argument is exemplary o f that considered in the previous chapter in the sense
that this

is precisely

the

argument

UFAW

used to differentiate

itself from

antivivisectionism. Moreover, in conflating the biomedical necessity o f standardizing
laboratory animals with a moral concern for the welfare o f laboratory animals LanePetter consciously draws upon U FA W 's philosophy to the extent o f referencing Hume.
This is a example o f how successfully UFAW had integrated itself within the biomedical
sciences by the mid-1950s. However, it is equally indicative o f the general feeling within
the biomedical sciences at this time that antivivisection was a credible threat to their
profession. Throughout the twentieth-century the antivivisectionist campaign had
continued unabated but largely took the form o f a condemnatory monologue against
science. In instances where the biomedical sciences felt particularly threatened the
monologue became a dialogue as scientists moved to keep public opinion (or more
crucially parliamentary opinion) onside.454 The literature o f the biomedical sciences in
the 1950s contains a notable sensitivity toward antivivisectionism. The argument of this
chapter is that the UFAW philosophy o f humane experimental technique served to diffuse
antivivisectionist critique through a distinction between power and truth and associating
the biomedical sciences with the latter. Failing to provide adequate consideration for the
welfare o f laboratory animals would inevitably be an immoral act o f gross power that
could only repress the truth through distorting scientific practice. In contrast, adopting a
concern for the welfare o f laboratory animal would ensure the correct methodology of
scientific practice and alone allowed access to the truth. Himsworth makes this point
most eloquently:
N o man wittingly brings about the failure o f his own work. The great difficulty in all
scientific research is to exclude complicating factors. Pain, suffering and illness are
such factors. Only insofar as these are either excluded or kept under control can the
research worker hope to achieve the object o f his investigations.455

454 An example can be found in the 1920's where the previously mentioned controversy regarding a stolen
dog fuelled the antivivisectionist Parliamentary campaign to have a bill passed exempting dogs from
experimental use. See CM AC PP/L FW /D .3/6 Box 5 "Vivisection"; PRO FD 5/52 "Dogs Protection Bill,
1927: correspondence am ongst senior Medical Research Committee and MRC scientists 1919-1923”; FD
5/53 "Dogs Protection B ill. 1927: correspondence amongst senior Medical Research Committee and MRC
scientists 1924-1927"; 110 4 5 /1 2 5 2 9 VIVISECTION: D ogs Protection Bills. 1905-1925. 1905-1927.
455 Himsworth "Foreword" p. vi.
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This argument is comparable to Foucault’s explication of the repressive hypothesis in
which power and truth are held to be entirely separate from one another. In this view
power is always negative, it decides the law and the subsequent juridical discourse
restrains, represses and dominates ensuring subjection.456 For Foucault juridicodiscursive power is one aspect o f the “repressive hypothesis” a strategy that serves to
sustain and proliferate apparatus o f power. Dividing power from truth implies that the
success o f power derives from subjection born o f the repression o f truth. Power and truth
thus become opposed, and those who seek to resist power do so by invoking the truth
which power is seen to withhold. O f course Foucault’s great contribution was to suggest
that power and truth are constitutive o f one another, referred to as power-knowledge, and
thus the separation o f power and knowledge was revealed as a legitimating strategy of
power. Through this separation power successfully rendered itself invisible creating a
discourse seemingly opposed to itself yet in actuality serving to sustain and extend
itself.457 Foucault's example is taken from France where the repressive hypothesis of
juridico-discursive power ensured that resistance to the monarchy in the classical age
operated through a discourse that assumed truth to be opposed to power and thus accused
the monarch o f abusing the law. The monarchy was critiqued because it had distorted the
true rule o f law and not because the institutions o f law (through which power operated)
were inherently flawed. Thus “it did not challenge the principle which held that law had
to be the very form o f power, and that power had to be exercised in the form o f law”.458
Consequently, resistance to power through the repressive hypothesis is transmuted, acting
to sustain and extend that which it intends to resist. It is the argument o f this chapter that
the work o f UFAW in developing humane experimental technique established a
comparable ‘repressive hypothesis’ that successfully dispersed radical resistance to the
biomedical sciences. It is also suggested that in this sense UFAW served a comparable
role to that which was later taken on by bioethicists in the late 1960s and through the
1970s. This argument will be conveyed by an analysis o f UFAW’s systematisation o f its
humane philosophy in the latter 1950s. This work produced the concept o f replacing the
use of laboratory animals with technological alternatives, thus UFAW offered a
456 Foucault Will to K now ledge pp.81-86.
457 Ibid. p. 86.
458 Foucault Will to Power pp.88.
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scientific-technological solution to a moral problem. However, the success o f the idea of
replacing laboratory animals was less to be found in the laboratory than outside the
laboratory in that concept led to the antivivisectionist movement abandoning its
traditional condemnation o f biomedical values. Before we reach this point we will first
examine why antivivisection was perceived as a particular threat by the biomedical
sciences in this period before explicating how the UFAW philosophy o f humane
technique served to diffuse this threat and bring antivivisectionism within the logic of
biopolitics.

Part I: Humane Technique outside the Laboratory - Sustaining the Freedom of
Science.
In 1950, buoyed by the success o f the UFAW Handbook Hume reviewed the
existing legislation governing animal experimentation in order to identify possible
improvements to promote the welfare o f laboratory animals. Hume produced and
distributed a draft “Model Act for the Protection of Laboratory animals” in an effort to
garner constructive criticism in a similar spirit to that which had shaped the UFAW
Handbook,459 Unlike the UFAW Handbook this venture was met with singular hostility
epitomised by the response to an address on this subject given by Hume to the
Athenaeum club in October 1950. A talk on the subject o f laboratory animal legislation to
a small, albeit influential, audience at the Athenaeum (of which Hume was a member) is
hardly at first sight a controversial act. The Athenaeum was highly exclusive existing for
the purpose o f fostering intellectual growth. Thus Hume could hardly have been
suspected o f appealing to antivivisectionist propagandists.460 Nevertheless, a somewhat
underhand scheme was set in place intended to undermine the talk. Hume had widely
publicised his intentions and supplied copies o f the draft to interested bodies including
the Home Office, the Ministry o f Health and various biomedical institutions and journals.
Unbeknownst to him the government bodies had reacted with some alarm fearing it
predicated a campaign to reform the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876). Dr. G H Culverwell
at the Home Office organised a campaign to suppress what he came to refer to as “Major

454 PRO HO 285/24 contains a copy o f H um e's draft. PRO HO 285/24 “Letter C W Hume to Dr. G H
Culverwell" dated 10th October 1950.
460 See V R Cowell The Athenaeum: Club and Social Life in London 1824-1974 (London:Heineman, 1976).
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Hume's Dream A ct".461 Culverwell engaged in friendly correspondence to ascertain
Hume's intentions whilst simultaneously accumulating criticisms of the draft from
persons within government and the biomedical sciences.462 Critics ranged in severity
from those who saw the draft as being so rigorous as to prevent all animal
experimentation to others who viewed it as unacceptable in its present form but
containing some improvements - the most cited being the absence o f the word cruelty in
the title. The majority critiqued various aspects o f the draft on the grounds that it would
prove difficult to legally define terms such as ‘humane’ and to provide objective
definitions o f intensities o f pain ranging from ‘discomfort’ to ‘severe’. Some felt the
proposal to extend the legislation to invertebrates went too far and undermined the
validity o f draft as a whole. Others, notably government inspectors under the present
legislation, rejected H um e’s desire for a greater role for veterinarians in the regulation of
animal experimentation. The comment o f one Inspector is illuminating:
I do not think a vet is better qualified than I am to detect the existence o f pain...It is
true that a vet knows vastly more than I do about the biology o f animals, but no
Inspector can know everything about everything and it is far better that he be the
right kind o f man with a deficiency o f biological training in health and disease and
experience than a less suitable personality with...enough knowledge o f all the
scien ces...to enable him to argue on level terms with every licensee on every aspect
o f an experiment.463

The exact definition o f the “right kind o f man” can only be surmised but it would seem
that it would include a willingness to defer to the experimenter. The fact Inspectors
appear to have been generally drawn from clinical areas of medicine is interesting in
itself (an example would be Lane-Petter who prior to becoming director o f the LAB had
been an Inspector under the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) and prior to that had been a
General Practitioner in private practice). The prominent role o f clinicians in policing
animal experimentation contrasts with the often-asserted hostile division between the
laboratory and clinic and deserves further analysis.464 Be this as it may, the fact that issue
of importance in selecting persons to regulate animal experimentation was less expertise
461 For Culverwell see J A G iles "GH C ulverw ell O BE” Nature 167 1951 p. 175.
462 See PRO HO 285/24.
463 PRO HO 285/24 "Inspectors comm ents" undated c.1950. Unfortunately this document is badly frayed
making the authors names illegible. The em phasis is in the original.
464 See Christopher Lawrence "Incomm unicable know ledge:Science, Technology and the Clinical Art in
Great Britain. 1850-1814" Journal o f Contemporary History 1985 20 pp.503-20 and Christopher Lawrence
"Still Incommunicable.-Clinical H olists and M edical K nowledge in Interwar Britain" Lawrence and Weisz
Greater than the Parts pp.94- 111.
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than an undefined ‘rightness’ o f personality is suggestive o f the working o f the existent
legislation. It implied that the success o f the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) might be
found less in the regulation o f experimental practice than in the appearance of regulating
experimental practice. Such a conclusion gains further credence when it is noted that
under the Act the number o f animal experiments grew from 250 in 1880 to just under two
and a half million

by

19 5 5.465 Arguably, the juridical regulation o f animal

experimentation legitimated the practice and inhibited criticism such as that of
antivivisectionists. By ensuring the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) was regulated by the
‘right’ kind o f men it facilitated rather than limited animal experimentation. The Act may
therefore be viewed as an example o f Foucaultian biopower masking itself - through the
appearance o f legislative regulation animal experimentation was made tolerable.466 The
Act itself could be said to have served to sustain and legitimate animal experimentation.
From the point o f view o f the Home Office and biomedical researchers the
Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) was therefore viewed as entirely adequate. For this reason
Culverwell sought to undermine the credibility o f Hume’s draft in order to prevent it
precipitating a general movement to reform existent legislation. Culverwell knew that an
official Home Office response would add credibility to Hume’s project and thereby the
Home Office might inadvertently instigate a reform movement that it actually wished to
avoid. Instead, Culverwell privately enrolled Sir Henry Dale to speak against Hume at the
Athenaeum on the understanding Dale undermined the draft. Since overseeing the
establishment o f the NIMR Dale had travelled far in his career and by 1950 was a highly
influential figure. His retirement from the NIMR in 1942 did nothing to curtail his
standing and in subsequent years he served in many prestigious positions including
President o f the Royal Society, Director o f the Royal Institution, and chairman o f the
Wellcome Trust. Furthermore, he continued to work with the MRC and took a keen
interest in matters pertaining to the biomedical sciences.467 Placing Dale in the audience
to speak against Hume would have been enough in itself to undermine the talk. However,
the situation was made worse for Hume by the fact Culverwell confidentially briefed
465 The Cruelty to A nim als A ct (1 8 7 6 ) com pelled the Home Office to release annual totals o f licensed
experiments. These have been analysed in French A ntivivisection pp.392-402.
466 In Foucault's words "power is tolerable only on condition that it mask a substantial part o f itself', see
Foucault Will to K now ledge p.86.
467 See Feldberg "Henry Hallett Dale".
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Dale allowing him access to the private correspondence he had shared with Hume as well
as the various reports on H um e's draft. Armed with this knowledge Dale successfully
undermined the credibility o f Hum e’s project and the Athenaeum address was recorded
as “a flop” in the Home Office records.468 It would seem that the talk went so badly as to
discourage Hume from pursuing the matter further, “Major Hume’s Dream Act” was
successfully suppressed.
A month earlier the British Medical Journal had carried an anonymous report on
Hume's draft that was similarly scathing dismissing it as “a grave disservice to research
and consequently to the whole community”.469 In comparison to the praise received for
the UFAW Handbook the uniform rejection o f Hume’s draft legislation contrasts starkly.
Moreover, one might also question why Dale would collude with the Home Office to
undermine such a minor talk. Admittedly, Dale had maintained an interest in the subject
o f laboratory animals and in the 1950’s became especially sensitive to antivivisectionist
critiques. Dale's 1955 Paget Memorial Lecture was particularly vociferous in its attempt
to denigrate antivivisectionism.470 Whilst the spirit o f the lecture demanded the
bombastic defence o f animal experimentation Dale’s tone nonetheless stands in marked
contrast to prior diplomatic correspondences with antivivisectionists (most notably his
willingness to allow antivivisectionists to visit the NIMR and judge biomedical practices
firsthand).471 Nonetheless, Hume was not an antivivisectionist and nor could he be seen
as seeking to address antivivisectionists in speaking at the Athenaeum. Rather, the
problem lay elsewhere. The UFA W Handbook had been a success due to it raising the
question o f laboratory animal management at precisely the time the biomedical sciences
had themselves raised the same problem. In contrast Hume’s draft was roundly rejected
as he proposed it at a most inopportune time. In the immediate post-war period the
biomedical sciences sought to suppress any suggestion that they might require outside
regulation. This sensitivity to outside regulation emerged for several reasons. One was
related to the post-war desire to incorporate scientific research into the general logic o f a

468 The surviving records note
469 Special Correspondent "The Protection o f Laboratory Animals" British Medical Journal ii 1950 pp.724725.
470 Henry Dale "Humanity's Rising Debt to M edical Research" Conquest 44 1955 pp.2-9. See also Anon
“Animal experim ents and Protection From D isease" British Medical Journal 1 1957 999-1000.
471 See PRO 1 D l / 1 117.
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centralised planned society, especially popular within the Labour government.472
However, despite such fears instigating the formation o f the “Society for Freedom in
Science” the threat from government planning to the freedom of scientific research was
seen as minimal. For example, Dale whilst “theoretically” sympathising saw no such
danger in Britain.473 In contrast, he did perceive a serious threat to the freedom of the
biomedical sciences from the danger o f their association with the increasingly horrific
revelations o f acts undertaken in the name o f biomedical research within Nazi Germany.
Dale's willingness to counter H um e's desire to discuss the regulation o f animal
experimentation should be seen as part o f a wider antipathy toward the question o f the
biomedical sciences requiring outside regulation. In failing to see the implications of
raising the question o f legislation at the time he did Hume had blundered assuring the
failure o f his draft. However, he soon learnt from this lesson. As a result, in the 1950’s
UFAW developed a position that united scientific practice with moral imperative thereby
negating any suggestion that the biomedical sciences required outside regulation.
Consequently, whilst UFAW ’s work was intended to establish a moral economy within
the laboratory it equally served important political purposes outside o f it.
Hume quickly absorbed the biomedical sciences desire to disassociate themselves
from Nazi medical practices into his writing. For example, as we have seen Hume despite
Christian convictions rejected a deontological ethical philosophy. His problem with such
a system o f thought was that in universalising a moral principle one risked creating a
rigid framework that inevitably became self-defeating. Problematically, Hume identified
utilitarianism as an example o f such an “ethical analogue” o f a-priori reasoning and thus
as a system o f thought that had curtailed the progress o f animal welfare. Hume offered
very little evidence for this claim, which is all the more mysterious given the fact that his
approach to animal welfare was nothing if not utilitarian. Why then should Hume feel it
necessary to disassociate him self from utilitarianism whilst simultaneously develop a
thoroughly instrumental calculative approach to animal welfare? The answer is found in
the limited argument Hume provides for his rejection o f utilitarianism. According to
Hume utilitarianism, conceived as promoting the greatest good o f the greatest number

472 McGucken Scientists and the State pp.265-300.
474 Ibid. p.289.
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would “have justified the lethal Nazi experiments on prisoners” as well as the
“unrestricted infliction o f pain on laboratory animals in the pursuit o f biological
knowledge”.474 Thus his denial o f utilitarian emerged less from any antipathy toward the
philosophy than from a fear that utilitarianism in some way reflected the logic of Nazi
ideology. Hume goes on to explain that in Britain (as opposed to Germany) the fallacy of
utilitarian reasoning had been immediately recognised. Such recognition is embodied in
the “pain rule” that governed experimentation upon animals. This dictated that any
experiment had to be aborted if it was found to cause severe pain likely to endure
regardless o f whether the experimental goal had been achieved. Similarly, Hume pointed
out that the torture o f prisoners to extract information had not been abandoned in Britain
because it did not yield useful knowledge, but because it was “morally wrong”.475
Whereas a utilitarianist focus upon the greater good might permit the infliction of severe
pain the British biomedical sciences recognised there was a limit to such an argument and
that limit was the infliction o f severe suffering. Consequently, Hume differentiated the
British biomedical sciences from the practices o f Nazi biomedicine.
However, as Foucault has demonstrated, the abandonment o f excessive forms of
punishment in the nineteenth-century was driven by calculated efficiency. Thus we must
recast Hume's original example o f the abandonment o f torture and view it not only as a
result o f moral repugnance but also as a consequence o f the recognition that torture was
an inefficient means to punish. The same holds true for the abandonment of painful
experimentation upon animals. The concept o f ‘severe pain’ could never be satisfactorily
defined, as pain is a purely subjective experience. The decision as to what constituted
severe pain was left to the experimenter to decide at the time of experiment. As such the
‘pain rule’ provided a moral limit to the practice o f animal experimentation that
constrained biomedical practice only insofar as researchers chose to allow it to. From this
perspective biomedical scientists agreed to refrain from inflicting severe pain upon
animals not because they recognised the immorality o f the act but rather because the
restriction had very little effect upon experimental practice. Indeed, it served to sustain
biomedical practice though establishing a productive and legitimating form of regulation.

474 Hume The Status o f A nim als p.88.
475 Ibid. pp.88-89.
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However, whilst H um e's attempt to distance the British biomedical sciences from Nazi
practices appears questionable our interest is less in the rigour of his argument than in the
reasoning that compelled its formulation.
After the defeat o f Germany the biomedical sciences within the allied nations
were faced with the task o f answering for the atrocities committed by the Nazi’s in the
name o f their profession. Survivors bore harrowing witness to numerous experiments
conducted in the name o f medical science that had utilized humans rather as their
subject.476 The concentration camps were revealed to be veritable laboratories where
scientists had investigated the effects upon the human body o f high altitude, low pressure,
freezing, drinking seawater, mustard gas and various poisons. They had also tested
treatments for malaria, jaundice and typhus, the effects o f various drugs such as
sulphanilamide, investigated bone, nerve and muscle regeneration in human physiology,
and developed

sterilization

techniques not to mention other less

instrumental

experiments.477 In response allied investigators created the concept o f a “medical war
crime” and instigated proceedings to prosecute those responsible. Biomedical research
undertaken within Nazi Germany came under intense scrutiny as the allies prepared the
criminal case that culminated in the Nuremberg Medical Trials o f December 1946 to
August 1947.478 The process that led to the Nuremberg Trial (and subsequent
‘Nuremberg Code’) enrolled numerous British and American biomedical professionals
who were all expected to fulfil one purpose: analyse the Nazi experiments and conclude
they were not valid science.479 As a result the biomedical sciences recognised the
difficulty in distinguishing Nazi biomedical practices from their own, and as such
prominent members o f the profession began to orchestrate a speedy burial o f the whole

476 One o f the interesting paradoxes o f N azi biopolitics is that whilst it permitted experimental research
upon humans it sim ultaneously sought (at least rhetorically) to restrict animal experimentation. See Proctor
Racial H ygiene p.227; Holger H Herzog “Human Morality and Animal Research:Confessions and
Quandaries" The American Scholar 62 1993 pp.337-349; Arnold Arluke Regarding Animals
(Philadelphia:Temple University Press. 1996); Boria Sax Animals in the Third Reich (London:Continuum.
2000) pp.l 12-113.
477 See Telford I'aylor “O pening Statement o f the Prosecution December 9 ,h 1946’' reprinted in George J
Annas and M ichael A Grodin The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code (N ew YorkrOxford University
Press. 1992) pp.67-93. See also Philippe A ziz Doctors o f Death 4 Volumes (Geneva:Ferni Publishers,
1976).
478 See Paul Julian W eindling Nazi M edicine and the Nuremberg Trials (Houndsmills:Palgrave, 2004).
474 See Paul Julian W eindling “The Origin o f Informed Consent:The International Scientific Commission
On Medical War Crimes and the Nuremberg Code" Bulletin o f the History o f M edicine 75 2001 pp.37-71.
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issue. In Britain the priority became the distancing o f biomedicine from Nazi practices
and the suppression o f the whole subject in fear that it would ignite a public backlash and
threaten the status o f the British biomedical sciences.480 In an audacious move Lord
Charles Moran, who headed the British Commission tasked with assessing the Nazi
medical experiments, delayed concluding his enquiry for some time before eventually
submitting a terse five-page report.481 His motivation was the desire to keep the subject
out o f the press on the instructions o f Dale. Dale feared the demonization of Nazi
biomedical research served little purpose, as it would inevitably hinder the rebuilding of
the German medical establishment and threatened to undermine public confidence in the
biomedical sciences generally.482 Other prominent figures sensed the same danger, an
example being A V Hill who stressed that the ethical dilemmas faced by biomedical
researchers differed little to those faced by any other profession.483 Others, such as the
Oxford biologist John R Baker, turned the example o f Nazi Germany on its head by
depicting it as a dire warning o f what occurred if the state was allowed to interfere in the
sciences.484 Unquestionably Baker’s move was orientated to serve the movement to
defend ‘freedom in science’.485 Nonetheless, the argument also served the purpose of
distancing the biomedical sciences from the ‘Nazi’ atrocities through implying that the
Nazi crimes were political and not biomedical in origin. Baker was also a prominent
member o f UFAW writing a monograph asserting the scientific basis o f ‘kindness’ to
animals.486 Clearly, asserting that a moral concern for animal welfare had its basis in
biological science implicitly distanced the biomedical sciences from accusations o f
immorality. Similarly, it is for this reason that the Nuremberg Code though widely
publicised had virtually no impact upon the practice of the biomedical sciences. Its
purpose was less to regulate research than to differentiate the allied biomedical sciences

480 See Weindling Nazi M edicine esp .p p .319-343.
481 Charles Moran Scientific Results o f German M edical War Crimes. Report o f an Enquiry under the
Chairmanship o f Lord Moran (London:H M SO, 1949).
482 Ibid. pp.320-325.
483 A V Hill "The Ethical D ilem m a o f S cien ce” Advancement o f Science 9 1952 pp.93-102.
484 See John R Baker Science and the Planned State (London:George Allen & Unwin, 1945) p.9. For Baker
see E M W illmer and P C J Burnet “John Randal Baker 23rd October 1900-8th June 1984'' Biographical
Memoirs o f Fellow s o f the Roval Society 31 1985 p p .3 1-63.
485 Baker was a prominent voice in the Society for the Freedom o f Science, see McGucken Scientists and
the State pp.265-300.
486 J R Baker The Scientific Basis o f a Kindness to Animals (London:UFAW . 1948).
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from association with Nazi atrocities.487 Such strategies served to disperse the popular
distinction between scientists and the common man and was intended to fend o f attempts
to regulate biological research such as that proposed by Aldous Huxley who argued for
the equivalent o f a Hippocratic Oath be established.488
This context made the UFAW amalgamation of scientific and moral practice
especially pertinent. The notion that scientific practice was innately moral and could only
progress through humane experimental technique was an implicit counter to any attempt
to associate the biomedical sciences with Nazi atrocities. This goes some way to explain
the biomedical sciences' support for UFAW’s work on experimental technique but
antipathy toward reforming existing legislation regulating laboratory animals. It also
explains Hume's simultaneous rejection o f utilitarianism in name but deployment of it in
practice. However, H um e's distancing o f himself from utilitarianism became an
insignificant example o f the underlying fear o f association with Nazi biopolitics when
compared to the work undertaken for UFAW by W M S Russell. For Russell,
disassociating the biomedical sciences from Nazi practices was but the first step; the
second was to demonstrate that it was the critics o f the biomedical sciences who were
proto-fascists and thus examples o f that which produced Nazism.
Russell was the son o f Frederick Stratton Russell, the director o f the Marine
Biological Laboratory (Plymouth). He was educated at Oxford, briefly flirting with a
Classics degree before following his father into the biological sciences.489 At the time
Russell joined Oxford’s Department o f Zoology it was being revitalised under a new
director, Alastair Clavering Hardy.490 Hardy was his enthusiastic support for the
development o f animal behavioural studies and was personally responsible for persuading
Tinbergen to join the department in 1949.491 Russell’s study o f the behaviour of the

487 For Britain see Jenny H azelgrove “T he Old Faith and the N ew Science: The Nuremberg Code and
Human Experimentation Ethics in Britain, 1946-73” Social History o f Medicine 15 2002 pp. 109-135; for
America see David J Rothman Strangers at the Bedside (N ew York:Aldine de Gruyter,2003) pp.62-68.
488 Aldous Huxley Science. Liberty and Peace (London:Harper and Brothers, 1946) pp.62-63. See also
Gene W elftfish “Science and Prejudice” Scientific Monthly 61 1945 pp.210-212.
489 Anon "W M S Russell - Research on Humane V ivisection” Nature 1954 174 p.488. On F S Russell see
E J Denton and A J Southward "Frederick Stratton Russell 19897-1984” Biographical Memoirs o f Fellows
o f the Roval Society 32 1986 pp.462-493.
490 For biographical information see N B Marshall "Alister Clavering Hardy” Biographical Memoirs o f
Fellows o f the Royal Society 32 1986 pp.222-273.
491 See Thorpe The Origins and R ise pp.l 15-117.
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clawed frog Xenopus laevis that won him a doctorate in 1952 was influenced by
Tinbergen's ethology.49- Russell also appears to have developed an awareness of the
importance o f animal welfare whilst at Oxford and become acquainted with the work of
UFAW. In 1951 he was invited by UFAW to outline a humane approach to handling the
clawed frog.493 Russell may have encountered UFAW through its association with the
Bureau o f Animal Population or perhaps was introduced by Baker (a lecturer in Zoology
at Oxford).494 In any case the Department o f Zoology at Oxford at this time was
predisposed toward the consideration o f animal welfare. Ethologists generally tended to
display an increased awareness o f the importance o f animal welfare in comparison to
other biomedical scientists, perhaps as a result o f their greater subjective relationship with
animals.495 Hardy him self promoted the welfare o f animals by ensuring no experiment
could be conducted within his department without it first receiving his approval. In
February 1953 he established a special committee o f senior members o f the University
tasked to advise him upon the humanitarian aspects o f all proposed experiments.496 This
is one o f the earliest examples o f the establishment o f a routine process to consider
humanitarian aspects o f experimental practices above and beyond those necessitated by
law. It is equally notable for the fact that Hardy did not restrict its membership to
members o f his department or even members o f the biomedical sciences. Thus the
contemporary phenomenon o f ethics committees has a longer history than is often

492 Published as W M S Russell "Experimental Studies o f the Reproductive Behaviour o f Xenopus laevis”
Behaviour 7 1954 p p .113-188. For the history’ o f this experimental animal see John B Gurdon and Nick
Hopwood "The introduction o f Xenopus laevis into developmental biology: O f empire, pregnancy testing
and ribosomal genes" International Journal o f Developm ental B iology 22 (2000) pp. 43-50.
493 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 25 September 30th 1951 p. 16.
494 Baker appears to have been w elcom ed back to the Department o f Zoology after Hardy became its
director in 1946. Previously Baker had been forced to m ove to the Department o f Pathology by Hardy’s
predecessor who w as uncomfortable with his work on birth control. See Roy Porter and Lesley Hall The
Facts o f Life (N ew Haven:Yale University Press, 1995) p.176. Amongst other things Baker investigated on
behalf o f UFAW humane methods o f cooking crabs and lobster in an attempt to refute the popular
assumption that "cold-bloodedness" equated to an inability to feel pain. See UFAW Archive Bound Annual
Reports 23 September 30th 1949 p.6.
495 Peter Medawar alluded to this fact as the reason he supported the discipline, see P Medawar “Foreword”
in N Tinbergen The Animal in its World - Explorations o f an Ethologist 1932-1972 (London:Allen &
Unwin. 1972) pp.9-12. A lso. Lorenz described the ethologists's relationship with the animals he studied as
approaching the point o f "falling in love" with them. See Konrad Lorenz Studies in Animal and Human
Behaviour 1 (London:M ethuen & Co Ltd. 1970) p.xvi
496 See UFAW Archive UFAW 27th Annual Report and A ccounts June 30th 1953. p.8 and C W Hume “The
Legal Protection o f Animals" in Worden and Lane-Petter The UFAW Handbook p.14.
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presumed which is not confined to North America, the hospital, clinic, or even the
human.497
Be this as it may, the study o f animal behaviour at Oxford led Russell to develop
an interest in human behaviour, particularly with reference to psychoanalytic theory. His
meeting, courtship, and marriage o f Claire Hayes, a practising psychoanalyst who in 1955
became Claire Russell, catalysed this interest. The two collaborated on a number of
projects producing a systematic explanation o f human behaviour drawing upon
psychoanalytic, ethological and cybernetic theory.498 In their early work they sought to
develop techniques o f analysing human behaviour based upon human relations to animals
- a project that found favour with UFAW. The guiding principle was that human
pathological social behaviour could be inferred from how a given individual related to
animals.499 This approach assumed that human behaviour was normal or pathological
depending upon whether it was intelligently (rational) or instinctively (irrational)
motivated.500 This differentiation, drawn from a theoretical mix of ethological and
psychoanalytic theory, reflected Hume’s prior distinction o f the rational approach to
animal welfare adopted by UFAW and the emotionalism of antivivisectionists.501 The
Russell’s behavioural theory was thus immediately attractive to UFAW. In consequence
UFAW encouraged them to explore human behaviour in terms o f human relationships
with animals.
The Russel Is modelled their investigation upon that carried out by the Institute of
Social Research in collaboration with a group o f Berkeley psychologists into the
phenomenon o f prejudice, published as The Authoritarian Personality in 1950.502 The

497 cf. Albert R Jonsen The Birth o f B ioethics (N ew York:Oxford University Press, 1998) pp.362-65;
Charles L Bosk and Joel Frader 'institutional Ethics CommitteesrSociological Oxymoron, Empirical Black
Box” in Raymund D eV ries and Janadan Subedi B ioethics and Society (N ew Jersey:Prentice-Hall,1998)
pp.94-116 and Cate M cB um ey "Ethics Com m ittees and Social Change:/5/ ^ qa Change?” in Barry
Hoffmaster B ioethics in Social C ontext (Philadelphia:Temple University Press, 2001) pp.180-198.
498 Claire Russell and W M S R ussell Human Behaviour :A N ew Approach (London:Andre Deutsch, 1961).
In the view o f the R u ssell's the "understanding and control o f human behaviour is beyond doubt,
impractical terms, the most urgent problem o f contemporary science’'. See Claire Russell and W M S
Russell “An Approach to Human Ethology*’ Behavioural Science 2 1957 pp.169-200. p. 169.
499 C Russell and W M S Russell “On M an-Handling Animals'* The UFAW Courier 14 1958 pp. 1-13. p.l
500 Ibid. p.2.
501 cf. C W Hume UFAW A rchive Expanding Mercy (London.TJFAW Pamphlet 1943).
502 Theodor W Adorno. Else Frenkel-Brunswik. Daniel J Levinson, and R Nevitt Sanford The Authoritarian
Personality (N ew York:John Wiley and Sons. 1964 [1950]). Such social research o f course represents the
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Institute o f Social Research, or ‘Frankfurt School’, undertook the project on behalf o f the
American Jewish Committee who sought to uncover the factors that made an individual
susceptible to Fascist propaganda.503 The project combined the Frankfurt School’s unique
blend o f theoretical conjecture and empirical investigation with American statistical
empiricism to produce a study o f what it termed a new ‘anthropological type’: the
authoritarian personality. The research initially utilised questionnaires designed to
identify behavioural indicators later used to construct scales o f measurement that revealed
“trends which lay deep within the personality, and which constituted a disposition to
express spontaneously...or to be influenced by, fascist ideas”.504 In this way a method
was produced whereby the rating o f an individuals responses to a range o f questions
measured their propensity toward authoritarianism upon a scale labelled the ‘Fascist’ or
‘F’ scale.505 Adorno explained the authoritarian personality as the result o f an incomplete
resolution o f the Freudian Oedipus complex.506 By drawing upon Horkheimer’s thesis
that social repression is concomitant with the internal repression o f impulses the
psychological profile was extended to the social.507 The authoritarian personality type
thereby explained how Fascist propaganda was met with enthusiasm by demonstrating it
appealed to a pathological psychology.
The study itself refrained from quantifying the frequency o f the authoritarian
personality in American society (though Adorno typically hinted it was prevalent in
American mass culture).508 Instead it confined its work to identifying and describing the
authoritarian personality. Nevertheless, it is clear from the general oeuvre of the
Institute’s work that its authors would not have intended its use as a means to
differentiate democratic from

fascist states.509 Adorno in particular consistently

underlined the fact that the atrocities committed in Nazi Germany were the expression of
standardization o f social behaviour, see Jean M Converse Survey Research in the United States:Roots and
Emergence 1890-1960 (Berkely: University o f California Press, 1987).
503 See Martin Jay Dialectical Im a g in a tion ^ History o f the Frankfurt School (Berkely:University o f
California Press. 1996) p p .2 19-252 and R o lf W iggershaus The Frankfurt SchooElts History. Theories and
Political Significance (Cambridge:M lT. 1994).
504 Adorno et. al. Authoritarian Personality p. 15.
505 Ibid. p p .224-241.
506 Adorno et. al. Authoritarian Personality pp.759-762.
507 Ibid. p.759.
508 Ibid. p.675.
509 cf. Max Horkheimer and Theodor W Adorno D ialectic o f Enlightenment (Stan ford: Stan ford University
Press. 2()02| 1947]) written at the sam e time as the authoritarian personality project.
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a barbaric logic intrinsic to modem civilisation.510 Nonetheless, the Russells borrowed
the methodology and deployed it to uncover a connection between the authoritarian
personality and a disregard for the welfare o f animals.511 In the process they
differentiated the biomedical sciences from Nazism through asserting the authoritarian
personality was incompatible with scientific methodology.512 Furthermore, they claimed
that radical animal proponents such as antivivisectionists (whose activities in their view
did more to harm animal welfare despite their fervent claims to the contrary) were
examples o f a pathological personality type related to the authoritarian. In this way the
Russells both differentiated the biomedical sciences from fascism whist simultaneously
associated its detractors with the now pathological phenomena.
The Russells assumed that animal abuse was a result of a pathological psychology
and related to the authoritarian personality. Echoing the association made by Lane-Petter
between veterinary and paediatric treatment the Russells proposed an affinity between a
child’s and an animal’s position within the family structure.513 Consequently, a person’s
treatment o f animals would reveal information regarding the childhood experiences of a
person that were central to the psychoanalytic encounter. Indeed, the Russells elided the
distinction between animal and child to such an extent that both were assumed to develop
similar behaviour patterns in response to their relationship with the parental authority
figures. Frequently the child internalised the adult’s behaviour toward itself and played it
out through its relationship with the family pet. In this way the child ‘collaborated’ with
the behaviour pattern established by the authoritarian adult whilst simultaneously
consolidated the future

behavioural

patterns o f the child

in adulthood.514 By

supplementing the survey questions o f the Authoritarian Personality study with specific
questions designed to discover a person’s attitude toward animals the Russells sought a
direct correlation between the authoritarian personality and a disregard for the welfare of
animals (and thus antivivisectionism).515 This would allow them to emphasise the

510 See for example Theodore W Adorno “Education after A uschw itz” in R olf Tiedemann (ed) Theodor W
Adorno Can One Live After A uschw itz? (Stan ford: Stan ford University Press, 2003) pp.19-33.
511 See W M S Russell “On Misunderstanding A nim als” The UFAW Courier 12 1956 pp. 19-35 and Russell
and Russell "On Man-Handling A nim als”. See also Russell and Russell Human Behaviour pp.329-365.
512 Russell and Burch Principles p. 154-155.
513 Russell and Russell “On M an-Handling A nim als” pp.4-6.
314 Russell and Russell "On Man-Handling A nim als” p.9.
313 Russell “On Misunderstanding Animals" pp.32-35.
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importance o f promoting animal welfare by relating a “healthy” attitude toward animals
to a healthy attitude to society.516
The initial study failed to find such a correlation, yet undeterred they posited two
possible explanations for this failure. The first was that antivivisectionism was motivated
by a hatred o f scientists who having been coalesced as an “out group” become the target
of the authoritarian personality. The second explanation proposed the authoritarian
personality in British society became reversed due to a peculiar cultural tendency to
associate with “the underdog”. Rather than submitting to the authority o f an in-group
whilst being hostile to perceived out-groups the British authoritarian was reversed
associating with the out-group whilst being hostile to the in-group. Consequently an
authoritarian viewing the biomedical scientists as a powerful in-group would be hostile to
them whilst sympathetic toward the laboratory animal seen as an out-group.517 The
Russells refined their questionnaire and undertook further investigations. The connection
between authoritarianism and antivivisection was eventually discovered through an
interview with one o f Claire Russell’s patients referred to as “C”:
As an adult (C) was living in a flat; in the same house was a married couple with one
small boy. Som eone told (C) that they were going to acquire a pet. He said this was a
scandal, and that they should be prevented from handing over an animal to the
mercies o f a small boy, ‘for’ as he said, ‘all children are cruel to animals’.This
elegant illustration at last enables us to specify precisely the main element in the
anti-vivisection attitude...Patient (C), by his assumption about ‘all children’, was
projecting his ow n im pulses...Sim ilarly, the anti-vivisectionist constantly believes
all sorts o f absurd horror-stories about life in the laboratory, and will not allow
him self to be undeceived. It has always been obvious to any psychologist that this
projection must arise from a considerable repressed sadism on the antivivisectionist’s part. But the illustration makes it possible to be quite precise about
the fantasies concerned. The scientists may to some extent stand for cruel parents.
But much more important they stand for ‘all children’ in (C )’s sense. Thus they
represent children passing the buck to animals. The anti-vivisectionist might at some
level have liked to do this. Additional inhibitions superimposed upon this
mechanism ...w ou ld result in projection on a grand scale. The anti-vivisectionist,
finally, by what Freud called the ‘return o f the repressed’, passes the buck onto both
scientists and animals by pursuing policies which cause nothing but harm to the
animals he purports to protect. Here at last is a clear and promising hypothesis for
investigation. It is worth noting that (C) occasionally produced a fantasy about
vivisection. He was not him self an anti-vivisectionist, partly because he was, in
general, effectively intelligent and well-inform ed...The mechanism concerned is

516 For a study arguing that the discourse o f animal proponents has more to say about human society than
the treatment o f animals see Keith Tester Anim als and Society (London:Routledge. 1991).
517 Ibid. p.31.
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important in other contexts o f human behaviour, as can soon be seen if we substitute
‘oppressed classes’ for anim als.518

In their view the antivivisectionist was projecting his own sadistic desires upon the
scientist a fact that goes some way to explaining why antivivisectionists held such
antipathy toward science and why their avowed desire to improve animal welfare so
frequently achieved the opposite.519. In contrast, a healthy attitude toward animals was
“free form cruelty, callousness and sentimental confusion” as found in the philosophy of
UFAW and in the practices o f the biomedical sciences.520
Evidently there was a wilful desire amongst scientists to distance themselves from
the crimes committed in the name o f scientific research in Nazi Germany. Within the
biomedical sciences this tendency was especially apparent due to the sensitivity of this
profession to accusation o f cruelty in their use o f laboratory animals. If we return to
Lane-Petter’s article with which we began this chapter we can now better understand his
use o f psychological explanation and the implicit associations it carried. In warning
against emotionalism Lane-Petter echoes the understanding o f antivivisection as a
pathological indulgence:
Such undisciplined feeling is often associated with a morbid preoccupation with
brutality...the minutiae o f violence excite a thrill o f disgust, guilty pleasure...There
can be few normal people who are totally unaffected by the sight or image o f
injury...but in most o f us that basic attraction-repulsion is clothed in reason or
rationalization. So in a discussion o f animals let us try to recognise the shadow o f the
brute with in our souls and keep him chained, and let us be especially wary lest the
moralising w e may indulge in be the brute tugging at his leash.521

Lane-Petter’s succinct portrait o f the altercation between antivivisectionists and scientists
clearly reflects the conclusions o f the Russells, as does his depiction o f antivivisectionists
viewing scientists as the “torturer” whilst the latter saw the former as a “crank”.522 The
reader o f Nature would undoubtedly recognise that the scientist was not a torturer
reinforcing the depiction o f the antivivisectionist as a crank (the latter term referred to a
particular psychological neurosis identified by Adorno and related to the authoritarian

518 Russell and Russell “On M an-Handling A nim als” pp.12-13.
519 This was a frequent claim made by U FA W , the example given by the Russells was the spoiling and
pampering o f pets to their ow n disadvantage. See Russell and Russell “On Man-Handling Animals” p.l 1.
520 Russell "On Misunderstanding Animals" p.32
521 Lane-Petter "Science. A nim als and Humanity” p.532.
522 Ibid.
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personality). “

Lane-Petter believed the reputation o f the biomedical sciences was

genuinely at risk through the possibility that the public might be swayed by
antivivisectionist propaganda. This was all the more urgent as antivivisectionists had
begun to draw allusions between biomedical and Nazi practices. In 1963 one complained
to the Departmental Committee on Experiments on Animals that:
it would seem that our laboratories have become little “Belsens” where all the
horrors o f the Hitler regime are being practised, once again upon the helpless and
defenceless - right on our very shores.524

Lane-Petter argued it was incumbent upon the biomedical sciences to establish a “middle
ground" where science could meet with animal welfare in order to realise (but more
importantly publicise) their shared “common humanity”.525 Clearly, Lane-Petter’s notion
of animal welfare was very much that o f UFAW. Moreover, he sought to deploy this to
overcome the perceived tendency to make “scientists the scapegoats for that which
disturbs the public conscience” .526 Lane-Petter’s tone suggested that the coming together
o f science and animal welfare would leave antivivisectionism quite firmly in the cold.
However, it should not be assumed that his singling out o f antivivisectionism was
motivated purely by his interest in defending the use o f laboratory animals. As we have
seen there were broader issues being negotiated at this time regarding the legitimacy and
value o f the biomedical sciences.
In his influential history o f bioethics David J Rothman assumed that prior to the
rise o f the anti-authoritarian and anti-science movements in the 1960s ethical questions
regarding medical practices were purely a matter for members o f the biomedical
professions.527 In contrast, Roger Cooter has argued that Rothman and others have
written out the existence o f a ‘pre-bioethic’ extra-biomedical interest in medical ethics
from historical accounts.528 Almost without exception accounts o f the history of
contemporary bioethics portray a discontinuous history o f medical ethics divided about

523 Within the 'crank' the frustration o f the authoritarian reaches such proportions as to fuel an obsessive
paranoia, intense prejudice and a sense o f inner superiority bordering upon the psychotic. See Adorno et. al.
Authoritarian Personality p.765-767.
524 PRO HO 269/8 Letter F Barker to Littlevvood Com m ission dated 21st August 1963
525 Lane-Petter “Science. A nim als and Humanity" p.534.
526 Ibid. p.534.
527 David J Rothman Strangers at the Bedside (N ew York:Aldine de Gruyter,2003).
528 See Roger Cooter "The Ethical Body" in Cooter and Pickstone Medicine in the 20^ Century pp.451-468
and Roger Cooter “From R esistible Rise to G raceless FalFMedical Ethics in the Twentieth Century" paper
presented to the Section o f the History o f M edicine. Yale University School o f M edicine 26th April 2004.
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the 1960s. Before this decade medical ethics is perceived to be a subject discussed and
arbitrated within and by the biomedical profession alone. Only in the latter 1960s, and
increasingly through the 1970s, does the question o f medical ethics and the regulation of
the biomedical sciences became open to non-biomedical (yet still largely academic and
professional) criticism through the advent o f bioethics.529 The emergence o f bioethics is
conventionally linked to a general anti-authoritarian Zeitgeist that sought to establish a
public and critical regulation o f professions such as the biomedical sciences. In this way
bioethics is linked to the civil rights movement and portrayed as the vehicle that
established recognition o f human rights within the biomedical sciences.530
A similar amnesic historiography exists for the animal rights movement. Peter
Singer, the prominent Princeton bioethicist and animal rights advocate, set the tone in his
seminal Animal Liberation.531 In 1976 Singer associated the nascent animal rights
movement with the civil rights campaign asserting:
we would be on shaky ground if w e were to demand equality for blacks, women, and
other groups o f oppressed humans whilst denying equal consideration to non
humans.532

Just as bioethicists have been portrayed as those who introduced human rights to the
biomedical sciences so too have they been represented as responsible for the extension of
these rights to animals, as James M Jasper and Dorothy Nelkin have observed
“Philosophers served as midwives to the animal rights movement”.533 Such a
historicization entirely ignores the history o f antivivisectionism. Indeed it is not
uncommon to read the work o f the 1970s animal rights advocates described as “the first

529 See for exam ple Albert R Jonsen The Birth o f B ioethics (N ew York:Oxford University Press, 1998) who
argues bioethics em erged in the late 1960s as a response to moral problems raised by advancements in
biotechnology and David J Rothman Strangers at the Bedside (N ew YorkrAldine de Gruyter, 2003) who
locates the origins o f bioethics in the space opened up by the increasing alienation o f doctors from patients
and clinicians from research scientists in the sam e period.
530 See Jonson Birth pp.383-401 and Rothman Strangers pp.98-100.
531 Peter Singer Animal Liberation (London:Paladin, 1977[ 1976]).
532 Ibid. pp.22-23. Writing to Ryder Singer explained:
the title ‘Animal Liberation is o f course meant to suggest that our society, and indeed most
other human societies, is "specieist" in the same way that, at earlier periods, it had been racist
and sexist. The intent o f the book can similarly be seen as parallel to books in, say, the
w om en's' m ovem ent.
See BL Richard Ryder Papers "Peter Singer" Letter Peter Singer to Richard D Ryder dated 12th April 1973.
533 James M Jasper and Dorothy N elkin The Animal Rights Crusade (N ew York:Free Press, 1992) p.90.
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serious work on animal rights since Henry Salt’s...published in 1892”.534 Such narratives
are misleading in that they erroneously ignore the fact antivivisectionism was not only a
consistent advocate for animals but moreover one o f the most forceful voices that resisted
the spread o f biomedical scientific values in the twentieth-century. Historical analysis of
antivivisectionism has demonstrated that its concerns transcended the issue of animal
experimentation forming a general criticism o f modem biomedical values and their role
in shaping societies wider values. In his study o f the origins o f antivivisectionism Richard
D French has shown that biomedical scientists and antivivisectionists traditionally existed
in an oppositional relationship based upon their adherence to incommunicable
worldviews. On the one hand the biomedical sciences “saw animals as species, a group of
interchangeable biological systems on which to carry out mechanistically conceived
experiments”. Conversely, antivivisectionists “saw animals as unique individuals, whose
varying mental, moral, and spiritual qualities were infinitely more important than their
physiological ones” .535 In sum, antivivisectionism was a reaction against modem
biomedical values in their entirety, and thus against modernity as an age o f biopolitics.
French concluded that antivivisectionism:
foresaw the cold, barren, alienation o f a future dominated by the imperatives o f
technique and expertise. It was not experiments on animals they were protesting, it
was the shape o f the century to com e.536

It is for this reason that antivivisection was so closely linked with other movements
critical o f the biomedical sciences such as anti-vaccination.537 Together they formed a
substantial if unsuccessful counter movement to the expansion o f the biomedical sciences
basing their critique largely within a moral or ethical perspective. Through the early
twentieth-century it was groups such as antivivisectionists who campaigned most
vigorously for the regulation o f the biomedical sciences, and in many cases themselves

534 Marc B ek off (ed.) E ncyclopaedia o f Animal Rights and Animal Welfare (London:Fitzroy Dearborn,
1998) p.261.
535 French A ntivivisectionism p.383.
536 Ibid. p.412.
537 On antivaccination Roy Porter and Dorothy Porter "The Politics o f Prevention: Anti-Vaccination and
Public Health in Nineteenth-Century England" M edical History 32 1988 pp.231-252. For antivivisectist
relationship with the anti vaccination cause see W estacott A Century o f Vivisection pp. 183-188.
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undertook this role o f scrutinizing biomedical literature for evidence o f ethical
transgressions.
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Consequently, when Lane-Petter attacked the antivivisectionist movement he was
not merely debating differences between them and his profession in terms of their
treatment o f animals. Rather, he was seeking to undermine the credibility o f a worldview
that systematically rejected the legitimacy o f the biomedical sciences and the consequent
biopoliticalization o f society. Moreover, he was doing so at a time when such views had
never before maintained such potential credibility. The events o f the Second World War,
not least the practices o f the Nazi biomedical sciences, had shaken confidence in the
progressive element o f modern society and its adherence to the scientific and rational
values o f the Enlightenment.539 This is reflected in Jacques Ellul’s critical account of
modem society presented in The Technological Society.540 Ellul viewed modem society
as dominated by the logic o f ‘technique’ understood as “the totality o f methods rationally
arrived at and having absolute efficacy...in every field o f human activity”.541
Technique’s focus upon rationality and efficacy was increasingly found in every aspect of
society from economic to political to social phenomena and thus was “related to every
factor in the life o f modem man”.542 For Ellul morality, like every other area o f society,
was dominated by the logic o f technique: the example o f UFAW would appear to
corroborate his view.543 The result was a technological society where the increasing
rationalization o f the means to an end simultaneous alienated the individual from a
meaningful relationship with that end producing a world in which no human activity
could be conducted except through the logic o f technique. Ellul’s portrayal of technique
was Weberian in its pessimism depicting technique’s spread through society as both
dehumanising and irresistible.544 Through the 1950’s and 1960’s such negative
interpretations o f the expansion o f rationalization and efficacy is to be found in numerous
538 The antivivisectionist literature o f the twentieth-century is littered with examples, indeed it was this
tendency that encouraged scientific journals to increasingly censor from their publications the precise
details o f animal experiment. See Lederer “Political A nim als’'.
539 A most powerful exam ple w ould be Horkheimer and Adorno Dialectic o f Enlightenment.
540 Jacques Ellul The T echnological Society (N ew York:Vintage, 1964).
541 Ibid. p.xxv.
542 Ibid. p.xxvi.
543 Ibid. pp.301-302.
544 Ibid pp.425-427. cf. Max W eber “Bureaucracy" in H. H. Gerth & C. Wright Mills (trans. & eds.) From
Max W eber.Tssays in Sociology (London.-Routledge & Keegan Paul Ltd. 1964) pp. 196-244.
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other writers, such as that o f Lewis Munford and the diverse writings of the Frankfurt
School.545 With such a rising tide o f radical criticism the antivivisectionist’s rejection of
modem values would have appeared increasingly credible. Through the remainder o f this
chapter we will analyse the work o f UFAW and the subsequent emergence of animal
rights and bioethics in terms o f how they served to defend the biomedical sciences from
such radical critique.
The social criticism o f this period, notably that embodied in the work o f the
Frankfurt School, problematized the relationship between rationality and power in a
comparable sense to that o f Foucault (albeit in a generally pessimistic way that tended to
imply a singular repressive rationality).546 In contrast Foucault, far from assuming power
to be purely repressive, focussed upon its productive capacities. In the remainder o f this
chapter we show that the work o f UFAW in the later 1950’s was unified by Russell and
argue this served to disperse antivivisectionist criticism of the biomedical sciences just at
the time where it might have seemed at its most credible. As a result in the 1960’s, at
least in Britain, antivivisectionism for the first time abandoned its antipathy toward
modem biopolitical values and sought instead open cooperation with the biomedical
sciences.

Part II: Developing the Principles of Humane Experimental Technique.
In 1949 the Secretary o f State appointed a committee to enquire into practices that
may involve cruelty to wild animals.547 The Committee’s report is a valuable historical
document not least as it identifies an emerging public concern with regard to the
treatment o f animals.548 It also identified a widening gap between public ideas and the
reality o f animals emerging from the increasing unfamiliarity between man and animal
due to urbanization. The urban public tended perceive as cruel practices that hitherto had
not been recognised so (and remained unrecognised by country dwellers whose relations
with animals remained instrumental). Consequently, a gulf was opening between the
masses that sentimentalised animals but lacked any real understanding o f them and a
545 See especially L ew is Mumford The Myth o f the Maehine:The Pentagon o f Power (N ew York:Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich.1970) and Herbert Marcuse One Dimensional Man (London :Routledge, 2002 [1964]. For
the Frankfurt School see Jay Dialectical Imagination and W iggershaus The Frankfurt School.
546 For Foucault's view on the Frankfurt School see D Trombadori and Michel Foucault “ Interview with
Michel Foucault" in Faubion Power pp.239-297. pp.272-279.
547 John Scott Henderson Report o f the Com m ittee on Cruelty to Wild Animals (London:HMSO,1951).
548 Ibid. pp.5-6.
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minority o f experts and country dwellers whose practices were becoming increasingly
misunderstood and misrepresented.549 This analysis mirrors the elitist assumptions of
UFAW, and this is no doubt largely due to the fact that the Federation submitted
substantial documentation to the enquiry.550 As was his usual practice Hume used the
opportunity to publicise the work o f UFAW and co-opt those he encountered to the work
of the Federation. In this case he invited Peter Medawar, who was serving on Committee,
to join UFAW and head the Scientific Investigation Committee. Medawar graciously
accepted and served in this role from 1950 until 1961 after which he resigned the position
due to the demands o f his appointment to direct the NIMR.551 This period saw Medawar
reach the height o f his scientific career being awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine in
1960 as a result o f his work on acquired immunological tolerance. In contrast, his work
with UFAW is less well known despite the fact it was he who instigated and guided the
Federation's project to develop humane experimental technique. By the time Medawar
joined its ranks UFAW’s interest in improving the welfare of laboratory animals was well
established. However, apart from Hume’s foray into statistical analysis contained in the
appendix o f the Handbook this interest remained entirely in the realm o f the management
o f laboratory animals. It was Medawar who suggested that the Federation should turn its
attention to experimental technique, instigating what he termed “research on methods of
research”.552 To this end Medawar constituted a sub-committee o f UFAW’s Scientific
Investigations Committee to look into ways in which UFAW could approach the area.
Consequently, UFAW sought to establish a systematic investigation of experimental
technique and an advert was placed in the Journal o f the Institute o f Biology announcing

549 For recent related studies on this subject see Keith Thomas Man and the Natural World
(Flarmondsworth:Penguin. 1984); Harriet Ritvo The Animal Estate (Harmondsworth:Penguin. 1987); :eith
Tester Animals and Society (London:Routledge, 1991); James Serpell In the Company o f Animals
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press. 1996) and Adrian Franklin Animals and Modem Cultures
(London:Sage, 1999).
550 Scott Henderson Committee on Cruelty to W ild Animals p.l 15. See also PRO HO 45/25249 and HO
45/25249 for working papers o f the com m ittee and HO 285/28 for a memorandum on laboratory animals
prepared for the Committee.
551 For Medawar see N A M itchison “Peter Brian Medawar 28th February 1915-2nd October 1987”
Biographical Memoirs o f F ellow s o f the Royal Society pp.283-301 and Peter Medawar Memoir o f a
Thinking Radish (Oxford:Oxford University Press. 1986).
552 P B Medawar "Foreword" in Anon “Humane Technique in the Laboratory" Laboratory Animal Bureau
Laboratory Animals Bureau C ollected Papers Volume 6 Humane Technique in the Laboratory
(L ondon:llM S0.1957) pp.5- 7. p.5.
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UFAW 's intention and seeking a suitable researcher to undertake the work.553 In October
1954 Russell was appointed as UFAW Research Fellow and Honorary Research Assistant
at the Department o f Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, UCL, to carry out the
investigation under M edaw ar s supervision.554
As an Oxford educated ethologically minded zoologist with a wide interest in
animal behaviour as well as an awareness o f the importance o f the moral consideration of
animal welfare Russell was an ideal candidate. The approach Russell adopted presumed
that experimental practice was innately humane; it was assumed as practices became
increasingly humane they equally became more scientifically reliable (and vice versa).
Russell sought “to understand, control and effectively promote this healthy process” in
order to catalyse the development o f humane experimental technique as a conscious
process.555 Russell made explicit reference to the fact that in his view “humanity and
efficiency tend to advance together” and subsequently developed a calculative approach
to morality focussed primarily upon the maximization o f biological efficacy.556 Whilst
this is familiar UFAW rhetoric Russell added a further factor in the presumption that the
advancement o f humane experimental practice was in some way “healthy”. In Russell’s
work the interdependent advancement o f scientific practice and moral value became
entwined with the advancement o f a third factor: a ‘healthy’ psychology. We have
already touched upon how the psychological/social relationship between researcher and
laboratory animal was made increasingly important in the work o f Chance. Russell took
this a step further as the relationship between animal and human came to determine not
just an effective productive relationship but also the psychological health o f both the
human and animal involved. This latter point was drawn from thepsychoanalytictheory
o f human behaviour previously examined.
Russell first attempted a historical survey o f experimental practice but found little
explicit concern prior to the Second World War.557 He did not attempt to offer an
explanation for such absence instead choosing to explore more recent progress on the
553 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 28 June 30th 1954 pp.6-7.
554 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 29 June 30th 1955 pp.4-5.
555 W M S Russell "A Research on the History and Progress o f Humane Experimental Techniques"' The
UFAW Courier 11 1955 p p .16-21. p .16.
556 W M S Russell "Research on Humane Techniques in the Laboratory"’ The UFAW Courier 10 1954 p.iii
557 W M S Russell ”A Research on the History and Progress o f Humane Experimental Techniques” The
UFAW Courier 11 1955 pp. 16-21. p. 19.

subject. It is likely Russell would have assumed the absence to be due to the fact that
prior to the intervention o f UFAW there was no public scientific forum within which one
could discuss the welfare o f laboratory animals.558 Such a view would have been credible
given that in private correspondence there is evidence o f a willingness to discuss and
promote the welfare o f laboratory animals. Be this as it may, the lack o f historical work
prompted Russell to turn to the present and assess contemporary experimental practices
in view o f its “humanity'. This approach necessitated the cooperation o f practicing
experimenters. To this end UFAW provided Russell with a small additional grant in order
that he could hire a part-time assistant to aid him in interviewing researchers. Worden
recommended a recent employee o f his named Rex L Burch for this role. Burch was a
microbiologist who had much practical experience o f laboratory animals from his work at
the Boots Pure Drug Company where he had established a laboratory to monitor
laboratory animal health and provide early warning o f disease. Burch had left this
employment with the intention o f establishing his own commercial breeding and testing
centre only to discover that Worden had already established such a business a few miles
away form his intended location in Huntingdonshire. Burch introduced himself to
Worden and was subsequently employed by the latter who realised Burch’s experience
made him an ideal candidate to assist Russell.559 Burch’s role was to undertake the basic
work o f interviewing scientists and visiting laboratories in order to construct a picture of
laboratory animal use in terms o f its practical and ethical aspects. In spite o f an assisting
role on paper Burch was given equal credit with Russell for the subsequent work that
culminated with the development o f the concept o f the “3Rs” and the publication of The
Principles o f Humane Experimental Technique in 1959.560
The first part o f this work asserted a definition o f humanity in terms o f the UFAW
philosophy o f a moral economy. It also contained a summary of contemporary usage of
laboratory animals in Britain supplemented by information from the LAB annual surveys

558 The growth o f a reluctance to com m ent publicly on the use o f laboratory animals within the biomedical
sciences in the early twentieth century has been analysed by Lederer who has identified a move toward
self-censorship on this subject even w ithin the reports o f experiments contained in scientific journals. See
Susan L Lederer “The Shaping o f Biom edical Research Literature in Twentieth-Century America’'Isis 83
1992 pp.61-79.
559 UFAW Archive Bound Annual Reports 29 June 30th 1955. p.4.
560 W M S Russell and R Burch The Principles o f Humane Experimental Technique (London:UFAW,
1959).
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provided by Lane-Petter (who was a member o f the UFAW sub-committee that guided
the project). This information provides a portrait o f the uses o f laboratory animals in
Britain in the 1950s outlining the various species o f laboratory animal and correlating
them to the purpose for which they were commonly utilized.561 Whilst there was a broad
agreement on which animals were used for particular experimental purposes there was a
notable lack o f awareness as to why a particular species was used for a particular
56^
purpose. “ Russell inferred that once a technique became widespread and associated with
a particular species it became a matter o f unquestioned routine (a process Latour refers to
as black-boxing).563 Whilst the reliability and replicability of experimental practice relied
upon such black-boxing it proved a hindrance to the continual refinement o f techniques.
Russell argued that no matter how routine the use of laboratory animals must at some
level be kept open to the possibility o f improvement.564 Without such a determined effort
to maintain awareness techniques were unlikely to be questioned or improved upon. This
gave weight to M edawar’s initial suspicion that it was necessary to embark upon
“research on methods o f research” if experimental techniques were to be improved at all.
The second half o f the Principles outlined a systematic approach to experimental
practice to encourage the continual refinement o f technique in terms o f productive
efficiency and moral value. This general schema was presented in three interdependent
principles: reduction, refinement and replacement, collectively known as the ‘3Rs’. This
was the heart o f the book and a major if largely neglected contribution to the shape of
laboratory animal use in Britain. The 3Rs were first announced in 1956 at the UFAWLAB joint symposium on humane technique in the laboratory. In a short paper Russell
described the “three modes o f increasing humane technique” being the reduction in
numbers o f animals used within a given technique, the refinement o f a given technique to

561 The vast number o f laboratory animals were consumed by the commercial industry which was
expanding v igorously in this period. The increasing demand for microbiological testing is demonstrated by
the commercial success o f W orden's Huntingdon Research Establishment (which carried out animal testing
on a freelance basis).
562 Russell and Burch Principles p.47.
56? Bruno Latour Science in Action (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1987) p. 131.
564 Chance offered a similar argument. See M R A Chance "The contribution o f environment to uniformity’'
p.61.
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minimize its infliction o f suffering and the replacement o f the use o f animals by nonsentient material.565.
By 1959 the three modes had become three principles and formed the central
thesis o f The Principles o f Humane Experimental Technique. They also provided a single
framework by which UFAW ’s diverse approach to the welfare of laboratory animals was
systematised. The idea o f reducing the number o f animals required by a technique and
minimising the infliction o f suffering had become central to UFAW’s work in the 1950’s.
The idea o f reducing the number o f animals required by a given experiment was implicit
to Hume's promotion o f statistical analysis as a ‘humane’ technique as early as 1947.
Reduction was equally implicit to Chance’s promotion o f the standardization of
laboratory animals. Though not generally aimed at refining experimental technique the
UFAW Handbook in regard to its emphasis upon means of handling animals could also be
seen to contribute to the refinement o f experimental practices along humane lines. A
more direct example might be Chance’s work on the relationship between laboratory
animals' and their environment. Furthermore, in depicting the maintenance of animal
health as the primary approach to assuring their standardization Chance underpinned the
importance o f refining experimental techniques to minimise suffering for the reliability of
scientific method.
Whilst the first two principles systematised existent UFAW approaches to the
welfare o f laboratory animals the third principle o f replacement formed a new and radical
contribution to the UFAW agenda. Russell placed replacement as the first of the 3Rs
indicating its pre-eminence in his thought. Replacement promised to entirely resolve the
moral dilemma raised by the use o f laboratory animals. The idea that replacements for
laboratory animals could be constructed embodied UFAW’s commitment to the ability of
science to improve the welfare o f society. The principle of replacement attempted to
resolve a moral problem with technological innovation. As such it operated firmly within
the boundaries o f techno-scientific modernity. In other words, in serving to regulate the
practices o f science UFAW’s work actually strengthened its legitimacy and fostered its

565 W M S Russell "The Increase o f Humanity in Experiment.Replacement, Reduction and Refinement" in
Anon "Humane Technique in the Laboratory" Laboratory Animal Bureau Laboratory Animals Bureau
Collected Papers Volum e 6 Humane Technique in the Laboratory (London:HM SO,1957) pp.23-25.
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growth. In this sense UFAW and its work can be seen as an example of productive power
in the Foucaultian sense. Russell described the principle o f replacement as:
any scientific method em ploying non-sentient material which may in the history o f
experimentation replace methods which use conscious living vertebrates.566

He went on to identify two distinct forms: relative and absolute replacement. Relative
replacement referred to techniques that made use o f non-sentient laboratory animals. An
example would be a bioassay procedure that used anaesthetised animals that were not
allowed to recover.567 In contrast absolute replacement utilised no laboratory animals at
any stage o f its undertaking. A simple example o f an absolute replacement technique
would be the use o f plant life.568 Finally, there was a third group o f replacement
techniques that sat indistinctly between relative and absolute replacement. These were
procedures that replaced the use o f laboratory animals with animal or human tissue
cultures.569 By utilizing cells kept artificially alive new techniques o f bioassay and
virological research had been developed to replace the routine use o f laboratory animals.
The technology o f producing and maintaining tissue cultures had advanced dramatically
in the immediate post-war period largely driven by viral research agendas.570 Hitherto,
the development o f tissue cultures had been popularly viewed as suspect - labouring
under the dystopian nightmare o f artificially produced life such as the babies in bottles
scenario suggested in Huxley’s Brave New World.511 However, with typical UFAW
optimism Russell transformed the development o f tissue culture from a suspect
endeavour into a technological solution to the moral problem presented by laboratory
animals.

Such

techniques

were

a

grey-area

between

relative

and

absolute

experimentation, but nevertheless remained a humane advance over the routine use of
566 Russell and Burch Principles p.69.
567 Russell and Burch Principles p.71. An exam ple would be the assay o f pituitary preparations through
observation o f pressor activity. See H Waring and F W Langrebe “Hormones o f the Posterior Pituitary” in
X Pincus and X Thimann The Hormones (N ew York.Academic Press, 1950) pp.427-514.
568 eg. D I Macht and J C Krantz "Phytopharmacological Study o f Digitalis A ssay” Journal o f the American
Pharmaceutical A ssociation 16 1927 pp.210-18.
569 F Kingsley Sanders “T issue Cultures as Substitutes for experimental Animals” in Anon “Humane
Technique" pp .35-43.
570 Tissue culture techniques arose largely in virological research where the process proved economically
superior to traditional laboratory animal use. By 1955 methods had been developed to maintain living cells
for periods o f time to allow their transportation about the world. See PRO FD F K Sanders and J M
Hoskins "Progress Report 1953-1956 o f the Virus Research Group to the Medical Research Council”.
571 See for example Jon Turney Frankenstein's Footsteps (New Haven.Yale University Press, 1998)
esp.pp.72-90. For the history o f tissue culture see Duncan Wilson “The Early History o f Tissue Culture in
BritaimThe Interwar Years" Social History o f M edicine 18 2005 pp.225-243.
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laboratory animals. These procedures initially required a live donor, be that animal or
human, but subsequently cultures o f tissue could be maintained indefinitely providing
living tissue for experimental use that circumvented the need to use laboratory
animals.572 Here UFAW presented a scientific-technological solution to a moral and
social issue working within the biomedical sciences to sustain and stabilise them. O f
course in subsequent years technologies such as tissue culture raised new ethical and
metaphysical questions o f their own which helped form the conditions of possibility from
which the discipline o f bioethics was to emerge.573 Nevertheless, in 1959 tissue culture
promised to contribute to the resolution o f the moral problem of laboratory animals
through biomedical scientific-technological innovation.
The final goal o f the 3Rs was absolute replacement: reduction, refinement, and
relative replacement were viewed as steps (all equally important) toward the ultimate
goal o f absolutely replacing laboratory animals in all biomedical experiment. The extent
to which this was an achievable aim was not directly addressed, though some such as
Medawar felt laboratory animals would always be necessary at some stage o f biomedical
research. In any event absolute replacement was a prospect that lay far in the future in
most fields o f research but in others it appeared to be closer than one might first assume.
The discipline o f biological standardization was seen to possess great potential for the
development o f techniques o f absolute replacement as in this field laboratory animals
were widely accepted to be problematic tools. Consequently, biological standardization
exhibited a tendency to attempt to develop alternative non-animal (usually chemical)
procedures.574 However, this work was not necessarily the norm and largely depended

572 See Mary D awson "The Rational U se o f Tissue Cultures for Drug Testing” and F T Perkins “The Use o f
Tissue Cultures and A nim als in V accine Production” in W Lane-Petter The Rational U se o f Living Systems
in Bio-M edical Research (L ondon:U FAW . 1972) pp.5-17 and 18-24 respectively.
573 The advent o f tissue culture problematized many areas, for example contributing to the ongoing
biomedical erosion o f distinction between life and death, an example being that o f Henerietta Lacks who
died o f cerv ical cancer in 1951 yet lives on in laboratories throughout the world in the form o f the HeLa
cell line. See H Lanecker “Immortality in Vitro:A History o f the HeLa Cell Line” in P Brodwin (ed.)
Biotechnology and Culture (lndiana:lndiana University Press, 2000) pp.53-72. Another example would be
the problematization o f the ownership o f o n e's body. For example, John Moore found that having had a
cancerous spleen removed in 1976 the University o f California had patented cells drawn from his body and
licensed them without his know ledge to Sandoz Pharmaceutical Corporation. See Jeremy Rifkin The
Biotech Century' (N ew York:Tarcher Putnam, 1998) pp.60-61.
574 Such attempts were not alw ays successful, for example a proposed chemical technique to assay digitalis
was rejected in 1954. see Anon "British Pharmaceutical Conference 1954” Nature 178 1954 pp. 1380. More
positively by the 1950s chem ical assays had been developed for most vitamins see for example B Barnholdt
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upon the efficiency o f current laboratory animal techniques. If these were found to be
relatively unproblematic little effort was devoted to developing non-animal procedures.
More often than not replacement techniques were stumbled upon haphazardly rather than
intentionally developed. Consequently, Russell sought to establish an ethos within the
field o f biological standardization and the wider biomedical community of directed effort
toward developing replacement techniques. To this end he presented a general theory of
replacement intended to guide and catalyse the biomedical community.
His starting point was a general consideration o f the purpose of laboratory
animals. Russell’s asserted that the majority o f biomedical experiments were designed to
provide information regarding the human body and the effect upon it o f a variety of
substances. In addition to these a smaller number o f experiments were undertaken to
provide similar information for socially or economically important animals. Finally, some
research was undertaken for its own sake but this at some point usually fed back to one of
first two forms o f research. The function o f the laboratory animal was to act as a model,
usually though not necessarily o f the human “system”.575 A perfect model of the human
system would by definition be indistinguishable from a human system raising difficult
metaphysical questions not least to the degree o f moral consideration it deserved. Such
perfect models had yet to be developed; at present all models were imperfect and
therefore differed in some degree from the human system. To gauge this difference
Russell employed two factors: fidelity and discrimination, which enabled the efficacy of
models to be measured.576 . Fidelity measured all characteristics o f a model against the
modelled. A high fidelity meant that all characteristics were modelled equally well or
equally badly whilst a low fidelity meant all characteristics were modelled in varying
degrees o f accuracy. Discrimination on the other hand measured only a selection of
characteristics and so a model may have a high discrimination for a defined number of
characteristics but a low fidelity. The central argument to Russell’s general theory of
replacement was that a successful model required only a high discrimination (in the

“Separation o f Neo-vitam in A l from All-Trans Vitamin A l by Chromatography on Alumnia” Nature 178
1956 pp. 1401-1402.
575 Russell and Burch Principles p.77.
576 Russell “The Increase in Humanity’' p.24.
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factors that were important to a given biomedical investigation). In practical terms high
fidelity was o f comparably little importance.577
According to Russell the biomedical sciences had over estimated the importance
o f fidelity and ignored the utility o f discrimination. It was this error that had encouraged
the popularity o f laboratory animals as a model o f the human system whilst
simultaneously undermining the reliability o f laboratory animals as accurate models. This
mistake Russell termed the “hi-fi fallacy” as it assumed that mammals possessed
exceptionally high fidelity as models for humans thus erroneously demanded they should
be used whenever possible.578 However, experimental evidence repeatedly discredited
this belief resulting in the demand for standard laboratory animals as even simple toxicity
tests provided reason to question the reliability o f laboratory animals.579 . Nevertheless,
the hi-fi fallacy had acquired the properties o f an indisputable myth. Even when
laboratory animal models o f high discrimination but low fidelity had been adopted for use
in routine procedures the general feeling remained that high fidelity models would be
superior.580 To counter such assumptions Russell argued that biomedical researchers
must approach the laboratory animal from a perspective that focussed purely upon its
efficacy as a model. To this end a general theory o f model making was required.
Here Russell drew upon a general trend toward placing ever-greater importance
upon the building o f models within science.581 For example, a few years earlier the
physiologist J Z Young had placed model making central to his 1950 Reith lectures.582
577 This claim arose from the ethological work o f Tinbergen in constructing m odels that successfully
activated the behavioural releasing m echanism s o f animals. See N Tinbergen and A C Perdeck “On the
stimulus situation releasing the begging response in the newly hatched herring gull chick” Behaviour 3
1950 pp.1-39.
578 Russell "The Increase in Humanity” p.24 and Russell and Burch Principles p.80.
579 An clear demonstration o f the absence o f a high fidelity in laboratory animals was the antibiotic
cycloserine which failed to have any beneficial effect in mice and guinea-pigs. As it proved to have no
toxic effects either it was trailed in humans and proved highly successful. See D A G Galton “Untitled
Contribution to Sym posium on Anti-tumour agents” Proceedings o f the Royal Society o f M edicine 50 1957
pp.10-12.
580 Reasons for the persistence o f the hi-fi fallacy might be found in the criticism o f laboratory animals on
the grounds they were unreliable human m odels made increasingly within antivivisectionist literature. To
accept that discrimination w as more important than fidelity may have been crudely represented by
antivivisectionists as a confirmation o f their position.
581 For the increasing importance o f m odels in this period see K J W Craik The Nature o f Explanation
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press. 1943); R W Gerard, C Kluckhohn and A Rapoport “Biological
and cultural evolution:Som e A n alogies and explorations” Behavioural Science 1 1956 pp.6-34 and Ashby
Introduction.
582 J Z Young Doubt and Certainty in Science (Oxford:Oxford University Press, 1951).
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An impetus for the growth in interest in models was the developing field o f cybernetics.
Cybernetic theory appeared eminently suitable to the assessment o f the laboratory animal
as a model. For example, cybernetic black-box theory was allowed rules to be developed
to control and observe behaviour whilst maintaining any degree o f ignorance of the actual
workings o f the contents o f the eponymous black-box (in this case the laboratory
animal).583 The corollary cybernetic concept o f isomorphism was equally useful in this
regard. Two entities were said to be isomorphic if they gave correlating responses to a
stimulus, thus the measure o f a good model was its degree o f isomorphism. The property
of isomorphism was transcendent o f the actual physical make up o f the model and
modelled, thus it was unnecessary for the model to be materially identical to the
modelled. This meant that the human model did not necessarily have to be biological in
form. Providing a high degree o f isomorphism was achieved mechanical models could
replace biological ones.584 The cybernetic concepts o f isomorphism and homomorphism
correspond closely to Russell’s notions o f discrimination and fidelity.585 The application
o f cybernetics enabled Russell to reject the high fidelity fallacy to such an extent that he
could propose that mechanical models could serve as equal or better models o f the human
system than laboratory animals. This opened the way to the development of yet more
radical replacements to laboratory animals mechanical in nature. Indeed, British
cyberneticians had already constructed such models and in doing so had fundamentally
challenged assumptions regarding what was and what was not ‘life’.
Russell was an early advocate o f the use o f cybernetic theory in order to
understand both animal and human behaviour, and was a member o f the Society for the
Advancement o f General Systems Theory (established in 1954 as a sub-group of the
American Society for the Advancement o f Science).586 This society sought to advance

583 Ashby “General System s Theory ” pp.5.
584 See Ashby Introduction pp.92-97 and Russell and Burch pp.84-85.
585 Homomorphism referred to the sim plification o f the original system until the system became isomorphic
with the model. See Ashby Introduction p. 103.
586 For a concise account o f R ussell’s approach see Russell and Russell Human Behaviour esp.pp.457-458.
A book-length analysis o f cybernetic theory’s potential to understand animal and human behaviour was
published by Russell in a series o f articles, see W M S Russell “Evolutionary Concepts in Behavioural
Science ECybernetics. Darwinian Theory' and Behavioural Science” General Systems 3 1958 pp. 18-28; W
M S Russell "Evolutionary Concepts in Behavioural Science IEOrganic Evolution and the General Theory
o f Natural Selection” General System s 4 1959 pp.45-73; W M S Russell “Evolutionary Concepts in
Behavioural Science 111:The Evolution o f Behaviour in the Individual Animal and the Principle o f
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General Systems Theory o f which cybernetics formed a central part.587 In 1948 Norbert
Wiener had adopted the term cybernetics to describe an eclectic field o f study that
investigated mechanisms o f control and communication independent of whether they
belonged to organism or machine.588 A concise account cybernetics is difficult to provide
as the discipline overlapped with other developments such as that of operational research,
information theory and computer science.589 Cybernetics formed a new approach to
problem o f control promising techniques to investigate complex systems without
reducing them to singular component parts. Wiener believed the impact o f cybernetics
upon Western culture was so significant as to be comparable to the industrial
revolution.590 Recent enquiries within the history and sociology o f science appear to
suggest that the impact o f cybernetics was indeed widespread and radical.591 The wider
impact o f cybernetic theory has not yet been systematically assessed though several
recent studies have suggested such work is necessary. For example, Andrew Pickering
has argued that post-war cybernetic theory spread widely through Western cultural
spaces.592 Pickering identified cybernetics as bom out of practices developed in response
to the Second World War. He argues it transported a militaristic “regime” the industrial
workplace where it produced a “postmodern factory” in which the:
material and social spaces o f production have been reconfigured in accommodation
to a set o f computer-based techniques o f surveillance. Command and control,
them selves evolving in a process that serves to determine at once the properties o f
humans and nonhumans593

Combinational Selection’' General System s 6 1961 pp.51-92; W M S Russell “Evolutionary Concepts in
Behavioural Science.T he A nalogy Betw een Organic and Individual Behavioural Evolution, and the
Evolution o f Intelligence" General System s 7 1962 pp.157-193. For the utility o f cybernetic theory in
ethology see W H Thorpe and O L Zangwell Current Problems in Animal Behaviour
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1961) esp.pp.303-388.
587 See L Von Bertalanffy “General System s Theory" General Systems 1 1956 pp.1-10 and W Ross Ashby
“General System s Theory as a N ew D iscipline" General Systems 3 1958 pp. 1-6.
588 N Wiener C vbem etics:or Control and Communication in the Animal And Machine (Cambridge:MIT
Press 1961 [1948]).
589 For historical studies o f cybernetics see S J Heims John Von Neuman and Norbert Wiener - From
Mathematics to the T echnologies o f Life and Death (CambridgeiMIT Press, 1982) and S J Heims
Constructing a Social Science for Postwar America - The Cybernetics Group 1946-1953 (Cambridge:MIT,
1993).
590 Wiener Human U se pp. 119-141.
591 Andrew Pickering "Cyborg History and the World War II Regime" Perspectives on Science 3 1995
pp.1-48. A similar account o f cy bernetics can be found in P Galison “The Ontology o f the Enemy:Norbert
Wiener and the cybernetic V ision” Critical Inquiry 21 1994 pp.228-266.
592 Pickering "Cyborg History" pp.6-18.
593 1bid p.41.
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What Pickering describes as ‘postmodern’ appears to be little different to the structure of
disciplinary-normalising biopower, the Foucaultian threshold o f modernity. Indeed, from
the Foucaultian perspective we would expect to find parallels between the apparatus of
power found in the military, the prison, the factory and increasingly elsewhere dispersed
throughout society. To focus upon cybernetics as a discipline produced by and thus
inevitably contaminated by a militaristic regime and then hold it responsible for the
migration o f those militaristic practices to evermore areas of Western culture perhaps
misses the point. Cybernetics, far from being the impetus for widespread transformations
in relationships between science and the military, might better be seen as a more complex
and intensive embodiment o f biopower.
In her analysis o f the history o f the genetic code Lily E Kay identified cybernetics
as an emergent form o f biopower wherein “physical, biological, and social phenomena
were redescribed within the system o f metaphors, models, analogies, and semiotics,
derived from information theory and cybernetics”.594 However, Kay did little to explore
cybernetics in reference to Foucaultian biopower choosing instead to focus upon the
representation o f life through the metaphor o f code. Like Pickering, Kay identified
cybernetics with its military origins thereby overlooking the Foucaultian expectation of
similarities between strategies o f biopower found in the military and elsewhere. Instead,
Kay chose a narrative that portrayed the post-war period as one in which scientific
priorities, practices and modes o f thought became militarised and consumed within the
so-called military-industrial complex.595 Kay’s argument is orientated toward critiquing
this process, portraying the application o f cybernetic and information theory to the
problems o f biology as inappropriate. In Kay’s account it is only after the cybernetic
approach is abandoned in favour o f more biologically contextualised concept of
information that the genetic code is eventually ‘cracked’.596 Consequently Kay’s account
portrays the application o f cybernetic theory to biology as a flawed process o f militarising
science, an ultimately futile project as biological information unlike engineering
information was not so simply quantifiable, it could not be separated from the medium

594 Lily E Kay Who Wrote the B ook o f Life (Stanford:Stanford University Press, 2000) p. 19.
595 Ibid. 77.
596 Ibid. 235-293.
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that transmitted it. The excessive rationality o f cybernetics failed to grasp the dynamic
ambiguity o f biological life.
Fox Keller has produced a number o f recent studies that have alluded to the
importance o f cybernetic and information theory in transforming biomedical discourse.
Fox Keller reveals how the gene has been conceptually defined in metaphor
demonstrating its historical contingency and opening up potential avenues of criticism of
its representation as a causal agent.597. Whilst this approach is successful in its intention
it nevertheless fails to move beyond conceptual contingency. Fox Keller takes little
account o f the biomedical (or biotechnological) capacity to materially construct new
living entities (as opposed to simply studying or explain life) through metaphor. For
example, the laboratory animal demonstrates that the biological life that the biomedical
sciences attempt to understand is necessarily constructed in the very act o f analysis.
Consequently it is insufficient to argue that the biomedical sciences explicate life in terms
of conceptual metaphors borrowed from cybernetics, engineering, computer science or
elsewhere. Such an argument would have to be extended to show metaphor also serves to
materially alter life in fundamental ways, contributing to the incremental weakening of
the ontological distinction between human and non-human, as well as living and non
living beings.598 In this sense the biomedical sciences cannot be distinguished from the
engineering or technological sciences. Furthermore, metaphor cannot be limited to the
transposition o f the properties o f one element to the other. Rather, both elements become
transformed within the metaphorical relationship.599 Put another way, when cybernetic
metaphor was applied to biology machines were just as much vitalized as organisms may
have been mechanised. Cybernetics enabled machines to be reconfigured as non-living
machines that nonetheless operated comparably to living beings. All too often, as in Kay
and Fox-Keller, the vitalized machine is neglected in favour o f a critical analysis of the

597 See Evelyn Fox Keller Refiguring L ife; Evelyn Fox Keller Making Sense o f Life (Cambridge:FIarvard
University Press. 2002) and Evelyn Fox Keller The Century o f the Gene (Cambridge:Havard University
Press. 2002).
598 See Donna J Haraway "Cyborg M anifesto” in Donna J Flaraway Simians. Cvborgs and Women (New
YorkiRoutledge. 1991) pp. 149-181; Donna J Haraway Primate Visions:Gender Race and Nature in the
World
of
Modern
Science
(LondonrVerso.
1992)
and
Donna
J
Flaraway
M odest W itness@ Second M illenium .Fem aleM an© Meets OncoMouse™ (London:Routledge. 1997).
599 On metaphor see Colin Murray Turbayne The Mvth o f Metaphor (ColumbiaiUniversity o f South
Carolina Press. 1971).
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mechanised organism. Doubts regarding technological advance have long plagued human
history, and the twentieth century is evidently no different in this respect. In the
immediate post-war decades cybernetics, mechanization and automation were together
seen to threaten humanity in being somehow dehumanising.600 In the shadow of this
debate about the extent to which cybernetics detrimentally mechanized man the extent to
which the non-living machine was vitalized remained largely ignored.
However, there is an alternative history o f cybernetics that lays much less stress
on engineering (and militaristic) origins and instead focuses upon the role o f the
biological and behavioural sciences. This alternative historicization can be identified in
the work o f British cyberneticians including Kenneth Craik, W Ross Ashby and W Grey
Walter. Whilst inevitably shaped by the experience of the Second World War, the work
of these cyberneticians was guided by a far wider agenda that presents a counterpoint to a
purely militaristic understanding o f cybernetics.601. The prominent British cybernetician
W Ross Ashby felt that science had for too long upheld a dogma o f investigating only
simple systems o f which one could vary a single factor at a time.602 Cybernetics allowed
scientists to overcome this limitation allowing the investigation o f complex systems

600 For critical analysis see G iedion M echanization; Lewis Mumford Technics and Civilization
(LondomRoutledge and Sons. 1934); Jacques Ellul The Technological Society (N ew York;Vintage, 1964);
and Herbert Marcuse One D im ensional Man (London:Routledge, 2002 [1964]); Lewis Mumford The Mvth
o f the Machine (London;Secker and Warburg. 1967) and Lewis Mumford The Mvth o f the Machine The
Pentagon o f Power (N ew York:Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc, 1970). For defensive analysis see W
Sluckin Minds and M achines (Harmondsworth:Penguin 1954); L Landon Goodman Man and Automaton
(Harmondsworth:Penguin. 1957) and Leon Bagrit The A ge o f Automaton;Reith Lectures 1964
(Harmondsworth:Penguin. 1966). A third approach to this debate was to accept that the mechanization o f
human behaviour was a threat to humanity but view the development o f cybernetics as a means to
overcome the threat. For exam ple, Isaac A sim ov believed routinization and bureaucracy were contributing
to the degeneration o f human intelligence and creativity. He hoped cybernetics would liberate the human
mind from these tasks as the industrial revolution had liberated human muscle from routine physical work
by providing machines to undertake these tasks. See I A sim ov “Forward5' in P D e Latil Thinking Bv
Machine (Cambridge:Riverside Press, 1957) pp.v-viii. Grey Walter offered a comparable argument in W
Gray Walter Observation son Man. His Frame. His Duty. His Expectations (Cambridge:Cambridge
University Press. 1969).
601 R Hayward " 'Our Friends Electric':M echanical M odels o f Mind in Postwar Britain5' in G. Bunn, A. D.
Lovie and G. Richards, eds., Psychology in Britain: Historical Essays and Personal Reflections (Leicester:
British Psychological Society. 2001) pp. 290-308 p.295. For Craik see F C Bartlett "Obituary:K J W Craik5'
British Journal o f Psychology 36 1946 p p .109-116. For Ashby see “W Ross Ashby Obituary5' The Times
25th November 1972 p. 16.
602 For an account o f his developm ent o f mechanistic theories o f mind see P M Asaro Design fora Mind:the
Mechanistic Philosophy o f W Ross Ashby (Unpublished Paper:Department o f Philosophy and Computer
Science University o f Illinois. 1998).
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where the alteration o f one factor caused alterations in many other variables.603 Ashby
credited R A Fisher’s investigation o f agricultural soils in the 1920s as the origin of this
new approach to complex systems.604 Russell similarly accredited the cybernetic
approach to Fisher’s agricultural work and believed Fisher to have been the first to
formulate the concept o f ‘information’ central to cybernetics.605
This is not to suggest that American cyberneticians differed significantly in their
recognition o f cybernetics debt to the biological sciences. American cybernetics predated
its military applications originating in conversations between Wiener, the mathematician,
and a number o f colleagues including Arturo Rosenblueth a physiologist based at
Harvard Medical School. Wiener and Rosenblueth disliked the increasing tendency o f the
sciences to specialize to the extent that communication between different fields was
increasingly impossible.606 Cybernetics intended as a forum in which diverse scientific
specialists could meaningfully communicate with each other and catalyse one another’s
progress. They believed collaboration between diverse specialists would provide novel
and productive approaches to a multitude o f problems unknowingly shared by each. Such
a concern for interdisciplinary collaboration is reminiscent o f the preoccupation of
Chance and is also reflected in Russell’s eclectic borrowings from a variety o f fields.607
In the case o f cybernetics the disciplines being brought together were biology,
mathematics and engineering. Many basic cybernetic principles were borrowed from the
biological sciences; a prominent example would be that of homeostasis drawn from the
work o f the American physiologist Walter Cannon.608 One of the earliest attempts at
developing meaningful communication between biology and engineering was undertaken
by Wiener and Rosenblueth involving an experiment on the phenomena o f clonus in the

603 W Grey Walter "New C onceptions o f C onsciousness’' in F T Evans and T Cecil Gray M odem Trends in
A naesthesia (London:Butterworth, 1958) pp.35-43. p.36.
604 See W Ross-Ashby “The effect o f experience on a determinate dynamic system" Behavioural Science 1
1956 pp.35-42 and W Ross Ashby An Introduction to Cybernetics (London:Methuen, 1964 [1956]) p.5.
605 W M S Russell "Evolutionary Concepts in Behavioural Science:Cybem etics, Darwinian Theory and
Behavioural Science" General System s pp. 18-28. p.20.
606 Wiener Cybernetics pp.2-3.
607 See for exam ple M R A Chance "Mammalian Behaviour Studies in Medical Research" Lancet 2 1957
p.687-690.
608 Wiener Cybernetics pp.l 14-5. For a historical analysis o f the concept o f homeostasis in physiology see
S J Cross and W R Albury "Walter B Canon. L J Henderson, and the Organic Analogy" Osiris 2~ Series 3
1987 p p .165-192.
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cat.609 Whilst Rosenblueth engaged in the experimental observation in a number of cats
Wiener approached the problem theoretically calculating what Rosenblueth would
observe through a methodology developed by engineers to describe the action o f servo
mechanisms. In the event Wiener successfully predicted Rosenblueth’s experimental
observations thereby revealing a language by which engineers, physiologists and
mathematicians could communicate.610 In 1948 Wiener acknowledged the importance of
the biomedical sciences to cybernetics by dedicating his published account of the field to
his collaborator Rosenblueth. Evidently cybernetics was far more a conjunction of the
biological and the mechanical than the intrusion o f the latter upon the former.
As the biological, mathematical and engineering sciences mutually converged
through the language o f cybernetics the machine began to take on characteristics of the
organism just as the organism took on characteristics o f the machine. As early as 1942
Wiener and Rosenblueth, joined by the mathematician Julian Bigelow, argued that living
organisms could be understood though comprehending them in terms o f machines and
that machines could be understood through comprehending them as living organisms. Or
rather, both could be comprehended through cybernetics.611 In consequence mechanical
models could be constructed that would accurately imitate to a greater or lesser extent
living phenomenon. In Britain such model making was particularly prominent, for
612
•
example in A shby's homeostat and his Design fo r a Brain.
However, it was Grey
Walter’s mechanical tortoises that captured the public imagination after their appearance
at the Festival o f Britain

in

1951.613 These cybernetic models fundamentally

revolutionized the category o f machine by enabling it to acquire characteristics
previously only attributed to organisms. Prior to cybernetics machines were characterized
by their capacity for routine action. Mechanistic behaviour was standard, reliable,

609 Clonus is an event which occurs in certain m uscles causing them to contract regularly if the higher
centres o f the cerebral cortex cease to function or are made to cease to function through decerebration.
610 Wiener Cybernetics p p .19-21.
611 A Rosenblueth. N W iener and J B igelow "Behaviour, Purpose, Teleogy’* Philosophy o f Science 10 1943
pp. 18-24.
612 W Ross Ashby D esign f o r a Drain (N ew York:John W iley & Sons, 1952). Here Ashby attempts to
construct a cybernetic model o f the central nervous system that demonstrates it behaves both
mechanistically and adaptively .
613 See PRO WORK 25/214 and PRO WORK 25/257. Walter often displayed the tortoises at scientific
conferences allow ing them to wander freely about his audience as he gave papers. See DeLatil Thinking
p.208-223.
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predictable and incapable o f adaptation (the latter being the basic characteristic of living
organisms). It was the machines’ inability to adapt, to learn, to act unpredictably that
enabled it to be categorically distinguished from living beings. However, cybernetic
machines were characterised by their capacity to behave in exactly these ways. The
success o f cybernetics was to show that these previously vital characteristics were
nothing more than mechanical. Cybernetics thereby resolved the worn debate between
vitalists and mechanists but in neither sides favour.614 Yes, organisms could be
understood mechanically, but equally machines could be understood vitally. In essence
the debate no longer possessed any meaning:
N ow that certain analogies o f behaviour are being observed between the machine
and the living organism, the problem as to whether the machine is alive or not is, for
our purposes, semantic and w e are at liberty to answer it one way or the other as best
615
suits our convenience.

The question o f life became a non-question, everything could be considered living or
everything considered

non-living depending upon ones purpose. However, the

implication o f this was that technologies o f biopower be extended to the formerly non
living machine, and in doing so intensify its control o f life:
If an engineer were to design a robot roughly similar in behaviour to an animal
organism, he would not attempt at present to make it out o f proteins and other
colloids. He would probably build it out o f metallic parts, some dielectrics and many
vacuum tubes. The m ovement o f the robot could readily be made much faster and
more powerful than those o f the original organism. Learning and memory, however,
would be quite rudimentary. In future years, as the knowledge o f colloids and
proteins increases, future engineers may attempt the design o f robots not only with
behaviour, but also with a structure similar to a mammal. The ultimate model o f a cat
is o f course another cat, whether it be bom o f still another cat or synthesised in a
laboratory.616

The idea that science would one-day control life at the level o f biology was hardly new,
and frequently found in the writings o f those such as J B S Haldane.617 However, through
cybernetics this potential was intensified if not reified in the assertion that what could be
done biologically tomorrow became doable mechanically today.

614 Wiener Cybernetics p.44.
615 Wiener The Human U se p.31
616 Rosenblueth. Wiener and B igelow "Behaviour. Purpose, T eleogy’' p.23.
617 This is o f little surprise given W iener was a close friend o f Haldane, see Wiener Cybernetics p.23.
Wiener also associated with Bem al and the psychologist F C Bartlett both o f whom were receptive to
cybernetic ideas and the latter a member o f UFA W.
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For Russell the cybernetic conflation o f organism and machine presented a new
solution to the problem o f laboratory animals. This was evident in Wiener and
Rosenblueth's early cybernetic experiment on clonus. If Wiener could reliably predict the
results o f Rosenblueth’s physiological experiment then a moral question followed. In the
future, would it be justifiable to undertake that physiological experiment if an alternative
means could be employed that did not necessitate the use o f laboratory animals?
Furthermore, if mechanical or other models o f biological systems could be produced
could these not be used instead o f laboratory animals? After all, laboratory animals
served merely as a human model - and an often-inadequate one at that. Cybernetics
suggested that accurate models o f humans could be developed that were more reliable,
efficient and also morally acceptable. It was this reasoning that lay at the heart of
Russell’s third principle o f replacing laboratory animals with non-sentient entities.
Russell had encountered examples of such models in the behavioural and
cybernetic work o f Grey Walter at the Burden Neurological Institute.618 As well as bring
a neurophysiologist Walter was a leading cybernetician and was responsible for
accommodating a UFAW project on electrical investigations of animals at the Burden.619
In Britain it was his innovative synthetic life forms, the most famous o f which was
Machina speculatrix, or the electric tortoise, that brought cybernetics to public
attention.620 Machina speculatrix was the title o f Walter’s first synthetic life form which,
despite being inorganic, was deliberately classified according to traditional zoological
canons.621 The first representative o f the species were Elmer and Elsie who in addition to
possessing personal names had individual personalities with particular behaviour patterns
designed to represent their sex.622 When the French author Perre De Latil visited Walter
and his family he found Elmer and Elsie occupying the role traditionally given to the
618 See R Cooper & J Bird The Burden:Fifty Years o f Clinical and Experimental neuroscience at The
Burden Neurological Institute (Bristol:W hite Tree Books: 1989).
619 W Grey Walter The Living Brain (Hammondsworth:Penguin, 1961 [1953]).
620 W Grey Walter "An electro-M echanical A nim al’’ Discovery March 1950 pp.90-93. The electronic
tortoises gained w ide publicity after their appearance at the Festival o f Britain in 1951. See PRO WORK
25/214 and PRO WORK 25/257.
621 Walter The Living Brain p.l 13.
622 De Latil Thinking pp.208-12. Elmer and Elsie were designed both physically and behaviourally to
exhibit their gender o f male and fem ale accordingly. Thus Elmer's shell was built from tough bakelite
plates whilst Elsie possessed a light shell o f fem inine red. Furthermore Elmer was designed with a wider
tolerance to light than Elsie and consequently Elmer exhibited a relaxed certain personality whilst Elsie was
in almost constant activity suggesting anxiety and neurosis.
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family pet. As De Latil conversed with Walter Elmer dozed under an armchair digesting a
recent meal whilst Elsie was anxiously darting about the room chased by Walter’s young
son Timothy. De Latil was unsure as to whether to view the tortoises as family pets or in
consequence o f their origins as the siblings o f Timothy.623 These synthetic animals,
sitting ambiguously as they did on the threshold o f organic and inorganic, were
representative o f a type o f machine that had not been seen before.
Walter had constructed the tortoises to demonstrate that complex behaviour
analogous to that observed in animals such as purposive goal seeking could arise from
relatively simple mechanisms constructed from a very small number of basic parts. The
behaviour o f these machines was so ‘lifelike’ as to enable the observer to interpret the
behaviour anthropomorphically. If one so wished, and Walter evidently did, one could
attribute to these artificial animals subjective personalities. Furthermore, the species
Machina speculatrix exhibited a gregarious social nature that broke down under the
influence o f competition.624 In other words Walter’s machines exhibited both individual
and social behaviour indistinguishable from that found in biological species. The artificial
zoology thus embodied the essence o f cybernetic theory espoused by Wiener and his
colleagues.625
For Russell these synthetic animals had a thoroughly instrumental use, they
embodied the potential to absolutely replace laboratory animals in biomedical research.
The basic machines Walter created had immediate application in behavioural research.
Exhibiting as they did simple animal like behaviour Russell realised that despite the very
primitive state o f the cybernetic machines they could be employed very usefully in place
of laboratory animals within behavioural research.626 To this end in 1955 Russell
organized a meeting between Ashby and Tinbergen at the Department of Zoology,

623 De Latil Thinking p.209. In a similar vein Walter once suggested that in future years once his creatures
had evolved they w ould com e to the conclusion that “God is a physiologist”, See Walter Living Brain
p.l 18.
624 Walter Living Brain p. 117.
625 The term “artificial zoology" is referenced to Walter in Anon “Humane Technique in the Laboratory'"'
Lancet I 1957 pp. 1035-1036.
626 W M S Russell “A Research on the History and Progress o f Humane Experimental Techniques" The
UFAW Courier 11 1955 p p .16-21. p .17-18. For A shby's homeostat (categorised Machina sopora in
Walter's artificial zoology ) see Ashby Design for a Brain pp.93-99.
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Oxford. There is little record o f the outcome o f this meeting, though Russell recounts that
Ashby demonstrated a simple machine that:
was able to produce... analogues o f many o f the behavioural phenomena which have
forced ethologists to develop important concepts.627

Given future development, or perhaps we should say evolution, Russell believed these
synthetic animals could one day replace a large proportion, if not all, laboratory animals.
Walter

him self was

already

employing

some

o f the

‘animals’

in

teaching

neurophysiology.
Walter believed the problem with laboratory animals was the procedures adopted
by researchers to overcome this complexity. Following the physical sciences, biological
investigations had constructed their methodology about the necessity of isolating a single
factor for analysis. In terms o f laboratory animals this necessitated careful preparation
often requiring dissection, mutilation or anaesthesia. It was generally presumed that such
preparation did not alter the normal behaviour of the object under study but Walter
believed that it must. Furthermore, he reasoned that the act o f preparation embodied
values related to the hypothesis that governed the model being built. In Walter’s view
laboratory animals were less models o f human systems than models o f biomedical
hypotheses. As such their form mattered less than their representation of specific
hypotheses. Consequently, one could test ones hypotheses significantly easier and as
successfully through a mechanical than a laboratory animal model:
If it is accepted that animal preparations are essentially models o f working
hypotheses; then it follow s that such hypotheses may as legitimately be embodied in
machines as in mutilated animals. The use o f machines may even present certain
advantages; the components o f a mechanical system can be accurately enumerated
and specified...w ithout inconvenience. For example, it is difficult to prove that a
spinal cord preparation contains only those components necessary for the reflex
action under investigation, but it is quite simple to prove that a reflex machine
contains only essential elements. From this consideration it follows that any aspect
o f behaviour o f a machine model which is unexpected or unforeseen is an inevitable
consequence o f its structure and function. This means that the hypotheses criticized
in the model permits and encourages mechanical prediction (as a hypotheses should)
and there is less doubt as to whether unexpected observation is due to the inclusion
o f redundant elements in the system under study.628

By 1956 Walter had created several artificial species, including NERISSA (Nerve
Excitation, Inhibition and Synaptic Analogue), IRMA (Innate Releaser Mechanism

627 Russell and Burch p.74.
628 W Grey Walter "M achines as M odels" in Anon "Humane Technique” pp.45-47. pp.45-46.
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Analogue) and CORA (Conditioned Reflex Analogue). O f these CORA {Machina
docilis) is the most interesting, as it possessed the capacity to develop neurosis.629 CORA
was a learning machine based upon the Pavlovian conditioned reflex, ‘she’ could leam
that the sound o f a blown whistle would be followed by the arrival o f a light source just
as Pavlov’s dog’s associated the ring o f a bell with the arrival o f food.630 When
conflicting associations were presented to CORA she developed a “neurotic depression”
losing “all power o f action” . Crucially this mirrored exactly the behaviour o f cats that
underwent analogous procedures induced by the psychologist Jules H Masserman.631 It
was simple to ‘cure’ CORA - allowing her to rest cured mild neurosis whilst more serious
problems were cured by switching o ff all circuits and then switching back on again (the
most serious psychosis occasionally required the physical removal of a circuit). These
procedures mirrored techniques employed by the psychiatrist in treating human neurosis sleep, electro convulsive therapy and lobotomy. CORA thereby provided experimental
support for these therapeutic techniques.632 Therefore CORA could be used to understand
normal and abnormal behaviour in animals and humans replacing the role previously
played by laboratory animals.633 However, there is little evidence that Walter used his
machines in lieu o f animals as a result o f moral feeling. Rather, he viewed mechanical
models as superior to conventional laboratory animals in terms o f their ease of use,
economic efficiency and scientific productiveness. Nonetheless, through the work of
UFAW mechanical life was transformed into a potential and popular technological
resolution to the moral problem o f the use o f laboratory animals.634

Part III: A Satisfactory Alternative?
Unlike the UFA W Handbook, a second greatly enlarged edition o f which had been
published two years earlier, when first published in 1959 the Principles met with a muted
response from the biomedical sciences., Whereas the Handbook had immediate relevance
629 Walter Living Brain pp. 158-61.
630 Walter Living Brain pp. 145-159.
631 Walter Living Brain p. 159-60 and J H Masserman Behaviour and Neurosis: An Experimental
Psychoanalytic Approach to P svchobiologic Principles (Chicago:University o f Chicago Press, 1943).
632 Walter Living Brain p. 160. Walter w as a pioneer o f electro convulsive therapy see G E Berrios “Early
Convulsive Therapy in Britain. France and Germany:a conceptual history“in G E Berrios and H Freeman
150 Years o f British Psychiatry V olum e ILThe Aftermath (London:Athlone, 1996) pp.500-516.
633 Walter “Machine M odels" p.46.
634 For this reason Hume was alway s careful to exclude this new form o f artificial life from deserving moral
consideration. See Hume Status o f Anim als p. 4 In.2.
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to common biomedical practices the Principles was largely theoretical and any reader
unfamiliar with UFAW ’s agenda would find it hard going. Russell’s attempt to present a
general approach to humane experimental technique was hampered by its innovatory
nature. This was not helped by his attempt to cover so many diverse areas of
experimental practice, not to mention an insistence upon speculative forays into
psychological explanation o f human behaviour. Many reviews concluded that the
Principles was:
not sufficiently informative to be used as a guide to details o f experimental design or
to husbandry o f experimental animals. Perhaps its chief purpose is to stimulate
thought on both o f these topics, and it is to be hoped that it will succeed in doing
SO .

635

A similarly toned review published in the Veterinary Record argued the general
philosophy o f the book made it difficult reading and it was feared the book would be “left
on the sh elf’.636 The Lancet agreed, noting the book’s purpose to be “admirable” but its
content being far from “easy reading”.637 One o f the problems was that the humane
agenda to reform experimental practice often outweighed issues o f maximising economic
and productive efficacy. Another was that unlike the Handbook the Principles had no
obvious audience. Laying out a new agenda for biomedical experiment was adventurous
without a pre-established audience to put this agenda into practice. Russell had intended
the biomedical sciences to respond at a grass roots level, yet this was not to be if only for
the fact that biomedical researchers were familiar with the use o f laboratory animals and
had no time to ponder revolutionising their work. As the anonymous reviewer of the
Veterinary Record feared the Principles was left to languish on the biomedical sciences’
bookshelf occasionally taken down and deployed as a counter to antivivisectionist
critique. As a guide to humane experimental practice the Principles, even if it was rarely
read, was a valuable defence against accusations o f cruelty.638 Consequently, the idea of
replacements quickly entered the public consciousness independent o f the fact that little
practical work was undertaken to develop them. As a result the 1965 Report o f the
Departmental Committee on Experimental Animals concluded:
635 M Weatherall "Review:The Principles o f humane Experimental Technique’"Nature 184 1959 pp. 16751676. p. 1676.
636 Anon "Review:The Principles o f Experimental Technique” Veterinary Record 71 1959 p.650.
637 Anon ”R eview:The Principles o f Experimental Technique” Lancet (i) 1959 p.34.
638 See for example G LaPage A chievem ent:Som e Contributions o f Animal Experiment to the Conquest o f
Disease (Cambridge:W Heffer and Sons, 1960).
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We have repeatedly questioned scientific witnesses about the existence of alternative
experimental methods which would avoid the use of living animals. The replies have
been unanimous in assuring us that such methods are actively sort and when found
are adopted; and that the discovery of an in vitro test (ie. a laboratory test on an
isolated organ or tissue) which will satisfactorily replace a test on a living animal is
always a welcome event. It is welcome not only for humanitarian reasons but
because the in vitro test offers advantages in economy, speed and precision.
Discoveries of adequate substitutes for animal tests have, however, so far been
uncommon, and we have not been encouraged to believe that they are likely to be
more frequent in the future.639
The Principles allowed biomedical scientists to claim that they “actively sort” to replace
laboratory animals without having to demonstrate who was doing the seeking. Indeed,
given that the witnesses to the Departmental Enquiry were pessimistic in regard to the
development o f replacements one might wonder just how actively sought they were. The
biomedical community maintained pessimistic regarding replacements for a long period.
In 1978 the physiologist D H Smyth’s detailed investigation on behalf o f the Research
Defence Society doubted that alternatives could feasibly replace the use o f laboratory
animals. Embattled by an ever growing public distaste for animal experimentation, and in
response to notions o f phasing out animal experiment altogether, Smyth attempted to cool
enthusiasm for alternatives at this critical juncture when it was clearly apparent that the
Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) was going to be replaced by new legislation. As late as
1993 William Paton the pharmacologist, and latterly historian o f medicine, sought to
warn the public that adherents o f the 3Rs “have the objective o f total and unconditional
replacement o f animal experiment, that is, in its absolute form it is antivivisectionist”.640
Thus despite just short o f seventy years of existence UFAW was still struggling to
distinguish itself from antivivisectionism in some circles. The reason for this was that to a
large extent the 3Rs undid the work o f conciliation that the UFAW Handbook had
achieved. Just as the Handbook had distanced UFAW from antivivisectionism and
associated it with the biomedical sciences the Principles, albeit unintentionally, reversed
this process through associating UFAW with the antivivisectionist movement. In doing so
for the first time it offered the possibility o f a tangible conciliation between
antivivisectionists and the biomedical sciences - a possibility that ultimately went

6>) S Littlewood Report o f the Departmental Committee on Experimental Animals (London:HMSO, 1965)
p.26.
640 William Paton Man and M ouse (Oxford:Oxford University Press. 1993) p.227. Emphasis in original.
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unrealised but nevertheless resulted in antivivisectionism adopting the biopolitical values
o f modernity.
When the UFAW Handbook was published in 1947 it was lauded by the
biomedical sciences. However, antivivisectionist literature regarded it as an act of
betrayal. The Anti-vivisection News-sheet decried the work as “anathema” whilst The
Animal Friend labelled it “lamentable”.641 A leading article in the pages of The
Abolitionist condemned UFAW for lending support to laboratory animal users.642 The
anonymous author accused Hume o f naivety as:
No one who has any knowledge o f the subject o f vivisection could possible imagine
that the experimenters would listen to an animal welfare society on how to give ‘the
maximum consideration’ to the anim als...B y no stretch o f the imagination can the
practice o f vivisection be regarded as the humane treatment o f animals.643

The extent to which a gulf o f incommunicability existed between antivivisectionists and
experimenters is demonstrated by the writer’s conclusion that UFAW represented animal
welfare then antivivisectionists must disassociate themselves from such a cause.644
Traditionally antivivisectionism portrayed the biomedical sciences as an abominable evil
to be resisted at all costs. Writing in 1946 the novelist John Cowper Powys serves as an
example. Cowper Powys claimed the biomedical sciences were:
the new superstition, the new tyranny, the new incarnation o f the powers o f
ev il...th is abominable w ickedness so perverts the mind that its exponents have now
begun to brand as ‘sentim ental’ and ‘unpractical’ the deep honest realistic human
instinct which it is deliberately seeking to stifle...w hat science...is really doing, is
nothing less than suggesting to the conscience.. .it is a sign o f superior intellect, to be
completely devoid o f natural goodness, o f natural pity, and o f all natural
645
sensitiveness.

Clearly its is likely that Cowper Powys had UFAW in mind in making this criticism.
Accordingly, M orland’s enthusiastic depiction o f the Handbook as successfully
“mediating with rare insight between the two irreconcilable combatants” was at best
premature. At worst it is applicable only in the sense that the Handbook enabled the
biomedical sciences to wrest the moral high ground from the antivivisectionists.

641 See UFAW Archive "The U FAW Handbook on the Care and Management o f Laboratory Animals Some Press Com m ents”.
642 See Anon "Animal W elfare” The A bolitionist XLV July-August 1944 pp.25-6.
642 Ibid. p.26.
644 Ibid. p.26.
645 J Cowper Powys "V ivisection and Fwolution” The Abolitionist January-February 1946 p.3. An identical
argument is made by C S L ew is in That Hideous Strength (London:Harper Collins, 2000 [1945]).
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The antivivisectionist reaction to the publication of the Principles in contrast
could not have been more different. It was this latter work that embodied the possibility
of opening up means o f communication between the biomedical sciences and
antivivisection. The idea o f developing technological replacements for laboratory animals
was immediately seized upon by antivivisectionist societies as a pragmatic means to
circumvent the hundred-year deadlock between themselves and the biomedical sciences.
Through the 1960s the principle o f replacement, increasingly referred to as ‘alternatives’,
was widely adopted by antivivisectionists resulting in a gradual scaling down o f its
vividly prosaic propaganda campaign. This marked a radical watershed in the history of
antivivisectionism and its relationship to both the biomedical sciences and the values of
modernity generally. In accepting the principle o f replacement antivivisectionism
effectively subscribed to the biopolitical ideals o f modernity abandoning their long held
resistance to such reductionist and materialist values. Through the 1960’s antivivisection
attempted to reverse its traditional position and embrace the logic o f the biomedical
sciences in order to encourage the development o f replacements to laboratory animals.
After decades o f decrying the biomedical sciences as evil incarnate this reversal confused
many grass-roots antivivisectionists who questioned the legitimacy o f an association
between their societies and science.646 Such qualms were dismissed in favour of a
pragmatic reduction o f laboratory animal use promised by the idea o f technological
replacements.
Technological replacements for laboratory animals were so persuasive as to
prompt the notoriously fractured antivivisectionist community to overcome their longheld animosities and co-operate with each other as well as the biomedical sciences.
Differences within antivivisectionism first emerged in 1898 when Stephen Coleridge
rested control o f the National Antivivisection Society (NAVS) from its founder Francis
Power Cobbe. Coleridge altered the priorities o f NAVS from campaigning on a platform
o f total abolition to a willingness to consider progressive abolition. Cobbe was enraged
abandoning NAVS to establish the British Union for the Abolition of Vivisection
(BUAV) intended to campaign only on the platform o f total abolition. Consequently, the
antivivisectionist cause suffered from as great an animosity between progressive and
646 See for exam ple B U A V A rchive D B V [2]/28/26 Letter M iss K O Rand to BUAV undated c. April 1966.
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abolitionist philosophies as between antivivisectionists and the biomedical sciences.647
This reason

alone

marks

the

1960s as a decisive period in the history of

antivivisectionism as it saw the NAVS and BUAV united under the common cause. To
an extent such cooperation was necessitated by the fact that by any measure the
antivivisectionist campaign had experienced little tangible success in limiting the
expansion o f the biomedical sciences. Despite a century o f campaigning animal
experimentation had increased from consuming 300 animals per annum to just under four
million by 1960. Year on year the Home Office figures showed an increase in laboratory
animal use much to the dismay o f antivivisectionists. Furthermore, antivivisectionist
campaigning to establish laws to abolish the practice had achieved nothing more than the
now aged Cruelty to Animals Act (1876),.648 Attempts to combat antivivisection from the
top down had resolutely failed. However, alternatives presented a new approach whereby
antivivisectionists could curtail animal experimentation from the bottom up. By financing
biomedical research that did not use laboratory animals and promoting the development
o f alternatives antivivisectionists hoped to undermine the practice of vivisection from the
inside. To put it crudely, it was supposed that whereas biomedical scientists would not
listen to moral argument they would inevitably pay heed to money. In this sense, the
unprecedented cooperation between antivivisectionism and the biomedical sciences was
less a coming together under a ‘ufawian’ moral economy but rather a coalition based
purely on fiscal economy. The strategy was to win over biomedical scientists by
establishing bodies that would independently fund non-animal research and thereby
challenge the MRC and weaken support for vivisection.
To this end in 1961 the NAVS, BUAV and the Scottish Society for the Prevention
o f Vivisection established the Lawson-Tait Memorial Trust.649 Named after Robert
Lawson-Tait, the prominent nineteenth-century surgeon and antivivisectionist, the Trust
647 See French A ntivivisection p. 163 and Emma Hopley Campaigning Against Cruelty (London:BUAV,
1998) p.6.
648 Indeed, it was com m on within the biom edical sciences to claim the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876) as an
innovation brought about by m em bers o f the biom edical sciences them selves. Hume was especially fond o f
noting that the legislation derived from a petition to the Government from a number o f notable scientists
including Edward Jenner. Burdon Sanderson, Thomas Huxley and Charles Darwin. See C W Hume “The
V ivisection Controversy in Britain” The UFAW Courier 17 1960 pp.1-8.
MC) The founding Trustees w ere Lady D ow ding. Arthur Charles Tawse N isbet and Nora Clarke Russell
Turnbull, all were long time antivivisectionists. The original trust deeds can be found at BUA V Archive
D BV |21/28/26.
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was intended as an independent organization funding non-animal biomedical research
with special reference to the development and promotion of alternative techniques to
laboratory animals. The Trust was intended to curb the growth in the use o f laboratory
animals by encouraging biomedical researchers to development and adopt alternatives. In
this way the government and the MRC would be forced to follow their lead and allocate
funds toward non-animal biomedical research. A further not incidental benefit was that as
a Trust whose purpose was to fund medical research the Lawson-Tait qualified for
charitable status (which antivivisection societies had long been denied).650
Consequently, UFAW, albeit unintentionally, succeeded in creating a space
within which scientists could meaningfully support animal welfare and also where
antivivisectionists could support the biomedical sciences. UFAW itself supported various
projects intended to develop technologies to replace laboratory animals, yet resisted being
associated with the work o f antivivisectionist derived societies such as the LawsonTait.651 A major obstacle to the success o f societies such as the Lawson-Tait was that
they were inevitably associated with antivivisectionism and therefore viewed with
mistrust

by

the

biomedical

sciences.

The

Lawson-Tait

was

established

with

antivivisectionist money, and its original trustees were all antivivisectionists. The
Lawson-Tait adopted several strategies to distance itself from antivivisectionism. In
publicity it portrayed itself as a “Nobel type fund” and in 1968re-branded itself the
Lawson Tait Medical and Scientific Trust. It also sought to acquire new sources of
funding that were not tainted by antivivisectionist association. To this end the Trust
fostered relationships with Parliament and on January 25th 1962 met with Mr. Danzil
Freeth, the Parliamentary Secretary for Science, to discuss government funding. The
Trust argued that the government should allocate a part o f its biomedical science funding
to non-animal research by either allowing the Lawson-Tait to administer this sum or by
instructing the MRC to do so.652 Such a move was overly optimistic, and the meeting was
unsuccessful. Nonetheless, the Lawson-Tait remained determined to directly challenge

650 Between 1943 and 1947 N A V S attempted to overcom e this prohibition resulting in a High Court case
that it subsequently lost. See PRO IR 40/7907 and IR 40/7038
651 See UFAW A rchive Anon “U FAW Research on Tissue Culture Methods to Replace some Experiments
on Anim als” UFAW N ew s-sh eet N o. 10 April 1974.
652 BUA V Archive Anon "Lawson-Tait Memorial Trust" 6 4 - Annual Report o f the BUA V 31s1 March 1962
p. 17.
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the MRC and insisted alternatives held the solution to the vivisection problem. Without
government funding it proved necessary to turn back to the antivivisectionist societies. In
1964 the Trustee Nora Turnbull wrote to remind the BUAV of the necessity of
intensifying the funding o f the Lawson-Tait:
No branch of antivivisectionist work at the represent time holds out more promise
than this, but I know that that we won’t make maximum impact until we can attract
large donations to enable us to compete with the MRC and similar bodies.653
This continued dependence upon antivivisectionist support gradually came to undermine
the work o f the Trust. Anti vivisection societies came to resent the fact that ‘their’ Trust
refused to acknowledge their support. The problem emerged from the fact the Trust relied
upon antivivisectionist funding yet in order to appeal to the biomedical sciences was
forced to downplay this fact. The situation came to a head in 1967 when the Lawson-Tait
reacted angrily to an unsolicited advertisement in a BUAV publication claiming the Trust
would “give the lie to our opponents”. The Trust argued that such aggressive propaganda
to attract donations was not suitable for its purposes as it compromised its relationships
with the biomedical sciences. Such blatant anti-scientism made the job of the Trust’s
opponents much easier, confirming their suspicions that the Lawson-Tait was “merely a
‘splinter’ group o f antivivisectionist societies”.654 By the late 1960’s the Trust’ stance on
this issue had began to undermine support for its work within antivivisectionism. The
latter increasingly viewed the Trust as an upstart organization willing to take
antivivisectionist money but unwilling to acknowledge gratitude,.655 Given the fact that
the Lawson-Tait had successfully captured the sympathies of the antivivisectionist public
and was soon receiving donations and legacies ranging from £1 to £1000 from about the
world antivivisectionist societies may well have felt justified in wondering whether the
money given in the name o f antivivisectionism was being used to this end by the Trust.656
These problems exasperated the already delicate subject o f who controlled the
Trust. At the time o f its establishment each o f the founding antivivisectionist societies
had insisted upon having one representative on the board of trustees. However, this had
653 BUAV Archive D B V [2]/28/26 Letter N Turnbull to C Slater 6th November 1964.
654 B UA V Archive D B V [2]/28/26 "Letter A C T N isbet to BUA V Secretary S Hicks5' 4th December 1967.
See also "Letter Wilfred Risden to Charles Slatter5' dated 7th July 1966 in which Risden argues the LawsonTait must not "be identified with any particular 'anti' movement. It must be, and remain, a positive effort
aiming at the developm ent o f alternative methods to those used in the animal experimentation laboratory5'.
(’55 See 655 B U A V Archive D B V (2 ]/2 8 /2 6 "Letter S Hicks to A C T N isbet5' 19th December 1967.
656 656
A rchive D B V [2]/28/26 "Contributions from Members o f the B U A V 5'.
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not been written into the deed and so in 1966 when the issue o f choosing new trustees
was raised the BUAV sought to gain a guarantee that each founding society would
maintain representation on the board.657 The Trustees argued that such a move would
weaken the reputation o f the Trust and undermine the status o f the financial contribution
o f antivivisectionist societies as charitable gifts. By making financial contributions
conditional on partial control o f future development of the Trust there was a danger such
an act may “form grounds for legal action against the Trust at some point in the future
which could jeopardize its very existence”.658 This and other factors resulted in the Trust
being forced to navigate a fine course between the biomedical sciences and the
antivivisectionist communities both o f which increasingly viewed it with suspicion.
Despite these (often behind the scenes) difficulties the Trust maintained a highly
ambitious and optimistic view o f its future. As noted above it did win over the support of
many grass roots antivivisectionists who welcomed the promise of real progress and were
willing to financially contribute to the endeavour. By 1976 the Lawson-Tait was
awarding annual grants totalling £40,000 and had supported a vast range o f non-animal
projects ranging from cancer, heart and blood disorder research, to techniques o f drug and
chemical screening.659 The extent to which the Trust was in actuality funding projects
that would otherwise have used laboratory animals is questionable. A substantial
proportion o f Trust funded projects appear to have been clinical research that would not
have had any obvious need to use laboratory animals. The suspicion o f a tendency toward
funding clinical research is reinforced by the fact that the Trust was listed in the British
Medical Association booklet on research funds but not in the equivalent MRC publication
(though the MRC had requested information on the Trust’s funding criteria). A leaning
toward support for clinical research and a willingness amongst clinicians to accept
antivivisectionist funds was predictable given the historical association between the two.
Since the rise o f laboratory based medical science clinicians had been willing to critique

657 B UA V Archive D B V [2]/28/26 "Letter C Slatter to W Risden’' dated 25th March 1966.
658 B UA V Archive D B V |2 ]/2 8 /2 6 "Letter W Risden to C Slatter 20,h April 1966.
659 For a com plete list o f Lawson-Tait funded projects see Anon The First Fifteen Years 1961-1976:A
Review o f Advance in Scientific Research and Replacement o f Animals (Bramhall, Cheshire:Humane
Research 1'rust and Lawson-Tait M edical and Scientific Research Trust: 1976).
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the validity o f animal based research in order to resist the scientification o f medicine.660
Conversely, antivivisectionists had maintained a healthy respect for clinical medicine as
the best means to combat disease.661 Nonetheless, some projects were genuinely designed
to provide alternatives to laboratory animal research and it was these that eventually
undermined antivivisectionism’s foray into cooperative ventures with the biomedical
sciences. The deeds o f the Trust were very clear in prohibiting the award o f grants to any
project where an individual held a license under the Cruelty to Animals Act (1876). This
clause was intended to satisfy the antivivisection societies that antivivisectionist money
would not be used to fund animal research. Before a grant was agreed the Lawson-Tait
demanded written guarantees from researchers, and on occasion their superiors, asserting
that no laboratory animals would be involved in Trust funded research. Furthermore,
local (usually antivivisectionist) representatives o f the Trust were appointed to
independently affirm that no laboratory animals were being used by Trust funded
projects.662 These proscriptions, as logical as they appeared, proved impossible to
maintain in practice. Many applications for grants were refused on the basis they
necessitated the use o f laboratory animals and in general it was these projects that were
concerned with developing alternatives. Any project concerning the development of
alternatives to laboratory animals would inevitably reach a stage where the reliability of
the alternative technique would have to be verified via comparison to the conventional
animal based method. Under the terms o f the Trust’s deed such verification work could
not be funded by the Trust itself and consequently its work was limited to developing
alternative techniques that could not be tested. This situation contributed to its tendency
to fund clinical research work, but more importantly eventually undermined the work of
the Trust.

660 On the division between clinical and experimental medical science see Lawrence “Incommunicable
know ledge”. On clinical support for antivivisectionism see F Honigsbaum The Division in British
M edicine:A History o f the Separation o f General Practice from Hospital Care 1911-1968 (London:Kogan
Page. 1979) pp. 162-168. For an exam ple o f a dramatic clash o f this nature centred on laboratory animals
see Lord Moynihan "The Science o f M edicine” Lancet Oct 11th 1930 (ii) pp.779-785. p.784; Anon “The
Hospital o f Tropical D iseases" British Medical Journal (ii) November 29th 1930 pp.927-8. p.928; and
Editorial "Progress o f Clinical Science" Lancet (ii) October 1 1th 1930 p.805-6.
661 For example see B U A V A rchive Anon 5 6 - Annual Report o f the BUAV 1954 p.20.
662 BUA V Archive D B V [2]/28/26 Letter B U A V to M iss K O Rand 15th April 1966.
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In the early 1970’s it was brought to the attention o f the NAVS that the Trust had
funded at least two projects that involved researchers who held licences under the Cruelty
to Animals Act (1876) and had utilised laboratory animals. The two cases were that of a
grant awarded to Dr. Michael Lee Radcliffe at St Thomas’ Hospital (London) to fund the
purchase o f a Packard Tri Carb Counter to be adapted to replace the use of laboratory
animals in his laboratory, and a grant awarded to Dr. Laszlo Lajtha o f the Holt Radium
Institute at Christie Hospital (Manchester) to enable the development o f an alternative
means to laboratory animals in his work on cancer o f the liver. The NAVS was outraged,
accusing the Trust o f acting “ in direct opposition to the original aims and intentions of the
founder anti vivisection societies” and threatened to withdraw its support unless adequate
explanation was provided.663 The trustees countered accusing the NAVS of short
sightedness and asserting that the Lawson Tait could not achieve its purpose unless it
cooperated more fully with the biomedical sciences through allowing the verification of
alternative techniques via comparison with conventional animal based practices. Nora
Turnbull, now secretary o f the Trust, wrote angrily to the NAVS pointing out the Trust
deeds:
barred cooperation with research scientists over the development o f new research
system s which are the only hope o f reducing, let alone eliminating, animal
experiments in the foreseeable future. Clinical research, however good in itself,
cannot achieve this.664

Both projects identified by the NAVS had been successful, at St Thomas’ Hospital 500
animals a week were replaced by an alternative technique and the licensee had rescinded
his license. At the Holt Radium Institute animal consumption had similarly been greatly
reduced. Turnbull warned that if the NAVS insisted upon enforcing the prohibition on
funding licensees the Trustees would approach the Charity Commission and seek to have
the deed amended. This was too much for the NAVS who in concert with the BUAV and
the Scottish Society for the Prevention o f Vivisection themselves wrote to the Charity
Commission successfully blocking any such move.665 As a result the Trustees established
a second organisation, the Humane Research Trust, which effectively replaced the

663 B UA V A rchive D B V [2]/28/26 Letter N A V S to Charity Commission 3rd November 1972.
664 BUA V Archive D B V [2 ]/2 8 /2 6 Letter Nora Turnbull to N A V S undated c. April 1972.
665 B UA V Archive D B V [2]/28/26 Letter N A V S to Charity Commission 3rd November 1972; BUAV
Archive D B V (2]/28/26 Letter Scottish Society for the Prevention o f Vivisection to Charity Commission
17th N ovem ber 1972; and
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Lawson-Tait whose continued existence was little more than in name.666 In response the
antivivisectionist societies withdrew their support and established a plethora of
organizations all intended to support alternative research (without the use of laboratory
animals). These included the Dr. Hadwen Trust for Humane Research established by the
BUAV in 1970 and the Air C hief Marshall the Lord Dowding Fund for Humane
Research established by the NAVS in 1973. By the mid-1970s the alternatives movement
had splintered into numerous factions bearing a vociferous animosity for one another.
Nonetheless, the antivivisectionist cooperative experiment with the biomedical
sciences was to have far-reaching effects upon the movement. The sudden collapse of
faith in alternatives must have produced an immense sense o f disillusionment and
disappointment within grass roots antivivisectionists. Their societies had invested large
amounts o f money into alternatives through the Lawson-Tait, and in doing so abandoned
their traditional antipathy toward the biomedical sciences. In 1972 the acting co
ordinating director o f the Association o f British Antivivisection Societies wrote to the
MRC noting:
the old “ethical” g u lf that separates the scientist who use animals and the
antivivisectionist who declared that he should not do so under any circumstances has
began most happily to be bridged.667

Yet, at this point the gulf was as present as ever it had been in the past. Furthermore, in
abandoning

its wholesale

rejection

o f the values o f the biomedical sciences

antivivisectionism had in a sense undermined itself. The traditional castigation of the
biomedical sciences could not be undone overnight, and as a result the antivivisection
societies began to lose the trust o f their members. The need to demonise the biomedical
values in order to maintain antivivisectionist support conflicted with the new desire to
work with the biomedical sciences. This fact was noted and lamented by Bernard Dixon,
editor o f New Scientist and vocal supporter o f the alternative movement:
It is this dichotomy indeed that characterizes the entire antivivisection
cam paign...The misrepresentation and purple prose are necessary to sustain the
supporters and attract funds, subscriptions and legacies. Yet at the same time every
one o f the organizations involved has...taken constructive action in seeking to
catalyse progress towards alternatives to animal experimentation.668

666 BUA V Archive D B V [2 ]/2 8 /2 6 Letter R MacAlastair (Chairman Humane Research Trust) to Circular
13th December 1974.
667 BUAV D B V [2]/18/3 Letter John Pitt to MRC Information Officer dated 13th August 1972.
668 B Dixon “A ntivivisection-eonstructive moves" N ew Scientist 69 1976 p .691.
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The

friction

between

the

traditional

anti-modem

anti-scientific

stance

of

antivivisectionism and the collaborative nature o f alternatives ultimately brought the
alternatives project and antivivisectionism into disarray. The extent to which these events
contributed to the sudden emergence in this period o f radical and aggressive animal rights
movements such as the Band o f Mercy and the Animal Liberation Front cannot be
addressed here. However, their aggressive stance toward the biomedical sciences, evident
in the December 1973 firebombing o f Hoechst’s laboratories, might well be construed to
be at least partly attributable to the mainstream antivivisection societies growing
complicity with the biomedical societies and the biopolitical values o f modernity.669

Conclusion.
Arguably, the antivivisectionist adoption o f the values o f biomedicine in order to
promote alternatives can be understood through reference to the Foucaultian repressive
hypothesis. In attempting to resist the biopolitical logic o f the sciences antivivisectionism
found snared within the very logic o f that which it sought to escape. The extent to which
the concept o f replacing laboratory animals successfully transmuted the critical discourse
o f opponents o f the biomedical sciences into that of biopolitics is vividly demonstrated in
the example o f Dorothy Hegarty. In 1965 the Departmental Committee on Experiments
on Animals effectively rejected the proposition that the development of replacements
required specialist support.670 In response Dorothy Hegarty established the Fund for the
Replacement o f Animals in Medical Experiments (FRAME) intended to pursue and
promote the development o f replacements for laboratory animals. FRAME was portrayed
as a biomedical scientific society with no link to antivivisection and promised a purely
scientific approach to the promotion o f replacement technologies:
FRAME is concerned only with the technical aspects o f the whole question o f
animal experimentation and our positive, rational and scientific approach to the
problem is attracting attention from ...an increasing number o f scientists and doctors
who uphold our unemotional and impartial attitude.671

669 For a brief albeit one-sided account o f the emergence o f these new organizations see Paton Man and
M ouse pp.235-244. Paton amassed a valuable collection o f reports regarding direct action against the
biomedical sciences between 1968 and 1977 to be found at PP/WDP/E/1/7.
670 Michael Balls "On Keeping your Eyes on the Prize:Dorothy Hegarty and Acceptance o f the Concept o f
Replacement o f Laboratory Animal Procedures in Research. Education and Testing” ATLA23 1995
pp.756-774.
671 Richard Ryder A rchive FRAME Letter Dorothy Hegarty to Angus Maude dated 17th May 1971.
Emphasis in original.
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It was hoped that by establishing a purely scientific society the cause of alternatives
would be rested from its association with antivivisection. FRAME was by far the most
successful o f the numerous organisations founded at this time and met with some success
in integrating itself within an albeit small section o f the biomedical community.672 One of
FRAME'S biggest successes was the compilation o f a reference database and abstract
service on all existent replacement techniques. This database did much to gain the
organization credibility through providing a useful and practical resource for biomedical
researchers. In 1973 the database was enlarged into a journal named Abstracts o f
Alternatives to Animal Experiments.673 However, like both UFAW and the Lawson-Tait,
FRAME throughout its life was forced to distance itself from antivivisectionism. In 1971
Richard Ryder attempted to bring the proliferating alternatives organizations together in
order that they might bring to bear a singular pressure upon Parliament to support
alternatives.674 Hegarty made it clear that FRAME would not participate in such a
meeting, as it did not sympathise with antivivisectionism. In her view the latter should
have nothing to do with alternatives and their participation in the cause merely hindered
its progress:
If the A V societies would concentrate on publicising the nature o f the more painful
experiments perpetuated on animals today, and tried to bring about new legislation to
give a far greater measure o f protection to those hapless creatures used in
experiments they might be worth their salt. Instead o f which they interfere in a highly
technical and specialised subject o f which they understand so little, and all they do at
present is to confuse the issue. Had they set out deliberately to retard progress they
could not do better675

However, despite Hegarty’s avid desire to be disassociated from antivivisectionist
emotionalism there are grounds to question her sincerity. A number o f years before
establishing FRAME Hegarty wrote to the Departmental Committee on Experimental
Animals in a style that placed her in quite a different light. In 1963 she argued the subject
of laboratory animals was:

672 G eoff Watts “Programming Out the Guinea Pig" World Medicine 7 1973 pp. 17-24.
673 Later renamed ATLA Abstracts. In 1981 expanded to include original articles, news and book reviews
under the title ATLA (Alternatives to Laboratory A nim als). The journal subsequently became pre-eminent
in its field providing a forum for the comm unication and discussion o f alternative techniques to the use o f
laboratory animals.
674 For a record o f this m eeting which occurred on June 16th 1971 see BUAV Archive D BV/33/25.
675 Richard Ryder Archive FRAM E Letter Dorothy Hegarty to Richard Ryder dated 27th April 1971. Ryder
him self felt such a rift between FRAME and antivivisectionists was “pointless". See Richard Ryder
Archive FRAME Letter Richard Ryder to Dorothy Hegarty undated.
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not just a question o f cruelty - the whole o f the nations health is wrapped up in it,
and it does not require a great deal o f intelligence to see that medical research is
‘barking up the wrong tree’ at present with its obsession for the idea o f disease, and
lack o f interest shown in the study o f good health in human directions. It should also
be borne in mind that cruelty to animals is a throwback to pagan mentality, a
retrogression to everything signified by the barbarian code and it is interesting to
note how fast the repercussions from so much exploitation o f the animal world are
now com ing back on man him self. Never has his health been so synthetic, his food
so poisonous or his mind so decadent as today. The Thalidomide tragedies are but
one instance o f the many side effects, resulting from the unreliability o f results
obtained from this kind o f research, many o f which go undetected because they are
not so obvious. Apart from all else, this ‘experimental medicine’ is fast turning our
young students into sadists instead o f responsible doctors and it should be
remembered that experiments on animals are only the first steps to experiments on
hum ans.. ..It is my view that UFAW lack soul and are not a fair representation o f the
Animal S ocieties...I conclude with the following quotation: “Until orthodoxy
renounces vivisection humanity should look elsewhere for healing. There is no
health in cruelty.676

Needless to say this ‘purple prose’ contrasts sharply with her later rhetoric on behalf of
FRAME. Hegarty’s move from the view that “UFAW lack soul and are not a fair
representation o f the Animal Societies” to establishing a society to promote the UFAW
philosophy was far-reaching. Her transformation in response to the idea of replacing
laboratory animals is representative o f the antivivisectionist movement’s relinquishing in
this period their absolute opposition to the biopolitical values o f modernity in favour of
adopting the values o f the biomedical sciences in order that their perversion o f truth could
be rectified. The effect o f the principle o f replacement can be seen to be an example of
the biomedical sciences masking their own mechanisms in order to sustain their own
expansion. By accepting alternatives the antivivisection movement was drawn into
accepting biopolitical values and despite all intentions served to sustain and expand that
which they sought to resist.
Consequently the writings o f animal rights luminaries such as Ryder and Singer
adopted positions that consolidated rather than overtly critiqued biomedicine. The
assumption that biopolitics had to be the very form o f power was no longer challenged,
thus the modernity as an age o f biopolitics was tacitly legitimated and extended into new
areas. For example, the central idea o f speciesism, first developed by Ryder in Victims o f
Science, was a determined and thoroughly biopolitical attempt to demolish moral

676 PRO HO 269/8 Letter Dorothy Hegarty to Littlewood 3rd June 1963. See also PRO HO 269/8 Letter
Hegarty to Littlewood 8th September 1964
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distinctions between human and non-human just as biomedicine had demolished
biological distinction.677 Just as the biomedical sciences eroded biological distinction
between human and non-human life the idea o f speciesism and the animal rights
philosophy built upon it produced a similar effect within the realm o f both ethics and
jurisprudence, bringing both firmly within a biopolitical logic. Such an interpretation
would bear out Giorgio Agam ben’s recent observation that the development o f biopolitics
through modernity has increasingly erased categorical distinction between human and
animal life “dragging the very possibility o f the distinction to its ruin”.678
However, our purpose here is not to enter into metaphysical introspection but
rather to note that the erosion o f distinction between human and non-human life found in
both the biomedical sciences and the writings o f the animal rights philosophers is
indicative o f a constitutive relationship when approached from a biopolitical perspective.
This affinity becomes clearer if one examines the work of Singer either as an early animal
rights philosopher or in his contemporary guise as a leading bioethicist. To justify the
moral and biological equivalence o f human and non-human life Singer draws upon
utilitarianism and the associated belief that all sentient life is capable o f suffering and no
life should be allowed to suffer. In his attempt to convey the logic o f speciesism to the
reader o f Animal Liberation Singer revealed his intellectual debt to the work of Jeremy
Bentham quoting the following passage in full:
The day may com e when the rest o f animal creation may acquire those rights which
never could have been witholden from them but by the hand o f tyranny. The French
have already discovered that the blackness o f the skin is no reason why a human
being should be abandoned without redress to the caprice o f a tormentor. It may one
day com e to be recognised that the number o f legs, the villosity o f the skin, or the
termination o f the os sacrum are reasons insufficient for abandoning a sensitive
being to the same fate. What else is it that should trace the insuperable line? Is it the
faculty o f reason, or perhaps the faculty o f discourse? But a full-grown horse or dog
is beyond comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversable animal, than an
infant o f a day or a week or even a month old. But suppose they were otherwise,
what would avail? The question is not, Can they reason ? Nor Can they talk? But,

Can they suffer!619

677 Richard D Rvder V ictim s o f Science (London. Davis-Poynter, 1975) pp. 11-19.
678 Agamben The Open p.22.
679 Jeremy Bentham An Introduction to the Principles o f Morals and Legislation (Oxford:Oxford University
Press. 1996) pp.283 n. 1. Quoted in Singer Animal Liberation pp.26-27. Emphasis is from Bentham.
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This is in essence the base o f all Singer’s bioethical philosophy from his early views on
animals to his equally radical recent position on infanticide.680 The fact that Singer’s
fetishing o f suffering as the determining factor o f moral behaviour mirrors the philosophy
o f UFAW is merely indicative o f their shared Benthamite genealogy. Yet Singer goes
beyond UFAW (though arguably not Bentham) in equating human and animal life in
totality arguing that the concept o f the “sanctity” o f human life must be abandoned in
favour o f a focus upon the “quality” o f life.681 Ultimately Singer’s bioethics invoke a
redefinition o f life (human and non-human) within a framework that calculates its value
in terms o f factors such as a capacity for social experience, self-consciousness, and
productivity.682 As such Singer proposes an intensified biopolitics wherein decisions
regarding life are made in an ever-widening biopolitical forum that now includes those
who claim to resist it. This again appears to reflect and extend the observation of
Agamben that in modernity biopolitical decisions upon life come:
to be displaced from strictly political motivations and areas to a more ambiguous
terrain in which the physician and the sovereign seem to exchange roles.683
Singer’s view is all the more disturbing as within it biological life does not automatically
have a claim to live and as such he places all life, whether human or animal, in a position
where it is exposed to death. Thus Singer’s bioethics forms a new and intensified
biopolitical logic. Moreover, Singer’s bioethics presents itself as a form o f resistance to
the very biopolitical logic that it actually serves to sustain. Consequently, the attempt to
overcome speciesism far from liberating animals from the apparatus of biopower further
enmeshes both animal and human life within its calculations. Far from serving to curb the
extension biopolitical logic within society animal rights discourse (and bioethics) actually
serve to sustain and extend technologies o f biopower.
This conclusion finds support in recent critical studies o f bioethics. Alain Badiou
has argued bioethics is particularly dangerous as it attempts to be “a thoroughgoing ethics
680 On the latter see for exam ple Peter Singer "Unsanctifying Human Life” in Peter Singer UnsanctifVing
Human Life ed. Helga Kuhse (O xford:Blackwell. 2002) pp.215-232 and Peter Singer Practical Ethics
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1993) p p .135-174.
681 See for exam ple Helga Kuhse and Peter Singer “Should all Seriously disabled Infants Live?” in Singer
U nsanctifving Life pp.233-245. In contrast Hum e’s Christian conviction led him to maintain an albeit
vague distinction between human and animal life that determined the former could be utilised for
instrumental purposes by the latter. See C W Hume “What Rights have Animals?” in Hume Man and Beast
pp .179-193.
682 Peter Singer Rethinking Life and Death (Oxford:Oxford University Press, 1994) p.192.
683 Agamben Homo Sacer pp. 143.
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o f life” and thus threatens a return to a biopolitics resembling that of Nazi Germany.684
This may at first seem absurd given that bioethics claims to assert respect for human
rights within the biomedical sciences in order to avert the return o f a Nazi-style
biopolitics. However, as the argument o f this chapter implies such claims should be
treated as suspect and the idea o f rights in any case fails to provide a position from which
biopolitics can be resisted. Badiou argues that bioethics in assuming the right to arbitrate
that life which deserves to live and that which does not is itself complicit with biopolitics.
This goes some way to explain the ease by which bioethics institutionalised itself within
the biomedical sciences. Recent sociological studies have also begun to critically assess
bioethics.685 Charles E Rosenberg comes close to concisely summating the argument of
this chapter in a reflection he made in 1999 on the role o f bioethics:
Bioethics not only questioned authority; it has in the past quarter-century helped
constitute and accept it...bioethics has taken up residence in the belly o f the medical
whale; although thinking o f itself as still autonomous, the bioethical enterprise has
developed a com plex and sym biotic relationship with this host organism. Bioethics
is no longer ( if it ever was) a free-floating, oppositional, and socially critical reform
movement.686

Comparably, M L Tina Stevens has argued from the American context that:
the bioethics movement was not a simple outgrowth o f the critical forces endemic to
the sixties. It was not a radical m ovem ent...bioethics served to transmute potentially
hostile impulses o f the larger society into an acceptable expertise.687

The same can be said for the work o f UFAW in developing humane experimental
technique and particularly the idea o f replacing laboratory animals. In Britain these ideas
prevented the antivivisection movement from capitalizing on its long-held resistance to
the biopolitical values o f modernity just as an increasingly anti-modem Zeitgeist was

emerging. Whilst it would be ahistorical to claim UFAW was in some way a bioethical
organization it should nonetheless be seen as a significant precursor to bioethics. In terms
o f UFAW’s role in sustaining, legitimating and thereby contributing to the constitution of
the biomedical sciences it fulfilled a comparable role to that which bioethics later
undertook.

684 cf. Alain Badiou Ethics (London:Verso. 2002) esp.pp.35-38.
685 See for exam ple Raymund D eVries and Janardan Subedi Bioethics and Society (Upper Saddle River,
N ew Jersey:Prentice H all.1998).
686 Charles Rosenberg "Meanings. P olicies and Medicine:On the Bioethical Enterprise and History”
Daedelus 128 1999 pp.27-46. p.38.
687 Tina Stevens B ioethics in Am erica p. 150.
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The success o f UFAW (and later bioethics) outside of the laboratory is therefore
to be found in the extent to which it diffused radical critique o f the biomedical sciences.
In the 1950’s the idea o f humane experimental technique diffused potential criticism
instigated in reaction to Nazi atrocities by asserting that the biomedical sciences were
inherently humane. Subsequently, the embodiment o f this argument in the 3Rs served in
the 1960s to dissipate antivivisectionist opposition to the values of the biomedical
sciences preventing it from capitalizing upon a change o f mood that was increasingly
rejecting biopolitical and technological values. In adopting the idea o f alternatives the
antivivisectionists accepted the materialist and instrumental values o f the biomedical
sciences and thus rather than opposing the biomedical sciences antivivisectionism began
to tacitly sustain them. This conclusion echoes Rosenberg in suggesting that the animal
rights movement, bioethics and the biomedical sciences exist within a “complex and
symbiotic” relationship that serves less to restrain than to sustain the expansion of the
biomedical sciences. We can add that this relationship should be understood as a
biopolitical relationship, concerned with the efficient fostering and regulation of life.
In a sense these events distilled from a movement that was vehemently hostile to
the growth o f biopolitics a regulating apparatus that served to sustain and foster the
further expansion o f that which was subject to regulation. This can be viewed as an
example o f the productivity o f power in a Foucaultian sense. This reading of
antivivisectionism’s abandonment o f its radical anti-scientism in favour o f the acceptance
o f modern biopolitical values argues that UFAW (and latterly bioethics) transformed
radical criticism into questions o f management and in doing so sustained and legitimated
the practices o f the biomedical sciences. It is highly unlikely that such a transformation
could be achieved without a remainder, but the ramifications o f this likelihood cannot be
answered here. However, it is probable that the radical and increasingly violent animal
rights movement that emerged at exactly this time may well prove if further analysis were
undertaken to be the embodiment o f such a remnant.
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Conclusion: Reliable A nim als, Responsible Scientists: - Constructing
the Standard Laboratory Animal in Britain C .1919-1976.

Scientists Find a Cure For Empathy (Sue Coe 1997)
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As Theodore M Porter has argued the production of objectivity does not require
access to a metaphysical or realist ‘truth’ but rather simply a reduction of personal
judgement

in

order

to

limit

the

exercise

o f discretion

and enable accurate

communication.688 This process o f the reduction of personnel judgement is now widely
recognised to be as much a process o f social negotiation as the discovery of ‘objective’
facts. Indeed, the whole thrust o f science studies might be said to have been toward
demonstrating the subjective element in the process of establishing acceptable means to
produce objective truth.689 In recent years the standardization of the laboratory animal
has been repeatedly appropriated to make this point.690 The present analysis of the
standardization o f laboratory animals in Britain is not dissimilar and corroborates
previous studies in its revelation o f the role o f historical and social contingency in the
development o f scientific practices. The comparison of interwar and post-war ideals of
the standard laboratory animal is illustrative o f this point. Indeed, the origin of the British
demand for standard laboratory animals can be said to have arisen from the renegotiation
of the acceptable

limits o f personnel judgement within biomedical experiment

necessitated by the new field o f biological standardization. Whereas previous uses of
laboratory animals (such as in physiological research) had tolerated a certain degree of
personnel judgement (and found it to be productive to do so) biological standardization
tolerated much less.691 As a field concerned with measurement biological standardization
required a high degree o f consensus as to the instruments, techniques and methodology
utilized.

The

main

diagnostic

instrument

utilised

for the work o f biological

standardization was the laboratory animal and consequently it had to be standardized if it
was to serve as a reliable tool. In the words o f Lane-Petter:
laboratory animals tend to be regarded more or less as reagents. Among the essential
qualities o f any reagent are some indication o f its purity, or at least its degree o f
contamination, and also the requirement that it should be perennially reproducible.
This implies that attention must be given to the methods o f producing these
biological reagents692
988 Theodore M Porter "Objectivity as Standardization: The Rhetoric o f Impersonality in Measurement,
Statistics, and C ost-B enefit A nalysis" in A llen M egill Rethinking Objectivity (Durham: Duke University
Press. 1994) pp. 197-327.
1,89 See for example Ian Hacking The Social Construction o f What? (Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
2000) and Andrew Pickering Science as Practice and Culture (Chieago: Chicago University Press. 1992).
tm eg. Kohler Lords o f the Hv; Rader Making M ice: and Creager Life o f a Virus.
(’01 cf. I odes "Pavlov's Physiological Factory".
(,<'2 W. Lane-Petter "Breeding Laboratory Animals" Nature 176 August 6lh 1955 p. 243-245. p.243.
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This is not to say that the demand for standard laboratory animals was limited to the field
o f biological standardization, the broad spectrum o f biomedical societies that participated
in the Conference on the Supply o f Experimental Animals demonstrates the breadth of
concern within the biomedical sciences generally with regard to the laboratory animal at
the time. Nonetheless, the British demand for a standard laboratory animal emerged from
and largely reflected the work o f biological standardization. This was largely because
biological standardization placed a much greater emphasis upon the accuracy of
replicating experimental results as a matter o f routine practice rather than a rarely
invoked guarantor o f truth.
The ‘standard’ reference point for studies o f standardized laboratory animals
remains Kohler’s Lords o f the Fly. In focussing upon the materials that researchers used
in practice Kohler presented a new approach to the history o f science. An original feature
o f this approach was that it claimed to have no interest in the production o f scientific
knowledge itself.693 The motivation behind this claim lay in Kohler’s desire to locate his
study in opposition to “the revisionist cultural-political historiography favoured in the
1980s”.694 In turning to material practice and focussing his study on a particular organism
Kohler sought to correct what he saw as an overt social reductionism integral to studies
influenced by social constructionism.695 The present thesis is well placed to follow
Kohler’s example in that it does not directly address the relationship between the
construction o f laboratory animals and their integration into scientific knowledge as such.
However, this is less an consequence o f epistemological commitment than an unintended
outcome o f the particular historical focus o f the thesis. Kohler’s retreat from social
construction was so complete as to leave no room for the consideration of social,
ideological or even theoretical influences upon scientific practice within the laboratory.
Clearly, in demonstrating how moral concern for welfare was integrated within the
practice o f standardizing laboratory animals this thesis differs from Kohler’s in that it
gives serious consideration to political and cultural influences upon scientific practice.
Indeed, the close association demonstrated between standardization and the promotion of

693 Kohler Lords o f the Fly p. 15.
694 Ibid/p. 177.
695 c /f for exam ple Jonathan Harwood Styles o f Scientific Thought: The German Genetics Community
1900-1933 (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1992).
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welfare suggests that social and cultural influences cannot be divorced from material
practice. Therefore, whilst agreeing with Kohler that the material practice of
standardizing laboratory animals is an important focus of study this thesis also shows that
adopting such a focus at the expense o f social, cultural and theoretical contexts can be
misleading. On the one hand such a relentless concentration upon material practice
threatens a return to accounts based upon a form of scientific realism. Perhaps
importantly, it certainly finds little room for the consideration of how ethical influences
such as a concern for animal welfare might not only find their way into the laboratory but
also become integrated within scientific practice to directly shape the construction of
laboratory animals. In this regard the adoption o f Foucault’s concept o f biopolitics is
particularly useful in that it implies that material biology and political or cultural interests
cannot be disassociated from one another.
Consequently, whilst agreeing with Kohler in principle that a focus upon the
material practice o f laboratory animals is productive this study attempts to reintroduce
into the debate a degree o f consideration for social, cultural and theoretical influences.
This thesis agrees with Kohler that that the material practice of standardizing laboratory
animals was driven by economic necessity and instrumental ends. However, this
observation alone explains little as to how agreement was reached as to the exact means
to efficiently achieve this end. In showing that the methodology to standardize laboratory
animals was linked to the promotion o f animal welfare this study demonstrates how
social/cultural interests directly shape material practice. Ensuring the welfare o f animals
need not have been the means adopted to standardize the laboratory animal, the fact that
it was can be viewed as a result o f the social, cultural and historical context o f the period.
A context that might best be viewed as biopolitical.
Nonetheless, this is not the first work to adopt a more balanced approach between
material and social agency in regard to the study o f the standardization of laboratory
animals. Several examples o f such studies can be found in the collection of essays edited
by Adele E Clarke and Joan H Fujimura entitled The Right Tools fo r the Job.696 More

696 A dele E Clarke and Joan H Fujimura The Right Tools for the Job: At work in the Twentieth-Century
Life Sciences (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992. See also Soraya de Chadarevian “O f worms
and programmes: C aenorhabditis elegans and the study o f development" Studies in History and Philosophy
o f Biological and Biom edical S ciences 29 (1998) pp. 81-105 and John B Gurdon & Nick Hopwood “The
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recently Angela N H Creager has presented an exceptionally well-balanced historical
analysis o f the tobacco mosaic virus that takes full account o f intellectual, institutional
and social/political as well as material influences that contributed to the tobacco mosaic
virus being adopted as a standard laboratory model.697 Whilst others, such as Karen
Rader's analysis o f the development o f standard laboratory mice in America, have swung
so far back toward the social that the analysis o f material practice is almost entirely lost
from the account.698_The original contribution o f this study to existent literature consists
in firstly identifying an example where material (in terms o f practical standardization
techniques) and social/cultural (in terms o f the moral consideration for the welfare of
animals) concerns are integrated within a singular practice - that o f the standardization of
laboratory animals. The second contribution is to explain this process through reference
to Foucaultian biopolitics wherein the excise o f power is legitimated by its goal being the
promotion o f health and well-being. O f course, it might be suggested that in focussing
upon mammals rather than flies the question o f welfare might be restricted to this study
and inapplicable to one focusing on, for example, Drosophila. For reasons o f space a full
analysis o f non-mammalian standardization techniques in Britain was not possible to
undertake here. However, it should be noted that non-mammalian laboratory animals
such as reptiles and invertebrates were included within the interests o f UFAW. Indeed, in
the second edition o f the UFAW Handbook the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
received equal treatment to each mammalian laboratory animal having its own chapter on
husbandry and care techniques detailing proper accommodation, nutrition and health
hazards such as infection by moulds or bacteria.699 Thus there is no reason to infer that
due to its non-mammalian nature the fruit fly or any other non-mammalian laboratory
animal was in some way exempt from the logic o f biopolitics explicated within this
thesis. How the question o f welfare would relate, if at all, to non-animal life such as
plant, bacterial, or viral, remains open to conjecture. This study has shown that mediated
by notions o f norm and health the laboratory animal was constructed according to a
introduction o f X enopus laevis into developm ental biology: O f empire, pregnancy testing and ribosomal
genes" International Journal o f Developm ental B iology 44 (2 0 0 0 )n pp.43-50.
697 Angela N H Creager The Life o f a Virus: Tobacco M osaic Virus as an Experimental Model 1930-1965
(Chicago: University o f Chicago Press. 2002).
698 Karen Rader Making Mice: Standardizing Animals for Research 1900-1955 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press. 2004).
699 See Worden and Lane-Petter The UFAW Handbook pp. 859-867.
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certain logic that drew upon both biological and ethical / political assumptions. Put
another way, the very methodology o f standardization - the means by which objectivity
was assured - has been demonstrated to be governed by neither (objective) material
practice nor (subjective) political / ethical values but rather a complex process that
mediated the two, a process that was fundamentally biopolitical. In this sense the concept
o f the biopolitical is intended to convey a singular logic that might otherwise be
represented in terms o f the politicisation o f science or the scientification of politics.
Rather than either o f these interpretations biopolitics represents a mode o f operation that
exists between the two wherein the distinction between the material practice of the
biological science and the ethical and political values o f its practitioners breaks down yet
nonetheless cannot be erased.
Before returning to this point it should be recalled that as well as addressing
standardization as a means to ensure reliability this study has equally stressed the role of
standardization in terms o f ensuring the maximization o f efficiency in the production and
use o f laboratory animals. The techniques developed to regulate and standardize the
laboratory animal supply have been portrayed as examples o f the deployment of the
Foucaultian notion o f biopower orientated toward ensuring the maximization of utility.
The work undertaken by Lane-Petter through the LAB (later LAC) can be taken as an
example. Through employing a demographic census the LAB created a population of
laboratory animals before developing various apparatus to regulate that population. These
apparatus reflected the panoptic characteristics o f disciplinary-normalization described by
Foucault. For example, the Accreditation Scheme efficiently established the LAB as the
centre o f the supply o f laboratory animals providing it with a means to continuously
survey the quality o f laboratory animals without actually physically doing so. The
assurance that laboratories would report deficient animals and consequently breeders
would be investigated assured breeders were drawn into the apparatus o f regulation and
would voluntarily comply with the dictates o f the LAB in order to safeguard their
business. This in turn enabled the LAB to develop technologies o f biopower based about
hygiene in order to standardize the laboratory animal - a project that led to the SPF
laboratory animals o f the 1960s. The application o f the biopolitical strategy of hygiene to
regulate the population o f laboratory animals is demonstrative of the fact that biopower
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operates upon non-human as well as human life bringing all life within its calculative
logic. The strategy o f hygiene operated in an exactly analogous way upon laboratory
animal populations as it did upon human populations with the only caveat being that it
was substantially less likely to become totalised. Nonetheless, as the example o f the LAC
SPF building demonstrated, hygiene as a strategy o f biopower simultaneously operated to
discipline-normalise both the laboratory animal and the human attendants.
Consequently, whilst this thesis supports the assertion that the construction of
standard laboratory animals is contingent upon wider social and cultural values it equally
argues that the logic determining the goal o f standardization remained consistent. The
experimental need to standardize laboratory animals brought the laboratory animal within
the sphere o f biopolitical economic calculations and the subsequent demand for
efficiency remained consistent even if the means to achieve this goal were contingent to
historical change. With the exception o f the allusion to “rich and poor” Foucault’s own
description o f the emergence o f biopolitics in the eighteenth-century captures the
deployment o f technologies o f biopower upon laboratory animals in the twentieth:
Within this set o f problems, the ‘body’ - the body o f individuals and the body o f
populations - appears as the bearer o f new variables, not merely between the scarce
and the numerous, the subm issive and restive, rich and poor, healthy and sick, strong
and weak, but also as between the more or less utilizable, more or less amenable to
profitable investment, those with greater or lesser prospects o f survival, death and
illness, and with more or less capacity for being usefully trained. The biological
traits o f a population became relevant factors for economic management, and it
became necessary to organise around them an apparatus that will ensure not only
their subjection but the constant increase o f their utility.700

Whilst the concepts that determined how to standardize the laboratory animal and what
that standard might be were contingent to historically specific concepts of health and
norm the biopolitical desire to maximise utility remained consistent. Consequently, this
study takes a partially paradoxical position in asserting that the construction o f standard
laboratory animals was contingent to historical circumstance whilst simultaneously
asserting that the logic which determined these various constructions remained constant
in the form o f the biopolitical demand to maximise utility.
There are a number o f questions raised by this thesis that it would have been
desirable to explore in greater detail but, unfortunately, have remained beyond the scope

700 Foucault "Politics o f Health” pp. 95-6.
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o f the work. Obvious areas for future study include detailed analysis of the events
discussed from an international perspective. Given, as was demonstrated in Chapter One,
that the demand for standard laboratory animals in Britain was catalysed by the discipline
o f biological standardization and that the latter was implicitly international in its agenda
there are strong grounds to suspect that the events narrated here had their counterpart in
other national contexts. Indeed, the limited research that was undertaken on this subject
confirms that other nations were quick to follow the British example. For example
following the formation o f the M RC’s Laboratory Animal’s Bureau similar bodies were
established in many other countries including: the USA (Institute o f Animal Resources
established 1952), Japan (Japan Experimental Animals Research Association established
1952), France (Centre de Selection des Animaux de Laboratoire established 1953),
Holland (Centraal Proefdieren Bedrijf TNO established 1955), Federal Republic of
Germany (Zentralinstitut fur Versuchstierzucht established 1957), Belgium (Comite
National Provisoire sur les Animaux de Laboratoire established 1958), India (Laboaratory
Animal Information Service established 1958), Australia (Laboratory Animal Centre
established 1959, and Italy (Centro di Informaziomi sulla Produzione degli Animali di
laboratorio established 1959). All these bodies mirrored closely the purpose and activities
of the British LAB.701 In 1956 this fact was formally recognised in the establishment of
the International Committee on Laboratory Animals (ICLA), an organization established
through UNESCO to coordinate the work o f these national bodies on an international
scale. It is striking that the early activities o f the ICLA mirror so closely the early
activities o f the LAB particularly in relation to facilitating the exchange o f information
and in establishing international surveys o f laboratory animal production and use.702
Given such close correlation in the activities o f the ICLA and the LAB it is of little
surprise to find that Lane-Petter was instigative in the establishment of the ICLA and
served honorary executive secretary o f the committee. UFAW too had its complimentary
bodies in other nations, the most prominent being the Animal Care Panel, established
1950 in the USA.
701 See W Lane-Petter Living Animal Material for Biological Research: ICLA Symposium (Carshalton,
Surrey: ICLA. 1960).
702 W. Lane-Petter "The International Committee on Laboratory Animals'" Nature 179 2nd February 1957
pp. 240-1 and W. Lane-Petter "The International Committee on Laboratory Animals” Nature 185 20th
February 1960 pp.508-9.
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A comparative international analysis o f the construction of standard laboratory
animals and its relation to their welfare would therefore be a worthwhile area for further
study. Such an investigation would provide further context to illuminate the observations
made in this thesis and perhaps allow comparisons to be made between human and
animal interactions in the laboratory and in other settings. For example, it has been noted
in Chapter Three that Worden drew his approach to the husbandry of laboratory animals
from his knowledge o f the husbandry o f farm animals. This aspect o f the construction of
laboratory animals deserves further exploration. Abigail Woods in her excellent study of
the history o f Foot and Mouth Disease in Britain suggested that the British approach to
the control o f this disease could be viewed as emerging from the unique British national
context.703 Woods explains that it was Britain’s geographical isolation from the European
continent that allowed the absolute eradication o f the disease to become official policy. In
contrast, lacking the control that Britain enjoyed over their borders continental nations in
the early to mid twentieth century were forced to accept Foot and Mouth disease as
endemic. Therefore continental Europe placed far more value on the development of
vaccines to combat the disease as slaughter and eradication was not an option.
Consequently, the British approach to the control o f Foot and Mouth by slaughter (and a
related distrust o f emerging vaccine technology) contrasts sharply with the continental
investment in vaccines as the best means to control the disease.704 Woods goes on to
suggest that slaughter was viewed as a “character building policy” by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries in Britain. With the background o f the experience o f two World
Wars it was considered that, as it was the farmers who bore the cost of the policy,
slaughter taught self-denial and the great British virtue of a ‘stiff upper lip’. In a similar
vein the eradication policy allowed the disease itself to be portrayed as an ‘invading
enemy’ that had to be ‘fought’ in order to maintain Britain’s agricultural health.705
The development o f the LAB’s Accreditation Scheme in the 1950’s addressed in
Chapter Two must to some degree have been influenced by the British experience of Foot

703 Abigail W oods "The British Response to Foot and Mouth Disease 1920-2001” paper presented at the
W ellcom e Trust Centre for the Flistory o f M edicine at UCL on the 17th October 2001. See also Abigail
W oods A Manufactured Plague: The History o f Foot and Mouth Disease in Britain (London: Earthscan,
2004).
704 Woods Manufactured Plague pp. 92-107.
705 Ibid. p. 100.
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and Mouth occurring at the time. All the more so as MAF in the early to mid 1950s were
engaged in combating an acute outbreak o f the disease and it was MAF inspectors that
undertook in many cases the examination and accreditation of laboratory animal breeders
on LAB’s behalf. It is therefore o f little surprise perhaps to find the LAB Accreditation
Scheme functioned in a similar manner to MAF’s approach to the control of foot and
mouth disease. Both focussed on slaughter and eradication and employed to combat
disease, and both utilized disciplinary methods to require the breeder to adopt modes of
behaviour to limit the likelihood o f disease outbreak and be constantly alert to the
possibility o f infection in their animals. Furthermore, it is possible given the backlash to
the deployment o f slaughter experienced by MAF in the early 1950’s that Lane-Petter’s
attempt to develop a method o f ‘limited slaughter’ to control disease in laboratory
animals may have been influenced by this wider context.706 Certainly, the relationship
between the approach to laboratory animals discussed in this thesis and the approach to
animals in other contexts deserves closer examination and much further work. Clearly the
example o f hygiene and disease control would be a promising place to begin such a
comparative study.
A further question raised by this thesis involves the relationship between power
and the construction o f the self, an area that has become popular in the wake of
Foucault.707 In claiming that the construction of standard laboratory animals is an
example o f technologies o f biopower being applied to animals it has been established that
in terms o f the biopolitical demand to increase utility non-human life was incorporated
within biopolitics as much if not more than the human. Foucault himself noted, but left
unexplored, the fact that hygiene as a means o f regulative control was developed
simultaneously in reference to epizootic as well as epidemic phenomena.708 Flowever,
there remains the question as to how far the laboratory animal was capable of

706 Lane-Petter advocated in the early 1950’s that in terms o f outbreaks o f disease in laboratory animals
total slaughter was only necessary about 25% o f the time. See PRO F D 1/379 “Letter W. Lane-Petter to G.
S. Wilson" 24th July 1952.
707 See for example David Armstrong Political Anatomy o f the Bodv: Medical Knowledge in Britain in the
Twentieth Century' (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), Bryan S Turner Medical Power and
Social K nowledge (London: Sage. 1995), N ikolas Rose Governing the Soul: Shaping o f the Private Self
(London: Free A ssociation Books. 1999) and David Armstrong A N ew Flistory o f Identity (Houndmills:
Palgrave. 2002).
708 See Michel Foucault The Birth o f the Clinic (London: Routledge, 1997) pp. 26-36.
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internalising biopower. Foucault illustrated the internalisation o f biopower through
reference to technologies related to the construction o f the self. Consequently, it would
seem at first sight that the animal would stand outside of the apparatus o f biopower on the
basis that animals lack a sense o f self.709 Furthermore, Foucault used the example of
confession to illustrate the internalisation o f biopower, a move that further alienates the
animal from biopower by its literal inability to speak.710 Foucault argued that in
convincing the individual that confession produced truth the individual was compelled to
internalise the very structures o f power in order to satisfy the desire to know ones self.
Through confession the individual voluntarily consented to become an object of
knowledge and consequently an object to be regulated. In this sense the act of confession
served as a means by which the disciplinary-normalization techniques of biopower
operated. However, though confession certainly operated to produce docile bodies it is
not so easily said to produce mute bodies as confession demands that one speak. For this
reason it might be supposed that animals cannot internalise biopower, as they cannot
speak. Foucault did not directly comment upon this question, but he does offer a peculiar
observation at the end o f his description o f the dispersal o f confession in the West:
the confession became one o f the West’s most highly valued techniques for
producing truth. We have since become a confessing society. The confession has
spread its effects far and wide. It plays a part in justice, medicine, education, family
relationships, and love relations...one confesses one’s crimes, one’s sins, one’s
thoughts and desires, one’s illnesses and troubles; one goes about telling, with the
greatest precision, whatever is most difficult to tell. One confesses in public and
private, in pleasure and in pain...O ne confesses - or is forced to confess. When it is
not spontaneous or dictated by some internal imperative, the confession is wrung
from a person by violence or threat...The most defenceless tenderness and the
bloodiest o f powers have a similar need o f confession. Western man has become a
confessing animal.711

If confession were limited to language then why would Foucault describe the confessionobsessed Western man as “a confessing animal”? Perhaps the act of confession is not
limited to language but rather language is the form confession takes only in the human.
Arguably Foucault’s purpose in utilising the example o f confession was to illustrate the

709 It should be noted that ethological studies have increasingly began to claim that animals do in fact
possess consciousness. See for exam ple Collin Allen and Mark B ekoff Species o f Mind: Philosophy and
B iology o f C ognitive Ethology (Cambridge: MIT, 1999) and Donald R Griffen Animal Minds: Beyond
Cognition to C onsciousness (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 2001).
710 Foucault Will to K now ledge pp. 53-67.
711 Ibid. p.59.
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willingness o f the subject to submit to objectification thereby demonstrating it was
compliance that marked the internalisation o f biopower (as to speak is an operation of the
will alone). If internalisation refers to a voluntary willed compliance then the work of
standardizing laboratory animals was entirely directed toward ensuring the laboratory
animal internalise biopower. This is evident in the idea that the research scientist should
endeavour to establish a balanced moral economy to ensure a co-operative relationship
with the laboratory animal. Indeed, as Lane-Petter made clear providing a satisfactory
relationship was attained animals proved far more willing to cooperate than human
adults:
Veterinarians and paediatricians, whose patients normally possess uncomplicated
mentalities, are familiar with their ability to tolerate without distress lesions and
manipulations that most human adults would find insupportable; but they also know
this tolerance can only be evoked if there is a satisfactory relationship between
patient and clinician. The same is true o f the experimental animal.712
In this v ie w the esta b lish m en t o f a satisfactory relationship - by w hich w e mean the

animal willingly consented to the experimental revelation of truth - represented the
successful internalisation o f biopower (or at the least a credible simulacra). In this sense
biopolitical control takes on a benign role. Biopower served in this instance to necessitate
adequate concern for the welfare o f the laboratory animal, as only a contented animal
would consent to reveal (or confess) the truth that the research scientist sought. In serving
to promote welfare standardization demonstrated the interdependence o f disciplinarynormalization and the promotion o f welfare within a technologies o f biopower.
Consequently, the use o f Foucault’s concept o f biopower within this study serves to open
up an approach by which we might begin to explain how standardization and welfare
were so intimately connected.
It is therefore possible to suppose the internalisation o f power without reference to
the self. In this view the internalisation o f power is recognised less through the
construction o f a self than with reference to the success or otherwise o f what could be
crudely seen as a form o f behavioural conditioning. Exactly what impact this observation
has (if any) for studies o f the construction o f the self is a subject for discussion elsewhere.
Nevertheless, these observations suggest that the study of human relationships to animals
would be a productive approach to the study of human identity. A general theme of
712 Lane-Petter "Humane V ivisection" p. 81.
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academic scholarship on the relationship o f humans and animals gaining increasing
credence is a concern for the destabilization o f the distinction between human and
animal.

Here too the laboratory animal would be a fruitful object o f study, as by its

very nature it sits upon the threshold o f this boundary. On the one hand, in being animal
and not human the laboratory animal can be experimented upon yet on the other, in
serving as a model for the human, certain similarities are assumed which work to
undermine any strong distinction. At once the laboratory animal is seen as like but not
like, and as such would serve as an interesting means to explore the ambiguities in the
construction o f distinction between animal and human. This thesis demonstrates that such
a study would benefit from a historical perspective. For example the use o f laboratory
animals by biomedical science could be seen to raise a moral question —if they are so
alike as to serve as useful models how can they be denied moral consideration? The
proposed relationship between standardization and a concern for the welfare of
laboratories identified by this thesis serves as an answer —the explicit concern for welfare
compliments the assertion o f biological similitude thereby negating (to an extent) any
moral dilemma. At the same time, the assertion o f a moral concern for the welfare of
laboratory animals could equally be viewed as serving to reinforce distinction between
animal and human - the very term “humane technique” implies its practitioners to be
human not animal. These questions deserve further analysis. However, they also
demonstrate that the study o f the history o f the biomedical sciences is a most effective
site for the analysis o f the construction o f identity as well as for the critical interrogation
o f the relationship between the ethical and the political more generally. As such, a critical
approach to the biomedical sciences that remains always attentive to the historical can
serve an important function in deepening our understanding o f the present and shaping
our approach to the future.
713 For historical studies see the collections Mary Henninger-Voss Animals in Human Histories (Rochester:
Rochester University Press, 2002) and A ngela N H Creager and William Chester Jorden The Animal
Human Boundary (Rochester: Rochester University Press, 2002). For sociological analysis o f the same
question see Keith Tester Anim als and Society: The Humanity o f Animal Rights (London: Routledge,
1991) and Adrian Franklin A nim als & M odem Cultures (London:, Sage 1999). For a philosophical study
see Giorgio Agamben The Open: Man and Animal (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004). For studies
relating to laboratory animals see Donna J Haraway Simians, Cyborgs and Women (N ew York: Routledge,
1991). Donna J Haraway Primate Visions:Gender Race and Nature in the World o f Modem Science
(London:
Verso.
1992)
and
Donna
J
Haraway
M odest Witnessfc/lSecond M illenium .Fem aleM an© Meets OncoM ouse™ (London: Routledge, 1997).
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Embarking upon the study o f the construction of standard laboratory animals in
Britain it was immediately apparent that the project of standardization was bound up with
the promotion o f welfare. As was noted in the introduction this was true from the very
beginning as evident in V H M ottram’s letter to Walter Fletcher in 1926 that called for
the regulation o f laboratory animal production in order to safeguard both the reliability of
experimental biomedicine and the welfare of the laboratory animals themselves.714 The
inseparability o f standardization from welfare presented numerous difficulties, not least
the question as to why the issue o f welfare appeared so resoundingly absent from
previous studies o f the standardization o f laboratory animals. More problematically, each
attempt to write a history o f standardization o f the laboratory animal in Britain led
inevitably to a history o f the promotion o f welfare. Conversely, a focus upon the history
o f the promotion o f the welfare o f laboratory animals within the biomedical sciences
produced rather a history o f their standardization. It proved impossible to satisfactorily
separate the instrumental necessity o f standardization from the moral imperative of
welfare. Furthermore, this was not simply an example of social or cultural values serving
to determine the development o f scientific practice, as the same problem emerged if one
considered instead the theme o f the deindividualisation or individualisation of the
laboratory animal. For example, an analysis o f the deindividualisation of the laboratory
animal would produce a narrative o f the individualisation o f laboratory animals to the
point, as we saw in the work o f Chance, where laboratory animals were attributed
subjecthood. A means to approach this apparent double bind was found in the work of
Foucault who recognised that modern modes o f power integrated techniques o f subjective
individualization with those o f objective totalization to an unprecedented degree.715
Foucault reached this conclusion in his attempt to make sense o f the puzzle produced by
his observation o f the “coexistence in political structures o f large destructive mechanisms
and institutions orientated toward the care o f individual life”.716 He concluded:
right from the start, the state is both individualizing and totalitarian. Opposing the
individual and his interests to it is just as hazardous as opposing it with the
community and its requirem ents...its inevitable effects are both individualization and

714 PRO F D 1/1372 Letter Mottram to Fletcher 24th N ovem ber 1926.
715 Michel Foucault "Omnes et Singularum : Toward a Critiques o f Political Reason’" in Foucault Power
pp.298-325 and M ichel Foucault "The Political Technology o f Individuals’’ in Foucault Power pp.403-417.
Foucault "Political Technology" p.405.
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totalization. Liberation can com e from attacking not just one o f these two effects but
political rationality’s very roots.717

In an attempt to make sense o f these apparently contradictory effects of power Foucault
developed the concept o f biopower as bi-polar, operating simultaneously upon the
individual and the population. At the same time, Foucault’s attempt to grasp modem
rationality at its “very roots” utilised the concept o f biopolitics as a means of distancing
him self from the mechanisms o f power that he sought to analyse. His success was to
demonstrate that modem power (or biopower) operated simultaneously to individualise
and totalise, and thus operated at some indistinct and undetermined juncture between the
two.
The fact biopower operated simultaneously to individualise and totalise appeared
to suggest a starting point from which we might make sense o f the interdependency of
welfare and standardization

in the construction of laboratory animals. Just as

individualization and totalization are conventionally viewed as opposed so too have been
the causes o f welfare and standardization. One might consider for example Bertrand
Russell’s warning regarding the industrialization o f biological life or Aldous Huxley’s
dystopic Brave New World presented in the interwar period.718 This association became
intensified in the immediate post-war period wherein a widespread reaction against
standardization occurred no doubt at least partly in response to the excessive
standardization o f human life attempted in Nazi Germany. This reaction against
standardization is especially evident in the writing o f numerous social critics of the
1950’s and 1960’s who decried the standardization o f their societies as a threat to the
(human) individual.719 Given this historical context it was difficult to make sense o f the
fact that within the biomedical sciences at the same point in history the advancement of
the standardization o f laboratory animals was intimately associated with the advancement
o f their welfare.

717 Foucault "Omnes et Singularum ’' p. 325.
718 Russell Icarus; Russell The Scientific Outlook; Huxley Brave N ew World.
719 David Riseman and Nathan Glazer The Lonely Crowd (N ew Haven: Yale University Press,
2001 [1950]); C Wright M ills White Collar: The American Middle Classes (N ew York:Oxford University
Press. 2002[ 1951 ]); W illiam Hollingsworth Whyte The Organization Man (Phildelphia: University o f
Philadelphia Press. 2 0 0 2 (1956]) C Wright M ills The Sociological Imagination (New York:Oxford
University Press.2000f 1959]).
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At first glance the work o f Foucault might be taken to offer little support to the
suggestion that the extension o f biopower might in some genuine and practical way
simultaneously advance welfare. In Discipline and Punish he dismissed welfare and
humane sentiment as no more than the “respectable name” given to the meticulous
economic calculations o f biopower.720 Furthermore, in characterising biopolitics as ‘the
threshold o f modernity’ Foucault was forced to explain how a politics o f life could
produce such an unprecedented politics o f death as was witnessed in the twentieth
century. Thus Foucault appeared unable to escape the fact that biopolitics seemed
eternally on the brink o f collapsing into thanatopolitics:
It is as managers o f life and survival, o f bodies and the race, that so many regimes
have been able to w age so many wars, causing so many men to be killed...the power
to expose a w hole population to death is the underside o f the power to guarantee an
individual’s continued existence. The principle underlying the tactics o f battle - that
one has to be capable o f killing in order to go on living - has become the principle
that defines the strategy o f states. But the existence in question is no longer the
juridical existence o f sovereignty; at stake is the biological existence o f a population.
If genocide is indeed the dream o f modem powers, this is not because o f a return o f
the ancient right to kill; it is because power is situated and exercised at the level o f
life, the species, the race, and the large scale phenomena o f population.721

In the twentieth century the line o f transition from biopolitics to thanatopolitics can be so
seductively obvious that to take seriously the reference to welfare within the logic of
biopolitics is tantamount to an offence that many would see as unpardonable. However,
to fail to engage seriously with welfare in favour o f a singular emphasis upon the
biopolitical desire to maximise instrumental utility produces an unbalanced and arguably
un-Foucaultian understanding o f biopolitics. It produces a tendency to present
thanatopolitics as an inevitable product o f biopolitics and in the manner o f Bauman imply
that the Nazi death camps are in some way the inevitable product o f modernity. Such a
reading o f Foucault is especially evident in the work of Giorgio Agamben who goes as
far to suggest “the camp” is none other than “the pure, absolute, and impassable
biopolitical space” and thus “the hidden paradigm of the political space o f modernity,
whose metamorphosis and disguises we will have to recognise.”722 Clearly such a
negative reading o f biopower fails to seriously engage with the aspect o f biopower that
promotes welfare and to in this way perverts Foucault’s albeit ambiguous account. As
720 Foucault D iscipline pp. 92.
721 Foucault The Will to K now ledge p. 137. See also Foucault “Political Technology” p.414.
722 Agamben Homo Sacer pp. 122-123.
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much as Foucault may have related biopolitics to thanatopolitics his intention appears
rather to have been to emphasise the peculiar relationship between the “large destructive
mechanisms” and “ institutions orientated toward the care of individual life” which
emerge together in modernity. Indeed, he explicitly identified this relationship as a
product o f biopower and “one o f the central antinomies o f our political reason”.723 The
analysis o f the standardization o f laboratory animals contained within this thesis reveals
an analogous antinomy embodied in the fact biomedical practice served both to
standardize laboratory animals and promote their welfare . The laboratory animal was
acknowledged to be different to any other entity that had been standardized by the
sciences. The fact that the laboratory animal was an animal stood it apart from chemical
reagents and suggested that the experimental endeavour was in part a cooperative venture
that in turn compelled a notion o f obligation if not respect between experimenter and
animal. As Lane-Petter acknowledged:
The common laboratory anim als...are essential allies in innumerable fields o f
scientific investigation, and are certain to remain so. Some o f them have been the
subject o f behavioural studies. It is likely that if the rat and the mouse, the guinea-pig
and (though no longer a rodent) the rabbit became more the object o f such studies,
much light would be thrown on how best to breed, rear and maintain them. The
outcome would be a better biological reagent, which would please the investigator; a
more contented animal; and a satisfying application o f scientific knowledge and
method.724

The contribution o f UFAW served to make explicit the importance of acknowledging
welfare and in so doing revealed a positive feature o f biopower that was nevertheless
already implicit to its logic. Hume illustrated the two simultaneous yet apparently
contradictory aspects o f biopower through a military analogy. He explained that from the
point o f view o f a superior officer a soldier had two distinct aspects that could be termed
‘cold-blooded’ and ‘warm-blooded’. The cold-blooded aspects o f the soldier were
represented in calculable values. For example, a soldier could be represented as a number
contributing to the strength o f his battalion. Similarly, the soldier could be represented by
the risk o f his becoming a casualty in war, which is little more than a quantifiable
arithmetical factor in a statistical calculation. If he became a casualty and was represented
as such he becomes a number to be subtracted from the strength of his unit and a
723 Foucault "Political Technologies'" p. 405.
724 W Lane-Petter "Some Behavioural Problems in Common Laboratory Animals” British Journal o f
Animal Behaviour 1 1953 p. 124-127. p. 127.
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deduction to be accounted for in the parade state. All of these aspects of a soldier were
deemed cold-blooded, but in contrast the same soldier possessed a number of warm
blooded aspects that were o f equal importance to the commanding officer. Thus soldiers
required a certain standard o f accommodation, adequate nutrition, means by which their
health might be maintained, and a number of other personal demands that had to be met.
An officer who neglected these factors might be viewed as inhumane, but equally he
would be presiding over a highly inefficient battalion and as such he would be judged
incompetent. The careful management o f these warm-blooded characteristics in order to
maximise the comfort o f the soldier and thereby minimise the stress he was under was an
essential duty o f an officer if he was to maintain the morale of a battalion upon which its
effectiveness depended. Consequently an officer’s concern for the welfare of his soldiers
was more than a moral duty, it was a necessity in order to produce an effective soldier
and so moral duty and utility were indivisible. Thus Hume demonstrated that whilst
soldiers were in many ways regimental numbers they were simultaneously human
individuals - to neglect either would undermine the purpose o f the soldiers being. The
same argument stood for laboratory animals that could similarly be represented in terms
o f cold and warm-blooded characteristics. A laboratory animal might be just one in a
sample o f ten duly numbered animals within a biological assay, or it might be represented
in terms o f its litter number, age, sex, genetic history or response to a given stimulus.
Such would be the cold-blooded representation o f the laboratory animal. However, the
laboratory animal possessed warm-blooded characteristics of equal importance:
A competent biologist will pay great attention to the housing, feeding, and health o f
his stock, and he will manage them in such a way as to avoid exposing them to any
mental stress which is avoidable; he must keep them happy as well as healthy.
Failure to do this is inhumane, but it is also inefficient, because healthy and
contented stock are an asset in any research, and the biologist who was indifferent to
the feelings o f his animals would to that extent be technically incompetent as well as
callou s...A good biologist w ill, then, pay much attention to this warm-blooded
aspect o f the animals he uses, first because as a civilised being he will wish to
behave in a humane way; and secondarily, though only secondarily, because it pays
him to do so. Humane management o f laboratory animals makes for efficiency of
research.725

725 Ibid. p. 48-49.
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To overlook the warm-blooded aspects o f animals, or to fail to consider their welfare,
would undermine their utility within the laboratory. Biopower must therefore somehow
be kept in balance to prevent it from totally objectifying life at the expense of life itself.
Whilst Hume’s example depicts how biopower simultaneously promoted
standardization and welfare within the laboratory it is difficult to see how biopower’s
tendency toward totalization might be restrained within wider society. Nicolas Rose has
suggested that it is liberalism that acts as such a restraint preventing human life from
becoming totally subject to biopower.726 Rose understands biopower to be inherently
orientated toward totalization but argues it is restrained within a liberal society by its own
economic logic and through the liberal recognition o f the rights o f the individual.
However, though liberalism may curtail the totalization o f biopower it nonetheless
operates within the logic o f biopolitics. Liberalism’s economic justification for limiting
the extension o f biopolitical governance is founded upon the fostering of life just as its
defence o f the individual is based upon inherent rights acquired by virtue o f living.727
Consequently, in resisting the totalitarian extension of biopower through liberal
economics or the individual’s claim to rights the very act o f resistance serves also to
sustain and extend the biopolitical governance o f life.
Yet this should not necessarily be viewed as a criticism. Ultimately we are always
already enmeshed in power and our action, whatever that might be, will therefore, to a
greater or lesser extent, serve to sustain and legitimate power. At the same time this
should not be understood to mean that we are powerless. On the contrary, to realise that
we are enmeshed in the very thing that we critique provides us with just enough distance
to begin to make sense o f our position. For this reason Singer amongst bioethicists is to
be congratulated for he does not shy away from explicating the radical implications of his
work. Singer is at least partially aware and the first to acknowledge that his approach to
speciesism necessitates a re-consideration o f human life that may result in certain forms
o f animal life being calculated to be o f more value than forms o f human life. He is aware

726 N icolas Rose Powers o f Freedom: Reframing Political Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press. 1999). See also M ichel Foucault "The Birth o f Biopolitics” in Michel Foucault Ethics Essential
Works o f Foucault 1954-1984 Paul Rabinow ed. (Flarmondsworth: Penguin,2000) pp.73-79.
727 Recent critical work has undermined the capacity o f rights to curtail the totalization o f biopower, see
Giorgio Agamben "Beyond Human Rights” in Giorgio Agamben Means Without End (Minneapolis:
University o f Minnesota Press. 2000) pp. 15-26
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that in rejecting speciesism he exposes human life to death at the same time as attempting
to protect animal life from the same.728 Foucault once commented that:
People know what they do; they frequently know why they do what they do; but
what they don’t know is what what they do does.729

The development o f a biopolitical perspective served to open up a space through which
we might begin to better understand ‘what what we do does’. The problem that motivated
this thesis was that o f the relationship o f welfare to standardization. These two seemingly
contradictory processes nonetheless have been shown to be complementary, in a way two
sides o f the same coin. As this thesis progressed further apparent contradictory
dichotomies

emerged.

The

dichotomies

of

individualization

and

totalization,

objectification and subjectification, biopolitics and thanatopolitics, and the human and
animal all threatened to destabilise the progress o f this thesis through appearing
inexplicable in their simultaneous duality yet nonetheless essential to the operation of
biopower. As such this thesis has not moved far beyond the instability found in
Foucault’s own bi-polar account o f biopower. Our conclusion must be that biopower
operates upon the threshold o f these dichotomies where threshold is understood to refer to
a space wherein distinction can neither be maintained nor eliminated. This conclusion
would go some way to explain the recent proliferation of interest in entities that inhabit
this biopolitical space where distinction can neither be maintained nor eliminated (for
example Donna Haraway’s investigation o f cyborgs and Bruno Latour’s interest in
hybrids).730 It follows that if biopower operates in some way between dichotomies such
as that o f human and animal then one must question the advantage o f retaining these
categories. At the same time, to abandon them would be complicit with and thus serve to
sustain and extend biopower yet further. Yet, as we are inevitably trapped within the
logic o f biopower perhaps all we can do is attempt to transcend these worn dichotomies,
whilst simultaneously ensuring, as far as is possible, we remain aware of “what what we
do does”.731 In conclusion, we must acknowledge that the original premise drawn from

728 A s noted in S Zizek and M Dolar Opera’s Second Death (London: Routledge,2002) p .143.
729 Quoted in Dreyfus and Rabinow M ichel Foucault pp. 187.
730 See Haraway “Cyborg M anifesto’*; Haraway Primate V isions: Haraway Modest Witness: and Bruno
1.atour We Have N ever Been M odem (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997 [1993]).
731 Such an attempt to overcom e the Foucaultian dichotomous understanding o f biopower can be found in
the recent work o f Giorgio Agamben. See particularly Giorgio Agamben The Open: Man and Animal
(Stanford: Stanford University Press. 2004).
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Sue Coe (that scientists in some way must find a cure for empathy in order to do what
they do) is erroneous in its assumption o f a contradiction between practice and empathy.
In contrast, this study has demonstrated that the same practices that produce reliable
laboratory animals have the potential to simultaneously assure responsible scientists.
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